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EXTRA ! THIS 
ISSUE INCLUDES 
AN ACTUAL 
STEREO 
RECORDING- 
MIRELLA FRENI, 
THE BRILLIANT NEW 

OPERATIC STAR, SINGS 
"Mi Chiamano Mimi" 1 
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OUTPERFORMS VACUUM TUBE UNITS 

s I S T O R 

TUNER -AMPLIE IEU 

NOISE SPEAKERS POWER 
FILTER 

OUT ON 

Unique speakers switch lets 
you choose between two 
sets of stereo speaker sys- 
tems in different rooms, and 
also allows you to enjoy 
private earphone listening. 

ly reduces 
rises from 

or poor 

ON 
LOW LEVEL 

OUTPUT 

Tuning knob is flywheel 
balanced and ball -bearing 
mounted for smoothness of 
operation. 

Separate Power On -Off per- 
mits you to leave all front 
panel controls in their nor- 
mal operating position with- 
out having to reset them. 

1050 n .19 Ivb 

AUTO -SENSOR CIRCUIT FOR AUTOMATIC STEREO 
-Computer -like device compares the incoming sig- 
nal with a fixed noise signal. If the incoming signal 
includes only noise, Auto -Sensor stays in the mono- 
phonic mode. If a 19 kc multiplex pilot is present, 
the Auto -Sensor instantly switches to stereo. (Audio 
reported " ... the quietest automatic stereo switch- 
ing we have not heard.")' 

Convenient front -panel low 
level output allows you to 
use stereo headphones for 
monitoring programs. 

PREAMPLIFIER - Computer type construction o 

preamp section results in complete freedom from 
hum and noise. There is ample sensitivity for even 
the lowest output cartridges. Tape head may be 
connected directly to the preamplifier. 

From Scott . . . the pioneer in audio 
design ... a product that confirms the 
potential of solid state. Hard on the heels 
of the much acclaimed Scott 312 Solid 
State Tuner comes another monumental 
engineering achievement ... a solid state 
tuner / amplifier with Scott performance, 
Scott reliability, and Scott solid state quality 
at a price comparable to vacuum tube 
equipment! 

The tuner section is identical to that of 
the Scott 312. In reviewing this advanced 
tuner (July 1964) Audio Magazine said: 
"If any doubt remains in the minds and 
hearts of audio fans as to the accepta- 
bility of transistors for use in high quality 
FM stereo tuners, the Scott 312 should still 
these fears forevermore. It is one of the 
finest tuners Scott makes. And that means 
it is one of the finest tuners anywhere." 

The power -packed solid state amplifier 
section of the new344 utilizes unique Scott - 
developed circuits. It represents a signifi- 
cant advance in the state of the art. Peak 
power capabilities approach one hundred 
watts-enough to handle the most extreme 
dynamics in any music material. 

Scott engineers have imaginatively util- 
ized the latest in space-age miniaturization 
without compromising performance. The 
344 is comparable. in size to an ordinary 
tuner ... so it can easily be placed any- 
where you desire. Visit your Scott dealer 
soon ... be prepared for a new experience 
in listening pleasure. 
SPECIFICATIONS: FM sensitivity, 2.2 uv; Frequency re- 
sponse, 20 to 20,000 cps ± 1 db; Power bandwidth, 25 to 
15,000 cycles at less than 1% THD; 27 transistors, 4 nu- 
vistors; 300 ohm antenna input; 13 front panel controls. 
Dimensions in optional accessory case 151" wide x 13''4" 
deep x 51/4" high. 
Price slightly higher West of Rockies. Subject to change without notice. 
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Please send me FREE the new 1965 Scott 24 
page full -color Guide to Custom Stereo, con- 
taining full information on all Scott Kits and 
Components. 

Send me complete information on new con- 
soles by Scott...component quality in beautiful 
hand finished cabinets. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip Code 

SCOTT - 
H. H. SCOTT, INC., 111 Powdermill Road, Maynard, Mass. 

Export: Scott International, 111 Powdermill Road. Maynard, Mass. 
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold Avenue, Toronto. Cable HIFi 
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COMPACT SPACE-AGE T R/AMPLIFIER 

COMF. 

STEREO LOUD. 

MONO VOL 

I 
Convenient mode switch 
allows you to select either 
monophonic or stereophonic 
operation. 

0 2/ i 8 lil .,.,...,., 

INPUT 

PHONO 

TAPE HD. 

EXTRA 

SCOTT, 
{M 

STEREO 

88 92 96 100 1.01.10.1:to4 

FM 

SUB. CH. 
FILTER 

Input switch allows you to 
select whatever program 
material you wish to hear, 
whether it be from broad- 
cast, record player or tape. 

Compensation network auto- 
matically boosts the extreme 
highs and lows whenever 
the volume is reduced. This 
allows you to hear the full 
range of sound at any vol- 
ume you select. 
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TUNER SECTION -Silver plated, four- nuvistor front 
end assures high sensitivity with no cross modulation 
problems. (Audio Magazine reported 2.0 uy IHF 
sensitivity with 82 db cross modulation rejection!)". 
Flat line limiting makes the 344 impervious to igni- 
tion pulse noises and overloading caused by strong 
local stations. 

LOUDNESS 
S 

4 6 

Clutched loudness control 
allows you to adjust the 
volume of either or both 
channels. 

Precision tuning indicator 
reliably shows when you 
have tuned station properly. 
(Ordinary tuner/amplifiers 
combine this feature with 
the stereo indicator.) 

T R ANI 
FM MPS STEREO 

LO 

Fast -acting stereo indicator 
instantly shows when you 
have tuned to a stereo 
broadcast. 

Dual Bass and Treble con- 
trols are used to vary the low 
and high frequencies on 
either or both channels. 
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STEREO MULTIPLEX SECTION-Series gate, time 
switching multiplex circuitry built around Scott's 
advanced solid state design capita izes on the amaz- 
ing switching capabilities of transistors. Separation 
is in excess of 35 db. (Audio measured 36 db.)' 

Noise filter instar 
objectionable nt 
scratchy record: 
broadcasts. 
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SOLID STATE AMPLIFIER STAGE-Scott's advanced 
design gives power to spare for reproducing all the 
dynamic peaks in the music. Even under high volume 
conditions the 344 will drive any loudspeaker to 
full room level. Music power is conservatively rated 
at 25 watts per channel into an eight ohm load,and 
the tremendous reserve peak power of transistors 
assures even better performance in actual use. 

'Read the complete review of the 312 Solid State FM tuner ... the same tuner section incorporated In the superb new 344 ... in the July 1964 issue of Audio Magazine. 
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In these 
32 pages 

Ive offer you 
technical and 
non -technical 
explanations 

of today's 
móst_ dvá need 
record -playing 

equipment. 

is iieludes 
LAB8O 
the first 

A ut oma.t ió 
Trahscriptióñ 

Túrntable 

COMPARATOR 
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What requirements 
should a record player 

meet ... to justify 
its inclusion in your 
high fidelity System? 
The tone arm should be able to take your 
choice of any of the excellent low mass 
cartridges now on the market.. These 
cartridges are sensitive, and the stylus 
assemblies are highly compliant. The árm- 
musz track them perfectly, and trip -reli- 
ably, with very light stylus pressure. 

The turntable, motor,- and drive mech- - 

anisrri must be so silent ... so meticu- 
loudly engineered_ .. that they will not 
add- the- slightest noise or distortion at 
any frequency or volume level. 

To be compatible with wide range speaker 
systems and highly refined amplifiers (in- 
cluding solid state transistorized_ equip. - 
meet), the _ entire record playing unit 
must be built _to an exceptionally- high 
order of precision. 

Pcf orn:ance. is the key fadtor; but auto- 
matic cgnvénience and sensible price are 
also essential for -maximum enjoyment; 

Four years ago, these stringent require- 
ments motivated Garrard to produce the 
original Automatic Turntable . .. Type A 

a rew concept which -combined the 
advantages of single Play -turntables with 
the convenience of automatic record 
dangers. The instantaneous, dramatic 
a2ceptance of the Type A established a 
signifizañt trend, and" today more people 
cfioose a Garrard than all other high fit 
celity record playing units combined._ 
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.Vow -. -Garrard presents three 
iiighiy_ --pdvahced automatic- turn 
_tables;- plus an entirely new class, 
the first Automatic Transcription 
Turntable!- This exceptional devel- 

_ opment by the Garrard laboratories 
is. cr the ultimate in music 
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This 
new kind 

of Garrard 
is called 

the LAB 80 



This is the 

LAB 80 
More than an 
automatic turntable, 
it is an Automatic 
Transcription 
Turntable 
The Lab 80 is designed for professional 
reproduction of LP/stereo records (33'/a 
and 45 rpm) ... literally without compro- 
mise. It was created expressly for those who 
have not been willing to accept any auto- 
matic unit heretofore. 

Now, feature -by -feature comparisons will 
verify that the concept of the single play 
turntable combination has been obsoleted 
by a superior new class of mechanism. 

With the Lab 80, Garrard establishes 
a spectacular new precedent in record 
playing equipment ... combining pre- 
cision, performance, and convenience 
of a standard not previously available, 
in single play or automatic units. 

The price of the Lab 80 is $99.50 
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To visualize what the Garrard Laboratories have 
achieved in the Lab SO, we urge you to take the time to 
read the galaxy of advancements built into it. 
(Here are some highlights ... described in greater detail on the following pages) 
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NEW BIAS 

COMPENSATOR 
negates "skating" 

. keeps stylus 
evenly in groove 
no matter how 
light the tracking 
force. 

NEW ANTI- 

STATIC MAT 
discharges static 
electricity, 
prevents dust 
accumulating 
on records. 

NEW' : ' 

DYNAMICALLY 

BALANCED 

TONE ARM made 
of lightweight, 
non -resonant wood, 
insures optimum 
performance 
from every 
cartridge. 

NEW 'ISOLATION 

MOTOR SUSPEN- 

SION prevents 
even slightest 
vibrations from 
reaching turntable. 

NEW MASSIVE 

NON-MAGNETIC 

12" TURNTABLE 
is balanced in 
motion for perfect 
speed. 

NEW INTEGRAL " 

CUEING' DEVICE 
allows you - 

complete control 
of tone arm, 
for manual play 

" without_ damage to 
records or stylus. 

NEW LOW -MASS 

SHELL is compatible 
with the latest 
pickup designs. 

NEW_, MAGNETIC 

TRIP permits 
virtually 
frictionless 
authmatic 
operation and 
shutoff. 
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Lab 80's tone arm 
is unique. It is built 
of Afrormosia, 
the least resonant I . 

of all woods, held 
in precision align- 
ment by an alu- 
minum stabilizer 
along its entire 
length. 
This is a true dynamically 
balanced tone arm, and 
when adjusted as shown on 
these pages, it is the 
ideal transport for 
cartridges of professional 
calibre. 
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An important note regarding stylus pressura 
and protection of your records: 
As a service, we wish to point out that under n. 
circumstances should any cartridge be operates 
at a lower stylus pressure than that prescribed bb 
its manufacturer. Specifications for stylus pres- 
sure are determined by the basic design of the 
cartridge. To track at a pressure lower than sped - 
fled may cause many undesirable effects, in terms 
of damage to record grooves; intermodulation and 
other distortions. 

i 
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OIQ 
To adjust the tone arm, first turn the 
-snurled knob under the calibrated scale 5n the side of the arm) un-il the 
pointer reads zero. 

h 

Becat.,.se`of today's featherweight tracking, 
:he s!igh'.est interference with free 
111-Iverier-t of the tone arm may affect the 
perfo_ntance of the cartridge. To avoid 
thy, :he Lab 80 arm moves on special 
r_cedle pivots, set iñto ball bearings. The 
fiat geometry of the arm 'cancels out 
warp-wow'distortion; arid the low center of 
g^a rit?,eliminates sensitivity to 
external jarring. 



LAB 80 

- -. 

©Next,- balance the arm until it -floats level 
at zero tracking force. This is done by 
rotatipg the fine adjustment on the 
movable counterweight at the rear of the 
arm. (Note that the counterweight 
is isolated in rubber.,) 

The lightweight design of the shell 
makes it compatible with all cartridges 
including the new low mass professional 
types. The shell slides into the tonearm 
on channels and is fixed rigidly with a 
knurled screw, so that it cannot resonate 
or rotate from side to side. A new long 
finger lift insures safety in handling 
the shell. 

-_ '- 
Then set the correct tracking fti , 
as specified by the cartridge manufacturer. 
Turn the knurled knob under the, scale, 
listening for the clicks, which can also 
be felt.. Each dick represents=1/4 gram, 
providing ah accurate audible setting, 
confirmed visually by the indicator on the 
side of the ann. (Since some professional 
cartridges today may be tracked as lightly 
as a fraction of a g-am:this uniquely 
accurate method of setting is necessary 
to insure the best performance.) 

1 
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One majcr problem in all record playing 
equipment is the tendency of the arm to 
slide inward across the record. This 
is overcame in the Lab 80 through an . 

exclusive, patented bias compensator 
`which accurately cancels out any tone arm 
skating force, makin _it possible to use 
a cartridge with the highest compliance , 

and most delicate stylus assembly. 
Setting the Has compensator is simplicity 
itself. A weight on the' compensator 
is moved to a position along its scale 
corresponding to the stylus pressure 
which ias been set, establishing a direct 
relationship with, the stylus pressure 
reading on the tonearm. 



Garrard has 
never been inter- 
ested in gadgetry. 
The Garrard 
policy is 
to incorporate 
every convenience 
or refinement - 
but only when it 
serves a practical 
function. Three 
such refinements 
are shown on 
these pages: 
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Integral°tueirg. As ci riridges 
have become lighter .and stylus 
assemblies more delicate, so 
has the danger of damage from 
manual handling increased. 
Now, in the Lab 80, Garrard has 
incorporated cn intégrgi cueing 
device. which is activated -when-_ 
ever the manual leúer :s thrown. 
Th tcne arm is°suspended safety 
and aceuratel 5 inch ever any 
ec ord groove selected. Then press . 

the tab contro:.3n the front of the 
tore ara-. rest .'".° and the arra 
fierily towers i.hder featherweight 
cor!rol. The. first demonstration 
'wz i show, you -dramatically the 
'convenience 'and. saf ety which this 

. f eati:re -Imparts. 
(If _ts°desired to lift the arm off the 
record durmg play, simply touch the 
manu1 switch, an¿ the arm rises gently, 
directº over the re -20:d groove. You 
can `hen safeiy repasition the 'arm or 
reactivate the cúéing device, and lower 
the st.:us into the very same groove!) 
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`ab ióittrots ̂  iai .' katt És finger e`: 
tip taw controls, handsomely designed and 
set intD an engraves escutchecr_o. 
»mines for "manual" and !`automatic" 
a_ -e sepárate, yet a_1 functions are - 

worcinated on this single parel. The 'Wm, 
are `5E.sily acaetrsit:le ; .. require only 
fratbcrweight touch to start, reject, or stop, 
and =ñsure safety -from,iamaging pickup 
jump due to accicental jarring of the 
reccrd player. An illuminated' indicator 
:ells the record size selected and acts 
as ;á pilot light. 

. ^y 

N. . "; . d:!o'the plezásur3 of listeniitg to records 
t ; ``- '.` thaai -most otterfeatures_ A spring -loaded 

- - - - lock cáii then ehé. turriéd ir.to position 
Al 

5 
` -tooprotect°the,tonerarin from accidents, 

- _ - 
- r._ 

[ +.-.. Y' , 

AÚtoh'LCti¿El&Ut4ff. At the end of a 
single record for the last record in 
automátic" position) the tone arm returns 

ici' its rPs and the -Lab 807 shuts dff. 
- Thin simple cxv nience cañ.add mire : 



Concerning manual vs. automatic play: With the present state of the 
art in the design and manufacturing of tone arms - as exemplified most par- 
ticularly by the low geometry of the Lab 80 and other dynamically -balanced 
Garrard arms - the maximum variation in stylus pressure between one record 
and a stack is in the order of 0.2 gram (two -tenths of a gram). 

Thus, it will be seen that the significance of the question of whether or not 
it is important to play only single records at a time on any turntable, has been 
eliminated. The contention that stacking several records creates flutter and 
wow, is flatly untrue. ,. 

The convenience of automatic 
play, when désired, can 
hardly be overstated. It can 
add an entire ,area_ o f pleasure 
to your record enjoyment. 
The problem,. however, has 
been to próvide this conven- 
ience without impairing the° 
high standards of performance 
which are essential in a 
modern music system; and 
the search for perfection 
among methods of automatic 
record handling has been 
going on for years. 

Now, the Garrard Laboratories 
have developed' a remarkable 
new precision spindle for 
automatic playa It differs from 
all other' automatic spindles 
by incorporating the reliable, 
time tested Garrard pusher 
platform principle. 
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Ir uie;the automatic' 
pusher spindle' is 

- relatively simple. The 

stack ofrecórds,is 
securely held on three 
widely exténded.arms. 
Then, utilizing the basic 
Garrard';téchniquéfhe 
arms retract and the,.' 
jndividual_records are 
pu'shed`off gently. 

' This is' the'technigliaewhich established 
Garrard as the -pre-eminent ,:mería tiñ "áú°tó- : . 

`matic record- plaS_mg .,equipment,, because ° 

it.próved ;over tlé years,.cgmpletely, 
reliable and gent{e-to records.'Now the 
pusher p:atform prinnci i1e hag.been's 
designed into -the spindle, créating the . 

safest,` mast pogitive`acting device 
of its kind. - 

(Of course, 'his. spindle I; 
used only fcr automatic 
play. A short spindle is 

provided for your use is 
playing single reco-dsi 

LAB 80 
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The trip mechanism is the device which 
activates the automatic record changing and 
the automatic shutoff at. the end of the 
last record. Since the tone arm mechanism 
must engage the trip mechanism, the 
problem with automatic units has been to 
accomplish this with the least possible 
amount of friction or drag. Indeed, one of 
the points claimed in favor of single play 
turntables has been the lack of a trip 
mechanism, even though no one wilL dispute 
the tremendous advantage of the 
automatic feature. In the Lab 80, the trip 
mechanism is revolutionary and obviates 
this argument. The trip assembly is 
molded completely of Delrin® the remark- 
able new Dupont "slippery" material 
which has an exceptionally low co -efficient 
of friction. Resistance of the trip 
mechanism to the tone arm engaging it 
becomes virtually unmeasurable. 

The tripping cycle is activated by ultra - 
sensitive magnetic repulsion (through 
the use of magnets with polarities which 
repel each other) , eliminating the need 
for mechanical contact The combination of 
these two principles, ingeniously applied 
for the first time to an automatic record 
playing device, is the answer of the 
Garrard engineers to the stringent require- 
ments of ultra -sensitive cartridges, 
allowing the unit to trip reliably, at 
virtually zero force. 
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The cast turntable is 12 inches 
in diameter, and extremely heavy. 

In itself, it is an impressive 
example of precision craftsmanship. 

Each turntable is statically and 
dynamically balanced to eliminate any 

possibility of wow (uneven 
musical pitch) or rumble, and to 

insure precise, constant speed, 
through flywheel action, regardless 

of variations in voltage. 

". The special turntablé' mat is 
formulated from a remarkable new 

anti=static material. It dissipates 
the electrical charge on records, so that 

they will not attract dust. Dust 
is one of the key causes of record 

wear, as well as unwanted 
noise. The fine grooves of the mat 
have been scientifically designed 

to provide full support to the record. 
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Constant, reliable speed, 
of course, is essential. Recent " 

tests confirm the traditional 
Garrard viewpoint that the motor type 
(induction or hysteresis) is not the key 
factor in fine reproduction. It is basic 
compatibility of the motor to the 
particular turntable/drive mechanism, 
and meticulots manufacturing, 
which determ_ne outstanding results. 

The Lab 80 is powered by the 
unsurpassed Laboratories Series® 
motor (with dynamically balanced 
armature) , designed and built , 

entirely by Garrar3, which will 
maintain speed within NAB standards 
even through the unlikely line 
voltage variation of 95 to 135 volts. 

The loose assumption or contention. 
ti --at only a hysteresis motor can 
maintain speed with such reliability 
is simply untrue. 

It is isolated from the unit plate 
by a revolutionary suspension system 
of rubber anti -vibration devices 
and damping pads. This ingenious 
mounting system frees the Lab 80 
from any vestige of spurious vibrations 
which might reflect in record 
reproduction_ 

LAB 80 

The entire Lab SC unit floats on 
a new 5 -point foam -damped spring 
suspension system_, which isolates 
it from external jarring and the 
mechanical _nterference known as 

} "feedback". lnstafation is simple 
and practical. The Lab 80 is stereo 
wired, with a 4 -pin, 5 -wire system; 

J. separate ground connections... the 
Heal wiring because it eliminates 
danger of hum -causing factors. Leads 
plug into the player with Amplok plug 
( for AC) and twin female phono 
sockets on the unit plate, for the audio 
connection. This simplifies connecting 
cr disconnecting the player. 
Dimensions are c)mpact enough to 
fit most high fidelity cabinets. 

1 Specifications: 
1! 2 speeds: 3313 and 45 rpm. 

100-130 volts, 60 cycles A( (50 cycle pulley available). 

Minimum cabi.et dimensions: 
17" left to right; 143/4" front to rear; 

51/2" above and 31" below motor board. 

110. 



This, then is Garrard's Lab b 80 
Automatic Transcription 
Turntable ... a record -playing 
unit unequalled by any now on 
the market ... destined to 
establish a new milestone by 
Garrard . in the continual striv- 
ing toward perfection which 
characterizes our industry. 
This superlative mechanism has been mag- 
nificently styled to grace the finest music 
system, the smartest decor. On its decor- 
ator base, the Lab 80 is a symphony of 
shimmering satin metal, grained wood, 
and a special iridescent color that picks 
up and reflects the warmth of the cabinet 
finish. Into this excellent unit have been 
lavished every skill, every technique 
known to the Garrard Laboratories. To 
judge for yourself how well they have suc- 
ceeded, use the convenient chart below to 
compare the Lab 80's main features with 
any other record playing unit you may be 
contemplating. 

COMPARATOR CHART 
LAB 80 Other 

Dynamically balanced, counterweight -adjusted tone arm of 
Afrormosia wood 

LAB 80 i2 Other gm 
Calibrated stylus pressure scale, with click settings 

LAB 80 el Other g. 
Low mass shell 

LAB 80 Other gm 
Bias compensator (Anti -skating device) 

LAB 80 Other ME 
Integral cueing device 

LAB 80 Other mg 
Finger tip tab controls 

LAB 80 p Other 
Automatic play, when desired, with revolutionary 

pusher spindle 

LAB 80 (D Other gm 
Delrin® trip mechanism with magnetic repulsion 

LAB tu) Other 

12 inch, balanced, weighted, anti -magnetic turntable with 
anti -static turntable mat 

LAB 80 Other 111. 

Laboratory Series® 4 -pole shaded motor 

LAB 80 Other EN 
Motor isolation system 

LAB 80 Other 
4 -pin, 5 -wire stereo wiring with Arnpiok plug connections 
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This is the new 

Type A70 
ultimate expression of the 
Automatic Turntable concept, 
which Garrard launched 
with the original Type A, 
the most successful 
record playing instrument 
the high fidelity field 
has ever known 
This new automatic turntable is a perfect 
expression of the Garrard philosophy. 
Those who are familiar with the great 
models which established the Garrard rep- 
utation for unassailable integrity; will rec- 
ognize in the Type A70 certain familiar 
proven features which have become indivis- 
ible from the Garrard name. The most 
notable of these is the pusher platform 
automatic record changing principle ... a 
classic mechanism which has never been 
equalled, much less surpassed, for gentle- 
ness or reliability. 

However, traditional features are only 
half the story of the Type A70 ... for 
this is also the newest and most ad- 
vanced of all automatic turntables! 
For example, the exciting tone arm 
described on the following pages. is 
but one of a number of innovations 
which confirm how successfully 
Garrard has re -engineered the classic 
unit, advanced it beyond all other 
automatic turntables, and recon- 
firmed it as the definitive record 
player for the finest music systems. 

The price of the Type A70 is $84.50 
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The adjustable counterbalance weight 
at the rear of the tone arm ... low and in 
line with the cartridge ... establishes 
an optimum center of gravity. This 
assures accurate tracking and makes it 
possible for the arm to resist external 
jarring and vibrations. 

Special needle pivots set into minia- 
turized ball bearings, make vertical 
motion of the tone arm virtually 
frictionless. 

-. 
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The Type A70 features a completely new 
dynamically balanced tone arm, designed to 
an exceptionally high standard. Because of its 
low mass and flat geometry, this arm offers 
impressive advantages in tracking capability. 
Since total side pressures acting on the arm at the 
stylus have been kept infinitesimal, the 
Type A70 achieves outstandingly clean reproduction 
with modern cartridges. 

The slide -in shell locks positively 
into position and takes any cartridge, 
including the very light, high - 
compliance professional types. The 
cutaway form provides low mass, 
and simplifies installing and servicing 
the cartridge. An extended finger 
lift enables the user to handle the arm 
safely and conveniently. 



Stylus pressure on the Type A70 
is adjusted in two simple reps, similarly 
to the Lab 80. First, the sliding 
counterbalance weight is moved to the 
position which balances the cartridge 
(so that the arm floats level above the 
turntable), and locked in position by 
tightening an accessible adjusting screw. 
The arm, is now in balance at zero 
stylus pressure. - 

315 

As iri the L , the Type A70 tone 
arm incorporateMn adjustable -bias 
compensator anti -skating device. Simply 
slide the weight to the notch corresponding 
on the scale to the stylus pressure. With the 
bias compensator set, the aim will track 
accurately and without distcrtion - even 
if the player is intentionally tilted, 
the record warped, or not concentric. It 
"will bring out the best in arr y cartridge ^. 
Used, applying equal pressure on both sides 
of the stereo record groove, to minimize 
stylus and record wear. 

Then,"the correct tracking force prescribed 
for the cnrtrii ge is -set by turning 
the adjusting screw urder the tone arm. . 

TI -.e reading is taken cn the calibrated 
scale at the site of :he arm. As the kmtrled 
screw turns, a click is heard (and felt) 
for each 4 gr'am. The stylus pressure 
setting, the,efore,'s extremely accurate. 

" The full-sized, balanced turntable Ol 
the Type A70 is unique, having certain^ 
advantages not found in other units. 
Actually itt consists of two turntables 
balanced together . - . a drive table 
inside and a heavy cast turntable outside.. 
These are separated by a resilient foam . 

barrier, which damps out noise and' 
vibration. Being non-ferrous, the cwt table 
offers no attraction to magnetic pickups, . 

which might affect :racking pressure. 
The heavy :urntable weight ís the 
optimum for perfect torque ard flynheel 
action in the Type A70: 



TYPE A70 COMPARATOR CHART 

TYPE 

A70 

Al TYPE A70.2 OTHER 

Dynamically balanced, counterweight -adjusted tone arm 

B TYPE A70 OTHER 

Flat silhouette and low center of gravity (tone arm) 

0 TYPE A70 OTHER 

Audible/visible 11/4 gram check settings on 
stylus pressure gauge built into tone arm 

0 

1121 

TYPE A7012 OTHER 

New lightweight shell 

TYPE A70 OTHER 

Adjustable bias compensator (anti -skating device) 

I F TYPE A70 Q OTHER 

Needle pivots for tone arm bearings 

0 TYPE A70 p OTHER as 
Exclusive full-sized, heavy, balanced cast 

"sandwich" turntable 

© TYPE A70 0 riliEgli 
Double shielded Laboratory Series® 4 -pole shaded motor 

u 

TYPE A70 el OTHER 111.1 

Ultra -sensitive trip with Delrin® 

TYPE A70 mg OTHER Es 
Garrard's exclusive pusher platform, offering the 

great advantage of automatic play when desired, without 
compromise (Safest automatic record handling 

principle ever developed ) 

TYPE A70 OTHER EN 
Garrard iridescent color, compatible with all cabinet finishes 

0 

IM1 

TYPE A70 OTHER NZ 
New decorator base - optional 

TYPE A70 Q OTHER ggi 
Spring cushioned suspension, damped by foam 

rubber to prevent feedback and sympathetic vibrations 

TYPE A70 Q OTHER 

Simple installation and service: Type A70 is 
stereo -wired with 4 -pin, 5 -wire system. Separate ground 

connection eliminates hum. Leads simply plug 
into player with built in Amplok plug (for AC) and female 

twin phono socket on unit plate (for audio) 

Specifications: 
4 speeds: 162/3, 331/3, 45 and 78 rpm. 

100-130 volts, 60 cycles AC (50 cycle pulley available) 

Minimum cabinet dimensions: 
163/e" left to right, 141/e" front to rear, 
6" above and 27/e" below motor board 
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The Type A70 is built 
around the Garrard 
Lab..ratories Series® 
shaded 4 -pole motor, 
designed specifically for 
use ,vith this turntable 
and drive assembly. 
It is shielded completely, 
top and bottom, with 
accurately oriented 
plates which prevent 
any interference or 
hum, even when ultra - 
sensitive magnetic 
cartridges are used. 

The new trip mechanism 
of the Type A70 is a 
marvel of sensitivity. 
ín the Lab 80, it is 
molded of Dupont 
Delrin®. Frictión is - 

elin-.inated to such a 
degree by this "slippery': 
material, that the side 
pressure on the tone arm 
becomes virtually 
unmeasurable, and the 
unit will trip perfectly 
every time, with no affect 
upon tracking ability. 

As 



This is the new_ 

AT6O 
átí. ..atctómátic ".turntable 
with,-iritermix-capability 
Handsomely, dramatic iñ the .new 'Ga`r'rard . 

iridescent - colór: and brushed aluminum, 
this precisión model meets all 'the critical 
pefformañce-stañdards required of a :. 

Garrard-autórnátic _turntable, offering the 
additional' advantage of compact'vesatil- 
ity. The tubular- tone rarm is particularly': 
efficient.'.. dynanücally-balanced and'coun 
terweight - adjusted,- ,with built: in stylus 

-pressure gauge. ' ` - 

Uhder.:its -distinctive 'turntable mat, 
..t,h1,4,116Q incorporates a heavy, die- 
cást oversized ;turntable'- dynami- 
cálly-bálaiíced á id hón-magnetic: - 

This feature - só vital to professional' 
per f ormance -;has been found 
ótisly 'onlVCih-:-the highest bracket 
automatic turntables-,- ' - - 

- The price of the AT80 is_$59:50 

This massive f urntáhle-makes 
forypoíe'constarit speed, 
and correct torque through - 

" flywheel action. It,also 
tacifitátes'usiñg the-,ATfi9 
with réflned cartridges 
and amplifiers'of.greater 
sensitivity than 

- earlier musir`aystems. 
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The;túr"ntablé óf'the AT60 
`i's án 'example of the Garranl 
polieI,,of ,consistently 
upgrading,equipinent hy 

' íncorpórátiñgthe'3dvan-. 
tagites-of higher'pricéd units 
as sóon,as the'y'éan_he 
iriáde `av,ailable:c.: .-when the 
cha_ ñges'oañ'he-extectéd - ` 

in-apart. ,improve- 
meñtir}rperformance. 
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The tone arm is tubular... dynamically - 
balanced and counterweight -adjusted. 
The tubular design will be recognized as 
one of the most popular formats for 
arms sold separately and used with 
single play turntables; and those 
featured in certain "high priced" 
automatic turntables. 

The AT60 incorporates a 
self-adjusting bias compen- 
sator ... anti -skating device. 
With side pressures on the 
stylus made negligible, 
the AT60 will track the 
most compliant cartridges. 

O' y 
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In the advanced AT60 
version, the tone arm has a 

built-in stylus pressure 
S gauge, legible from the top for 

precision setting. 

In the AT60 a bayonet fitting keeps the 
shell instantly removable, yet rigidly held 
while playing to avoid resonance. 

With the new low mass cutaway shell, 
and the revolutionary Dupont Delrin® trip 
mechanism, the AT60 will track and 
trip the most up to date cartridges at 
minimum pressures. One additional 
advantage of the new shell design is the 
safety and convenience of being able to 
locate the stylus accurately on the record. 

ti 
, 



AT60 COMPARATOR CHART 

0 AT60 f2 OTHER 1.1 
Tubular dynamically -balanced counterweight -adjusted 

tone arm 

o AT60 OTHER III 
Built-in stylus pressure gauge, legible from top 

0 

n 

0 

AT60 12 OTHER 

Tubular overarm 

AT60 1:2 OTHER 1.1 
Needle pivots for arm bearings 

AT60 12 OTHER Iff 
Automatic bias compensator 

(anti -static device) 

AT60 EZ OTHER MI 
Lightweight cut -away shell and finger lift 

0 AT60 OTHER al 
Positive -acting tone arm safety catch to prevent 

accidents, simplify portability 

0 

AT60 12 OTHER IN 
Heavy, cast, oversized turntable 

AT60 1E1 OTHER I. 
Double -shielded Laboratory Series® 4 -pole shaded motor, 

in a special version designed exclusively for the AT60 

n AT60 k1:1 OTHER RE 
Automatic intermix operation, when desired 

AT60 OTHER gg 
Supersensitive trip. As in all the new Garrard models, 

the AT60 utilizes Dupont Delrin® to offset 
friction and make it possible to track and trip high 

compliance pickups at correct minimal tracking force 

0 AT60 OTHER 1.11 

Decorator styled base - optional 

AT60 OTHER ga 
Simple installation: AT60 is fully wired for stereo, 

with a 4 -pin, 5 -wire system utilizing separate connection for 
ground, to eliminate hum. Leads connect to the 

changer with a built-in Amplok plug (for AC) and a female 
twin phono socket mounted on the unit plate (for audio). 

Simply plug-in at the player! 

Specifications: 
4 speeds: 162/3, 331/3, 45 and 78 rpm. 

100-130 volts, 60 cycles AC (50 cycle pulley available). 

Minimum cabinet dimensions: 
151/2" left to right, 131/2" front to rear, 

47/e" above and 2'/e" below motor board. 
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Two spindles are 
provided. A convenient 
short spindle is used 
fo: playing single records 
-manually. I 
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The shcrt spindle is 
interchangeable with a 
center -drop spindle 
for automatic play, 
when desired. 

Wilt the automatic spindle and tubular overarm 
in position, the AT60 becomes the safest and 
most reliable center -drop intermix automatic available 
today. The spindle removes for safety and convenience 
in taking records off the turntable. AT60 is compact, 
fits easily into any record changer cabinet or space. 



This is the new 

Model 50 
Garrard has now designed 
an exceptionally compact 
automatic turntable 
at the price of an 
ordinary record changer! 
It is a handsomely styled 4 -speed unit de- 
signed to introduce new standards of per- 
formance and versatility to systems where 
space must be considered. This brilliant 
little manual/intermix automatic is suit- 
able for installation in any type .of com- 
ponent music system; or in consoles, where 
it is perfect as a replacement unit. Built to 
Garrád's highest standards, Model 50 in- 
corporates a number of advanced features 
never before available in a record player of 
such modest price. 

Model 50 is an excellent example of 
how much can be accomplished by the 
Garrard organization, ,with its half - 
century of, experience, setting out to 
Create a new precedent for quality 
and precision in an economical unit. 
Compare the Model 50 with the most 
.expensive automatic turntables, and 
you will find 'that 'the counter- 
weighted tone arm and full ' sized 
turntable impressively illustrate this 
point. 

The price of the Model 50 is.$44.50 

The shell is the lightweight cut 
away type with an extended 
finger lift for safety in handling. 
It plugs- in ... accommodates 
your widest personal choice of 
cartridges ... can he removed 
from the arm instantly to change 
the cartridge or service the stylus. 

,r 
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Stylus pressure is adjusted 4 

with a simple, accessible finger - 
touch device, for correct 
tracking force, according to the 
cartridge manufacturers' 
specifications. 



MODEL 

50 
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The graceful cast aluminum tone arm is counterbalanced - 
the first time this type of arm has been available in a popular 
priced unit. This feature alone gives the Model 50 particular 
significance - an automatic in the economy field which can track 
high quality cartridges, for finer sound reproduction 
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The turntable is oversized; and the handsome 
mat is reminiscent of previous Garrard models in a 
considerably higher price echelon. 

{Á,a.. 

Model 50 is the most 
compact multi -speed 
automatic turntable. Only 
61/2" in height overall, 
it will fit where other 
automatics may not. 
Sparkling in the new 
Garrard iridescent color 
and brushed aluminum, 
Model 50 will enhance 
the appearance of any 
music system. 

o 

In automatic position, 
Model 50 intermixes 
records of any size or 
sequence. Two spind es 
are provided. A con- 
venient short single play 
spindle is interchange- 
able with the center 
drop automatic spindle, 
removable for safety 
in handling records. 

0 

MODEL 50 COMPARATOR CHART 

AlI MODEL 50 OTHER MI 
Counterweighted cast aluminum tone arm 

IRI MODEL 5012 OTHER IM 
Lightweight cut away shell, with extended finger lift 

0 MODEL S0g:a OTHER 

Tone arm safety catch, for easy portability 

D MODEL 50 el OTHER la 
Automatic intermix operation when desired 

a MODEL 50.2 OTHER 

Handsomely styled unitized control panel with 
separate positions for manual and automatic play 

MODEL 5011 OTHER gm 
Simple, convenient stylus pressure adjustment 

O MODEL 50 r2 OTHER 1.1 
Oversized turntable with decorative mat 

113 MODEL 50 OTHER la 
Super sensitive trip with Dupont Delrin® 

O MODEL 50 r2 OTHER 1.1 

Garrard 4 -pole shaded "Induction Surge" motor, with 
dynamically balanced rotor, shielded from hum. Constant 

speed assured, free from vibration 

n MODEL 50 OTHER 

Decorator styled base - optional 

MODEL 5010 OTHER MI 
Garrard's most compact unit, fits any cabinet 

MODEL 500 OTHER 

Installation is simple. Model 50 is fully wired 
for stereo, with a 4 -pin, 5 -wire system utilizing separate 

connection for ground, to eliminate hum. Leads 
connect to the changer with a built in Amplok plug (for AC) 

and a female twin phono socket mounted on the 
unit plate (for audio). Simply plug in at the player! 

Specifications: 
4 speeds: 162/3, 331/3, 45 and 78 rpm. 

100.130 volts, 60 cycles AC (50 cycle pulley available). 

Minimum cabinet dimensions: 
147/1e" left to right, 121/2" front to rear, 
4%" above and 27/e" below motor board. 



gal21124:412A WORLD'S FINEST 

There is a specific Garrard model for your high fidelity system. 

LAB 0O Automatic Transcription Turntable $99.50 

AT60 Automatic Turntable $59.50 

TYPE A70 Automatic turntable $84.50 

MODEL 50 Automatic Turntable $44.50 

In selecting the Garrard model which best meets your requirements, you 
may depend upon the experience of your dealer. (We publish a list of 
Garrard dealers and will be pleased to send it on request.) Bear in mind 
,that the purpose of the record playing unit is not only to perform excel- 
lently, in conjunction with the other components in your music system 
... but also to protect your growing, valuable library of records. A Garrard 
is a long range investment ... built by a manufacturer with 50 years of 
experience, respected throughout the world for its tradition of integrity. 
Your Garrard is built for the years, and its performance to your complete 
satisfaction is assured by a meticulously trained and supervised national 
authorized service organization, supported by the most complete stock of 
spare parts in the industry, available throughout the country. 

MOUNTING BASES. Decorator styled in Oiled 
Walnut, or sanded, unfinished ... with precut 
mounting boards for all Garrard units. 

$4.45 to $6.50 
(Mounting boards for cabinet. installations -$2.25) 

r 

AUTOMATIC SPINDLES. For 45 rpm records. $3.80 

DUST COVERS. Molded from clear vinyl 
to protect your Garrard from accidents. 54 95 

MODEL SPG3 STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE. 
A sensitive, precision gauge which helps to 
maintain correct tracking force at all 
times. $2.95 

A wide range of accessories is available, to simplify installation of your 
Garrard automatic turntable, protect your record library, and add to your 
listening pleasure. 

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. 



WORLD'S FINEST 
RECORD PLAYING 
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Garrard, Div. British Industries Corporation, Port Washington, N. Y. 
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Mirella Freni sings 
rr » Mi chiamano Mimi 

from Puccini's La Bohéme 

g1EW 
EDITN,, 

"Mi. chiamano Mimi dl 
from the opera La Bohéme 

by Giacomo Puccini 

33í/y RPM Si EREO 264 

MIRELLA FRENI, soprano 
THOMAS SCHIPPERS conducting 

the orchestra of the 
ROME OPERA HOUSE 

For best results, tape the corners lightly to your turntable. 



The miniatures by Charnpin at 
the right and at the foot of 
this page show the great Paris 
gardens as the characters in La 
Bohéme saw them, circa 1840. 

air 
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Soprano Freni as Mimi confers with Maestro Schippers 

ON THE reverse of this page, Mirella Freni's "Mi chia- 
mano Mimi" is excerpted from the complete perform- 
ance of La Bohéme newly released by Angel Records. 
Besides Miss Freni as Mimi, the cast of the complete 
album includes Nicolai Gedda as Rodolfo, Mario Sereni 
as Marcello, Mariella Adani as Musetta, and Mario 
Basiola Jr. as Schaunard-quite probably the most 
youthful Bohéme ensemble to be heard in recent 
years. Its oldest member is well under forty, and con- 
ductor Thomas Schippers at thirty-three is a Bohéme 
veteran of twelve years' standing. having first conducted 
this opera at twenty-one for New York City Center. 

Long in preparation by EMI. Angel's version of the 
Puccini opera was produced in Rome's Teatro dell'Opera 
during late July and early August, 1963. Most of the 
participating artists were also involved in numerous 

Mirella Freni, Nicolai Gedda, 

1- 

At left, a view of the Elysée- 
Bourbon, Avenue Gabrielle. Be- 
low, the Feuillants staircase, 
The rue Castiglione "steps," 
and the Allée des Oranges. 

summer and fall commitments: conductor Schippers, 
for example, had to fit Bohéme into a series of Bayreuth 
Meistersingers, and Freni herself had just sung an ac- 
claimed Susanna at Covent Garden and was preparing to 
open La Scala in L'amico Fritz. Consequently, the 
Bohéme production schedule was extremely tight, and 

Mimi's most celebrated aria, although it occurs in 
Act I, was reserved for the concluding sessions-on 
the theory that if retakes were called for, Miss Freni 

would be handier to Rome than others of the cast. 
The precaution was unnecessary : Miss Freni's "Mi chia- 

mano" came forth in two equally flawless takes. The 
opera's producer, EMI's Victor Olof, simply had the 
happily uninvidious job of choosing between them, and 
his final and glowing selection is to be heard overleaf, 
a testament to the vocal ease of a singer perfectly cast. 

Mariella Adani, Mario Sereni 
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Top view of the new Scott 344 Solid State Tuner/ 
Amplifier. Note the compact yet orderly arrange- 
ment of parts. The entire tuner/amplifier is no 
larger than a standard Scott tuner or amplifier. 
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W90 shown on 
optional mounting base 

W90 6 -speaker system (two 12tí" bass, 
two 51/2" mid -range, two Super 3 treble), superbly matched 
and integrated with a magnificent sand -filled enclosure. 
The impact of the great Wharfedale systems used in G. A. Briggs' 
notable live vs. recorded demonstrations, now in a new for mat-neither 
compact nor large, to sound well and look well in any lirine room. 
Nlaximurn performance through advanced acoustical techniques- 
speakers with polystyrene facing-enclosures with tuned and dis- 
tributed ports. Now restyled with decorator bouclé fabric grille and 
handsomely finished table top. Oiled or Polished Walnut, $272.50; 
Utility model, $256.50. 

W70 Full -range 3 -speaker system (121/2" bass 

I - 
a 

102/4" mid -range; Super 3 treble) in exclusive sand -filled enclosure. 
An unusually versatile system providing excellent bass, transparent 
highs and the fullness of a superb mid -range. Recent technical ad- 
vances make it compatible with the latest electronic equipment, includ- 
ing solid state. Now restyled with champagne bouclé ;title and 
decorative table top and base... an attractive addition to and listening 
room. Oiled or Polished Walnut, $172.50: Utility model, $153.50. 

WHARFEDALE COMPONENT LOUDSPEAKERS 
r- 

1, 

Full 
Range 8" 
Super 8 

RS/DD 
$26.50 

I 

Full 
Range 10" 
Super 1,0 

RS/ DD 
$47.50 

Full 
Range 12" 
Super 12 

RS/ DD 
$89.50 

Woofer Woofer 
W 1_/RS W 15/RS 
$52.55) $89.50 

!1 

Tweeter 
Super 3 

526.50 

WOO Full -range 2 -speaker system (121/2" bass; 
5" mid -range tweeter) in exclusive sand -filled enclosure. 
The original Achromatic system, W60 continues to be the most popu- 
lar Wharfedale model. Its high standing was established by compara- 
tive tests against speaker systems of every calibre. New magnetic 
materials, a more compliant cone surround, and other de,.elopments 
have now added luster to its recognized acoustical qualities. Fine 
furniture detailing, including new decorator -selected champagne bouclé 
grille fabric. Oiled or Polished Walnut.$122.50;Utility. model,$106.50. 

W40 

---..,,, 
t 

Full -range 2 -speaker system (101/2" low frequency; 
5" mid -range tweeter) in exclusive sand -filled enclosure. 
Now, W40 incorporates a highly advanced 102" bass speaker with 
extremely high flux density magnet, providing excellent low end. 
Highs are reproduced without stridency through the same cone -type 
5" tweeter as in the W60. Restyled with distinctive champagne bouclé 
grille and decorative molding, it is admirably suited to any music 
system where space must he carefully utilized, but quality is required. 
Oiled or Polished Walnut, $83.50; Utility model. $72.50. 

Newest Achrornatics (? 

S.* 

For Comparator Guide and swatch of new grille fabric, write Wharfedale, Div. of British Industries Corp., Port Washington, N.Y. 
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EDITORIALLY 
SPEAKING 

by FURMAN HEBB 

PrcTt1RE is worth ten thousand words, so the saving goes. But neither 
A\.orris nor pictures can convey the warmth and beauty of music. 

That is why this month's issue; on the theme of "The Voice in Music," 
includes our second "Playable Page" of the year-the first being Glenn 
Gould's So You Il ant to !('rite a Fugue, in the April Baroque issue. This 
month, to illustrate in actual sound the artistry of a great new operatic 
soprano, we present Jlirella Freni's glowing interpretation of "Ali chia- 
nrano Alimi," Mimi's big first -act aria from Puccini's La 13ohéme. No- 
table front the technical point of view is the fact that this "Playable 
Page" is presented in stereo-for the first time in magazine history. 
And although it could be argued that "Ali chiamano Mimi" is not the 
ideal musical selection for showing off such obvious stereo character- 
istics as directionality and stage movement, I feel it was a perfect choice 
to demonstrate the gifts of a rapidly ascending new singing star, and 
to bring to \rnerican attention a Mimi who has already captivated Eu- 
ropean audiences. I must acid here that the production of a "Play- 
able Page" in stereo, ín the quantities we require, sloes present difficult 
quality -control problems. Specifically, sonic surfaces are noisier titan 
others. If your copy should exhibit excessive noise; the best solution, 
very honestly, is to switch your amplifier to mono. 

This issue covers the twin subjects of opera and art song from a num- 
ber of aspects-in the United States and abroad, today and yesterday. 
l hope, in reading it, that you will find it as stimulating as we did put- 
ting it together. In addition to producing the world's first stereo "Play- 
able Page," we particularly enjoyed working with Ray Ellsworth on his 
article "The 1,950 Operas America Forgot"-and, to illustrate the ar- 
ticle. running down the old photographs that had been filed away for 
upwards of half a century, and likely unpublished during that time. 
Then there was the excitement of uncovering the facts about the leg- 
endary third act of klban Bergs operatic masterpiece Lulu-long 
thought to have heen left in hopelessly fragmentary form at the time 
of the composer's death, hut which now appears to be in reconstructable 
condition. Other articles deserving special notice this month, we feel, 
include George Jellinek's comparison of the repertoires of the \\orld's 
four leading opera houses (an examination that indicates that the 
Metropolitan is not the only major opera company with shortcomings 
in repertoire), William Flanagan's guide to the best recordings of 
contemporary art song, and Music Editor Robert Offergeld's photo 
study of famous American Carr liens. 

Coming in November's HIFI/STI'.REO Rrvtew-On Sale October 24 

STRAVINSKY iN THE RECORDING STUDIO by Charles Reid 

ON THE TRACK OF LOST í\IIJSIC by James Good friend 

Ti IE FOLK -MUSIC BOMB by Gene Lees 
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Meet the new Royal Grenadier 
... world's most perfect speaker system. 
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Pretty soon every stereo system 
'round will oe featuring this 
revolutionary divergent lens 
speaker system. The first 
loudspeaker ever designed and 
engineered for stereophonic 
reproduction. Lets you sit 
anywhere - hear everything. 
The new Royal Grenadier projects 

s 

f 
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a majestic sound unlike any you've 
ever heard before. Its 15" mass 
loaded woofer, mid range direct 
radiator, ultra sonic domed 
tweeter, world's largest ceramic 
magnet structure, front loaded 
horn and a die cast full dispersion 
acoustic lens allow you to enjoy 
the highest fidelity of music plus 
phenomenal stereo separation 
from anywhere in the room. With 
the Empire Grenadier ... speaker 
placement becomes non -critical. 

For a sound demonstration go 
'round to your dealer or write for 
complete color brochure. 

1. I6" mass loaded woofer with floating 
suspension and a" voice coil. 

2. Sound absorbent rear loading. 
3. Ditnst mid frequency.high frequency 

full dispersion acoustic lens. 
4. Nand rubbed satin walnut finish. 
S. Imported Italian Pertain marble. 
6. Ultrasonic domed tweeter. 
7. Full presence mid range direct radiator. 
II. Exclusive non.resonant riddiaed 

heptagonal sonic column. 
9. world's largest (18 lbs.) speaker 

ceramic magnet structure. 
10. Front loaded Horn 360° aperture throat. 
II. Complete symmetry of design with 

terminals concealed underneath. 
12. Dimensions: height 79- - diameter 22". 

F -'M NI RE 
"World s Most Perfect High Fidelity Components" 

Empire Scientific Corp. 845 Stewart Ave.. Garden City, L. I., N. V. / Export: EMEC, Plainview, L. I., N. Y. Canada, Empire Scientific Corp., Ltd., 1476 Eglington West. Toronto 
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Scotch 
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Good-bye thread -up problems! 

S 
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FREE long -roll bonus! A self -threading 
reel with purchase of 7" roll of double or triple 
length tape! 
No more tape fumbles, even with boxing gloves on! Just lay tape inside this 
reel, start recorder-and watch the reel thread -up automatically. Takes any 
tape thickness or leader tape. Releases freely on rewind. Get one free in the 
special pack shown. Just purchase a regular 7" reel of either double or triple 
length "SCOTCH" Brand Recording Tape (up to 6 hours recording time at 
3% ips). See your dealer. 
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Hello new mailing ease! 

t, 

FREE short -roll bonus! New heavy-duty 
plastic mailer with each "Living Letter" tape! 
New high -strength dust -free case for "Living Letters" makes handling, stor- 
age, mailing of taped correspondence the easiest, most secure ever. Conforms 
to new postal regulations. Address label included. Built-in post holds reel 
securely. And the reel is new, too-fits all reel-to-reel recorders. Only 3" reel 
available that holds full 600' of triple length tape (an hour recording time 
at 3% ips). 150' and 300' lengths also offered. Look for the new "mail- 
box" display at your dealer. 

nemik f magnetic Products Division H1!NY 

"SCOTCH" AND THE PLAID DESIGN ARE REG. 'ENS O' 3M CJ.. ST. PAUL. MINN. 55119. 0I961. 3M CO. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

Quality FM 
I have just received the most happy 

news that your reaclers have rated 
weaiT one of the eight stations in the 
United States that are outstanding in 
FM audio quality. Thanks, of course, 
must go to your many readers in the 
Chicago area who took the time to fill 
out your questionaire, but I feel also that 
Ilia/Sr1:REo REviEw is to be congratu- 
lated for undertaking such a study. Proj- 
ects such as this are most helpful in 
furthering the cause of F\I broadcasting 
in this country. 

BERNARD Jseotis, PREsions ' 

usl-Nrr 
Chicago, Ill. 

I have been following with joy and 
hope your campaign to upgrade sound 
duality on F\1. \\'e at wt.uv would wel- 
come the opportunity to be rated by your 
rca(Ic s in our area, because we are con- 
fident we arc putting out the fittest stereo 
sound to be heard anywhere on FM. 
Incidentally, our fi st-class audio quality 
is the result of two things: the use, as 

much as possible, of stereo tape; and the 
application of simple audio techniques 
(b oadcast-industry manufacture's com- 
plicate things by adding transformers be- 
tween every step-with a loss in fidelity 
each time.) 

We transmit stereo on weekday eve- 
nings and on Saturday. We invite your 
readers in the area to tune us in-and 
then send its some more advertisers so 
we can expand our stereo time! 

IIoR McKEE 
wt.ry 
Loves Park, Ill. 

Prerecorded Tape 
May I second Mr. C. C. Rogers' 

complaints in the .\ugust issue concern- 
ing the prerecorded tape industry? No 
other development in recorded sound 
has p ontised so much yet proceeded so 

slowly. 
!lave the three major tape companies 

ever considered special -order service? By 
allowing the customer to deal directly 
with the company, or through certain 
dealers, they could turn a manufacturing 
liability into an asset. The filling of orders 
would be subject to the total number that 
caste in, enough to stake a run worth- 
while. They could dispense with fancy 
boxes and reels, and notes and/or li- 
brettos could be ordered separately and 
from the same printing that is pasted on 
the record jackets. They could limit the 

orders to current releases, allowing a six - 
months' cut-off time. They would appeal 
not only to metropolitan -area tape - 
recorder owners, fingers poised ready to 
pirate recordings off the air, but also to 
the many tape owners Car front good 
stereo transmission. And they could 
charge a dollar or so more. I offer tote 
last suggestion with smite reluctance, but 
it would be worth it to pas. a surcharge 
for a good tape over a bad disc, even in 
addition to the present premium. 

The recording cons) lies are handling 
the tape situation as the railroads do 
passenger traffic: they do very little to 
encourage customers and much to dis- 
courage them. \lore and more people 
are buying tape equipment, and unless 
the ntanufactn els of prerecorded tape 
(lo something about staking a wider 
selection available, their potential cus- 
tomers arc going to be lost to off -the -air 
copies. Or is this why some of the com- 
panies advertise blank tape so heavily- 
they don't really (rant our prerecorded 
tape business? 

Dos Koi.t. 
New York, N.Y. 

References from High Spirits 
I share William Anderson's enthu- 

siasm for the recording of Ilirlt Spirits 
( July 1964) ; it is indeed a fine score. 
One thing, however, bothers ate. \Vhen 
Mr. Anderson speak: of the work's musi- 
cal references to other shows, he men- 
tions Kiss Ale Kate. For the life of tae, 
I can't decide what this is. Any more 
chutes? 

BRUCE C. CoR'r 1: 

Drayton Plains, \lick. 

AIr. Anderson replies: Compare the 
thematic material of High Spirits' 
-Where Is the Girl I Married?' ('`lit,' 
.shrew I .see is stranger to are") with Kiss 
Me Kate's "Where Is the Life That Late 
I Led?' ("what do you do, a quarter to 
two, with only a shrew to kiss?"). both 
are formula songs. both sung by men who 
llave too late discovered uitlooked-for 
lumps in their marriage beds. 

The Schumann "Spring" 
David Hall, in his July reviese of 

Leonard Bernstein's recording of the 
Schumann "Spring.' Symphony', notes 
that Mr. Bernstein's reading "has none 
of the vulgarity that made his treatment 
of Schumitann's C Major Symphony so 

distastefuI." 
I will, for the moment, bypass the use 

One.year subscriptions to 111 Fl STEREO IlEVI Ely may he purchased In Australian pounds 2 1d): Belgian trancs 13111): Danish kroner 447): English pounds (2/4/11): French francs 1:111: hutch guilder. 1221: Indian rupees 171): Italian lire I:.00u1: Japanese yen 12.1001: Norwegian kroner 1451: Philippine pram. 1251: South African rands (4.501: Swedish kronor (33): Swiss franc, 127): or West German 'narks 1251. 7..IRI..nrls 1`ul.lisll 
I nor company also puhllhes POnular Plsotography. Popular Electronics. Electronics World. Popular Boating. Car and Delver. Flying. Modern Bride. Amazing and Fantastic. 

of the word "vulgarity"- but I cannot 
overlook the word "distasteful." The 
"taste" of a performance is intimately 
connected with the performer's under- 
standing of the composer. Schumann was 
convalescing from his nervous breakdown 
of 1814 when be began writing the C 
Major Symphony. As he himself said: ''I 
was still half sick.... It seems to me that 
one must hear this in the music .... 1 

sketched it when I was in a state of 
physical suffering." 

One can indeed hear his sickness in 
Bernstein's performance --especially in 
the frenetic- second movement and in the 
maudlin third movement. The brash lone 
that Bernstein maintains throughout the 
Scherzo-to which A'Ir. Hall, no doubt, 
strenuously objects-is perfectly con- 
sistent with the composer's mental state 
at the time. In fact, \b'. Bernstein practi- 
cally places the listener inside Schti- 
ntann's troubled mind-which, to my 
way of thinking, is one of the marks of 
a truly great performance. 

ROBERT A. Sc I111.t.IVc 

Lafayette, Ind. 

Broadening the Repertoire 
I certainly must agree with Itich:n'd 

F. Dobson ("Cruet's to the Editor," July) 
that the recorded repertoire should be 
b oadcncd, and I agree with soave of his 
suggestions for works that should be re- 
corded. His letter, however, is so misin- 
formed that I wonder if he has ever 
heard of the Schwalm catalog. Of the 
works he suggests for recording, the 
Kalinnikoff Symphony. Itimskv-Kotsa- 
kov's ;blear, the Janaeck Sinfonietta and 
Mass are all currently available. (There 
are four recordings of the Sinfonietta, 
tito in stereo.) Itoussel's 'Filial Sym- 
phony has just been released, and isas 
available in two previous recordings, 
both ioss' deleted. (I agree that the other 
Itotissel works should be recorded, and 
would also like to hear his ballet File( 
and a new version of iho superb Piano 
Concerto.) 1lonegger's Symphony No. 5 

was available on Decca for some time in 
a recording be Igor \larkeyich, and may 
still be found in smite shops. There was 

also once a recorcling of the Vaughan 
\\ illiatits Fit' Tudor Portraits on Capi- 
tol, conducted by William Steinberg. 
This leaves only the I larris Symphony 
No. 5 and the Milhaud Suite No. 2 un- 
accounted for. 

1.F.SI.IE GERBER 

Brooklyn, New York 

"Transient" Power? 
A letter by Morley. D. Kahn, in the 

August issue. discusses amplifier power 
ratings and attempts to prove that tran- 
sistor amplifiers can deliver more poster 
than tube amplifiers on transient signals. 
Mr. Kahn cites Julian D. Hirsch's article 
''I loss' 'Much :\niplifier Poster I)o You 

(Continued on page 4I) 
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Really Need?" (in the June issue) as 

authority for his method of treasuring 
amplifier power; but, unfortunately, he 

failed to recognize Mr. i-lirsch's example 
as a simplified technique intended pri- 
marily to show that power requirements 
depend on circumstances rather than to 

show rigorously how amplifier peak 

power should be measured. 

I contend that Mr. Kahn has used an 

incorrect method of measurement; and 
this, combined with a faulty premise, 
has led him to conclude erroneously that 
transistor amplifiers deliver more power 
than tube amplifiers of the same nominal 
rating. Like \Ir. Hirsch, Nit-. Kahn uses 

an oscilloscope to observe the clipping 
point of the amplifier and to measure the 
peak voltage output of the amplifier on 

musical signals. However, peak voltage 
is directly related to peak power only if 
the rest voltage is a sine wave and the 

loudspeaker impedance is constant. \Vith 
musical waveforms, however, neither of 

these conditions exist. For example, a 

square wave ,vith a given peak voltage 

represents double the peak power of a 

sine wave with the same peak voltage 
value. A narrow pulse, on the other hand, 
represents far less power. Also, a loud- 
speaker's impedance varies with fre- 
quency, and its actual impedance at most 

frequencies is considerably higher than 
its rated value. It is evident (using the 
conventional formula: power equals volt- 
age squared divided by impedance) that 
higher power outputs will result when the 

impedance is low than when it is high. 
Since at most frequencies speakers have 

a higher impedance than their nominal 
rating, I believe that Mr. Kahn's calcu- 
lation of power, based as it is upon an 

incorrect (lout) impedance, is therefore 
in error. In order to test Mr. Kahn's 
theory, we have measured the impedance 
of a typical low -efficiency speaker under 
transient conditions (tone bursts of vary- 
ing duration) at high- and low -power 
levels. The rest speaker presented essen- 

tially the same impedance to transient 
and steady-state signals. Although a small 
change (about 5 ro 10 per cent, depend- 
ing on frequency) could sometimes be 

measured as the speaker was driven 
harder, this change was always toward 
an increase in impedance. The true power 
output would thus be less than would 
be computed using the nominal rated 
speaker impedance. 

Naturally, as has been pointed out 
many titres, if the impedance of the loud- 
speaker system should go below its nomi- 
nal rating, transistors can deliver more 
power into this mismatch than can tubes. 

Ilowever. no matter what the circum- 
stances, the output of a transistor am- 
plifier cannot exceed the limitations 
imposed by its power supply.) vlr. Kahn 
apparently assumed in his tests that the 

speakers impedance is less than rated. 

In order to resolve the question of 

transient potter reserve, we set up the 

following test: a tube amplifier and a 

transistor amplifier we e each connected 
to a speaker load. and both were powered 

by a regulated supply to eliminate the 
variable introduced by changing current 
demands on the power supply (which 
would have favored the tube amplifier). 
Our tone -burst tests, using a variety of 
waveforms, pulse widths, and frequen- 
cies, showed no detectable difference be- 

tween the steady-state sine -stave peak 

and the transient peak capabilities for 
either amplifier. Thus, neither had an 

advantage over the other in handling 
power transients. The so-called "music - 
power" rating is different from the 
steady-state rating only as a function of 
power -supply regulation-and this ap- 
plies both to transisto s and tubes. 

The conventional method of basing 
power rating on the ruts value of a sine 

wave is internationally accepted, and 
permits valid comparisons between units. 

Power tests made using unknown wave- 

forms with unknown loudspeaker im- 
pedances pedances have no such comparability, 
and cannot furnish valid specifications. 
In short, I feel that Mr. Kahn's attempt 
to introduce a new advertising term, 
"transient potter." not only is not useful, 
but will add to the confusion that already 
exists around the terms "peak" and 

"music-- power. 
DAVID I f.\rt.ER. PRFstDEN r 
I)vnacu, Inc. 
Philadelphia, I'a. 

A Complete Merry Wives? 
George Jellinek. in his August re- 

view of the Angel highlights from Ni- 
colai's .1/errs' Wires of Windsor, ex- 

presses the swish that we had been given 
the complete opera. \Vhv we weren't is 

a bit mysterious. Mr. Jellinek may have 

noted that several singers (e.g., Kieth 
Engen) are listed on the jacket as mem- 

bers of the cast, but do not appear on 

the record. .\ recent issue of Tine Gramo- 
phone indicates that the version released 

by EMI in Great Britain is an abridge- 
ment occupying double the space of ours 

(that is, two records), and advertise- 
ments for import houses in the same 

magazine seem to suggest that Germany 
was given the whole stork on three discs. 

Also in your August issue, Igor Kipnis 
notes that some of the 'Symphonies and 

Fanfares for the King's Supper" on 

Nonesuch II 1009 have been recorded on 

other labels. Unless the present issue 

represents a new taping, it was itself once 

available on London International. 
Please tell N1r. Jellinek also that I shall 

be happy to serve as vice president, chief 
advocate, or bat boy for any campaign 
that he cares to organize to persuade Co- 
lumbia to make its Ljuba \\elitsch rec- 

ords available again. 
DAvtn M. GREEN! 
Bethlehem, I'a. 

Looks like any other 
single lens reflex ! 

(FROM THE FRONT) 

.L' 

Handles like no other 
single lens reflex! 

(FROM THE BACK) 

This is the new electric eye Fujicarex. 
Behind its conventional looking front, 
is a rather revolutionary back. See 
the film advance lever? Right below 
are all essential controls...automatic 
electric eye exposure control wheel 
and the focusing wheel. Your thumb 
sets the proper exposure. focuses and 
advances the film. Your 9 other fingers 
don't (lo very much. Don't grope. 
Don't fumble. Don't poke the lens. 

,41111.1 

r > 
51117- 

Ow- exclusive "Control Cluster" 
makes the Fu,jicarex the fastest 
handling reflex. And a lot more 
convenient. 

Other special features include: 
Automatic instant -return mirror. 
Automatic instant -reopen diaphragm. 
Automatic push-button preview con- 
trol. A very bright Fresnel viewing - 
focusing screen and range -tinder. And 
a superb lens (the 50rnrn Fujinon 
f '1.9) for brilliant color and black 
and whites. Accessories include wide 
angle. telephoto and close-up attach- 
ment lenses. 

A lot of camera for less than y1 5o, 
isn't it? Let your own thumb demon- 
strate the new Fujicarex for you 
at your camera store or write for 
FREE booklet. 

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC EYE 

FUJICAREX 
SINGLE LENS REFLEX 

FUJI PHOTO OPTICAL PRODUCTS, INC. 
1 1 1 Fifth Avenue, Dept. A-93, New York 3, N.Y. 
A subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo -Optical Industries Inc, 
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ELIMINATE 

ALL OF YOUR 

STEREO CARTRIDGE 

PLAYBACK 

PROBLEMS 

GRADO 
TRACER BEAM 

STEREO 

CARTRIDGES 

Eliminate inner groove distortion. 

Eliminate completely "Shattering," and buzzing 
during playback. 

Play both stereo and monaural records. 

lie completely noncritical toinstallation problem and 

still perform superbly. 

Track in a good tone arm at 1 gram or less 

(not lust snake sound but trace with low.distortionl) 

Work in all record changers and automatic turntables 
at up to f grams. 

Have IM distortion of no more than 2% at the highest 

recorded levels and maintain 1% or less IN distortion for 
normal recorded levels. 

STYLUS ASSEMBLY REPLACEABLE BY CONSUMER!; 

MK 1 STEREO CARTRIDGE $75.00'`'., 
- MK II STEREO CARTRIDGE $49.50 - 

MK III STEREO, CARTRIDGE $37.50 
MK IV STEREO CARTRIDGE $27.50' '- 

tr' 'For further information please write:: 

"ORADO,LABORATORIES, INC:. 
461.4 Sevénth:Ave., B'klyñ 20., N.Y. 

c. o 
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SOUND AND T11 E/2UEiil' 
Low Crackling 

QThere is a low but steady crackling 
. noise in the background of one 

channel :whenever my preamplifier is 

switched to phono. The noise is present 
whether or not I'm playing a record. I 
assumed that the trouble was in the pre- 
amplifier and f tested all the tubes, but 
they all checked good. I would appre- 
ciate any suggestions. 

CHARLES NICLE\N 
\\'oodbury, Conn.. 

AAll is not good that tests that way. 
Since I know of no standard tube 

tester that will show up a phono-pream- 
plifier tube with low-level noise, I still 
suspect that one of them is the source 
of your trouble. The easiest way to check 
for tube noise is to interchange the two 
phono preamplifier tubes that are closest 
to the right- and left -channel phono- 
input jacks. If the noise also switches 
channels, you have found the culprit. If 
the noise remains in the same channel, 
then the problem is almost certainly 
caused by a noisy plate or cathode re- 
sistor connected to the phono preampli- 
fier tube in the offending channel. If you 
intend to do the repair yourself, make 
sure the offending resistor is replaced 
with a lozc-noise type of the same re- 
sistance value. 

Headphone Adaptors 

Q \\'hen 1 hook a headset up to my 
rig through a junction box. I get 

less bass response, need a higher gaits 
setting for the same volume level, and 
sound from channel two is present when 
channel one is selected. This happens 
wills two different types of junction 
boxes. Why? 

CHARLES M. Ro\wE 
Warner Robins, Ca. 

AThere may not be anything wrong 
with your present setup. The luck 

of bass response may be inherent in your 
phones. Also, since the bass response is 
determined to a large degree by the 
phones' acoustic seal to your ears, bend 
the headband if necessary to increase the 
pressure of the phones against your bead. 
:Is far as the amplifiers gaits control is 
concerned, unless the amplifier seems to 
be overloading, the difference in setting 
is not significant. If necessary, you can 
substitute smaller altenuator resistors 
r about half the present value) in the 
headphone junction boy. The crosstalk 
may be due to a minor inherent defect 
in the amplifier that the phones show 

)PRACTICAL POINTERS 
ON THE INSTALLATION 
AND MAINTENANCE OF 
HOME MUSIC SYSTEMS 

BY LARRY KLEIN 

up because of their greater sensitivity, 
or it may be due to a wiring error its the 
headphone plug. 

Bent Stylus Assembly 
nThrough mishandling, the stylus 

`ce. shank of my phono cartridge be- 
came bent. Should I straighten it? 

ANrtioxv REIr 
San I iatcisco, Calif. 

A1 have no idea /tow you might 
. straighten the stylus shank with- 

out risking damage to its suspension. Yost 
should be aware, however, that roost car- 
tridg,e manufacturers will repair a stylus 
assembly (if it has its diamond intact) 
at a cost below that of a replacement 
assembly. If you decide to obtain a re- 
placement locally, however, make sure 
it is produced or recommended by the 
manufacturer of your cartridge. Since 
the stylus assembly is the only moving 
part its most cartridges, its specific char- 
acteristics can influence every important 
specification of the cartridge, including 
its output voltage. 

FM Stereo Squeal 
I recently purchased a stereo Q 1\i 

j. tuner that appears to work very 
well. I lowever, when I attempt to record 
a program, even one that is broadcast its 

mono, there is a continuous tone recorded 
on the tape along with the program. This 
tone is not heard on my speakers when 
I ant listening to the program, but ap- 
pears on the tapes played back later. 
What is causing this tone and how cats I 

eliminate it? 
CHARLES KIRK 
Culver City, Calif. 

AYour stereo tuner is probably one 
. of those that employs a 38-kc 

oscillator that is turned on at all times. 
ll'hen a stereo broadcast is received, this 
oscillator is synchronized by the incom- 
ing stereo signal and enables the tuner's 
circuits lo separate into the right and left 
chats rlel.s the mixed signal broadcast by 
the station. But sometimes this signal 
interacts with the tape recorder's bias 
oscillator and produces whistles. 

:Is a preliminary step, I suggest that 
you check your tuner's alignment, since 
misalignment can cause a more -than - 
normal amount of 38-kc signal to appear 
at the tuner output. There may be a 

simple modification you can make on 
your luster (possibly the installation of a 

(Continued on page 44) 
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Perfect Playmates 
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Song adds an exciting new dimension to home entertainment for less than $13950 

Now, from World-famous Sony, the perfect play- 
mate for your record player-the new Sony model 
25C solid state stereo tape recorder. With a sim- 
ple, instant connection to your record player you 
add the amazing versatility of four track stereo 
recording and playback to complete your home 
entertainment center. Create your own tapes 
from AM, FM or FM Stereo receivers, or live 
from microphones-up to 61/4 hours of listening 
pleasure on one tape! This beautiful instrument 

is handsomely mounted ín a low -profile walnut 
cabinet, complete with built-in stereo recording 
amplifiers and playback pre -amps, dual V.U. 
meters, automatic sentinel switch and all the other 
superb features you can always expect with a 
Sony. All the best f ron: Sony for less than $139.50. 

AvAtt. \l3LE SOON: A sensational new develop- 
ment in magnetic recording tape, SONY PR -150. 
Write for details about our special introductory 
offer. (Sorry - only available to Sony owners.) 

For óteronve or rime of nearest dealer write to Superscope, Inc., Sun Valley, California. 

S O NY SUPERSCOPE The Fumy to Stereo 
R 
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The THORENS TD -224 "Masterpiece" 

quality, convenience and performance 
...WITHOUT COMPROMISE! 

(as reviewed in Aug. '64 Ill -Fl STEREO REVIEW) 
'I he TD -224 operated flawlessly with all types of records, 
from 45 -rpm popular discs to ancient 78's, with never a skip 
or malfunction." 

"The rumble of the TD -224 was in line 
turntables. measuring an excellent -41 
and -36 db for combined vertical and 

"The speeds were, of course, exact." 

with the other Thorens 
db in the lateral plane 
lateral rumble." 

"The entire mechanism worked perfectly at a 1 -gram tracking 
force.' 

"The Thorens TD -224 is an ingenious and superbly executed 
answer to the needs of those persons who do not wish to 
sacrifice any of the benefits of the finest turntables and tone 
arms, yet would like the convenience of automatic record - 
playing." 

(Complete reprint of review available upon request) $250 

TD -124-A quality transcription turn- 
table that remains the standard of the 
industry, regardless of price. Offers a 
host of exclusive features for the finest 
systems. $125 
For single speed performance, convert- 
ible as required, see the TD -121. Com- 
bines incomparable Thorcns quality 
with economy. $85 

TO -135 -A precision 4 -speed trans- 
scription turntable with an integrated 
THORENS professional tone arm 
(BTD-125), for those who prefer a 
complete, compact unit. Outstanding 
adjustment flexibility, precision mount- 
ing and other quality Thorens features. 
No other integrated unit approaches 
the standards of the TD -135. 599.75 

THO EN 
A soon 1?'creaffon Product 

If your dealer can not qualify for a Thorens Franchise-go to another onel 
ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, INC., Dept. HF9, New Hyde Park, New York. 

In Canada, Tri-Tel Associates Ltd., Willowdale, Ont. 

twitch) That will enable you to turn off 
the tuner's internal oscillator on mono. 
This would clear up the squeal on mono 
programs, but not on stereo. Another ap- 
proach would be to install filters in the 
outputs of the tuner or in the input cir- 
cuits of the tape recorder. Write to the 
manufacturers of your equipment for 
their specific suggestions. 

Mass vs. Compliance Q There is a question in my mind 
about the relative importance of 

mass and compliance in a phono car- 
tridge's stylus assembly. Until just re- 
cently, all we heard about was the 
compliance of the stylus assembly, but 
suddenly a number of companies have 
begun to specify stylus -tip mass. Which 
is more important? 

R.\t.phi STONE 
Long Beach, N. Y. 

ACompliance refers to the stiffness 
. of the stylus suspensiotl-itt 

other words, to the ease with which the 
stylus can be deflected. The stiffer the 
stylus suspension, the more downward 
force is required to hold the stylus firmly 
in contact with bout groove walls. Since 
record -groove modulation is greatest at 
low frequencies, the greater the compli- 
ance the lower the tracking force re- 
quired for tracking at low frequencies. 

..11t/toug/t it is not too difficult for the 
cartridgge manufacturer to increase eottt- 
pliance, reduction of the stylus -tip mass 
has proved to be extremely difficult. This 
may account for the general lack of pub- 
lished claims about this specification. In 
the same way that compliance influences 
the low -frequency performance of a car- 
tridge, stylus -tip mass has a large in- 
fluence on a cartridge's ability to track 
high frequencies. In the case of a groove 
with high -frequency modulation, the di- 
rection in which the stylus is deflected 
changes so rapidly that the accelerations 
of the stylus lip have been estimated to 
reach up to 1,000 times that of gravity. 
The lower the mass of the stylus tip, the 
lower is its inertia, and hence tite easier 
it is for the stylus to change direction 
without plowing into the walls of the 
record groove. As part of their program 
to reduce rip mass, some manufactttrer.t 
are now using "nude" diamonds-that is, 

diamonds that are cemented directly to 
the stylus shank wit/tout first being 
mounted itt a bushing. dlany authorities 
feel that reduction of tip mass is the most 
important-and the most difficult-prob- 
lem still to be solved in cartridge design. 

Because the number of queries we 
receive each month is greater than 
we can reply to individually, only 
those questions selected for this 
column can be answered. Sorry! 
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The lyric majesty of Sony sound 
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The new Sony 500-A: A magnificent stereophonic tape system with the amazing new 2.5 micron -gap 

head that produces a flat frequency response from 40 to 18,000 cps ± 2 db: * A remarkable 

engineering achievement; a complete four track stereo tape system with detachable speakers'` 

and two new award winning F-96 dynamic microphones. All the best from Sony for less than $399.50. 

Outstanding operational features distinguish the amazing 

new Sony Sferecorder 500-A: Two bookshelf type 
acoustical suspension speaker systems combine to form 

carrying case lid 4 -track stereo/mono recording and 

playback Vertical or horizontal operation Special 

effects with mike and line mixing and sound on sound 

Two V.U. meters r Hysteresis -Synchronous drive motor 

Dynamically balanced capstan fly- 
wheel Pause control Automatic 
sentinel switch Multiplex Ready 

with FM Stereo inputs. 

A 
ti 
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SONY SUPERSCOPE The Tapewoy to Stereo 

°Rave Review: "The NAB playback characteristic of the 500, 

as measured at USTC, was among the smoothest and clos- 
est to the NAB standard ever measured." - High Fidelity 
Magazine, April 1964. ..Rave Review: "One of the strik- 
ing features of the TC 500 is the detachable speakers, 
...they produce a sound of astonishing quality." - Hi Fi/ 
Stereo Review, April 1964. Available Soon: A sensational 
new development in magnetic recording tape, SONY 

PR -150. Write for details about our special introductory 
offer. (Sorry-only available to Sony 
owners.) For literature or name of 
nearest dealer write to Superscope, 
Inc., Sun Valley, California. 
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Acoustech Solid State 
"...better than the best..." 

-Hi Fi/Stereo Review 
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Amazing Amplifier 

Offers World's 
Finest Sound For 
Only $299 
Important news for the discriminating 
music lover! The new Acoustech V Con- 
trol Amplifier, for only $299, provides 
matchless sound, unbelievably low distor- 
tion (less than 0.5% IM at 30 watts RMS), 
and almost 125 watts of instantaneous 
transient power per channel. Every or- 
chestral crescendo easily handled with 
even the most inefficient speaker system. 
Acoustech's solid state circuitry makes 
this amazing performance possible in an 
integrated Control Amplifier, half the 
price of nominally equivalent tube units. 
Shown on scope in above photo is an 
actual waveform of a 125 watt transient 
signal perfectly reproduced through the 
new Acoustech V. 

ACOUSTECH 
ACOUSTECH, INC. 
Dept. 5.10, 139 Main Street, ,vhf 
Cambridge, Mass. 02142 `^ 

FREE 
Please send free booklet "Why Solid State Ampli- 
fiers Can Sound Better" and full information on 
Acoustech V to 

Name 

Address 

City Zone_ State 

CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD 
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JUST LOOKING' 
... al the lest in new h i-li components 

Acoustic Research is 1105\ supply- 
ing a needle -force gauge of improved 
design. The new gauge is supplied with 
all AR turntables, and can be purchased 
separately for $1. Owners of the earliet 
gauge (identified by cross marks on both 
pans) can write for a free replacement 
balance ann. Weights that may have 
been lost will also be replaced at no 
charge. \\Trite directly to Acoustic Re- 
search, Inc., 24 Thornlike Street, Cam- 
bridge, Massachusetts 02111. 

Ampex introduces a two -speed (33/4 
and 71/2 ips), four -track version of its 
PR -I O professional tape recorder. The 
new PR -10-4 has three (record, erase, 
playback) four -track heads plus a sepa- 
rate two -track playback head. Other 

rM f 
, 

t 
3 . 

specifications of the PR -10--I include: 55 
db signal-to-noise ratio: frequency re- 
spo Ise ± 2 db. -10-12.000 cps at 71/2 ips: 

2 db, -10-6.000 cps at 334 ips. Wow and 
flutter arc less than 0.18 per cent at 71/2 

ips and 0.25 per cent at 33/4 ips. Price: 
$1,295: in portable case. $1.375. 

circle 179 on reader service card 

Benjamin announces its Model 200 
table -top music system, which incorpo- 
rates a \Iiracord I0 record player with 
an Elac STS -222 stereo phono cartridge. 

Ilouserl with the turntable is a 1.1 -watts - 
per -channel (rms) transistor stereo am- 
plifier with a power bandwidth of 30 to 
12,000 cps at I per cent harmonic dis- 
tortion. Amplifier hunt is 70 db below 
rated output, and f egnency response is 
10 to 22,000 cps ± 

I db. Mid -band dis- 
tortion is under 0.5 per cent, and bass 
and treble tone -control range is :1.'12 db. 
Other functions and features include a 

I 

tape -output jack. optional automatic 
shutoff of the amplifier, and connections 
for 8- and 16-uhni speakers. ('rice: 
$299.50. Stereo speakers arc available in 
walnut for $49.95 each. 

circle 180 on reader service card 

Fixture Hardware introduces a 

new line of wall brackets designed spe- 
cifically for ntountin<g bookshelf and 
slim -line speaker systems. Included in the 
new line are single -support brackets that 
hold bookshelf speakers of up to fifty 
pounds in weight. the hinged bracket 
illustrated was developed for the new 
slim speakers, and permits the speakers 

u 

to be oriented for the desired sound cov- 
erage. 1 he brackets are 16 inches high, 
12 inches long. with a 1 -inch supporting 
lip at bottom. They are available with a 

flat black or zinchronle finish. and are 
supplied with matching standards and 
speaker -mounting screws. Price: $12.95 
for a right- and heft -hinged pair. 

circle 181 on reader service card 

Freeman's \lodel 800 is a three - 
speed stereo tape recorder with built-in 

putter amplifiers and ext(nded-range 
speakers. The unit also has separate tone 

(Continued on /rage -18) 
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You are 
about to hear 

the magnificent 
sound of 

the exciting 
new 
Sony 

Sterecorder 
200... 
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...at your dealer's today. Less than $239.50, complete with two dynamic microphones and the revolutionary Sony 
lid -integrating high fidelity speakers. For literature, or name of nearest franchised dealer, write Superscope Inc., Sun 
Valley, California. All Sony Sterecorders are multiplex ready. In New York visit the Sony Salon, 585 Fifth Avenue. 

SONY ̀  SUPERSCOPEO The balmily t.St3n:U-I 



and volume controls fur each stereo 
channel, cathode -follower preamplifier 
outputs. external -speaker outputs, and 
dual \"I teeters. Price: $291.50. 

circle 182 on reader service card 

Goodmans introduces the \lode) 
I1-5, a three-way system that has a fre- 
quency response of 25 to 20.000 cps and 
a continuous power -handling capacity of 
35 wafts.:\ 12 -inch foam woofer. a mid- 
range. and an exponential -compression 
horn tweeter are housed in the 12 x 14 x 

21 -inch enclosure. The system is suitable 
for floor, shelf. or wall mounting, and is 
finished in oiled walnut, with ebony 
hardwood framing. Price: 5120. 

circle 183 on reader service card 

McIntosh's (. 21 solid-state stereo 
preamplifier employs 18 silicon -planar 
transistors and has Tess than 0.1 per cent 
distortion at 2.:i yells output. hrequency 
response is -ell. 0.5 (II), 20 to 20.000 
cps. .11 the high-level inputs, noise is 75 
(lb helot' rated output (2.5 volts) at full 
gain. \t the low-level inputs, noise is 60 
db helot' rated output. Resides the nor- 
mal bass. treble.:utd input selector con- 
trols. there are high- and low -frequency 
snitched filters. a phase Sts itch, and a 
speaker on -off switch that operates in 
conjunction tt'ith a fn in -panel hcad- 

,`.. 

. ^` ^. . i:. .. L.d 

phone jack. The headphone jack is con- 
nected to the potter aunplilier outputs via 
terminal screws al the rear of the pre- 
amplifier. \\"hen the speakers are 
switched oil.. the amplifier speaker out- 
puts are loaded with a 25 -watt load re- 
sistor lo prevent damage. The front panel 
is finished in anodized gold and black, 
and is 16 inches wide by 571,-, inches 
high. The \lode) C 2-1 is unconditionally 
guaranteed for 3 years. attd its price is 

$2-19. Cabinet is $25 additional. 
circle 184 on reader service card 

Sherwood's Xrut port I \ludel SR 1 ) 

two -cyan'. lot' -distortion speaker system 
has a ten -inch woofer. a four -inch 
tweeter. and a 1.8110 -cps crossover net- 
work. The ten -inch long -throw woofer 
features a single -roll suspension that pro- 
vides a 23 -cps frie -air resonance for ex- 

tended lo'.-Ier.quencj response. Oyer -all 
response of the system is 53 to 17,000 
cps 12.5 db. The Newport can handle 
-15 watts of program material; minimum 

i 

power required is 10 watts. Size of the 
enclosure is 24 x 13 x 91,4 inches. Price 
in oiled walnut: $8-1.50. 

circle 185 on reader service card 

Thorens has two new bases for the 
TI)-I`2I, 'I'D -121, acid TD -135 turn- 
tables. The Model C.\li illustrated be- 
low has a satin -finished walnut base with 
a transparent plastic- dttst coyer. New 
high -resilience rubber grommets achieve 
five tithes more shock and vibration iso- 
lation than the older grommets. Oyer -all 

dimensions are 21) x I61Á x 7t<. inches. 
Price: 510. The S\V bases also incorpo- 
rate the shock- and vibration -isolating 
mounts. but come without a dust cover. 
Price: $12.50. 

circle 186 on reader service card 

Weathers' new 331'í-rptit stereo 
turnable employs a I2 -pole svnchrotous 
hysteresis motor to drive an aluminum: 
platter with only. 0.03 per rent wow and 
flutter. The plater and the built-in tone 
aunt are supported on a delta -wing sus- 

VT- 

pension that minimizes acoustic feedback 
and achieves -50 db rumble level. The 
walnut tone arm will accept any standard 
cartridge and has a variable stylus -pres- 
sure adjustment. Size is 1 'A x 171/2. 
Price, including tone art) and walnut 
base: $59.95. 

circle 187 on reader service ,ard 

RAVE REVIEW 
ON SONY 600 

Radio -Electronics Magazine 
June, 1964 says: 

"This recorder has some very good 
specifications and. although its price is 
above the 'cheap' range. one does not 
readily believe such excellent specs for a 
4 -track machine until they prove out. 
This machine fulfilled its promise. With 
it. you can tape your stereo discs and 
play them back without being able to 
detect any difference. which is saying 
something. The physical design of this 
unit is good. for either permanent in- 
stallation or the most complete porta- 
bility. 

"The footage indicator is a footage 
indicator. not merely a place spotter. 
and it keeps its count with all normal 
tape movements. Independent control of 
left and right channels. so one can be 
operated in record. while the other is in 
playback. enables the unit to he used for 
an endless variety of `special' effects. 

"Playback and record functions are 
completely separate. so that a recorded 
program can he monitored immediately. 
Microphone and auxiliary inputs can he 
mixed for combination and re-record 
effects. First stage amplification uses 
transistors. while the main amplification 
uses tuhes-a good marriage in this 
particular design. 

"The mikes are very good. compared 
with most of the `inexpensive' types 
used with home recorders. Extremely 
good realism is possible for home record- 
ings. I had my family 'act natural' in 
f ont of the two -mike combination and 
the playback was unbelievably real. 

"The Sony 600 will naturally take a 
little playing around to find out how to 
do various `extra' things you may want. 
But when you get to know it. you'll find 
it a very ve satile instrument. It's a re- 
corder with which familiarity brings 
confidence." 

Norman 1I. Crowhurst 

I' or further information, or complete 
copy of the above test report, write 
Superscope, Inc. 600 Test Report C, 
Sun Valley, Calif. 
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The commanding presence of Sony sound 
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Now enter the world of the professional. With the Sony Sterecorder 600, 

a superbly engineered instrument with 3 -head design, you are master of the 

most exacting stereophonic tape recording techniques. 

Professional in every detail, from its modular circuitry to its 3 -head design, 
this superb 4 -track stereophonic and monophonic recording and playback unit 
provides such versatile features as: vertical and horizontal operating positions 

sound on sound tape and source monitor switch full 7" reel capacity 
microphone and line mixing magnetic phono and FM stereo inputs 2 V.U. 

meters hysteresis -synchronous drive motors dynamically balanced 
capstan flywheel automatic shut off pause control and digital tape counter- 
all indispensable to the discriminating recording enthusiast. Less than $450,' 
complete with carrying case and two Sony F-87 cardioid dynamic microphones. 

Multiplex Ready! 

OCTOBER 1964 

SONY SUPERSCOPE The Tapeway to a'tereo yes, less 
than $450: 

Sony tape recorders, the most complete line of quality recording 
equipment in the world, start at less than $79.50. 
For literature or name of nearest dealer, write Superscope, Inc, 
Sun Valley, Calif. In New York, visit the Sony Salon, 585 Filth Avenue. 
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NEW 1965 

uuaflrafflatic 
"ZERO DISTORTION" 

amplifiers for those 
who demand the best 

Two new series to give the true audiophile 
the purest sound reproduction, the greatest 
performance, and the highest styling ... 

The VELONTE Series 
The model 250 integrated stereo amplifier. 40 
watt IHFM power per channel, is a major break- 
through in the mediumpriced amplifier market. 
All the outstanding performance features of the 
Pure Quadramatics patented circuits are built 
into this series, including "zero distortion" 
within the normal 0 to 20 watt listening output 
level. These units dramatically out -perform any 
integrated stereo amp in their price range. Hand- 
somely styled by one of America's leading de- 
signers. Five year guarantee $335.00 

6. 

® ( Q 0 ..- 

E' 

The CANTABILE Series 
The model 112 pre -amp control center and model 
410-C basic amp. 40 watt per channel true 
power. are the last word in performance and 
styling. Absolute immeasurable distortion within 
the normal 0-30 watt listening level makes the 
CANTABILE Series superior to any amplifying at 
any price. Beautifully styled to enhance any 
decor. Unconditional life -time guarantee quali- 
fies its workmanship and materials. 
Power amp. $319.00 
Control center $269.00 
CUSTOM SERIES Model 402-C power amp and 
110 stereo control center . . . for the male in- 
dividualist who wants pure sound and pure de- 
sign. Retains optimum performance electroni- 
cally and automatically. If you consider yourself 
above social conformity this is your unit. "Zero 
distortion" between 0-33 watts output. Com- 
pletely hand assembled by our engineers. Life 
time guarantee. Power amp. $299.00 
Control center $249.00 

PROFESSIONAL SERIES Model 1100 power ampli- 
fiers, 90 watts. Designed for sound and labora- 
tory application. Quality and performances un- 
equaled in its class. "Zero distortion" 0-65 watt 
output. $249.00 

See and hear the new Quadramatic line at one 
of our many franchised dealers, or send 25c for 
the Quadramatic Story and Literature 

Pure Quadramatic Promotions Inc. 
9 E. Ohio St., Chicago, III. 60611 
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^! DIO 
by HANS H. FANTEL 

DEFINITIONS-IX 

ORE definitions of basic audio concepts. hshich will continue in 
alphabetical order for the next several months. 

Rumble, as us descriptive name suggests. is a low. rumbling noise 
produced by poorly built turntables or changers. It is caused by vi- 
bration. of the turntable mechanism that are picked up by the car- 
tridge along with the signal on the record. In quality turntable's, 
rumble is minimized by the use of properly balanced drive motors, 
shock Inounts. and often by an elastic transmission between the motor 
shaft and the turntable rich (usually in the form of a plastic belt) 
that filters out 1110101' Vibration before it reaches the stylus. 

Turntable rumble is measured, in decibels, against a standard - 
level tone played on a test record. The tniniluunl requirement for 
high fidelity. as defined by the National Association of Broadcasters. 
is -35 db, meaning that the rumble must be 35 db softer than the 
test tone. (Note that unless turntable-rutnhle figures are specified 
as being derived according to the NA 3 standard, they cannot be 
compared with one another.) 

Selectivity refers to the ability of an FM tuner to separate stations 
that are next to each other on the dial. In most large cities, the as- 
signed frequencies of local F\I stations are fairly well spread out over 
the dial, so that mutual interference is avoided. In some areas. how- 
ever. I' \1 stations received front different cities happen to fall too 
e'losely on adjacent frequencies. In such special locations, good 
selectivity becomes all important tuner specification. Selectivity is 

expressed as the number of decibels by which the signal from an inter- 
fering station in the adjacent channel is reduced. A selectivity rating 
of about 35 db is quite good ; one of 50 db is excellent. 

Sensitivity describes the ability of a tuner to pull in weak and 
distant stations. If you live in ar. urban area near all the F\I stations 
you want to receive; sensitivity is not of great importance. But if you 
are located in a fringe reception area, a highly sensitive tuner can 
make the difference between satisfactory and poor reception. Sensi- 
tivity is always stated in relation to quieting. which refers to the 
ability of the tuner to strip oft static fl'otu the incoming radio signal 
so that an interference -free audio signal emerges at the tuner output. 
If the specification reads: "3 microvolts sensitivity for 30 db of quiet- 
ing." it means that the incoming signal picked up by the antenna 
must be at least 3 microvolts strong if the noise is to be quieted to 
a level 30 decibels below that of the music. 'I'he Institute of Iiigh 
Fidelity (111F1 suggests that all sensitivity ratings should be based 
on 30 db quieting. This standard is known as "usable sensitivity. or 
"IIIF sensitivity,' and most manufacturers observe this norm. Keep 
ill mind that, in sensitivity specifications, the lower the figure, the 
higher the sensitivity. 

(7'o be continued tte.rt month) 
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wor Connoissdu:i Of Sound 
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The Conccrd 884 transistorized stereo tape 

recorder is designed for the connoisseur 
of sound, the collector with tastes and 

demands above the ordinary. No other 
recorders regardless c -f cost, has all the 

Concord 884 professional qualify features. 

Th-ee separate heads-one record, one 

piaytack .and one erase-assure profes- 
s'onal quelity-reprodLOon from FM multi - 
placing, stereo records and live perform- 
ances. Four completely separate preamps 

-twc renrdcand two playback-and full 
trans stor zation assure maximum reliabil- 
ity.A flip of the AB monitor switch lets you 

compare source vs. lace while recording. 

tew cf the otter features are: built-in 
spuid-on-sound switch for effects such as 

electroniz echo chamber; stereo head- 

phones output; automatic reel -end shutoff; 
3 speeds; 2 lighted VU meters. All push- 

butcn operation; 15 watt stereo power 

ampl tier and separata 7" full range speak- 

ers complete your 384 stereo system. Model 

88z under $450 '` Other,models from $100 
'Pricesfightly higher in Canad 

CLE1R II 1 

CONCORD"ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 809 N. Cahuenga Blvd., Dept. F, Los Angeles 38, Calif./In Canada /Regal Industries Ltd., Montreal -Toronto 

ktv 
THE SIGNATURE OF QUALITY Tape Recorders/Industrial Sound Equipment/Dictation Systems/Communications Devices/Closed Circuit Television 
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Should Sherwood's new 
solid-state amplifier be rated at 

150 watts? ... 300 watts? ... or 100 watts? 
Audio power should be one of your major criteria of am- 
plifier performance. The important thing is to use the 
same yardstick of comparison. 
Among responsible component manufacturers, the 
commonly -accepted expression of audio power today is 
"MUSIC POWER"- the amplifier's output capability 
across the full spectrum of orchestral sound. 
If you simply like to play with bigger numbers, multiply 
MUSIC POWER by two (the \ ay some manufacturers do) 
and you get "PEAK POWER". It's exactly the same rating 
but it looks twice as powerful. 
But the really important measurement is "CONTINUOUS 
SINE -WAVE POWER" with both channels operating 
simultaneously. This is the meaningful measurement, used 
in laboratory work. It separates the wheat from the chaff. 

Sherwood's new S-9000 defilers 150 watts of MUSIC 
POIVER ... 300 watts of I'EAK POWER. ... and 100 
watts of CONTINUOUS SINE-TV AVEPOWER at 
less than 1/2,1, harmonic distortion. (At normal levels, 
distortion never exceeds 0.159). 
Unequalled power - by any standard - is just one of the 
important engineering advances built into the new Sher- 
wood solid-state amplifiers. Here are some more: 

Military -type Silicon Transistors. Used exclusively throughout 
Sherwood circuitry. Twice the heat -reliability of ordinary ger- 
manium transistors. Safe for even the most confined custom 
installations. 
Exclusive transistor short-circuit protection. (Pat. Pend.) New 
system virtually eliminates transistor failure or fuse replace- 
ment due to shorted speaker terminals or other improper op- 
eration. 
Additional features: Phono input noise less than -65db., with 
no microphonics or hum /Professional Baxandall tone controls / 
Tape monitoring and tape -head playback facilities / Stereo 
headphone jack with speaker disabling switch / Glass epoxy 
circuit boards /Compact size- 14" x 4" x 121/2" deep. 
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Wait till you hear 
Sherwood's new Tan- 
glewood 4 -way 
speaker system! 
Each six -speaker 
system handles 75 
watts of program 
material. Unique de- 
sign of dual, 10" 
uniflex woofers 
achieves unprece- 
dented 34 -cycle 
closed -box reso- 
nance. Overall re- 
sponse: 29-17,500 
cps -±- 2 1/z d b . 

5219.50 
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Model S-9000 / solid-state, 
integrated stereo amplifier / ;299.50 

Prices slightly higher in FaS West 

HIGH 
FIDELITY 

SHERWOOD ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES, INC., 4300 NORTH CALIFORNIA AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60618 
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1/5, TECHNICAL p TALK 
I by JULIAN D. HIRSCH 

TONE -BURST TESTING: Last month I discussed 
several means of testing with transient test signals. The 
most revealing transient test, and perhaps the simplest, 
uses tone -burst signals. 

A tone -burst test signal consists of a steady sine -wave 
test signal that is switched on and off electronically at a 

constant repetition rate. The length of the "on" period 
of the burst can be varied to include a definite number 
of cycles of the test frequency, and the test frequency 
itself can be varied as desired. The number of cycles (of 
the test frequency) in a burst can be varied with little 
effect on the results, as long as a sufficient number of 
cycles is included within the burst 
The repetition rate of the on -off 
cycle is also not important as long 
as it is low enough to avoid stimu- 
lating any speaker resonances. 

For my testing, I generate tone - 
burst signals by feeding the output 
of a standard audio oscillator into 
an instrument known as an elec- 

amplitude, by sustained ringing during the interval be- 

tween bursts, or by the appearance of frequencies not 
present in the input signal. 

Figure 1 is a photograph of a near -perfect tone -burst 
signal as viewed on an oscilloscope. The "dead" space 

between bursts shows only the normal room background 
noise. The original electrical tone -burst signal that drove 
the speaker looked very similar to this photo, except that 
the burst "envelope" was perfectly flat-topped, and no 
noise was visible between bursts. 

A tone -burst response as good as this example is quite 
unusual. Nevertheless, the finest speakers can approach 

this type of response over much of 
their frequency range. A response 
such as that illustrated in Fig. 2 is 

much more common. Here, the tone - 
burst envelope builds up more 
slowly, and decays to a lower 
"steady-state" value. After the burst 
switches off, the output drops almost 
instantly, but builds up again and 

REVIEWED THIS MONTH 

Uher 8000 Tape Recorder 
Dynaco FM -3 Tuner 

tronic switch. The electronic switch, as its name implies, 
is capable of turning the generator's signal on and off 
at any desired rate. The rapidly switched signal is then 
fed into an amplifier that drives the speaker system under 
test. The microphone used to pick up the speaker output 
is located no more than a foot away from the speaker 
to avoid interference from room acoustics. The output 
of the microphone is amplified and then viewed on an 

oscilloscope. 
Poor transient response may be manifested either by a 

slow (rather than instantaneous) buildup of the signal 
or by a slow decay following its cessation. In a resonant 
device such as a loudspeaker, the tone -burst output signal 
is often distorted by a periodic fluctuation of the burst 

Fig. 1 
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Fig. 2 

decays gradually throughout the entire "off" period. The 
response shown in Fig. 2 is actually quite good, and is 

typical of many speakers in the $200 and slightly higher 
price brackets. 

As the frequency of the sine wave within the burst is 
varied, the output waveform may change radically. Some 
rather complex instrumentation has been developed for 
plotting tone -burst distortion as a function of frequency. 
Not having the necessary equipment, I must content 
myself with manually tuning a test oscillator through the 
audio range and observing the output waveform of the 
speaker system on an oscilloscope. 

Figure 3 illustrates how poor transient response can 
degrade a tone -burst signal. The waveform builds up and 

Fig. 3 
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Fig. 4 
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decays so slowly that it is difficult to tell where the burst 
actually ends. The situation is confused further by the 
ringing that continues through the entire "dead" interval 
between bursts. This type of response occurs typically 
when the frequency of the burst signal coincides with 
a resonant peak in the response of a speaker. It is not 
unusual to observe the tone -burst response change from 
that of Fig. 2 to that of Fig. 3 and back again with 

only a few cycles of change in test frequency. Obviously, 
any arbitrary selection of test frequency can give mislead- 
ing results. A complete search through the entire oper- 
ating range of the speaker is necessary for a proper 
evaluation. 

An example of very poor transient response is shown 

in Fig. 4. Except for a spike at the beginning and end 
of each burst, there is almost no indication that a burst 
has occurred. There is a sustained ringing, with only 
minor amplitude fluctuations. This effect results when the 
test -tone frequency coincides with a "hole" in the speak- 
er's response curve, and suggests why some speakers lack 
clarity and definition. 

Although I use an expensive calibrated condenser mi- 
crophone in my tests, many inexpensive microphones are 
capable of revealing most loudspeaker deficiencies in 
tone -burst tests. The only other instruments needed are 
a preamplifier and an oscilloscope. The serious audio 
experimenter will find tone -burst testing to be a fasci- 
nating and revealing study. 

UHER 8000 
TAPE RECORDER 

. - 

THE UI-IER 8000 is a portable stereo tape recorder 
with more special operating features and flexibility than 
any other recorder I have used. Space does not permit 
more than a partial listing of the features. The Uher 8000 
has provision for off -the -tape monitoring, will record and 
play back in four -track mono and stereo, mix a high-level 
and a low-level input (microphone or phono cartridge), 
monitor either the incoming signal or the recorded signal 
on its built-in speakers or on an external system, and 
play hack through its own speakers, external speakers, or 
an external amplifying system. It can also be remotely 
operated and makes sound -on -sound, echo, and "add-on" 
recordings. The Uher's Dia-Pilot function provides for 
the addition of a keying signal to a tape-recorded com- 
mentary for photographic -slide programs. When an auto- 
matic slide projector is used, the Dia-Pilot tone 
automatically changes the slides at the desired point in 

the commentary. Another interesting accessory is a voice - 
operated dictation control, which starts and stops the tape 
automatically as the user speaks and pauses. 

The Uher 8000 will operate at line voltages of 110 to 
250, either 50 or 60 cps, and has four tape speeds -71/2, 
33/ , 17/8, and 15/ a ips. Twin VU -type meters monitor 
recording level, and a system of red and blue pilot lights 
clearly indicates whether each channel is in the record 

or playback mode. The Uher has an interlocked recording 
button, an index counter, and a pause button that stops 
and starts the tape virtually instantaneously. There is an 

automatic shutoff mechanism for tapes with metallic end 
leaders. 

This array of features is elen more imposing because 
all the functions and combinations of interchannel re- 

cording and playback in the Uher 8000 can be selected on 

the front -panel controls and without any external cables 
or patch cords. The recorder is attractively packaged in 

a black plastic -covered case (resembling a portable type- 
writer). It measures 14 x 13 x 7 inches and weighs about 
23 pounds. Fully transistorized, the Uher consumes only 
30 watts from the power line. 

The playback response of the Uher 8000, measured at 

71/2 ips with the Ampex 31322-04 test tape, was within 
±3.5 db from 50 to 15,000 cps. This was measured at 
the RADIO output, which would be used to drive an ex- 

ternal amplifier. The record -playback response was (±3 
db) 30 to 20,000 cps at 71/2 ips, 25 to 7,000 cps at 33/4 

ips, and 22 to 5,000 cps at 17/8 ips. Response at 15/i c ips 
was within ±2.5 db from 20 to 3,200 cps. The response 
measured at the loudspeaker outputs was similar; how- 
ever, since the built-in amplifiers are rated at only 2 watts 
each, it is unlikely that they would be used to drive 
external speakers. 

The wow and flutter of the Uher 8000 were very low 

at 71/2 ips, measuring 0.02 per cent and 0.1 per cent 
with the Ampex 31326-01 test tape. At the lowest tape 
speed of 15/ G ips, some flutter was audible, but not at the 
other speeds. The signal-to-noise ratio was excellent, rang- 
ing from 51 db at 71/2 ips to 42 db at 15/ 1i ips. 

The fact that all of the Uher's input and output con- 
nectors are of a European type (requiring special adaptors 

(Continued on page 56) 
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A new way to buy stereo components: 
the Fisher 75 custom module. 

1 
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Size of changer/amplifier base: 24 1/2" wide x 5 1/2 high x 14 5/11" deep. Size of each speaber enclosure: 16 1/4" wide x 10 3/8" high x 9 1/8" deep. 
Total weight: 53 lbs. Price $269.50. Slightly higher In the far West. 

Now, for the first time, you can buy 
a perfectly matched stereo component 
system that comes already installed in 
handsome cabinetry, fits into less than 
four feet of shelf space-complete with 
speakers!-and still satisfies the ears of 
the most critical high fidelity enthusi- 
asts. The Fisher 75 is actually one of 
the finest stereo phonograph systems 
regardless of looks or size. Its unique 
styling and compact dimensions, how- 
ever, place it in a class by itself. 

One reason why the Fisher 75 sounds 
like a much bigger and costlier stereo 
system is its 30 -watt (IHF) transistor 
amplifier. A power output of 15 watts 
per channel would be quite respectable 
even in a full-size stereo installation, 
and the transformerless solid-state cir- 
cuitry of the Fisher 75 makes this 
abundance of power available with ex- 
tremely low distortion and superior 
transient response at both high and low 

frequencies. The transistorized pre- 
amplifier section features a full com- 
plement of audio controls, input 
facilities for an external tuner and tape 
recorder, plus a front -panel headphone 
jack with speaker -silencing switch for 
private listening. 

The loudspeaker design of the Fisher 
75 is the other secret of its performance. 
The quantity and quality of sound from 
the handsome pair of 2/3 -cubic -foot 
enclosures will astound the most experi- 
enced stereophile. Each channel incor- 
porates an 8 -inch free -piston woofer 
with inverted half -roll surround and a 
21/2 -inch cone -type tweeter, connected 
through a genuine inductive -capacitive 
crossover network. The drivers are de- 
signed and matched in accordance with 

The Fisher 

the latest ideas of Fisher loudspeaker 
engineers, and the results make you 
wonder about established ideas on the 
subject of size versus fidelity. Two 10 - 
foot cables are provided to connect the 
speakers to the amplifier. 

The four -speed automatic record 
changer is the world-famous Garrard. 
It plays both mono and stereo records 
either automatically or manually, and 
shuts itself off after the last record. The 
superior Pickering magnetic pickup car- 
tridge has a diamond stylus for micro- 
groove. The changer and amplifier are 
housed in a beautifully designed walnut 
base. 

Now, if you have your heart set on 
a real high-fidelity stereo system, you 
c'1n stop saying, L'1 wish I had room for 
one." You will have room for the 
Fisher 75. 

(Te receive valuable literature with - 
r ISoCR RADIO co0r0RAT,ON, 71.10 aITN WOVE. Lone ISLAND CITY I. N.0. Out charge. use coupon on page 61.) 
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for use with American components), and that the ma- 

chine is supplied with only one dual -conductor cable, 

makes it inconvenient to use in a component hi-fi system, 

unless additional cables are ordered from the distributor. 
In evaluating the Uher 8000, it must be realized that 

its designers evidently intended it to be as versatile as 

such an instrument can be. They have succeeded remark- 

ably well, but such versatility is not without its price. The 
"human -engineering'' aspects of its operation have been 

neglected to such an extent that one cannot expect to 
use it at all without a careful study of its instruction 
manual (written in four languages), and a good deal 
of practice. This is often a problem when a machine built 
for the European market is adapted for the American 
market. Fundamentally, however, the Uher 8000 per- 
forms very well, is attractively packaged, and is portable 
without strain. The price of the unit is $499.95. 

For more information, circle 188 on reader service card 

DYNACO FM -3 _ - 

TUNER 

_ 

SOME time back, I reported on the Dynaco FM -I 

tuner and FMX-3 Multiplex Integrator. The FMX-3 is 

a subassembly designed to be added to a previously built 

FM -I to adapt it for stereo FM reception. 
The new Dynaco FM -3 is essentially a combination of 

the older FM -1 tuner and the FMX-3 stereo FM adaptor 
subassembly. Some duplication of parts has been elim- 

inated, and the savings have been passed along to the 

consumer in the form of a de luxe face plate and knobs 

that match the other current Dynaco equipment. 
In addition to the integration of the stereo adaptor, 

several other design improvements have been incorpo- 

rated in the FM -3. The design of the i.f. strip has been 

modified for somewhat improved performance, and layout 

revisions have been made to reduce the already low resid- 

ual hum level. A very worthwhile change also is the ad- 

dition of a push-pull switch on the volume control, which 
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converts the tuner to mono operation when pulled out. 
With the volume -control knob pushed in, the tuner con- 
tinues to function in the Stereomatic mode. In the absence 
of a stereo signal, the multiplex circuits are inoperative, 
and the audio outputs are essentially mono. When stereo 
is received, the tuner's 38-kc oscillator is turned on auto- 
matically, and the outputs are stereo. When receiving 
stereo, the upper half of the dual tuning eye lights up 
the sord STI;RP.o on the dial cover. The stereo switching 
is silent and foolproof. 

The FM -3 Dynatuner is deceptively simple both in ap- 

pearance and in circuitry. It has a twin -triode, cathode - 
coupled r.f. amplifier and a triode -pentode mixer and 
oscillator. Four i.f. stages and a wide -band balanced dis- 

criminator provide excellent skirt selectivity, low distor- 
tion, and low interstation noise. One of the outstanding 
characteristics of the FM -3 is its noncritical tuning: unlike 
the case with a number of tuners, lowest distortion in 

the FM -3 is always obtained when the tuning -eye closure 
is greatest. In my tests I found that tuning for minimum 
distortion with the aid of laboratory instruments did not 
improve the results obtained when using the tuning eye 

only. 1-11h/STEREO REviEw''s kit builder (a slow. careful 
type) reported that the tuner required about eleven hours' 
construction time, and that the construction manual 
ranked among the best he had ever worked from. Home 
alignment of the completed tuner is simple and foolproof, 
and I could not better its results significantly by using 
laboratory instruments. 

Dynaco rates the IHF sensitivity of the FM -3 as 4 

microvolts, and I measured it as 3.8 microvolts. Har- 
monic distortion measured as low as my equipment will 

go (0.6 per cent) for all signal levels (100 per cent 
modulated) above 10 microvolts. The stereo separation 
measured about 30 db at mid -frequencies, reducing to 

about 11 db at 10,000 cps. The frequency response was 

almost perfectly flat, within 1.5 db from 20 to 15,000 cps. 
The hum level measured -59 db referred to 100 per cent 
modulation, which is about at the residual hum level of 
my signal generator. 

I have had experience with the various Dynatuner 
models over the past several years, and I believe that in 

order to obtain even a slight improvement over the FM -3's 
performance, one must pay a considerably higher price. 
With a good antenna system, the unit is an excellent 
fringe -area tuner by virtue of its very low distortion on 

weak signals. The FM -3 is a top value at $109.95 in kit 

form or $169.95 factory -wired. 
For more information, circle 189 on reader service card 
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A professional -quality stereo 
system that anyone (yes, anyone!) 
can install and operate. 

The Fisher 500-C stereo receiver is the 
kind of high fidelity equipment a music - 
loving professor of electronics daydreams 
about before his birthday. On one magnif- 
icent chassis, it combines all of the sophis- 
ticated circuitry of an advanced Fisher 
stereo system-tuner, amplifier and con- 
trols. Yet its engineering complexities are 
so functionally executed and packaged 
that any housewife, fashion model or 
grandma can take it home, install it and 
instantly learn to use it. 

The 500-C is only 171/2" wide and 131/2" 
deep. In that space it ingeniously accom- 
modates a high -sensitivity Fisher FM - 
Stereo multiplex tuner (see 1), an 

exceptionally versatile Fisher stereo con- 
trol -preamplifier (see 2) and a massive 
75 -watt Fisher stereo power amplifier 
(see 3). Simply connect a pair of good 
loudspeakers to it (that's eight twists of 
a screwdriver) and you are ready to play 
stereo of professional quality. 

The Fisher 500-C is priced at $389.50 
and is the world's best-selling high fidelity 
component at any price. The Fisher 800-C, 
at $449.50, is the identical unit with a 

superlative AM tuner added. The Fisher 
400, an FM -Stereo receiver with 65 watts 
power output, costs only $299.50. And, if 
you're willing to pay a premium for the 
last word in space-age electronics, there 

e 

is the transistorized Fisher 600, a 110 -watt 
FM -Stereo receiver at $499.50. Cabinets 
for all models are available at $24.95. 

ITHE NEW 
FISHER 
HANDBOOK 

FREE! S2.00 VALUE! Send 
for your free copy of The New 
Fisher Handbook. This entirely 
new, revised and enlarged edi- 
tion of the famous Fisher high 
fidelity reference guide is a 
magnificent 76 -page book with 
detailed information on all 
Fisher components is included. 

Use coupon on page 61. 

Fisher Radio Corporation 
21-40 44th Drive 
Long Island City, N. Y. 11101 

L_ 
OYERSFS RESIDENTS PLEASE WRITE TO FI-wER RADIO INTERNATIONAL. INC.. LONG ISLAND ITV, N. 11101. CraDIN RESIDENTS WRITE TO TMI 
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By Robert OtTcrgeld 

Alban Berg at the II aidlurt's. 
his country retreat on the If-arthersee. 

an Alpine lake a hundred miles soot/finest 
of Vienna. where he wrote Lulu 

and the Violin Concerto. 

DESPITE official announcements to the 

contrary, is the "fragmentary" third 
act of Alban Berg's opera Lnlu in fact a 

great deal more than a fragment? 
Díd Berg in fact leave the third act of 

Lulu in a substantially workable state-one 
readily susceptible of completion in accord- 
ance with his musical intentions? 

Does the nonpublication of this legendary 
third act-a mystery deafeningly unexplained 
twenty-nine years after Berg's death-con- 
stitute in effect a form of musical censorship 
or suppression? And does this censorship, in 

turn, involve the sequestration of the scores 

necessary for the opera's completion? 
On the basis of documents that I have 

examined and that are undoubtedly authen- 
tic, I believe that the above questions-and 
certain others arising from them-can now 
he answered with a considerable degree of 
certainty. I am therefore bringing to the 

attention of our readers the information that 
will permit them to judge this baffling affair 
for themselves. The case presents puzzles 
within puzzles; it may well remind some of 
our readers of Henry James' novel The 
Aspern Papers. 

Let me say at once that if it exists, such 

suppression or sequestration as I have men- 
tioned involves in itself no legal impro- 
priety. It does, however, involve questions 
of propriety of a higher order than the 
legalistic one. This is what makes the fate 
of Lulu a matter of more than intramural 
interest, and before proceeding to the his- 
tory of the opera's third act. I wish to discuss 
briefly a point of view that finds in this case 

all the elements of a deserving cause rélebre. 
During a composer's lifetime, the publi- 

cation of his work is entirely a private 
contractual matter between him and his 

publisher. But at the composer's decease the 
public interest is automatically engaged. It is 

of course engaged legally with regard to the 
inheritance of his property. But when a 

property inheritance includes important 
works of art, the public interest is also en- 
gaged morally with regard to the historic 
future inherent in the art µork itself-a fact 
often and successfully ignored. Of course, 
this fact can he ignored, and with almost 
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total impunity, because although there are 

numerous laws protecting an art work as a 

piece of property, there are none at all to 

protect it as a work of art-that is to say, 

as an independent entity with a meaning, a 

destiny, and a function of its own, including 
particularly its unhindered day-to-day oper- 
ation as a public civilizing force. 

The proprietor of a work of art therefore 
has every legal right to suppress it if he 

chooses. A family that owns a Rembrandt. 
for example, can lock it up and play dog - 

in -the -manger with it for generations. And 
if neither aesthetic nor monetary considera- 
tions are of consequence to its proprietor, 
he is also perfectly free to mutilate or 
destroy it. The art critic John Ruskin, acting 
for the custodians of J. DI. W. Turner's es- 

tate, burned more than a hundred of the 

great painter's nudes. He said he felt that 
God µanted him to. 

In the twentieth century. such actions are 

still permissible. But nobody can any longer 

expect to he congratulated for them. What- 
ever their motivation, they are felt to he 

against the real interest of the artist, the art 
work, and the public. And even when, for 
special reasons, a work is best withheld 
from the general view, it is ordinarily made 

available for examination and study to 
scholars and other accredited persons. It is 

their report of it that permits the work to 

"operate" in history despite its sequestra- 
tion, and in the last analysis they are the 

only real protection it has as art. Yet if 
access to the µork is denied them by its 

proprietor, their only possible appeal is to 
the uncertain court of whatever cultural 
values happen to he current and the climate 
of public opinion such values manage to 
generate. 

It is against this background that the fol- 
lowing account is to he viewed. If one be- 

lieves, as I think most of us do, that it is 

not only the business but the unwritten cul- 
tural obligation of a reputable music house 

to make public the work of its deceased 
master composers with all possible prompti- 
tude, then the facts of this strange case are 

such as to give one pause. 
In 1936. the year following Alban Berg's 

death, the publication of a complete Lnln 
in three acts was announced by Universal 
Edition, Vienna. In 1964, after several le- 
gitimate but unsuccessful attempts to secure 

it for study, completion, and performance, 
the third act of Lulu is still lacking-an act 
absolutely essential to the musical and dra- 
matic symmetry of the opera. Simply in terms 
of performance, lack of this act perpetuates 
the needless truncation of a major work that 
is certainly its composer's masterpiece. one 
acknowledged by the Western musical com- 
munity to he a primary monument of the 
lyric stage in this century. And to give just 
one example of how this situation affects the 
"real interest" of the composer, the opera 
itself, and the public, a major recording 
project-Columbia's proposed version of a 

complete Lulu under Robert Craft's direction 
-is at a standstill pending an acceptable 
resolution of the third -act problem. 

It seems evident that Universal Edition 
has no legal obligation to publish this act- 
and may, indeed, he under legal or other 
obligation not to publish it, though such has 

never been announced. But in 1964, and all 
legal questions aside, any cultural irrespon- 
sibility existing with regard to a proved art 
masterpiece can only he called unfathomable. 
Failure to produce the third act of Lulu can 
no longer he ascribed to political interdic- 
tion, to a general cultural or critical hos- 
tility, to uncertain financial support, or even 
to the public indifference. Berg's music has 

long since conquered the world's major op- 
era houses. At this late date, even Lulu's for- 
mer foes-such as have survived-are pre- 
sumably eager to witness her third -act fate, 
and in the absence of any other convincing 
explanation, the whole question of their in- 
ability to do so must be laid directly at the 
(loor of the de facto custodians of Alban 
Berg's musical legacy,. 

The documents involved in this affair in- 
clude a correspondence too lengthy and a 

musicological analysis too complex to he 

printed here in their entirety. But they have 
led me-as I think my synopsis of them will 
lead our readers-to at least three inescap- 
able conclusions: 

(Continued on page 60) 
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The new Fisher TX -300 solid-state stereo control -amplifier. 
Size: 15l x 4i3in" x l l7(' deep. Weight: 24 lbs. Price: $329.50. Cabinet: 524.95. 

A total II -1F music power output of 100 
watts is no mean accomplishment in a 
single -chassis stereo control-amplifier-hut 
it is not unique. High power at low dis- 
tortion can also he obtained with vacuum 
tubes. A really cool chassis can not. That 
takes transistors. So does lightweight. 
space -saving design without compromise. 
(The TX -300 weighs only 24 pounds and 
is less than 12 inches deep, despite its 
rugged. conservatively rated parts.) And 
the virtual certainty of unlimited life with- 
out the slightest service problems takes not 
only transistors: it takes Fisher solid-state 
circuitry. engineered for Fisher reliability. 

One reason for the light weight of the 
Fisher TX -300 is the absence of output 
transformers. This has the even more im- 
portant benefit of removing all limitations 
of bass performance and of transient re- 

sponse ordinarily imposed by transformer 
characteristics. 

Another remarkable feature is that each 
channel has four output transistors for 
conservative operation at high power. in- 
stead of the conventional two. The rated 
poser of 100 watts is obtained at 8 ohms. 
hut nearly as much power is available at 
either 4 or 16 ohms, via the special imped- 
ance selector switch. The 111F power band- 
width ( half poser at low distortion) ex- 
tends from 12 to 5(1.000 cps! 

As for preamplifier and control features, 
the 1-X-300 provides 16 inputs and 10 out- 
puts to accommodate every type of pro- 
gram source, recording instrument, loud- 
speaker or headphone-plus 21 controls 
and switches for total control of the sound 
by the listener. 

Next time you are near a Fisher dealer, 

The Fisher 

make a point of auditioning the TX -300. 
Even if you are not ready to buy it, you 
arc entitled to hear what you are missing. 

FREE! 52.00 VALUE! Send THE NEW for your free copy of The New 
FISHER Fisher Handbook. This entirely 

new, revised and enlarged edi- 
tion of the famous Fisher high .. - ...- _ - 
fidelity reference guide is a 
magnificent 76 -page book. De- 
tailed information on all Fisher er 
stereo components is included. p- 

Use coupon on page 61. 
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LULU 
First, I believe that the third act of Lulu 

is not "fragmentary" by any reasonable def- 

inition of the term and need not remain 

"unfinished"-that, to the contrary, it exists 

in a form readily completable by a musician 

of sufficiently intimate familiarity with 
Berg's methods in general and with Lulu 
in particular. 

Second, I believe that such a musician 
also exists, namely Dr. George Perle. My 
opinion of his competence is shared by a 

number of judges whose qualifications and 

disinterestedness admit of no challenge- 
among them Igor Stravinsky. who has kindly 
given me permission to quote his views on 

this whole matter in extenso in the follow- 
ing pages. 

Third, I believe that since Dr. Perle. and 

apparently other qualified musicians as well. 

have been consistently denied access to the 

relevant Berg papers in their entirety, it is 

proper to inquire whether there is now any 

reasonable expectation the third act of Lulu 
will ever he published in any musically ac- 

ceptable form. or indeed in any form at all. 
And I believe it is pertinent as well as proper 
to inquire, also, whether any of these papers 

have in fact been destroyed, or whether they 

are now subject to any likelihood of physical 

damage. 
As a convenience in following the abbre- 

viated account below, I am at this point 
identifying the persons involved in the order 

of their appearance. 
The late Erwin Stein was an Austrian con- 

ductor and editor who studied with 
Schoenberg. Stein's daughter, whose recol- 

lection of her father's views on Lulu is men- 

tioned at the conclusion of this article, is the 

Countess of Harewood. 
Dr. Willi Reich. the Austrian writer and 

critic, studied with Alban Berg, and his book 

Alban Berg (Vienna, 1937) is considered 
the basic biography. In view of a divergent 
critical position taken later by Dr. George 
Perle, it should be explained here that 

Reich's analysis of Lulu (Alu.ric.d Quarterly 
XXII. 1936) has been accorded a kind of 
official status by subsequent writers who are 

themselves of necessity unfamiliar with the 

opera's third act. Yet Reich's analysis itself 

is highly debatable. To mention just on ex- 

ample: in its effort to include Berg in the 

ranks of Schoenbergian twelve-tone ortho 
doxy, it makes use of purely hypothetical 
twelve-tone sets as generative referents for 
others that are better and more simply ex- 

plained without this device. Meanwhile it ig- 

nores other sets that actually do exist but that 
are inconvenient for its purpose. This some- 

what Procrustean methodology, which ob- 

literates the numerous and significant dis- 

tinctions that must he made between Berg's 

methods and Schoenberg's, seems to have 

influenced all later writers until the re-exam- 

ination of the whole matter was undertaken 

by Dr. Perle in 1959. 

Dr. Hans Redlich, the Viennese musicolo- 

gist and conductor ,is the author of im- 

portant works on Monteverdi and Mahler. 
His Alban Berg: the Also and Ills Music 
was published in London in 1957. 

Dr. Alfred Kalmus and Dr. Alfred 
Schlee are directors of Universal Edition, 
Vienna. Mrs. Helene Berg is the composer's 

widow. 

Dr. George Perle, the American composer 
and musicologist. studied with Ernst 
Krenek. Dr. Perle's numerous faculty ap- 

pointments include his present position as 

Associate Professor of Music at Queens Col- 
lege. and his writings on serial music have 
won him a commanding position in this 
field. His book, Serial Composition and 
Atonality: An Introduction to the Altaic of 
Schoenberg. Berg. and II"-ebern. was pub- 
lished by the University of California Press 

in 1962. and his contributions to musicologi- 
cal journals on various aspects of Lulu are 
listed below under the dates of their ap- 

pearance. 
THE Lulu CHRONOLOGY 

1935: December 24: Alban Berg dies in 

Vienna. 
1936: Universal Edition, Vienna, pub- 

lishes the first two acts of Lulu in a vocal 

score arranged by Erwin Stein. A prefatory 
note states that Berg had completed the 

opera but that extensive portions of the 

third act remain to be scored. The forthcom- 
ing publication of the third act is announced. 

1937: The engraving of Lulu's third act 

in Stein's vocal edition is interrupted, pre- 
sumably because of political conditions. But 
it is generally assumed that the orchestration 
of this act will he completed by one of Berg's 
colleagues. In Willi Reich's Alban Berg, 
published the same year, it is stated, "The 
completion of the instrumentation in a man- 
ner consistent throughout with Berg's style 
[is) to be accomplished by a musician fa- 

miliar with his work." 
1953: After some seventeen years. Uni- 

versal Edition now reprints the 1936 edition 
of Stein's two -act vocal arrangement. How- 
ever, the 1936 prefatory note is deleted and 

a new one is substituted, reading as follows: 
"The opera ís to he performed as a frag- 
ment. Only the first two acts were fully or- 
chestrated by Berg. Of Act Ill only those 

parts which Berg included in the Lulu -Suite 
-the "Variations" and the "Adagio"-are 
scored. These are to be played at the con- 
clusion of the two acts...." 

It is worth remarking here that Uni- 
versal's 1953 dictum-that a pros isionally 
incomplete opera is henceforth "to he 

played" with a two-part instrumental con- 

clusion-is, to put it mildly, a highly uni- 
lateral one. Moreover, anyone familiar with 
the exigencies of the working operatic rep- 

ertoire in any major house will realize that 

Universal's decision in effect removes Lulu 
from any ready or general operatic consider- 
ation. It does this by consigning the work 
indefinitely to the status of an academically 
interesting but operatically impracticable 
torso. 

But even more significant in the 1953 

preface are certain omissions. No mention is 

made of the fact that Berg had actually 
completed the Partite!! of the third act (a 
full vocal score but with incomplete nota- 
tion of the instrumental parts). Also omitted 
in 1953 is the fact that-in addition to those 
Lulu -Suite sections, mentioned above, that 
are from Act III, Scene 2-Berg had laid out 
the orchestration of a considerable part of the 
first scene of Act III. Finally, no mention is 

made of any intention to publish the third 
act. 

1957: In his book Alban Berg. Dr. Hans 
Redlich confirms Reich's conclusions of 1937 

as to the feasibility of completing the or- 
chestration of Act Ill. 

(Continued on page 64) 
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NEW ALL -TRANSISTOR 

S RATOPHO IC SERIES 
by harman kardon 

-the best -performing FM stereo receivers 
ever made-at any price! 

A totally new music experience awaits you ... an ex- 
perience in stereo enjoyment rivaling at long last the 
pleasures of live -performance listening. 

You owe it to yourself to hear the new STRATO- 
PHONIC Series solid-state FM stereo receivers. Here 
is a true breakthrough in the war against distortion, a 
major advance in the quest for ultimate sensitivity and 
frequency response. Not a single vacuum tube (not even 
a nuvistor) is used. All frequencies, from 5 cycles per 
second to beyond 60,000 cps, are captured in Strato- 
phonic receivers at their natural relative amplitudes and 
with a freedom from distortion only dreamed of before. 
At full 75 -watt music power or at minimum listening 
level, the entire response is flat, the definition and trans- 
parency startling. Phase shift and crossover distortion 
are eliminated. 

And this totally new sound quality is yours at prices 
equivalent to those of ordinary tube receivers. 

Why has Harman-Kardon extended the frequency 
response of the new Stratophonic receivers so far below 
and so far above the so-called audible spectrum? You 
will find on your first hearing that the elusive "inaudible" 
component of any tone has a profound effect on the living 
timbres of all music. While it may take an engineer to 
understand how these inaudible partials can indeed be 
"heard," your ear will immediately grasp the vast dif- 
ference between Stratophonic Sound and the previous 
best stereo (tube or solid-state) you have heard. 

From far below the contrabassoon's sub -contra Bb to far 
above the piccolo's highest overtones, Stratophonic receivers 
deliver Sound Unbound-all frequencies in their original 
amplitude relationship. 

SPECIFICATIONS, 
Model SR900 

II-IFM music power: 75 watts 
(37.5 wattsperchannel). through- 
out frequency range 5-60,000 cps. 

Distortion: Less than 0.2%. 
Frequency response: 5 to 60.000 

cps ±l db at full rated power; 
2 to 100,000 cps +1 db at 1 

watt (normal listening level). 
Usable FM sensitivity: 1.85 µv 

IHFM. 
FM circuit: Quadra-tuned all -tran- 

sistor front end utilizing mesa - 
alloy diffused -junction tran- 
sistors for optimum sensitivity 
and selectivity. 

The diagram below shows this wide -band frequency 
response in comparison with that of the best previous 
receivers. Note that the response of Stratophonic Model 
SR900 (orange curve) reaches its peak well below the 
lowest frequency on the other curve, and maintains its 
utterly flat plateau with full usable power far beyond the 
maximum frequency on the black curve. 
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Other so-called "solid-state" receivers employ nuvis- 
tors (which of course are tubes) at the front end of the 
FM circuit. Harman-Kardon, on the other hand, is the 
first to achieve a usable sensitivity of 1.85 µv IHFM 
with an entirely transistorized front end. Result: Opti- 
mum sensitivity and selectivity, long life, great reliability. 

The Stratophonic Series of FM Stereo Receivers is 
priced as follows: Model SR900 (shown below), $469*; 
Model SR600, $389*; Model SR300, $279*. At these 
prices, can you afford to be without Harman-Kardon 
Stratophonic Stereo? 

1Valno t eneloeure optional. 
'Prices slightly higher in the IVest. 
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LULU 
1959: In the summer of this year, Dr. 

George Perle completes a prolonged and 

intensive study of the opera's first two acts. 

Because of certain singularities in Berg's 

employment of serial techniques, Perk' is 

able from internal evidence in the first two 
acts to deduce Berg's completion of Act Ill. 
In an article entitled "The Music of Lulu: 
A New Analysis," Dr. Perle reports his find- 
ings in the journal of the Anreric.on Alu- 
rirologiCal Society Vol. all, Nos. 2-3 

(1959). 
1959: October 13: In reply to Dr. Perle's 

letter asking permission of Universal Edi- 

tion to examine Erwin Stein's reduction of 
Act Ill (on which Dr. Redlich had based his 

1957 discussion), Universal writes that they 

are planning to publish this reduction and 

will send Dr. Perle a copy as soon as it is 

ready. 
1959: November 3: Requesting more de 

tails. Dr. Perle reminds Universal Edition 
that it is more than twenty years since Uni- 
versal announced the forthcoming publica- 
tion of Act Ill. 

1959: November 9: Explaining the se- 

rious nature of his interest in Lulu. and ,t - 

tempting to obtain loan of the short score 

of Act Ill for study, Dr. Perle writes to 

Mrs. Helene Berg. 
1959: November 12: Universal Edition 

writes Dr. Perle (in a letter that apparently 
crossed his to Mrs. Berg) that there are 

many editorial problems that will make it 

impossible to publish Stein's 1936 reduction 
of Act Ill in less than three years. 

1959: November 30: In reply to Dr. 
Perle's letter to Mrs. Berg. Universal Edition 
writes that neither she nor they have the 

intention of publishing the third act of Lulu 
in the near future. 

1960: June: Dr. Perle asks Dr. Alfred 
Schlee at a chance meeting in Cologne 
whether it would he possible for Universal 
to send photostats of the Lulu materials to 

Universal's London office. with the under- 

standing that Dr. Perle would study them 

there, on the premises. 
19611: July: In a letter from Dr. Kalmus. 

Dr. Perle's June request is refused because 

it is Mrs. Berg's wish that nothing should. 
for the time being. he written about the third 
act of Lulu. and she therefore dues not want 

Universal to make photocopies. 
1963: June: Dr. Perle asks Dr. Kalmus 

at a chance meeting in Amsterdam whether 

the material of the third act might he made 

available to him if he goes to Vienna for the 

express purpose of seeing it. 
1963: July: Reminding Dr. Kalmus of his 

June request. Dr. Perle quotes a letter to 

himself from Dr. Redlich: "I cannot see why 

Universal Edition should not let you see 

the photostat of the forty -odd pages of full 
score of Act Ill which exists now for years. 
There is also a complete vocal score of Act 

111 which contains every bar Berg composed. 
Both these I have seen and used." 

1963: August: Dr. Perle's June request 

is granted by Universal Edition. and for two 
weeks he is able to spend eight hours a day 

studying the following items: 
I ) A photostat of Berg's manuscript of 

the Prnirell. which Dr. Redlich load not 

seen and which Perle finds "complete" to a 

degree far beyond his expectations. 

2) Erwin Stein's vocal score of Act III, 
which Stein had prepared for publication 
and a portion of which, according to Dr. 
Redlich. had actually been engraved. Dr. 
Perle is given the use of Stein's original man- 

uscript. which is in pencil. and in places is 

becoming badly blurred. 
3) A typescript of the libretto. 
4) The orchestral score of Acts I and II 

(since published by Universal). 
However, for reasons that are not made 

clear. the photostat mentioned by Dr. 
Redlich of "the forty -odd pages of full score 

of Act Ill which exists now for years" is 

not made available to Dr. Perle. 
1963: September: As a result of his Au- 

gust study. Dr. Perle writes to Robert Craft 
of the extraordinary dramatic importance of 
Act III to the opera: "The one thing that I 

found most astonishing about Act Ill is the 

incredible transformation that takes place- 
not in Lulu. but in our understanding of her 

character. In the concluding scene she has 

become dear to one in the was' that Desde 
mona is in Act IV of Oiello. a process that 

begins to take place as a result of Lulu's 
heroic struggle against the Marquis in Act 

Ill. Scene I. This scene. by the way, is the 

most marvelous example of the most ex 
travagant devices of opera huffa that one 

can imagine. And the folluos ing scene has 

a pathos beyond anything that I know in 
opera.... 

1963: October: Dr. Perle offers to com- 

plete the third act of Lulu without requiring 
commitments of any kind from Itnilersal 
Edition, and Igor Stravinsky writes to Dr. 
Schlee urging Universal Edition to accept 

this offer. (Mr. Stravinsky's letter is printed 
in its entirety at the conclusion of this 

chronology. The reaction of Universal 
Edition to Dr. Perle's offer and to Mr. 
Stravinsky's letter is described in Dr. Perle's 

own summation of the entire case. This 
summation is contained in a letter to Dr. 

Schlee that is printed below, following the 

Stravinsky letter.) 
1964: Dr. Perle reports his new findings 

in 'Zulu: The Formal Design." published 
in the Journal of the Annrh:ru AluriroloRiarl 
Soriett (Summer, 1964). and in "A Note 
on Act Ill of Lulu." published in Per.rper- 

tirer ul New Afuric (Spring -Summer. 1964). 
At this point it is convenient to call the 

reader's attention to certain events omitted 
from the preceding chronology. I have 

omitted them because I have lacked an op- 

portunity to examine dated and signed doc- 

umentation supporting them. However they 

are a matter of familiar report among highly 
creditable persons who are intimately ac- 

quainted with this case, and since they are 

mostly concerned with efforts from various 
quarters to secure the third act of Lulu in 

view of performance, I am noting them 

briefly here. It is reliably reported that both 

the Santa Fe Opera and the Hamburg Opera 

have attempted to secure Act Ill for com- 
pletion and performance under conditions 
presumably favorable to Universal Edition. 
The I hamburg plan is said to have proposed 

Pierre Boulez to complete the score. and the 

Santa Fe project proposed Dr. Perle. Among 
other musicians who, at one time or another, 
also have supposedly been scheduled to com- 
plete the unscored portions of Act III are 

Ernst Krenek and Erwin Stein. All of these 

projects reportedly collapsed upon eventual 
denial or permission by Universal Edition. 

(Coot/Hind on page 6R) 
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HOBSON'S CHOICE? 

NEVER AGAIN! 
If, in 1631, you went to rent a horse from Thomas Hobson at Cambridge, England, you took 
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Shure cartridge family will help guide you to the best choice for you. 

THE CARTRIDGE 

s 
V-15 

M44 

M7/N21D 
',. 

M99 

151"'; ay;;' 1' 

y M3D 

ITS FUNCTION, ITS FEATURES ... 
The ultimate! 15° tracking and Bi-Radial Ellip- 
tical stylus reduces Tracing (pinch effect), IM 
and Harmonic Distortion to unprecedented 
lows. Scratch -proof. Extraordinary quality con- 
trol throughout. Literally handmade and in- 
dividually tested. In a class by itself for repro- 
ducing music from mono as well as stereo 
discs. 

IS YOUR BEST SELECTION 

If your tone arm tracks at 1V2 grams or less 
(either with manual or automatic turntable)- 
and if you want the very best, regardless of 
price, this is without question your cartridge. 
It is designed for the purist . .. the perfection- 
ist whose entire system must be composed of 
the finest equipment in every category. Shure's 
finest cartridge. $62.50. 

Designed to give professional performance! 
Elliptical diamond stylus and new 15° vertical 
tracking angle provide freedom from distor- 
Lion. Low Mass. Scratch -proof. Similar to V-15, 
except that it is made under standard quality 
control conditions. 

If you seek outstanding performance and your 
tonearm will track at forces of/. to 1'/7 grams, 
the M55E will satisfy-beautifully. Will actually 
improve the sound from your high fidelity 
system! (Unless you're using the V-15, Shure's 
finest cartridge.) A special value at 535.50. 

A premium quality cartridge at a modest price. 
15' tracking angle conforms to the 15° RIAA 
and EIA proposed standard cutting angle re- 
cently adopted by most recording companies. 
IM and Harmonic distortion are remarkably 
low . cross -talk between channels is ne- 
gated in critical low and mid -frequency ranges. 

If you track between 3/. and 1Y2 grams, the 
M44-5 with 0005" stylus represents a best -buy 
investment. If you track between 1'/? and 3 

grams, the M44-7 is for you . particularly if 
you have a great number of older records. 
Both have "scratch -proof" retractile stylus. 
Either mode' under 525.00. 

A top -rated cartridge featuring the highly 
compliant N21 D tubular stylus. Noted for its 
sweet, "singing" quality throughout the audi- 
ble spectrum and especially its singular re- 
creation of clean mid -range sounds (where 
most of the music really "happens".) Budget - 
priced, too. 

For 2 to 21/? gram tracking. Especially fine if 
your present set-up sounds "muddy." At less 
than 320.00, it is truly an outstanding buy. 
(Also, if you own regular M7D, you can up - 

tracking 
it for higher compliance and lighter 

tracking by installing an N21D stylus.) 

A unique Stereo-Dynetic cartridge head shell 
assembly for Garrard and ,Miracord automatic 
turntable owners. The cartridge "floats" on 
counterbalancing springs ... makes the stylus 
scratch -proof . . . ends tone arm "bounce." 

It floor vibration is a problem. Saves your 
records. Models for Garrard laboratory Type 
"A", \T-6, AT -60 and Model 50 automatic 
turntables and Miracord Model 10 or 101-1 

turntables. Under $25.00 including head shell, 
.0007" diamond stylus. 

A best-seller with extremely musical and trans- 
parent sound at rock -bottom price. Tracks at 
pressures as high as 6 grams, as low as 3 grams. 
The original famous Shure Dynetic Cartridge. 

If cost is the dominant factor. Lowest price of 
any Shure Stereo Dynetic cartridge (about 
S16.00) ... with almost universal application. 
Can be used with any changer. Very rugged. 

SHVRE it op , ® 

(//IF![C. 

HIGII FIDELITY PI-IONO CARTRIDGES... WORLD STANDARD \VIIEREVER SOUND QUALITY IS PARANIOUNT 
Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Illinois 
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HOWGOOD IS THIS 

WINEGARD FM 

STEREOTRON 

ANTENNA? 

'SÓ._GOOD 

GUARAÑYÉFD:! 
- 

t 

L_ 

GUARANTEED to be the most effective, best built 
FM antenna made - 
GUARANTEED to bring in 85% of all FM stations 
in a 200 mile radius when used with the Stereotron 
antenna amplifier 

GUARANTEED you will be 100% satisfied or your 
money back. 

The Winegard Stereotron FM antenna 
will improve the performance of even the 
most expensive FM or FM stereo tuner. 
It is the most powerful receiving device 
you can own and will bring in FM signals 
up out of the hiss and noise with utmost 
clarity. Stereotron has an exceptionally 
high front to back ratio which shuts out 
rrP.rlti-path distortion. Has extremely 
high gain and is highly directive. 

If you want the very finest in FM or 
FM stereo sound, get a GUARANTEED 
Stereotron today. 

STEREOTRON ANTENNA Model 
SF -8 - $23.65. Stereotron nuvisi.or amp- 
lifier Model AP-300-input 300 ohms, 
output 300 ohms. Can be used with any 
FM antenna-$39.95. 

Amplifier Model AP -375 for uae with 
coax cable, input 300 ohms, output 75 
ohms - $44.95 

Write now for technical specs, gain 
charts, polar patterns, VSWR, etc., and 
get FREE FM STATION LOG AND 
MAP. 

World's most complete line of FM 
and TV antennas, FM -TV couplers and 
amplifiers. 

Winegard Co. 
3018-E Kirkwood Blvd., Burlington, Iowa 
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LULU 
Mr. Stravinsky's letter recommending ac- 

ceptance of Dr. Perle's offer (it is dated 
October 21, 1963) is as follows: 

no longer he imputed to musical problems. 
If the problems are legal or financial or a 

combination of both, then these problems 
must he plainly formulated and an attempt 
made to resolve them immediately. 

IGOR STRAVINSKY.' 

In addition to amplifying the reader's 
knowledge of events with which he is al- 
ready familiar. the following sur r'on of 
the affair by Dr. Perle introduces a number 
of matters not referred to previously, but 
which in their context are self-explanatory. 
Dr. Perle's letter, which is dated April 5, 

1964 (and in which I have made certain de- 
letions for lack of space), is as follows: 

"Dear Dr. Schlee: 
Our discussion seems to have taken an 

entirely unproductive direction and I have 
therefore hesitated a long time before re- 
plying to your letter of March 3. I quite 
agree with your statement that we cannot 
make any progress by discussing the legal 
questions and the different interpretations of 
duties. If I have, nevertheless, decided to 
continue our correspondence, it is only be- 

cause I am convinced that an historically 
authentic record of the post-mortem fate of 
Alban Berg's work is, and will increasingly 
be, of the greatest interest and importance. 

"Dear Dr. Schlee: 
I have just read- with the greatest interest, 

a detailed description of Berg's Partied! of 
Act Ill of Lulu which George Perle sub- 
mitted to Robert Craft upon learning of 
Craft's projected recording of the opera. 

I accept, without the slightest hesitation, 
Dr. Perle's conclusion that no musical p ob- 

1 ems whatever stand in the way of complet- 
ing the score in a manner entirely consistent 
with Berg's intentions, which can be fully 
deduced from the Partied! and from the ex- 
tensive portions of Act Ill scored by Berg 
himself. The evidence presented by Perle is 
absolutely convincing. I have. moreover, the 
greatest confidence in him as an authority on 
the work of Berg, as anyone must have who 
has read his article on Lulu in the Journal 
of the American Musicological Soviet) and 
his recent book on serial music. 

Twenty-seven years ago the first and 
second acts were published with a prefatory 
note promising the forthcoming publication 
of Act Ill. It is well known that Stein com- 
pleted the piano reduction of Ill, that he 
prepared it for publication, and that a 

portion of it was engraved. Not only has the 
promise not been kept. but the greatest dif- 
ficulties have been placed in the way of mu- 
sicians wishing to examine this material. 
Whatever reasons there may have been for 
this, it is clear that this situation cannot be 
accepted any longer. 

In his letter to Craft. Perle said that he is 
willing to complete the score without re- 
quiring advance commitments regarding pay- 
ment. publication, or performance. I urge 
you to accept this offer. Perle's writings are 
sufficient evidence of his competence and 
responsibility as a musical scholar, and no 
one who has examined the orchestration of 
his recently published Three Movements for 
Orchestra can have any doubt that he is 

qualified as a practical musician. I do not 
believe that there is any other person who 
can match the insight. understanding. ex- 
perience, and empathy w hich Perle can bring 
with him to this task. 

Perle's letter states that he is eager to be- 
gin scoring the unscored portions of the 
second scene at once, for which purpose he 
requires from you only a photostat of that 
scene and a full score of Acts I and II Is 

there any reason, considering that no com- 
mitment is demanded from the publisher 
regarding publication or performance, for 
any delay? Mrs. Berg's scruples? These must 
no longer he permitted to carry more weight 
than she can legally enforce. just what is 

the legal situat on? Supposing that she can 
legally prohibit the scoring of Act III can 
she prevent you from simply sending the 
photostats to Dr. Perle, in the absence of 
any formal agreements with him regarding 
the completion of Act Ill? If you are really 
helpless to do anything at all without her 
approval. do you think it would help if I 

wrote to her? Of course. it would only be 
proper that she should be financially re- 
munerated for Act Ill. 

One thing is clear beyond any possible 
question, and that is that the continued 
failure to complete the scoring of Act Ill can 

Any person w ho is interested has the right 
to request information from your firm re- 

garding the piano score of Act III of 1 ulu. 
whose forthcoming publication you an- 
nounced in 1936. My initial inquiry elicited 
[a reply. dated October 13, 1959, in which 
you offered to send me the piano reduction 
when it is completed.] Not being content 
to wait another twenty-three years, I re- 

quested more information. At the same time, 
not being aware of her extreme sensitivity 
in regard to this matter, I sent a most cour- 
teous and tactful letter to Mrs. Berg-the 
only one I have ever written to her-so- 
liciting her assistance. On November 12, 
1959 you replied that numerous editorial 
difficulties precluded the possibility that the 
forthcoming edition would be published in 
less than three years. I was mystified by this 
reply. since according to Redlich's book, 
published by your firm in 1957. the piano 
edition of the third act had been completed 
by Erwin Stein in 1936 and a considerable 
portion of it engraved immediately there- 
after. On November 311, 1959 you wrote, on 
behalf of Mrs. Berg, that [neither you nor 
she had intentions of publishing the third 
act of Lulu in the near future.] This reply. 
too, mystified me, since Mrs. Berg's opposi- 
tion must already have been known to you 
when your two earlier letters were sent. in 
which you stated that the 3rd act would be 
published in the near future. I did not refer 
to the question of publication again until 
February 16 of this year. when I questioned 
Dr. Kalmus' assertion, contained in his 
letter of February 3. 1964. that from Mrs. 
Berg's decision not to permit "completion" 
of the 3rd act it followed that publication 
was impossible. I pointed out that the [non - 
publication] of Stein's reduction of Act Ill 
could not he construed as a logical con- 
sequence of Mrs. Berg's decision; otherwise 
why should a piano score have been prepared 
from the Partied! of Act III in the first 
place, and its forthcoming publication, inde- 

(Continued on page 70) 



TO PROVE TO YOU .. . 

You really nééd 2 types of microphones 

Ntd 

1 

Mr_ 

BUY THIS FIXED -POSITION MICROPHONE 

( 

t,l,r 
II Q '..., 1z 

1(-1 41t. 

...GET THIS LAVALIER FOR ONLY $5.00 

A SPECIAL OFFER IN THE INTEREST 
OF IMPROVED SPEAKING TECHNIQUES 

This special limited -time offer applies 
to the famous Unidyne II and Ill 
series and other fine Shure micro- 
phones listed below." Unidyne III is 

(he only cardioid microphone with 
pick-up pattern symmetrical about 
axis and uniform at all frequencies. 
Outstanding for voice or instruments. 
Models 300, 315, 330, 333. 555W, 555, 545, 
5455, 546, 5565, 576, 578, 5785. A Shure 
Cavalier for only 55.00 with each, when you 
send in your guarantee registration card. 
Offer expires December 31, 1964. 

--- H v -- E 
Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 

" 41111 For lecturers, teachers, ministers, 
managers, public speaking requires 
the freedom and flexibility of a sec- 

ond microphone. The ability to move 
around while talking frees the speaker 
for writing on a blackboard or han- 
dling visuals, makes any speaker more 
interesting, more effective. Prove it to 
yourself for only 55.00 when you buy 
a Shure Microphone for fixed -loca- 
tion use. 

Steps to obtain your Lavalier Microphone: 
Purchase any of the microphones listed above thru your dis- 
tributor or sound installer. 
Remove guarantee registration card from microphone package. 
Specify whether you wish high impedance or low impedance 
lavalier microphone in the comment section of guarantee regis- 
tration card. 

Mail to Shure Brothers, Inc. with your check or money order for 
$5.00. If sending cash please send by registered mail. 

That's all there is to do. Your microphone will be sent to you 
post paid. Sorry, no C.O.D.:. 
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KENWOOD 
soIí state stereo 

New r High' Fidelity Stereo Units 
For Those Who Are Selective 
Who's selective? YOU ARE... if you choose the handsome look of 

KENWOOD with all -new transistorized circuitry. Here are 

components engineered only for those who expect the big, full 
sound of quality, demand superior performance and reliability and 

prefer all those special features. 

gip LJAJAJ 

i' ..' 

KT -10 ALL TRANSISTOR AM/FM AUTOMATIC 
STEREO RECEIVER is an all -new transistorized tuner, 
pre -amplifier and total 40 watts amplifier on a 
single chassis. Exclusive custom features include 
an automatic protection circuit that guards against 
transistor damage, automatic relay switching 
to proper mode, tape monitor system, front -panel 
stereo headset jack and so much more. $299.95 

_rr r ... - - 

TK-500 TRANSISTORIZED AUTOMATIC FM STEREO TUNER 
features a Nuvistor Cascode Front-end, 5 IF Stages, 
Automatic Relay Switching to Proper Mode, and Tape 
Record Outputs. $199.95 

) I I 

TK-400 ALL TRANSISTOR STEREO AMPLIFIER 
has a total of 80 watts music power (IHF Standard) 
or 40 watts per stereo channel, Automatic Protection 
Circuit (U.S. Pat. Pend.), Output Transformerless 
Circuit, Front -panel Stereo Headset Jack, and 
Direct Tape Monitor System. $199.95 

Visit our exhibit at the New York High Fidelity Music Show 
New York Trade Show Building-Room 401. 

EpKENWOOD ELECTRONICS, INC. 
New York Office: 212 Fifth Avenue. New York, N.Y. 10010, Murray Hill 6.1590 

Los Angeles Office: 3700 South Broadway Place, Los Angeles, Calif. 90007. ADams 2.7217 

LULU 
pendently of the completion of the orchestra- 
tion. announced (not only officially, in 19;6. 
hut again in your letters to me in 1959).' 

In my letter to Dr. Kalmus I expressed 
doubt that your firm is obligated to honor 
Mrs. Berg's wish that Stein's reduction of 
Act III should not he published. At least 
there can be no legal obligation. since 
''surely Universal Edition must have had 
some guarantee that \Irs. Berg would not. 
or could not, interfere with the publication 
of the piano score of Act Ill, before com- 
missioning Stein to undertake the very con- 
siderable task of preparing the score.'' Now, 
in your letter of March 3. I am confronted 
with .In entirely new explanation for your 
failure to publish the piano score: [Erwin 
Stein had misgivings about the work.] This 
comes as a great surprise to me, not only 
because of your failure to mention it before, 
but also because Dr. Redlich has never men- 
tioned it to mc. during five years of corre- 
spondence regarding this and related ques- 
tions. in the course of which he has several 
times referred to conversations that he had 
had with the late Erwin Stein. 

The preparation of the piano score of an 
opera always gives rise to misgivings, even 
under the most favorable conditions. Having 
compared Steins reduction with Berg's 
P.,rtii,11. bar by bar. I find it impossible to 
believe that his ''misgivings'' can have been 
of such magnitude as to have led him to ap- 
prove, because of them. [nonpublication) of 
the only edition of the 3rd act whose pub- 
lication was ever under consideration, after 
almost half of this edition had been en- 
graved. Are you prepared to assert that the 
interruption of the engraving of the piano 
edition in 1937 was not due to political con- 
ditions. as has always been assumed? Even 
if. sume day, the full score of the 3rd act 

should he completed and the material pre- 
pared for performance. it is precisely Erwin 
Stein's piano score of that act that should 
he published, hecause, being entirely based 

on the manuscripts which Berg left at the 
time of his death, it offers the strongest 
possible support to the first sentence of your 
preface to the 1936 edition 1-Alb.tn Berg 

di, Komi," der dr,i.tfti.e,u Oper 
lulu' .fur.: roe reiuent rod, beeodet."). and 
would thus he a means of confirming the 
authenticity of the completed score. 

In addition to Erwin Stein you cite three 
other authorities (all, like Stein, deceased). 
in defense of Mrs. Berg's decision nut to 
allots' the ''unnpletion'' of the work. [You 
say that Schnenheig and Zemlinsky then. 
and \\'chern later on. denied the poss'hilits' 
of a completion of the work.) The opin'vms 
presumably expressed at one time by 
Schoenberg. Zemlinsky. and Wehern, esen 
if these should now he definitively refuted 
by other experts, lurid considerable interest. 
since no other reasonable explanation for 
Mrs. Berg's refusal to allow "completion" 
of the work has ever been offered. f Let me 
hasten to add that these opinions du not 
justify the refusal to publish Stein's reduc- 
tion or to allow music historians and other 
specialists to examine the photostats of 
Berg's manuscripts.) But exactly what ev- 
idence do you have that Schoenberg. 
Zemlinsky. and \Y'ehern "denied the pussi- 

(Cuntinn,d on p,t,e) 72) 
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If you think you can't afford 
the best high fidelity compo- 
nents available, bar none, check 
these three independent 
magazine surveys.* 

They agree on their choices of 
the best turntable and the best 
loudspeakers - moderately 
priced AR's. 

TURNTABLE LOUDSPEAKERS 

Popular 
Science (Sept. 1963) 

AR two -speed AR -3's 

g'11444/49 (Fall 1963) AR two -speed AR -3's 

hi-fi/tape 
srstamf (1964) AR two -speed AR -3's 

The AR turntable-lest 
than 'í:.> the cost of other 
arm -turntable systems 
over which it uas chosen. 

AR -3 loudspeakers-less 
than /s the cost of other 
speakers over which they 
were chosen. 

'The Bravo survey introduced its selection of top components with: "If music is so deeply your passion that it makes you intolerant of 
all compromise...you may enter that rarified area of audio where nothing matters but the dedicated pursuit of perfection." 
The Popular Science panel tried to eliminate frills, and limited its choice to compact speakers for reasons of practicality in the home, 
but stated: "Where there was a more expensive component that produced a detectable improvement in sound, it was chosen." 

The Hi-Fi/Tape Systems survey referred to its choices as "the least expensive way to obtain state-ot-the-art performance." 

r;----,. The Popular Science survey also recommended Roy Allison's High Fidelity Systems -A User's Guide 
(AR Library Vol. 1, $1). This book may be purchased at many AR dealers', or you may order it directly with 
the coupon below. 

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC., 24 Thorudike Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02141 
Please send me Allison's High Fidelity Systems- A User's Guide. I enclose S I in cash or check only, and /or 
Please send me free literature on AR products, plus the complete lists of components chosen by each magazine. 

Name Address 
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LULU 

o 

there's 
no smoke 

like 
a pipe 

11"^ _ ^r 
( tL .. 

Flame Grain' %,' 
Apple Shape 'r 
$15.00 

c" 

.1 

5.. 

aI}"51 

` _ 2 
v` 1 ,.. 

" 

Centennial 
,, Bulldog Shape 

$25.00 

-no pipe 

like 
Kaywoodie 

Pipes and sets $5.95 to $2,500 

Kaywoodie Butane Pipe Lighter 
Upright for cigars and cigarettes. Tilt for large, soft 
flame that won't scorch your pipe. $9.95 and up with 
free miniature refill. Table models $14.95 and up. 
Guaranteed against any mechanical defect for life 

I of lighter in accordance with written guarantee. 

' 

1 

1. 

KAYWOODIE 
Send 25f for 48 -page catalog and sample o 

new imported Kaywoodie Tobacco. Tells how 

to smoke a pipe: shows all shapes and styles. 

Kaywoodie Pipes, Inc., New York 22, nept. Z SS. 

bility of a completion of the work..? I have 
heard only rumors, based on Mrs. Berg's 
recollection that such was the case. Schoen- 
berg had left for the United States more 
than two years before Berg died. You, or 
Mrs. Berg, should therefore be in the pos- 
session of letters showing exactly what 
manuscripts or facsimiles were sent to 
Schoenberg and his evaluation of them. 
Perhaps Schoenberg only wrote that he 
couldn't possibly undertake the work, for 
various reasons that hase nothing to do with 
difficulties inherent in the material? Within 
a short time after Berg's death political con- 
ditions in Germany and Austria put a stop 
to the performance and publication of Berg's 
music. so that. for those of Berg's friends 
who. like Webern. had to survive under 
these conditions, the completion of Lulu was 

not an immediate issue. By the time it had 
become feasible to consider this question 
again Webern was dead. I know that 
Schoenberg definitely was .asked to complete 
the score and decided against doing so. I 

have been told, however, by a person who 
had been close to Schoenberg. that the reason 
for his decision- given by Schoenberg him- 
self, was not that the material presented 
"insurmountable difficulties" but something 
quite different, which I prefer not to men- 
tion at this time. But why deal in rumors 
and counter -rumors? Until you can present 
tangible evidence that Schoenberg. \\rchern, 
and Zemlinsky saw the necessary manuscripts 
and thereupon decided that there were "in- 
surmountable difficulties," I prefer to be 
guided by evidence that they could not, in 
fact, have come to such a decision. The ev- 
idence to which 1 refer is the material of 
the third act itself. Inasmuch as this evidence 
has [not been published], public opinion will 
have to he guided by the only detailed de- 
scriptions of this evidence that are available. 
namely, those to he found in Willi Reich's 
book (1937). Redlich's book (1957), and 
a number of articles by myself. 

But suppose that it is possible to prove 
that Schoenberg, Webern. and Zemlinsky 
made the assertion which you attribute to 
them? As you yourself admit, [the difficulties 
that once seemed insurmountable might be 

surmountable today]. The conclusion to be 

drawn, obviously, is that the material ought 
to he made available so that other experts 
can either confirm or reject the earlier evalu- 
ations. Otherwise, the detailed descriptions 
of this material presented by Reich. Redlich, 
and myself will have to stand as convincing 
evidence that Schoenberg, Webern. and 
Zemlinsky were mistaken. 

Before dropping this matter. I should like 
to point out that your formulation is incor- 
rect. Difficulties which once seemed quite 
surmountable have come to seem insur- 
mountable because. twenty-eight years after 
Berg's death. no piano score of Act Ill has 
been issued, no one has completed the or- 
chestration. and a fragment of the Lulu - 
Suite is regularly performed as a substitute 
for the third act. The general impression 
that prevailed originally was that expressed 
in Reich's hook in 193-': "Die Fertigsseluung 
der Inctru,,te,t.nion rouse von eine,,, toll 
Bergs Arbeitrueice rertranieu Alusiker dur- 
ch,rus in retneru Sinne _u leirten .rein." A 

(Cunurued on pale 74) 
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"By all means 
listen to this $95 

speaker... 
This is not 'just 
another box." 

Hil`ijStereoReview 

THE ADC 3o3A BRENTWOOD 

"After the lab measurements had been 
made, and I had a chance to analyze 
the data, I began to appreciate how 
unusual this speaker system really is." 
So writes Julian D. Hirsch of Hirsch - 
Houck Laboratories, in his "Technical 
Talk" column in Il i Fi /Stereo Review. 
The measurements that evoked his 
enthusiastic comments revealed sur- 
prising qualities in a speaker so com- 
pact as the new ADC 303A. Here is 
how Julian Hirsch describes it: 

"For one thing, my tests confirmed the 
manufacturer's claimed frequency re- 
sponse of 35 to 20,000 cps ±3 db 
measured in an average listening 
room." 

` ... the Brentwood has a true, effective 
response down to at least 33 cps, with 

lower distortion than I have measured 
on many larger and more costly speaker 
systems, under similar conditions." 
"The system's resonance is 48 cps, and 
ADC states that it delivers true bass 
response to at least 38 cps. This it cer- 
tainly does, with ease. The Model 
303A is a very successful application of 
the acoustic -suspension principle, 
achieved without excessive loss of effi- 
ciency." 
kVhat Mr. Hirsch found in his labora- 
tory was impressive; what he heard in 
his listening room was equally so. This 
is the way he sums it up: 
"As for sound, the ADC 303A is very 
live and open. It has presence, but with- 
out the peaked unnatural response usu- 
ally associated with that term." 

"... this speaker brings the music right 
into your listening room .. . as con- 
trasted to some in which the sound 
never seems to get out of the speaker 
enclosure." 
The ADC 303A was planned to pro- 
duce optimum performance in your 
home, as well as Mr. Hirsch's listening 
room. 
Prices slightly higher West of \lississippi. 

L 

Audio Dynamics Corp. 
Pickett District Rd.. 
New Milford. Conn. Z 
FREE! Mail this coupon and get a free copy 
of the full report on the new ADC 303A 
Brentwood as written by Julian Hirsch. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
HS -1064 

OCTOBER 1964 

See the new Brentwood at the N. Y. High Fidelity Show, Room 333, Oct. 1 -4 
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Featherweight 

with a wallop 
The KLH Model Sixteen is probably the smallest 

integrated stereo amplifier in its power class. 
\\ e designed it that way. Small enough to fit into 

any room. Handsome enough to be welcome there. 
But small size and good looks are only the begin- 

ning. The Model Sixteen really delivers all the advan- 
tages of transistor design that you've been promised 
for so long. 

This is a full powered. full performance amplifier, 
with 70 watts of wide -band steady state power - 200 
watts of peak power. 

This is clean power ... KLH clean. Distortion 
levels are insignificant from 25 to 20,000 cps. 

This is reliable power, far beyond the potential of 
any tube amplifier. (There is no known aging process 
in a transistor.) The Sixteen can't be shorted out or 
burned out in use. \ unique electronic circuit, designed 
by KLH, eliminates the need for fuses or circuit break- 
ers in the speaker outputs. 

\Ve saved the best for last. The price is a feather- 
weight, too. 

Just $219.95. The cabinet is optional at $19.95. 
That's less than you'd pay for one of those big 

heavy old-fashioned jobs. 

\Ve designed it that way. 

"Sligh I highe on the west coast 

.. a : a :. 
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LULU 
comparison of the publisher's preface in the 
1936 edition of Lulu with that which re- 

placed it in 1953 (the two editions are other- 
wise absolutely identical) [suggests that the 
publisher has fostered the impression that 
there are "insurmountable ditftculties."] 

Thank you for relaying to me the informa- 
tion given to you by Mrs. Berg that Alban 
Berg always made considerable musical 
changes in the course of the instrumentation 
work. but this information is entirely super- 
fluous. It is not at all unusual for composers 
to make musical changes in the course of in- 
strumentation. How extensive these changes 
might have been in the particular instance 
is a question for the experts. The first 268 
bars of Act Ill, Scene 1, \sere completed in 

full score by Berg. This score can be com- 
pared with the corresponding portion of the 
P.rriice/l. I was unable to make this com- 
parison when I was in Vienna because the 
photostat of the full score was missing, hut 
perhaps Mrs. Berg will allow another photo- 
stat to he made, so that your own expert can 

make the comparison. The full score of other 
portions of the Partirell of Act Ill are found 
in the Lulu -Suite as follows (the measure 
numbers at the left are those found in 
Stein's reduction): 

P.rrtirel! Lulu -Suite 
Min. 671-717 pp.99-114 
Mm. 1 124- t 164 Adagio, mm. 0-40 
Mm. 1272- 1304 Adagio. mm. 78-110 

I compared these corresponding sections of 
the Partied! and the Lulu -Suite and found 
no musical changes, at least none that I 

found worthy of mention in my very detailed 
notes. Obviously. if a guarantee against 
"considerable musical changes" is to he re- 

quired, it will never he possible to complete 
the full score of Act III. But if such a guar- 
antee is required. then Acts 1 and II [ought 
to he withdrawn]. since it is conceivable that 
Berg might have made some such changes in 
those acts after completing the score of Act 
Ill. In fact, it is not at all unusual for a 

composer to make extensive changes in a 

work after the first performance, especially 
in a os ork for the stage, and even after pub- 
lication, as Verdi is known to have done. 
I consider it preposterous that a grossly 
distorted version of Berg's masterpiece 
should he perpetrated in the name of "au- 
thenticity," and, for the sake of the same 
high ideal, the strictest interdiction placed 
on all materials of Act Ill with the excep- 
tion of those fragments which are found in 
the Lulu -Suite. The latter, fortunately, was 

published shortly before Berg's death. Other- 
wise it too might have [gone unpublished.] 

Whatever Mrs. Berg's legal and personal 
authority may he, she should not he cited as 

an expert on complicated musical questions, 
nor even as a dependable source of factual 
information- in opposition to myself and 
other specialists. Although I have never had 
the pleasure of meeting Mrs. Berg, I know 
that she is a woman of great personal charm 
who is dearly beloved by all who know her. 
... [But it has become clear to me, during 
the past several months, that her attitude, 
where Berg's work is concerned, is extreme.] 
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(Continued on page 76) 
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Regardless Of What You Pay For Other Color TV 

It Can't Perform As Well As This One... 
:. 

T 

And Yet A Heathkif Set Costs As Little As $399! 
Exclusive I feat Features For Unequalled Per- 
formance! That's right. No matter how many 
of your hard-earned dollars you pay for 
another brand of color TV. none can equal 
the performance of the Heat it All -Channel. 
I ligh Fidelity 21" Color TV! Why ". All color 
sets require minor periodic adjustments to 
maintain peak picture performance. I he 
Heathkit GR-53A is the (nlr set uuith a 
"built-in service center" that pros ides the 
facilities for perfect picture adjustments. 
Heath's simple-to-follouu instructions & de- 
tailed color photos shoe you exactly u hat to 
look for and how to achieve it ... quickly. 
easily ! ' ou become the expert! Result :' 13eau- 
tiful, true-to-life color pictures day in and 
day out ... and no costly color TV service 
calls for simple picture alignment! 
And since you service & maintain the set 
yourself, a costly sers ice contract isn't re- 
quired! Heath warrants the picture tube for 
I year, all other parts for 9)) days. 

No Trade -In Required! 
Keep your present set as a handy "second". 
set for the den. bedroom. children's room, etc. 

Quick & Easy To Assemble! 
No special skills or knowledge required. All 
critical assemblies are factory -built and test- 
ed. Simple step-by-step instructions take you 
from parts to picture in just 25 hours! 

Convenient Time -Pay Plan! 
Only 10°ó down. and the rest in easy monthly 
installments. Get free catalog for full details. 

Fittest Components. :\ lost -Advanced Circuitry 
With the I Ieathkit GR-53A you're assured of 
the tinest parts and most advanced color TV 
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circuitry that money can buy ... at up to 
S2(X) savings. You enjoy rock -steady pictures 
uith no overlap or color fringing. 

Rut 1)on'I Take Our \\'ord For It! 
See the special articles on the Heathkit GR- 
53A in the \ lay issue of Popular / /eetronic.c, 
June issue of Radio-l'I' Experimemer. Febru- 
ary issue of Popular Mechanics. April issue 
of Science & Mechanics. and the August issue 
of Radio-Elecnonics! 

Now Compare The Features \nd The 
('rice! 
In addition to the ones already mentioned, 
there's the high definition 70 21" color tube 
uuith anti -glare bonded safety glass; 2-1.(XX) 
volt regulated picture poster: 27 tube. 8 diode 
circuit; deluxe Standard-Kollsman VI IF 
tuner uith push -to -tune tine tuning for indi- 
vidual channels and transistorized UIII 
tuner for all -channel (2-83) reception; auto- 
matic color control and gated AGC for peak 
performance; line thermistor for longer tube 
life: too hi -ti outputs plus tone control; trans- 
former operation: chassis & tube mounting 
on sturdy one-piece metal support for easy 
set-up and servicing; plus a low price of only 
5399. 

Use The Coupon & Order lours Now! 
And be sure to check the appropriate box to 
get your Free new 1965 Heathkit Catalog 
with complete descriptions & specilications 
of the GR-53A as well as over 250 easy -to - 
build kits! 

Kit GR-53.I, chassis, tubes, mask, UM; & 
V/1F tuners, mounting kit, and special 
6" x 9" speaker, 127 /bs $399.00 
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The Only Color TV You 
Can Install 3 Ways! 

1. In New Heathkit Deluxe Walnut Cabinet (Illust. 
above), model GRA53-7, 85 lbs $115.00 

2. In Heathkit walnut -finished hardboard cabinet 
(Illust. below), model GRA-53-6, 52lbs $49.00 

3. In is wall, bookshelf, or custom cabinet! 

FREE! 1965 " 
Heathkit Catalog! 

n I lHATHSI _ 
HEATH COMPANY Dept. 40-10-3 
Benton harbor, Michigan 49023 

Enclosed is S plus shipping. 

Plea e send Model(s) 

Please send FREE 1965 Heathkit Catalog. 

Name 

Address 

(Please Print) 

City State Zip 
CL -193 

Prices 8 specifications subject to change without notice., 
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NOW! 
A medium-priced 
Honeywell Pentax 

camera 
the 113v with Super-Takumar 55mm f/2 lens! 

If you want a fine 35mm single- 
lens reflex camera but have set 
a $200 limit for yourself, here's 
the camera for you - the new 
Honeywell Pentax H3v with Su- 
per-Takumar 55mm f/2 lens! 

Identical to the standard H3v in 
all respects except maximum 
lens aperture (the standard H3v 
has a Super-Takumar 55mm f/1.8 
lens), this latest addition to the 
Honeywell Pentax family features 
a fully -automatic diaphragm; 
shutter speeds to 1/1000 sec.; an 
integral self -timer; an exposure 
counter which automatically re- 
sets itself; a manual depth -of - 
field preview control, and many 
other features which assure good 
pictures under all conditions. 

To these features, add the com- 
pact, classic design and superb 
workmanship which have made 
the Honeywell Pentax one of the 
world's most respected cameras 
and you've got an outstanding 
value at just $199.50! 
The new Honeywell Pentax H3v 
with f/2 lens is waiting for you at 
your Authorized Dealer's. He'll 
also show you the Honeywell 
.Pentax Hla (no self -timer; shutter 
speeds to 1/500 sec.; Super-Tak- 
umar 55mm f/2 lens; $169.50) 
and the standard H3v ($229.50). 
See him soon. 

For full -color literature, write to: 
John Thornton, Mail Station 209, 
Honeywell, Denver, Colorado 
80217. 

Enter the Honeywell/Asahi Pentax International Photo Contest! Full details 
and entry forms available only at your Authorized Honeywell Pentax Dealer's. 

Honeywell 
PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS 

LULU 
ligation of] seventy early songs by Berg be- 

cause they are juvenilia and the third act of 
Lulu because it is "incomplete." ... [There 
would be no reason to fear for the future 
of the] manuscripts of Act III ... if care- 
fully protected facsimilies of these manu- 
scripts were available; but apparently only 
a single photostat was made of the priceless 
manuscript of the fully scored portion of 
Act Ill. Scene I. and this [apparently] has 

been missing now for a number of years. In 

view of the difficult attitude of the custodian 
of the original. why was a unique photostat 
permitted to leave your premises undu- 
plicated? (Incidentally, why is the existence 
of this P.rrtitur. comprising as it does more 
than two -fifths of Scene I. ignored in the 
preface to the 195; edition, where you write 
the following: " Ae.r dent i. Ak1 liege), in 
P.rr,i/ur ner die in der 'Lulu' -Suite enthal:- 
enen Siucke 'I'ar/ationee' end 'Adagio' 
r or."?) Even more remarkable. though less 

serious, is the fact that no photostat has ever 
been made of Erwin Stein's deteriorating 
pencil manuscript of his arrangement of the 

third act. now twenty-seven years old. At 
least, no such photostat existed when I was 

in Vienna a few months ago. I was given the 

use of the original pencil manuscript. and 

it was this same manuscript that was mailed 
to Dr. Redlich when he ,vas working on his 
hook. 

Under the circumstances my first concern 
is no longer the completion of the orchestra- 
tion or the publication of Act Ill. but the 
preservation of the materials that are re- 

quired to make these things possible.... 
GEORGE PERLE" 

The documentation of matters proposed 
in the preceding correspondence-in par- 
ticular. Er in Stein's alleged misgivings 
,shout publishing his piano score of Lulu- 
may be concluded here by reference to a 

letter to Dr. Perle from the Countess of 
Harewood. The letter is dated May 20. 1964. 

and in it Lady Harewood states that as far 
as she and other persons long familiar with 
the matter can recall. her father had no mis- 
givings about Act III of Lulu or its publica- 
tion in the piano version. Lady Harewood 
adds that in fact there was, in about 1956, 

a suggestion that her father should orches- 
trate Act Ill from the sketches, and that he 

was very disappointed when the plan fell 
through. She concludes by expressing her 
belief that there were certain objections from 
Ilelene Berg in connection with completing 
Act Ill for performance, but that these ob- 

jections did not include the piano arrange- 
ment. 

On the basis of the foregoing account, it 
will now he obvious to the reader that this 
.article can only end as it began-with ques- 

tions. Not the least interesting of these 

questions is prompted by the curious fact 

that despite its baffling atmosphere of ob- 

scurity. 1'4rrire Lulu has not exactly tran- 
spired under a bushel. In one capacity or 
another, it has engaged the serious attention 
of dozens of eminent people, among them 
some of the most distinguished musicians of 
this century. The reader has in his hands the 
means of determining how few of these 

persons have chosen to break the strange 
silence that covers this case. 

Why? 
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This is the size of the 36 -watt 
stereo amplifier we developed. 
Guess what we did with it? 
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We fitted it under the Miracord 10, 
put a really compact cabinet 
around it, and named it 
the Benjamin Stereo 200. 
Sound good? 

Sounds great! 
And why shouldn't it sound great? Look 
at the components. The Miracord? You 
know its reputation. The amplifier? The 
specs speak for themselves. We de- 
signed it from scratch - and are we 
proud. It's solid state throughout. And 
we'll match its performance with the 
best of them. Here are some of the 
specs: 18 watts per channel IHFM; dis- 
tortion less than 1/2% at rated output; 

frequency response 10 cps to 22 kc 
± 1 db; 30 cps to 12 kc power band- 
width at 1% distortion; separate bass, 
treble, volume and balance controls, 
mode selector; auxiliary inputs for 
tuner or tape; tape output jacks. The 
Stereo 200 will drive any pair of quality 
speakers with medium to high effi- 
ciency, though we strongly recom- 
mend the matched Benjamin 208s for 

optimum performance. Benjamin 
Stereo 200 price: $229.50 includes 
stereo -magnetic diamond cartridge and 
oil -rubbed walnut enclosure with lucite 
lift cover. Benjamin 208 speakers are 
extra, $49.50 each. Stereo 200 cabinet 
measures only 181/2 x 16 x 91/2", no 
larger than would be required for the 
Miracord alone. See your high fidelity 
dealer for further details, or write: 

BENJAMIN ELECTRONIC SOUND CORP., 80 SWALM ST., WESTBURY, N.Y. SOLE U.S. DISTRIBUTOR FOR MIRACORD TURNTABLES, (LAC CARTRIDGES AND TRUVOX TAPE RECORDERS 
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ONE OF THE most fruitful associations between li- 
brettist and composer in the history of the lyric 
theater was the collaboration, which lasted for 

nearly a quarter of a century, between Hugo von Hof- 
mannsthal, poet and dramatist, and Richard Strauss. The 
two worked together for the first time on the composition 
of Elekira, which occupied them from 1906 to 1908. 

The strong bonds of mutual respect forged during that 

period formed the foundation for their five subsequent 

collaborations. 
Their second undertaking was Der Roseukavalier (the 

others were Ariadrte and Na.vo.r, Die Fran ohne Schatien, 

Die Aegypiische Helena and Arabella), and it seems to 

have begun to take shape in the mind of Hofmannsthal 
almost immediately after the sensational premiere of 
Elekira. The first hint of Der Rosenkar'alier is found in 

a note from I lofmannsthal to Strauss dated February II, 
1909 (a scant two -and -a -half weeks after the Elekira 
premiere) : "I have spent three quiet afternoons here in 

making out a complete, quite fresh scenario for a 

Spieloper, gay, almost pantomimically transparent in its 

action, giving occasion for lyricism, jokes, humor, even 

a little bwllet.... Two large roles for a baritone and a 

graceful girl dressed as a man, á la Farrar, or Mary 

Garden." 
Strauss was immediately attracted to the story, and 

worked with Hofmannsthal on the opera for nearly two 

years with a near -fanatic intensity. The published corre- 

spondence between Hofmannsthal and Strauss makes a 

fascinating study of the stimulus and inspiration each 

gave the other. Out of their discussions and the interaction 

of their artistic personalities came a genuine masterpiece. 

-N 

0-, oz., 

I- 
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° 

The "complete" scenario about which Hofmannsthal 
initially wrote underwent many changes before the final 
production. The most significant change of all was the 
gradual emergence of the role of the Marschallin as the 
central one in the opera. As late as May, 1909, Hofmanns- 
thal, in summarizing the action, does not even mention the 
character of the Marschallin: "The course of the action 
is simple and intelligible enough for even the least 

sophisticated public-a fat, elderly, arrogant suitor, 
favored by the bride's father, has his nose put out of 
joint by a young and handsome fellow: surely that is the 
ne plus nllra of simplicity!" It was not until more than 
a year later, when the first two acts were already in the 

engraver's hands and all but the concluding text of Act 
III was completed, that Hofmannsthal realized that in 

the Marschallin he had unexpectedly created a person- 
ality of profound appeal. In a letter to Strauss in June, 
1910, Hofmannsthal writes that he has had to treat the 
final scene at great length because "the figure of the 
Marschallin must not be deprived of its significance. It 
is she whom the public, and especially the women, will 
regard as the leading personality, she to whom their 
sympathies will go out." A few weeks later Hofmannsthal 
writes that "for real charm of expression and of person- 

ality one has to turn to the Marschallin." 
In this correspondence Hofmannsthal seems to be 

trying to impress upon Strauss the growing importance 

of the character of the :Marschallin and to implore him 
to reflect this in the music. He need have had no fears, 

however, for Strauss had already composed for the 

Marschallin music of a warm and human appeal that set 

her quite apart from the other characters. (Turn page) 
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The late Erich Kleiber's recording of I)er Ro-enkavalier for london is one of absolute incandescence. and has a 

superb cast. Angel offers two memorable accounts of the Strauss score-llerbert ron Karajan's stereo -mono record- 
ing. and an historic 19311's abridged version that features Lotte Lehrnann's famed characterization of the Marschallin. 

One further point remains to be made. Because of the 
depth of the personality and the wide range of emotions 
the Marschallin must portray, she has usually been por- 
trayed by somewhat mature sopranos. In 1942 Strauss 
wrote an essay on Der Roseukavalier that prompts a re- 

evaluation of one's entire conception of the .part and 
serves to make the human motivation more believable. 
Strauss wrote: ''The Marschallin must be a young and 
beautiful woman of not more than thirty-two, who, when 
she is in a bad mood, occasionally feels herself an 'old 
hag' by comparison with the seventeen -year -old Octavian. 
... Octavian is neither the first nor the last lover of the 
beautiful Marschallin, and she is not to play the end of 
the first act in a sentimental fashion, as a tragic farewell 
to life, but all the time with Viennese grace and light- 
ness, one eye wet and the other dry. - 

TI -1 ERE are five different complete recordings of the 
opera currently available, along with a sixth that presents 
extended portions, amounting to about half of the score. 
This last is the famous recording made in Vienna in 

September, 1933, with Lotte Lehmann as the Marschallin, 
Elisabeth Schumann as Sophie, Maria Olsczewska as 

Octavian, and Richard Mayr as Baron Ochs, with Robert 
Heger conducting the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra 
and the Chorus of the Vienna State Opera. Each of these 
performers is indelibly associated with these roles and 
the recording (Angel GRIT 4001, two discs) is a treasur- 
able memento of a great era in Viennese opera. Indeed, 
none of the principals in any of the five complete re- 

cordings approaches the measure of identification to be 
heard from the team of Heger-Lehmann-Schwmann- 
Olsczewska-Mayr. Their recording is an indispensable 
cornerstone of any operatic library. 

The chief distinction of the Urania recording (201-4, 
four discs) is the Octavian of Tiana Lemnitz. The Sophie 
of this set is a fresh -voiced young soprano named Ursula 
Richter (one wonders what has become of her), and 
the conductor is Rudolf Kempe, who does a workman- 
like job with the score. Margarete Büumer is thoroughly 
inadequate as the Marschallin, however, and Kurt Bohme 
is a raucous vulgarian as Ochs. The sound is outdated. 

The Vox recording (OPBX 140, four discs) stems 
from a Munich wartime performance that was led by 

Strauss' friend and associate, Clemens Krauss. There is 

little vitality to the performance, however, and the cast- 
ing of Viorica Ursuleac (the wife of Krauss) as the 
Marschallin is a bit of nepotism that has quite disastrous 
artistic results. 

It was in about 1956 that London released a recording 
of Der Roseukavalier that has come to be regarded as 
one of the miracles of the recording art (London A 4-104, 
four discs). The conductor was the late Erich Kleiber, 
and as in his recording of Mozart's The lllarriage of 
Figaro (London A 4407) Kleiber leads a performance 
of absolute incandescence. hurthermore, he has a cast to 
work with that, with but one exception, is superb. The 
Octavian of Sena Jurinac is one of her finest accomplish- 
ments; Hilde Gueden's Sophie is a gem of a portrayal; 
and Ludwig Weber's Ochs is pompous but not over- 
bearing. The one weak performance among the princi- 
pals is Maria Reining's Marschallin, a tentative, vocally 
insecure characterization. The secondary roles are all 
beautifully handled (including a splendid f aninal by 

Alfred Poell, and a ravishing performance of the Italian 
Singer's aria by Anton Dermota), and the recorded sound 
is still quite good. 

Two recordings of Der Roseukavalier have been re- 
leased since the advent of stereo, the first by Angel 
(S 3563, four discs) conducted by Karajan, the second 
by Deutsche Grammophon (I 38040/3, 18570/3, four 
discs), conducted by Boehm. The second of them, the 
Boehm performance, is almost completely disappointing. 
Except for the I aninal of Fischer-Dieskau, the singing 
is undistinguished, the conducting is pallid, and the re- 
corded sound places the singers too far forward. The 
Karajan performance has more in its favor, including a 

surprisingly sensitive account of the score by the con- 
ductor. Indeed, I wrote a glowing review of the Kara - 
jan set, as it happens, for the debut issue of this magazine. 
However, in restudying and re-evaluating the Ro.reu- 

kavalier recordings for this analysis, the glories of the 
Kleiber set sweep all other versions aside-with the ex- 
ception of the 1933 abridged Angel recording. Ideally, 
every connoisseur should own both. 

REPRINTS of a review of the complete "Basic Repertoire" are 

available without charge. Circle number 176 on reader service card. 
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the incomparable KG -854 All -Transistor 54 -Watt Stereo Amplifier Kit 
a tremendous value from the world's most experienced producer of solid-state hi-fi 

New and unique in its class, quality, and 
money -saving price. Brings you flawless sound 
with every solid-state advantage. Features in- 
stant operation. Superb all -transistor cir- 
cuitry. Delivers up to 108 watts peak IHFM 
music power, at ± 1 db from 20 to 25,000 cps. 
No output transformers to compromise tonal 
purity-you hear all the bass and brilliant 
highs. Virtually free from hum, heat and 

Standard walnut case, $6.95 

KG -765 All -Transistor Stereo FM -AM Tuner Kit 

ONLY The last word in breath -taking FM stereo, 
smoothly quiet wideband FM and ultra-sen- $99 95 sitive AM-the new "transistor sound" at 
its best. Features advanced solid-state cir- 

less cuitry, AFC for drift -free reception, auto - case 
$5 monthly matic gain control, automatic stereo indica- 

tor light, well -filtered outputs for flawless 
stereo recording, tuning meter for both FM 
and AM signals, ball -bearing flywheel tuning, 
low impedance outputs to permit long cable 
runs without loss, tuned RF on FM and AM, 
3 wideband IF stages on FM, noise limiter and 
wideband ratio detector. IF strip and FM 
front-end factory assembled and aligned for 
easy building. Beautiful compact styling; 
only 2 % x 13 x 11". A perfect match for the 
KG -854 amplifier. Shpg. wt., 16 lbs. 
Standard walnut case, $6.95 Deluxe walnut case, $12.95 

satisfaction guaranteed or your money back 
EASY TERMS: Take advantage of the Allied Credit Fund Plan 

ALLIED RADIO 
America's High Fidelity Center 
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microphonics. Full protection with precision, 
self -resetting circuit breakers. Front panel 
switched volume or loudness control-also 
stereo headphone jack. Five pairs of inputs 
to accommodate every need. Printed circuit 
board with plug-in transistor sockets, plus 
military -type terminal board for remarkably 
easy assembly. Luxuriously styled. Measures 
a compact 23% x 13 x 11". Shpg. wt., 16 lbs. 
Deluxe walnut case, $12.95 

knight -kit' 
GUARANTEE 

Buy any of these Knight -Kits. 
Build it. Operate it. You must 
be satisfied or we refund your 
money. 

FREE 1965 ALLIED CATALOG 
See the complete Knight -Kit line, 
PLUS the world's largest selection of 
famous -name stereo hi-fi and tape 
recording systems and components- 
at lowest, money -saving prices. 

ALLIED RADIO, Dept. 10-KK 
100 N. Western Ave., Zhicago, Ill. 60680 
Ship me the following: 

KG -854 Amplifier h:it E Standard Case Deluxe Case 

KG -765 Tuner Kit Standard Case E Deluxe Case 

enclosed check money order 

Send FREE 1965 Allied Catalog. 

ORDER 
. TODAY 

Name 
nusc r,r 

Address 

1 
City State Zip 
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obligation to contemporary music. Its contributions to the 
cause of American opera arc negligible, while its small and 
unimaginative repertoire fails to do justice even to stand- 
ard operatic works. "The Met does not even go from here 
to there," says Harold Schonberg of the New York Tines. 
"It moves up and down without covering any ground." 

These arc serious accusations against the leading lyric 

theater of the world's most affluent nation, but they are 
voiced by responsible critics, and they are based on facts. 
At the same time, the desperate economic plight of the 
Metropolitan, which at least in part explains the condi- 
tions the critics deplore, is also a matter of common 
knowledge, and Rudolf Bing has used financial arguments 
effectively in a ceaseless and vigorous defense of his ad- 
ministration. What has not been sufficiently examined, 
however, are the following points: Is the Metropolitan 
an isolated phenomenon in today's operatic world ? How 
do other leading theaters live up to their obligations as 

cultural forces and custodians of a national musical heri- 
tage? And, specifically, do audiences in London, Milan, 
and Vienna get to see operas the Metropolitan denies its 

ticket -holders in New York? The choice of these four 
cities for a comparative study is not accidental. The Vienna 
State Opera, La Scala of Milan, and London's Covent 
Garden offer opera on the Metropolitan leve -which 
means according to the highest international standards. 
Very often they even share the same leading singers and 
conductors, thanks to the facility of jet travel and to the 
world-wide shortage of outstanding performers. 

T A CASUAL glance, the four cities may not seem fairly A 
matched, since Milan and Vienna, with their populations 
of less than two million, would seem to offer a much 
smaller demand for opera than New York and London, 
cities with a potential public more than four times as 
large. The facts, however, indicate otherwise. The Staats- 
oper and La Scala flourish in an operatic tradition that 
transcends and defies such oversimplifications as popula- 
tion figures. The doors of Covent Garden and the Vienna 
State Opera are open approximately ten months of the 
year, while the seasons in New York (October -April) 
and Milan (December -June) are considerably shorter. 
Since, however, opera alternates with ballet in London, 
the actual number of opera performances is almost iden- 
tical in three of the four cities. Based on the available fig- 
ures for the past five seasons (1959-1964), Table A 
offers the relevant comparisons. 

It is hardly surprising, owing to the extraordinary 
length of its season, that Vienna can give its public the 
greatest variety year after year. I might add, as a further 
indication of Viennese operatic splendor, that the Staats- 
oper's resident company performs about eighty additional 
times at the Theater an der Wien or in the Redoutensaal 
(concurrently and in competition, so to speak, with the 
main house). The average number of operas performed 

per season is virtually identical in the other three cities. 
Therefore, while the Metropolitan may disappoint its pub- 
lic in this regard, its policies are by no means unusual-au- 
diences in London and Milan fare no better. The impor- 
tant column at the far right in Table A, showing the total 
number of different works given in the five -season span 
from 1959 to 1964, illuminates another aspect of the 
repertoire problem. Considering the amazing depth and 
variety of a typical Vienna season, the total for the five- 

year period is surprisingly small, indicating many repeats 
and relatively few changes. By contrast, the figure for La 
Scala shows that year-to-year repetitions in Milan are the 
exception rather than the rule-the public is treated to a 

substantially refreshed repertoire each season. Although 
London and New York also do rather well in this regard, 
with their five-year totals of 56 and 64, the fact still re- 
mains that it takes nearly five years for audiences at Covent 

Table A 

Average number Average number Total number of 
City of performances of operas different operas 

per season per season during period 

Milan 180 24.6 107 

Vienna 280 50.0 75 

London 180 24.6 56, 

New York 180 24.4 64 

Garden and the Metropolitan to see the variety of operas 
the Viennese can enjoy in one. 

Let us examine Table B to see what goes into each the- 
ater's five-year "revolving" repertoire. It is evident that, 
where balancing a conventional repertoire is concerned, 
the Metropolitan has no apologies to make. It has served 
Giuseppe Verdi in spectacular fashion (14 works, includ- 
ing the Requiem), and, during the same period, it pre- 
sented more Wagner operas than the other three theaters. 
Furthermore, only Vienna gave more Mozart and Richard 
Strauss, and only Milan more Puccini. Also, the much -de- 
plored slighting of the French repertoire is by no means 
an isolated American phenomenon. On the contrary: 
Faust, once the most popular French opera, appeared in 

only one of the past five La Scala and Staatsoper seasons, 
and was missing entirely at Covent Garden. 

I low varied were these programs from year to year? 
Of the Metropolitan's roster of 64 operas, only one 
(Aids) was repeated in all of the five seasons; three others 
(La .1 ravmta, Aladania Butterfly, and Don Giovanni) 
were presented four seasons out of five. No season was 
allowed to pass without some Verdi, Wagner, Mozart, 
Puccini, or Richard Strauss. Covent Garden, however, had 
four five -time repeaters (Ada, Tosca, Afadana Butterfly, 
and Der Rosenkavalier) and six four -timers. And one 
London season went by without any Mozart. 

Vienna's repertoire riches made possible the luxury of 
repeating 22 of its 75 operas in every season: five by 
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Milan 107 11 8 6 4 3 26 2 6 1 6 34 

Vienna 75 9 5 9 5 8 6 4 5 5 5 14 

London 56 9 4 7 3 4 7 2 4 4 4 8 

New York 64 14 6 10 4 5 9 4 6 2 2 2 

Verdi; three each by \\'agner, Puccini, and Mozart; two 

by Richard Strauss; and one each by Bizet, Mascagni, 

Leoncavallo, Beethoven, Giordano, and Smetana. 

At La Scala, there is an entirely different programming 

concept, with results that American operagoers would 

find astonishing. Repeating all) opera in five consecutive 

seasons is out of the question. Even Aida. without which 

seasons in New York, London, and Vienna seem unthink- 
able, was given in only two seasons in Milan, and Lr Tra- 

viata was not given at all. On the other hand, only La 

Scala saw fit to revive Verdi's La battag/ia di Legnano. 

There are always Puccini operas on La Scala's agenda, but 

not always the same ones; and only Milan featured 1/ Trit- 
tico during the five seasons under review. As a rule, Mo- 

zart is represented with one opera each season, and Rich- 

ard Strauss even less frequently. And although Wagner is 

not a firm Milanese fixture year after year, only La Scala 

presented Rienzi (1963-1964) in preference to more con- 

ventional Wagnerian fare. 

What about the opera house as a custodian of national 

operatic traditions? No theater surpasses La Scala in this 

respect, but then La Scala does have an extraordinary na- 

tional heritage to pay homage to. The panorama of Italian 
composers represented in Milan ranges from Monteverdi 
(born in 1567) to Berio (born in 1925), with Vivaldi, 
Pergolesi, Cimarosa, Cherubini, Boito, Busoni, Respighi, 

Pizzetti, and Dallapiccola among those filling in the cen- 

turies between. Vienna's representation of the German - 

Austrian wing is adequate (Beethoven, Lortzing, Johann 

Strauss, Pfitzner, and some moderns), though the absence 

of \Veber is surprising. London presented five different 
operas by Britten, Walton, and Tippett during the five 

years under consideration. Against these records stands 

the Metropolitan's grand total of one-that is, if we con- 

sider Gian-Carlo Menotti an American composer. 
When it comes to freshness of imagination and a de- 

parture from the obvious, the Metropolitan is clearly sur- 
passed by its international competition. Even Covent Gar- 
den, with its relatively small repertoire, has managed to 
stage Les Troyens, Medea, Der Freischiitz, Pique Dime, 
and 1-landel's A/civa and Samson-all of which would be 

welcomed by New York's novelty -starved public. In fair- 
ness, however, one must also point to a long list of Metro- 
politan standbys-Faust, Cos' fan tune, Simon Bocca- 

negra, Ariadne Tannhriuser, Eugene Onegin, Andrea 
Chénier-that have been missing from Covent Garden. 

As for the Staatsoper: you name them-Vienna has 

them. Por all their enthusiasm for Verdi and Puccini, the 
Viennese do not seem to exhibit an unusual fondness for 
Bellini and Donizetti. But that does not prevent them 
from enriching their Italian wing with such operas as 

htonteverdi's L'Incoronazziote di Pop pea and Rossini's 
La Cenerentola. Only Vienna (of the four theaters) fea- 

tured Czech operas during these five seasons (Janacek's 
f enn fa in addition to Smetana's The Bartered Bride), and 

only Vienna gave Borodin's Prince Igor and Moussorg- 

sky's Khovantchina. The Viennese diet is not only rich 
but reasonably well balanced, with seasonings of Britten, 
Hindemith, Orff, Pizzetti, Stravinsky, and Schoenberg 
adding spice to the traditionally conservative local tastes. 

No opera house, of course, can surpass La Scala for 
variety. There have been some major omissions during the 

five seasons (Lobengrin, Salome, Alanon, in addition to 
those already noted), but with Milan's constantly revolv- 
ing system, these ; ill surely reappear in the seasons to 

come. In the meantime, La Scala presented Purcell's Dido 
and Aeneas (not given in London), Humperdinck's Ilan- 
sel rind Gretel (not heard at the Staatsoper), and compen- 
sated for the absence of Massenet by staging productions 
of Berlioz (Les Troyens), Meyerbeer (Les Huguenots), 
Poulenc (Les Alanie/les de Tirésias), and Milhaud (Les 
Ala/henrs d'Orphée)-plus Pal la, Britten, Schoenberg, 

Stravinsky, Bloch, and Kurt Weill in the same period. 

EXAMINING the thorny subject of modern operas (last 
column, Table B), La Scala leads with an astonishing total 
of 34, or 31.8 per cent of its five -season repertoire of 107. 

Vienna is second (18.6 per cent), London third (14.3 per 

cent), and the Metropolitan a poor fourth (3.1 per cent). 
My classification here is, admittedly, somewhat arbitrary, 
and not necessarily based on chronology. JVozzeck (1925) 
is, undeniably, a ''modern" work, while Tnraudal. dating 
from the same period, is not. I have included neither Pe/- 

léas et Alé/isande nor any work by Richard Strauss among 

''modern'' operas, though omitting Arabella (1933) and 

Die schrveigsame Fran (1935) from such a classification 
may be open to question. Be that as it may, the above per- 

centages are not subject to much variation. The Metropoli- 
tan's poor showing is partly explained by the absence of 
American operas from its roster, for it is in the realm of 
national representation that the contemporary wings of 
the other theaters receive their strongest impetus. 

'I'o sum up, then: for richness and depth in year -in, 

year -out opera programming, Vienna has a clearcut lead. 

For variety and adventurousness, as well as for service to 

both national and contemporary opera, the laurels go to 
Milan. As for New York and London, both operating on 

a relatively smaller scale, the former offers a larger and 

better balanced repertoire, while the latter shows more 
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imagination and more attention to national and modern 

opera. Fairness, however, compels the admission that 

Covent Garden's excursions into the realm of modern op- 

era have not been very successful financially. Poulenc's 

Carnié/i/es (a most accessible work, by modern stand- 

ards) played to an average attendance of 800 in a house 

with a capacity of 2,200 seats. Nor did other "unconven- 

tional" operas fare much better. Neither Ilandel's Samson 

(with Sutherland and Vickers in the cast) nor Tchaikov- 

sky's Pique Dame managed to attract more than a 66 per 

cent house. Fortunately, Covent Garden's more than $1,- 

000,000 yearly subsidy enables the management to declare 

that such reverses "must not and will not deter us from 

keeping in our repertory the works of our own most dis- 

tinguished composers. It is naturally our hope that the 

quality of such works will be increasingly recognized by 

I ondon audiences. In the meantime, it is right that pop- 

ular favorites, Aid.¡, La Bohénie, Tosca, and the like, 

should pay for the establishment of the newer master- 

pieces." A splendid statement, the likes of which cannot 

possibly emanate from the Metropolitan in its present 

state of permanent economic crisis. 

BUT EVEN keeping well in mind the Metropolitan's 
much -publicized financial difficulties, one still has the dis- 

tinct impression that the company's repertoire could be 

broadened and made more interesting. How, precisely, 

could this be done? I would like to offer a number of 

suggestions. First of all, the Metropolitan should have a 

longer season. A seven -month season (October 1 to April 
30) in its new Lincoln Center home, followed by a na- 

tional tour in May, seems a necessity. Such an extension 

may result in the absence of some of the more highly 
touted stars for part of the season, but there will be others 
-both American and foreign-to take their places. 

A longer season will necessarily require a larger sea- 

sonal repertoire. The Bing regime's yearly average of 24 

operas, a very unsatisfactory total, should be increased 

immediately to 32 (the average in the Johnson adminis- 
tration), and then to 40 as soon as circumstances permit. 
The number of productions owned by the Metropolitan, 
currently around 70, should be increased gradually to 

about 100, thus permitting a revolving repertoire of 75 

(á la Vienna) in any five -season period. To quote again 

from Covent Garden's statement of policy, this repertoire 
should be leavened "with new or rare or valuable works, 
without straying either too far from our central policy of 
building up our permanent operatic capital, or out of the 

financial framework within which we are compelled to 
accommodate ourselves.'' 

The Metropolitan, as Rudolf Bing has stated, ''can 

newer be a tryout theater. The economics are against it." 
Agreed. There are other theaters better qualified to further 
the cause of American opera, notably the New York City 
Opera Company, whose future seasons will, hopefully, 

accommodate re; ivals of such an eminently stageworthy 
piece as Marc Blitzstein's Regina, and stagings of Virgil 
Thomson's unjustly neglected The Mother of Us All. At 
the same time, however, the Metropolitan should con- 

sider including in its repertoire certain American works 

of established box-office value. Foremost among these 

should be what is, unquestionably, the only American 

opera recognized by the entire world (except ourselves) 

as such: Gershwin's Porgy and Bess. 

To add to the Met's own productions, foreign com- 

panies should be invited to lend variety to the New York 
season. This is an established procedure in Europe, and it 

works well. Although such a transatlantic operation is un- 

doubtedly costly, it can be done, as Sol I lurok has repeat- 

edly proved with his large-scale importations. The New 
York season could then be enriched through the addition 
of an authentic Massenet from Paris, a Moussorgsky by 

the Bolshoi, or even such an unconventional attraction as 

Blomdahl's Aniara from Stockholm. (The recently an- 

nounced exchange program between La Scala and the 

Bolshoi Opera, involving the transportation of hundreds 
of people and the best of each theater's productions, is a 

cultural -exchange coup that the Metropolitan should some 

day emulate-with appropriate governmental support.) 
Furthermore, to ease the financial burden, the Met 

should solicit contributions from the public for specific 
productions. Patrons are sometimes cool to generalized 
pleas, thinking that their contributions are simply so much 

more money down the drain. But let the management pro- 
vide special incentives by setting up funds for the return 
of, say, Me fisto.fcle. or The Bartered Bride, and see if it 
will not make a difference. 

ONCE a large revolving repertoire is established, the 
Metropolitan might follow the Viennese example regard- 
ing the frequency of its presentations in a given season. 

The Staatsoper will not pretend that La Bohánre and Ortf's 
Oedipus can attract the same audience. Accordingly, it 
staged the former twenty times during the 1962-1963 

season, while the latter received a single performance. 
There is no need to stage Ihozzeck or Vanessa six or seven 

times and then bemoan the fact that these operas play to 

half -empty houses. Let the Metropolitan publish well in 

advance the dates on which these operas will be given, 
and sufficient response to sell out three or four perform- 
ances of Berg, Barber, and Britten will follow. 

This perhaps distant but certainly not unrealizable vi- 

sion of an operatic Utopia-first-rate performances of a 

large repertoire in every season-points to the day when 

the Metropolitan will become a guide to the future as well 
as a custodian of the past. But management alone cannot 
bring this about, and subsidies are not the whole answer 
either. The help must come also from today's composers 
and authors. The public is there. What is finally needed 

is, simply, more and better new operas. 
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A PERENNIAL SONG, 
A BRAND-NEW SiNGER 

WITH THE following six -page portfolio, HiFi/ 
STEREO REVIEW begins a new series of periodic 
reports from abroad. These reports will promptly 

mirror for American readers the transatlantic music, per- 
formers, and recordings that are, or promise to be, of 
international interest-especially those which, for one 

reason or another, make headlines in Europe before they 
get around to doing so over here. 

In the present issue, Charles Reid's "Report from 
Rome" describes the emergence of a European operatic 
soprano of major rank-a startlingly gifted newcomer all 
but unheralded on these shores. At this writing, only a 

handful of lucky Americans have ever heard her in a 

major role. But from Covent Garden to L r Scala, this 
young and unwarrantably pretty singer-her name is 

Alirel/a Freni and she is pictured above amidst Hohen- 
stein's costume sketches for the first production of La 

Bohéme-has been the talk of insiders for two seasons. 

This kind of unpredictable discover) is exciting news 

in any year, and to Mr. Reid's intimate report, which 
begins overleaf, HO/STEREO REVIEW is privileged to 

add a vital new dimension-an actual demonstration of 
what, precise/), all the excitement is about. If you will 
put page 91 on your phonograph, you will hear-in a 

perennially favorite aria excerpted from Aliss Freni's full- 
length performance of Puccini's Mimi-the brand-new 
.round of her voice. 

And what a captivating sound it is! Its youthful fresh- 
ness, its sensitive coloration, its unexpected emotional 
depths-all these seen to have been created for La Bo- 
héme's fragile heroine. And it will ;lever be said of Miss 
Freni as it was of Melba (in the New York Times) that 

she sings the role "clearly, beautifully, and soullessly." 
Listen to Minii's involuntary disclosure of a long -sup- 
pressed ardor in the glowing passage that begins "ma 
yuando vien lo sgelo" (''but when the thaw comes"). 
In this splendid!) realized triumph of dramatic insight; 
we hear not a "promising" talent in debut, but a bril- 
liant)) accomplished artist arriving fully fledged. 

A concluding word about the drawings in the follow- 
ing pages. At about the same time that novelist Henri 
Merger was writing those romantic scenes of hand-to- 
mouth Left Bank life that later became the source of 
Puccini's La Bohéme, a with)) observant fashion illustra- 

tor who called himself Gatarwi was portraying the attic - 
dwellers of the same disorderly milieu: the improvident 
artists and their convivial models; the scornfully idealistic 
poets and their circulating mistresses. These and many 
others are preserved in Gavarni's non: -rare book, Le 

diable á Paris (front which our illustrations are taken), 
and they indicate that if Merger's novel was the charac- 
teristic French popular romance of the 1850's, Gavarni's 
drawings are the period's equally characteristic popular 
graphic document. No less a critic than Baudelaire in fact 
told Parisians to waste less time on the Second Republic's 
pretentious oil paintings and to study Gavarni instead. 
Certainly nobody else's eye has captured both the gay 
preposterousness and the poignancy of Bohemian life 
with such affectionate iron). and we call your attention 
to Gavarni's ov n caption for the drawing on page 93: 
"When things aren't awfully fnnn), they are awfully 
.sad." The words might stand as a motto above the whole 
fabric of Puccini's most popular opera. 

-Robert Offergeld 
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Report from Rome: 

A NEW 
AND 

NOTAB LE 
MIVII 

By CHARLES REID 

ROM a Bohéme night at La Scala that 
had been marred by anger, hissing, and 
general uproar, twenty -seven -year -old 
\lirella Freni emerged with the op- 
eratic world at her feet. The date was 

January 31, 1963, and Freni's success 

that night as Mimi-one of the most 
tender, iragi le, and pure -voiced htimis in living memory 
-made her an international celebrity at once. It also 

brought her international bookings that, currently or in 

prospect, range from Moscow's Bolshoi Theater (in 
August -September, 196-1) to Chicago's Lyric and New 
York's Metropolitan (in October -November, 1965). 

It was Herbert von Karajan who discovered her- 
Karajan, the pluralist conductor whose iron reign in 
Vienna, Berlin, and Milan earns him the title of Europe's 
Musical Dictator. On a free night at La Scala during 
the 1962-1963 season (where he was due to conduct an- 

other work), Karajan had looked in at a Tarandoi per- 
formance. Freni was singing Lill. Karajan had never 
heard Freni before, but on the spot he knew that here 
was a future. Freni's voice, stage manner, personality- 
all were enchanting and, what was just as important, 
were also accomplished. 

To the La Scala management, Karajan said, "In 
Mirella Freni I see a Mimi. I propose her for the new 
14 Bohéme I am to conduct next season." 

The new Boheme was to be designed and produced 
by Franco Zeffirelli. Zefirelli's name and Karajan's would 
give the production an incomparable cachet. Such being 
the case, would it be altogether wise, on so prestigious 
and glittering an occasion, to entrust the role of Mimi to 
a singer whose effective debut had occurred only four 
years earlier? After much deliberation, the La Scala 
management finally said to Karajan, "All right-if you 
will personally take the responsibility for launching this 
young artist." Karajan agreed to the proposal. 

When Karajan asked Freni if she would sing Mimi in 
the forthcoming Bohéme. the soprano replied with a 

characteristic lack of hesitation that she would he happy 
to do so. "It doesn't often take Freni long to make up 
her mind," comments Maestro Pedrazzolli of Milan, one 
of her musical advisers. "She is cautious. But also she is 

confident. An ideal combination. She hasn't a psycho- 
logical quirk in her being." 

Another of Freni's assets is a steady nerve, and this 
she needed on her first night. It had been expected by 
many that the Rodolfo would be Giuseppe di Stefano, 
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but Rodolfo turned out to be Gianni Raimondi. Both 

tenors had zealous partisans in the audience, and as 

often happens on such occasions, the partisans clashed. In 

the first act, Raimondi's "Che gelida manina' was fol- 
lowed by wild enthusiasm from Raimondi supporters and 

counterblasts from di Stefano fans. Half the audience 

seemed to be cheering, the other half hissing or shout- 

ing..For two or three minutes Freni waited, with seeming 

composure, for a chance to begin her sequel aria, "Si, 
mi chiamano /Virzi." From the podium Karajan smiled 
up at her encouragingly. "\\'ait, be patient," he kept 

saying. "Wait ...." In such a situation, two or three 

minutes seem an hour. 

At last the tumult quieted. Freni then launched upon 

"Si, mi chiamano," phrasing it with utter tranquility and 

control. The ovation that followed-and other ovations 

at the ends of the acts and at the end of the performance 
-carried an unmistakable message. Mirella Freni would 
henceforth be courted by impresarios. After the last cur- 

tain call, jubilant well-wishers crowded into the wings, 

and among those who pushed through the mob to the 

smiling Freni was Victor Olof, recording director for 
Angel Records. After his compliments on her perform- 
ance, Olof managed to ask through the clamor, "Would 
you be interested in recording Mimi?'' Miss Freni's smile 

became even more radiant. "Interested?" she replied. 
"I'd be delighted!" 

The next day they met for lunch, and Olof explained 
that Victoria de los Angeles, originally scheduled as 

Angel's Mimi, was expecting a baby and had been obliged 
to withdraw. Mirella expressed her admiration for Vic- 
toria's voice and art, and also her sense of the honor she 

felt it would be to inherit the role. The project was ac- 

cordingly rough -planned and the recording date sched- 

uled on the spot. The following duly, Freni took her 

place before the l3ohéme microphones in Rome's Teatro 
dell' Opera, where pit and stage had been adapted for the 

This amorous interlude at a poet's writing table inspired 
Gatarni to write a one -word caption: "Parenthesis." 

recording crew and their equipment. Here Mirella sang 

Mimi to the Rodolfo of Nicolai Gedda under Thomas 

Schippers' baton. 

Freni's performance as taped confirmed what every- 

body had said at the La Scala first night-that here was 

a born Mimi. But it also proved something else even more 

important: that Freni is a born musician. In every scene 

and every bar she was invariably prepared and note - 

perfect. M imi's big first -act aria, "Si, mi chiamano lllinti," 
usually entails retakes, with good bits spliced in to replace 

less good bits here and fumbled hits there. Miss Freni 

sang the aria through twice, then sat in the control room 

during playbacks with the conductor and the recording 
manager. Both versions were so good that it was a difficult 
matter to choose between them. Somebody remarked,, 
"I've known singers to worry themselves into a rash 

trying to get 'Si, mi chiamano' just right. With Freni it's 

been as simple as drinking a glass of water." 
After twelve sessions, tie cast dispersed in a state of 

high contentment. Before they did so Mirella was able 

to wire congratulations to Victoria de los Angeles on 

the birth of a son. 

BORN February 27, 1935, at Modena in northern Italy, 

Mirella Freni sang as soon as she could walk. She cannot 

remember a time when she didn't sing. At the age of ten 

she sang "Sempre libera," Violetta's difficult aria from the 

first act of La Traviala, at a pupils' concert. 

"Did you take all the high notes?" I once asked 

her incredulously. 
"All of them," she insisted, and added smilingly, ' 1 

wish I could take them as well now!" 
At that early concert, Freni was accompanied at the 

piano by an eleven -year -old star pianist. "I thought him 

an uncommonly ugly little boy,'' she remembers. "They 
told me his name was Leone Magiera. Years afterward 
we met again and fell in love. Leone told me that, at first 

sight, he had thought me an uncommonly ugly little girl." 
Maestro Magiera, teacher of singing at Bologna Con- 

servatory and a rising conductor, has been Mirella's hus- 

band since 1955. Ile is also her principal musical adviser 

and coach. At the piano in their music room at Modena, 
with Mirella standing alongside, he teaches her new roles 

and helps her to restudy old ones. Freni has always 

preferred to learn music by ear. First she memorizes the 

notes, then the words, fitting them to the musical context. 
Her memory is phenomenally prompt and sure. She re- 

tains the notes of a lengthy aria after a single play - 

through. Within a week-provided the work is of stand- 

ard length and idiom-she knows the music of a new 

opera thoroughly, contiguous parts as well as her own. 
The only exception so far has been Bellini's / Purilani: 
before singing Elvira (at Wexford Festival, Ireland, in 

October of 1962), Freni spent five or six weeks mastering 

the needs of the role. (Continued overlea/) 
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Although realizing, on the threshold of her teens, that 

she was something of a local prodigy, Mirella and her 

parents never thought of singing as her indicated career 
until the venerated Beniamino Gigli came briefly into 

their lives. At the age of twelve, Freni won an inter- 

national contest for young singers with "Un bel di" from 
¡tladania Butterfly. On the strength of this she gave a 

public concert, which Gigli attended. At the conclusion, 
Gigli patted her cheek and warned her, "You must stop 

singing in public for a few years. If you continue while 
so young you'll spoil your voice. It's a voice worth taking 
care of." 

The Frenis took care of it by sending Mirella for 
private lessons to Maestro Campogalliani of Mantua, and 
presently her vocal development warranted her appear- 
ance in various concerts at Modena and elsewhere. But 

it was the stage that attracted her, not the concert hall. 

She spent as many nights as she could in the loggione 
(upper gallery) of II Communale, the local theater, lis- 

tening to opera, and made many friends among the Mo- 

dena loggionisti (galleryites). Eventually she came to the 
notice of the management. 

On January 3, 1955, three weeks before her twentieth 
birthday, Freni appeared on the Communale stage as 

Micaela in Carmen. For the first time in her life she wore 
stage make-up and a stage costume. The thing that sur- 
prises her most on looking back is how calm she was, 

for she cannot remember having a qualm. At the end, the 
loggionisti sent her an enormous bouquet of roses. Today, 
almost ten years later, these old friends are faithful still. 
Every time Freni sings a new role (or an old one for the 
first time) in some famous theater, the loggionisti of 
Modena send her a telegram of good wishes-"Eriva 
nostra Susanna," or "nostra Nannetta," or "nostra 
Adina," as the case may be. 

RENI's success as Micaela was noted by scouts and 
agents, 'and she doubtless could have made her mark at 

once on the customary Italian operatic circuit. Five months 
later, however, she married Leone Magiera and put career 
ambitions behind her. She says, "There arc two great 
loves in my life-my family, and song. Leone said it was 

possible to have both. I said, 'No, I must choose between 
them. I choose my family.' And by this time we had a 

baby. We named her Micaela in memory, of my one and 
only role-as I then thought it would be! Leone said, 
'My dear, I make a prophecy. By 1958 you will go back 
on your choice. You will resume your career, and we'll 
all be just as happy as we are now.' " 

From small theaters came offers to play Micaelas, 
Mimis, and Liús, as well as light or comic roles. To all 

of these, Freni firmly said, "No." Her resistance held 
out until June of 1958, when she was persuaded to 
enter an international singing contest at Vercelli, near 
Turin. Judged the best voice in any class, she was awarded 

a date at the local theater as Mimi_ in a celebratory Bo - 

heme, with Giuseppe di Stefano as Rodolfo. Mimi has 
thus been a Freni role virtually from the beginning of 
her career. She regards it as a touchstone and talisman, 
and that is one reason why, four years later, she accepted 
Karajan's invitation at La Scala without hesitation. After 
the Vercelli performance, di Stefano reported to the La 

Scala management about his exciting discovery: a Mimi 
who was sweet -voiced, stage-wise-and young. From that 
day forward, the La Scala scouts kept their eyes (and 
ears) on her. 

Operatic fame was obviously beckoning, and Mirella 
at last reconciled herself to the situation. As her husband 
had prophesied-to the year-her career was again under 
full sail before the end of 1958. 

From the more modest Italian stages, Freni graduated 
quickly to those of greater prestige: Bologna (the Com- 
munale), Trieste (Verdi Theater), Genoa (the Carlo 
Felice), Naples (San Carlo), Palermo (the Massimo) 
and Rome (Teatro dell'Opera). Meanwhile, impresarios 
abroad were also welcoming her. During the summers of 
1960 and 1961, Freni sang a total of twenty-six Don 
Giovanni Zerlinas at the Glyndebourne Festival, where 
she was later to enchant connoisseurs in equal measure 
with her Susanna and her Adina-the latter in Zeffirelli's 
provocative production of L'Elisir d'anrore. Two months 
before her second Glyndebourne season, Freni accepted 
a call to London's Covent Garden in circumstances that 
strikingly illustrate the effectiveness of the Mirella Freni- 
Leone Magiera musical partnership as well as her personal 
toughness and talent. 

At Covent Garden, a new Zeffirelli Falstaff was in 

preparation, with May 10, 1961, scheduled as opening 
night, Carlo -Maria Giulini to conduct. During those pre- 
paratory weeks, Mirella happened to be singing in Genoa. 
One day a telephone call came from Maestro Giulini in 

London. The rest of the story can be told in Freni's words: 
"Apparently a casting emergency had arisen at Covent 

Garden. They wanted a Nannetta at short notice. Maestro 
Giulini said, 'Please come over. I'm sure you'll sing 
Nannetta very well.' 'Probably,' I said, 'but I don't know 
the part. I'm busy here in Genoa, and anyhow there isn't 
time.' Giulini said not to worry. There was time enough. 
Ile would coach me himself. Everything would go well. 
Finally I said yes. 

"I learned the Nannetta music with my husband at 
the piano in two days. That was all the time I had. We 
squeezed in odd hours between Genoa rehearsals or per- 
formances. Leone motored me to the Milan airport. At the 
last minute I panicked. I said, 'It's too much, I'll never do 
it.' Leone almost had to push me onto the plane. During 
the flight I was still learning the words of the part. 

"From London airport they rushed me to a stage re- 

hearsal at Covent Garden. This was five or six days before 
the first night. WW/hat frightened me at the rehearsal was 
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the nonet in the Garden Scene. I found myself one among 
four women who had to sing six to the bar against five 

men singing eight to the bar! I said to Giulini, 'It's 
hopeless. I must take the first flight back home.' He smiled 
and put his hand on my shoulder and said 'Calma, calma! 
Everything will be all right tomorrow.' By a miracle 

everything was all right." 
Although Freni does not talk about the matter herself, 

it is an open secret that at a later Falstaff performance- 
whether in London or elsewhere is not disclosed-she 
and her great friend Ilva Ligabue, who sang the Alice 

(and whose middle voice is of a quality similar to 
Freni's), switched their vocal lines during the nonet for 
a wager. Nobody in the theater noticed the trick except 
a third party (the loser of the bet) who was listening 
and watching in the wings. 

APPROPRIATELY, it was as Nannetta, one of Miss 

Freni's most exquisite roles-when singing it she looks 

not a day over sixteen-that she made her La Scala debut. 
This was on January 9, 1962. (During the following 
week she sang three performances-two in La Scala 

proper, one at the reopening of the Piccolo Scala-of a 

much more exacting role: that of Romilda in Handel's 
Serse, with its high tessitura and alternating legato writ- 
ing and fioritura flights.) Today, some two and a half 
years later, Freni has become one of La Scala's pillars 
and favorites. And shortly before the serious but happily 
brief illness which, early this year, compelled her to 

cancel or postpone engagements at Covent Garden and 
elsewhere, Freni opened the 1963-1964 Milan season 

with Giulietta Simionato in a joint bill-Freni singing 
Suzel (in L'amico Fritz), and Simionato singing Santuzza 
(in Cavalleria Rrtslicana). 

In Milan and elsewhere, Karajan has continued to 
watch Freni's expanding career with an approving, almost 
paternal eye. (It is he who, at this writing, is scheduled 
to conduct her Liit and Mimi early this fall with the 
visiting La Scala company at Moscow's Bolshoi Theater.) 
And in the fall of 1963, when Karajan and Zeffirelli 
transferred their celebrated Bohéme from Milan to Vien- 
na's Staatsoper, Freni was again one of their strongest 
cards. In its way, her Vienna debut was almost as hying 
as her opening night at La Scala. A nerve-racking dis- 
pute over the engagement of an expensive Italian 
prompter caused the first night to he cancelled seven 
minutes after it was scheduled to begin. Freni and the 
other singers wiped off their make-up, went back to their 
hotels, and waited. The deferred first night, three days 
later, although prompterless and atmospherically electric, 
only confirmed her reputation for subtle and heartwarm- 
ing audience appeal and her newly won international 
eminence. 

The hour seemed propitious, and before leaving 
Vienna, Freni went to see Karajan. "Maestro," she said, 

"you were so good as to launch me. I believe you have 
faith in my potential as a singer. What about letting me 
sing in La Traviata?" 

Karajan looked doubtfal. Then he said, "Well, just 
sing me 'Sempre libera.' " He called a repetiteur to the 
piano, and with fire and nuance, Freni went through 
Violetta's great aria-the one that she sang at the Modena 
pupils' concert in 1945. Karajan was astonished to find 
that Freni was an incontestable Violetta as well as an 
authentic Mimi. 

As soon as Freni had finished "Sempre libera," Kara - 
jan telephoned the artistic administration of La Scala. 
"Listen," he said, "I have a proposal to make. What 

Of these lovers, and of their Bohemian milieu, Gavarni observes, 
"When things aren't awfully funny, they are awfully sad." 

about doing Traviata during the 1964-1965 season? I 

will conduct. Mirella Freni will sing Violetta." As yet 
no date has been annou iced. But I understand that 
the Scala administration was-and is-enthusiastic. 

As her husband had predicted, Freni's love for music 
and her professional career have not interferred with their 
family life. Daughter Micaela is now eight. Often when 
Mirella sings on Sundays, Micaela comes down to the 
theater and watches her mother from the wings. 

On a Bobéme night at La Scala in the spring of 1964, 
a lady of the chorus asked the little girl whether she would 
like to make her debut. "Sure," said Micaela. They took 
her to the wardrobe and dressed her up in an 1830 ju- 
venile complet, including a long dress and a poke bonnet. 
During the Christmas Eve revels, Mimi was startled to 
see her child romping with other urchins around the street 
barrow of Parpignol the toy seller. Micaela happily took 
advantage of a choral and orchestral tutti to call "Hello, 
Mania!" 
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THE 1,950 OPERAS 
AMERICA FORGOT 

By RAY ELLSWORTH 

WRITING an opera is a large undertaking. A consid- 

erable number of acquired skills is necessary 

even to begin, and the writing itself is a major 

job of work. The standard three -act opera runs to 700 

or 800 pages of closely printed music. It is therefore a 

major and time-consuming gamble on the part of a com- 

poser-even in Europe, where opera houses and opera 

audiences have long proliferated. And in America, 

where opera -goers are relatively few and opera houses 

even fewer, opera promises the composer rather less 

security than a game of Russian roulette. 

Since it is difficult to call to mind any number of 
successful-to say nothing of popular-American operas, 

many observers have concluded that few Americans have 

cared to take on this work load or to play an admittedly 
hazardous game. On the contrary, hopeful Americans 

have written operas by the thousands, as we shall note. 

The first attempt at an opera by an American dates from 
1767, when composer Andrew Barton, Esquire, had The 

Disappointment published (though not produced) in 
Philadelphia. American operatic ink has flowed prodi- 
giously ever since, but not even the history books mention 
most of the other works that followed The Disappoint- 
ment into the operatic boneyard. 

Few have heard much, for instance, about Charles 

Frederick Carlson's Phelias, based on a poem by Stephen 

Phillips, and produced in Salt Lake City, Utah, in 1913. 

This story of "terrible religious fanaticism" set in ancient 

Greece was said to have been written in "the modern 

style, without arias to please the ear." Though the plot 
of this work-the story of a Corinthian king forced to 

sacrifice his only daughter for victory in war-has a 

certain familiarity, it was reported of the music that it 
had "the austerity of the Greek drama ... in the spirit 
of Gluck . . . enriched with modern harmonies . . . 

stark, dramatic, convincing and powerful." If any of 
this is true, history may have been unfair to Charles Fred- 

erick Carlson, away off there in Utah, in 1913. 

In addition to an incredible number of operas, nineteenth-cen- 
tury America produced some remarkably elegant provincial op- 

era houses. Built in 1887, this South San Francisco example 

reflects an ornate pioneer taste-and talent-as realized in wood. 

Not all of the many American operatic flops have 

achieved such a dense obscurity. Many have won a kind 
of thin history -book immortality because it has been 

necessary to take repeated note of their existence for one 

reason or another. William Henry Fry's 1845 Leonora 

will always stand as the first American opera in the 

grand style, and George Frederick Bristow's Rip Van 
!Finkle in 1855, which received seventeen performances 

at New York's Niblo's Garden, will always have to be 

noted because it was the first American grand opera 

on an American theme. Similarly, Frederick Shepherd 

Converse's The Pipe of Desire will continue to pop up 

in historical surveys because it was the first American 

opera given by the Metropolitan Opera (in 1909). A 
couple of operas by Horatio Parker, Yale University's 
musical Grey Eminence at the turn of the century, won 

prize money in such prodigious amounts as to awe his- 

torians into invariably mentioning them. Parker's Mona, 
which as produced starred Louise Homer in the title 
role, 'son the $10,000 Metropolitan Opera prize of- 
fered in 1911. And in 1913 his Fairyland won the 

$10,000 National Federation of Music Clubs prize. 
A number of works by Americans have maintained a 

place in the history books by the sheer amount of news 

they managed to stir up in their own day, even though 

the excitement has not lasted. Deems Taylor's 1927 The 
King's Henchman and his 1931 Peter Ibbetson, both 

Metropolitan Opera commissions under Giulio Gatti- 
Casazza's adventurous management, fall into this cate- 

gory-as do two more of Gatti-Casazza's productions, 
Louis Gruenberg's 1933 Emperor Jones and Howard 
Hanson's 1934 Merry Mount. Despite conspicuous avail- 

ability, the works no longer hold the stage. 

Meanwhile, a very few American operas of admitted 
importance hold a tenuous place in our musical history 

on the basis of intrinsic value alone-es en though these, 

too, are denied a place in our theaters. Foremost among 

these would be Virgil Thomson's The Mother of Us All, 
an opera with some fierce and knowledgeable musical 

partisans, and Marc Blitzstein's Regina. 

But what of all the others-the operas given mere 

passing mention in the history books, and the operas 
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Frederick Shepherd Con- 
verse's The Pipe of Desire 

was the first American opera 
given at the Metropolitan, 

in 1909. Its bucolic 
story concerned the doom 

that befell the peasant 
lolan (Riccardo Martin) 

after he played the 
forbidden I'ipe of Desire 

/or Naoia (Louise Homer). 
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never mentioned even there? A researcher named Helmut 
Rehmuth, burrowing in old books, newspapers, library 
stacks, and private attics, has made an attempt to estimate 
the number of operas written by Americans since 11850. 

He has come up with the rough-very rough-figure of 
two thousand. When you recall that the Bibliothéque 
Nationale at Paris, one of the world's largest libraries, 

contains in the neighborhood of thirty thousand operas 
drawn from all countries since the form's beginnings, 
two thousand operas for the operatically young and callow 
USA sounds like quite a lot of buried effort. Especially 
since Mr. Rehmuth, consulting the standard histories of 
American music, has calculated that the number of 
American operas decently mentioned in them is less than 
fifty. Can all the remaining 1,950 be totally worthless? 

The dream of finding a neglected American master- 
piece dies hard. Short-sighted stylistic considerations have 
doomed many a worthy work to prolonged obscurity 
before this. And Nicolas Slonimsky's Lexicon of Musical 
Invective has demonstrated that even responsible critics 
can be wrong. The chance of finding a treasure among 
the yellowing pages of unperformed American operas 
may be pretty dim, but the search itself might yield some- 
thing more than mere fun. 

What, for instance, of Harry Lawrence Freeman, the 
extraordinarily prolific and ambitious American Negro 
composer born in Cleveland in 1875? The first of his 
fourteen operas, The Martyr, was produced in Cleveland, 
Denver, and Chicago in 1893. Freeman, who also wrote 
orchestral, choral, and ballet music and many songs, 
headed a Negro opera company and m as quite probably 
the first American Negro composer in the larger forms; 
almost certainly he was the first American Negro to com- 
pose an opera. Among Freeman's works were operas set 
in Africa, Mexico, and ancient Egypt; an American In- 
dian opera; a voodoo opera; a jazz "grand opera," The 
Flapper, set in the Ritz -Carlton Hotel; and a tetralogy, 
Zululand-this last covering 2,150 pages in the vocal 
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score alone. Freeman's operas are said to be in the folk 
style, with songs, choruses, and set -pieces simply har- 

monized, but with themes from his native sources treated 
in Italian operatic fashion. Even if his operas were as 

feeble as Henry Hadley's (and Hadley had an opera, 
Cleopatra's Night, produced by the Metropolitan in 

1920), Freeman probably deserves to be in the history 
books for his position as a pioneer. But he isn't. 

AND what, also, of W. Franke Harling, who wrote a 

full three -act "jazz opera" in 1926, nine years before 
George Gershwin did? Harling was born in England, 
but was brought to the United States before he was a 

year old. He returned to England to study at the London 
Academy of Music and ended his days in Hollywood. 
His opera was called Deep River, its libretto was by 

Lawrence Stallings (of Ir/hat Price Glory and Big Parade 
fame), and its locale was New Orleans in 1830. It played 
sixteen performances in New York, with Jules Bledsoe 
heading the cast, and "evoked considerable enthusiasm." 
It was not a "through -composed" opera, since it contained 
quantities of spoken dialogue in the first and third acts. 

But the long second act, set in New Orleans' Place Congo 
and using a voodoo theme, was set musically in two. 
Harling had also written, in 1925, a one -act "jazz opera," 
A Light from St. Agnes, with libretto by actress Minnie 
\laddern Fiske. This work received its world premiere 
in Chicago in 1926, starring Rosa Raisa, and had one 
performance in New York. It utilized "New Orleans 
Creole folk -tunes, street -tunes, and ecclesiastical chants." 

And what, while I'm asking, of Scott Joplin's "rag- 
time opera" Treemonisha, completed in 1910? Joplin, 
famous for his Maple Leaf Rag, the piano piece that 
started the rag -time craze, was no primitive but a pains- 
takingly self-taught all-around musician. He wrote an 

earlier rag -time opera, A Guest of Honor, now lost. It 
is generally accepted that his failure to obtain any kind 
of decent hearing for Treemonisha (it was played only 
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once. in Harlem. in a concert performance to piano ac- 

companiment) hastened Joplin's death in 1917. 

For a time the "jazz opera" became a popular genre 

and many composers. Negro as well as white, turned to 

the idea. (The term "jazz opera" is here loosely used to 

include operas using music of the Negroes-all of it 

having somewhere in the background, and being identi- 

fied with, what has since become jazz in its various man- 

ners.) The overwhelming success of Gershwin's Porgy 

and Bess has blotted out almost all memory of these 

efforts. But among the other works that have floated 

briefly to the surface are William Grant Still's Blue S/eel 

of 1935 and his Troubled bland of 1949; Clarence 

Cameron White's 1932 Onanga; and Shirley Graham's 

1933 Tom -Toni. 
The whole jazz opera movement was a reflection of 

nineteenth-century nationalism in music, which came to 

America late, and which has long since been repudiated 

aesthetically as a chimera, probably unrealizable and pos- 

sibly foolish. 1 he idea of course was to produce some- 

thing that would be instantly recognizable as American 

by drawing on this country's native folklore and folk 
music. This idea was given considerable vitality by the 

Bohemian composer Antonin Dvorák, who in 1892 carne 

to America to be the director of the National Conservatory 

of Music in New York. Dvorák scolded Americans for 

their dependence upon European (for which read, "Ger- 
man") models, and urged them to seek a style of their 

own in the materials to be found in their own back yard. 

His opinion had an electrifying effect on young American 

composers, and a mad scramble began to seek out and 

mine whatever America offered in the way of a folklore. 

Negro music-which Dvoíák reflected in his "New 

World" Symphony with vivid success-was only one of 
the sources investigated. Another great source, one which 

gave rise for a time to another genre, and which was 

cultivated with enormous inclusiveness and vigor, was the 

native music of the American Indian. 

All of this "Indianist" music has disappeared from 

sight with a completeness that is startling. Even recorded 

samplings, in an age when the phonographic repertoire 

is fantastically wide, are not available. Yet it occupied 

a central position in the history of American music for 
more than a quarter of a century. The amount of musical 

effort devoted to exploiting it was prodigious. The words 

of advice about using American native sources were hardly 

out of Dvorák's mouth before scholars were scouring the 

painted deserts, and devoted musicians of major ambitions 

were shortly taking up residence on this or that Indian 

reservation. Not a moment too soon, either, for the 

Vanishing American really was vanishing, and along 

with him his music, all of it oral, kept alive only by 

actual Indian use. A few scholars, as it happened, antici- 

pated the stylistic trend and had achieved valuable re- 

searches among the Indians themsels es. Although the 

really massive activity did not come until after Dvorák's 

intervention, Theodore Baker was at work on the problem 

in 1882, and Alice C. Fletcher began in the same year. 

A characteristic of the Indian tribal music was its incred- 

ible fecundity. The individual brave either knew or was 

expected to invent a song for almost every occasion in 

his life (dances were something else, more in the nature 

of sacred ritual). This made the Indian music especially 

attractive to ambitious opera composers, and for more 

than thirty years, "Indian operas" were written and pro- 

duced, not only in New York and other big eastern cities, 

Starred in the 1912 Met production of Horatio Parker's Vona were Louise Homer (seated left), playing the leader of a hand of Britons 
rebelling against their Roman rulers; and Riccardo Martin (far left). Mllona's lover and-surprise-the son of the Roman governor. 
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but all over the country, and in quantities to suggest a 

popularity that the form never attained before or since. 

The apogee of the Indian opera seems to have been 

reached in 1918 when Charles Wakefield Cadman's 

Shauervis was produced at the Metropolitan, with Sophie 

Braslau and Paul Althouse in the cast. For a time, this 

opera was the most successful one ever written by an 

American, holding the stage at the Met for two seasons 

and achieving wide production in other parts of the 

country. Production of Indian opera did not cease then 

-indeed, such operas were being written and produced 

here and there as late as 1935-but no other composer 

ever made it to the Met with one. This is not to say, 

however, that Shanervis was necessarily the best of the 

genre. A number of others, on external evidence at least, 

provoke interest: two operas by William F. Hanson, for 
instance-The Sinn Dance in five acts, written in 1913, 

and 7 am-Mau-.\acnp (Spring Festival), completed in 

1928. Unlike most composers, many of whom didn't 
even visit the Red Man on location, Hanson (a Dane 

brought by his parents ro Salt Lake City, Utah as a child) 
grew up with the Indians he wrote about. He came from 
a family of considerable musical prominence in Denmark, 

but received all his musical training in America. Both of 
his operas are centered around important tribal rituals. 

One of them, the Sun Dance of the Sioux, is one of the 

most pregnant religious rituals in the world-the index to 

an entire culture, according to Bartley Burr Alexander, 
whose book dealing with these rituals, The IV odd* s (Zinn, 

is a classic in the field. Both operas (the second deals 

with a Ute ritual, the Bear Dance) are much closer to 

real Indian music than is Shaneu'is. and they interweave 

some of the most beautiful of all Indian legends to pro- 
vide their librettos. Neither of the Hanson operas ever 

reached New York or any eastern musical capital, nor 
did either come under major critical scrutiny. But audience 

reaction in Utah was, according to the newspapers, some- 

thing to behold, and the local critics also voiced thun- 
derous approval. Since, however, Indian operas were 

being produced in high-school auditoriums all over the 

land to the accompaniment of audience enthusiasm and 

local critical hosannahs, metropolitan arbiters of value 

in matters musical probably had some basis for their in- 

difference and scepticism. 

TI search for operatic gold from so-called folk 
sources sent American composers bustling to many re- 

gional corners of the American landscape, not just to the 

mainstream Negro and Indian ones. Some of these sources 

were a little far out. Among Eleanor Everest Freer's ten 

operas is one called The Chilkool Maiden. about Eskimos. 

Mrs. Freer got her other nine operas performed, but not 

her igloo special. A gentleman from San Francisco named 

Noah Brandt tried his luck, in 1895, with the rather 
baldly titled Captain Cook. It was set in I lawaii, with 
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appropriately influenced music, and at its premiere the 
Hawaiian ex -Queen Liliuokalani-whose deposition by 
Congress the opera narrates-occupied a box. Mr. Brandt 
also wrote an opera entitled II'ing ll"ong, set in San 
Francisco's Chinatown. The Plymouth Pilgrims, mean- 
while, have not been overlooked either, almost as many 
operas having been written about them as about the In- 
dians. And the Tennessee mountain folk, especially the 
feudin' and fightin' clans, are still prime targets-witness 
Carlisle Floyd's 1956 Susannah. Curiously enough, until 
Puccini came along in 1910 with his La Fauiiulla del 
(Vest, there were no cowboy operas. 

Of course, the number of operas by Americans uncon- 
cerned about any particular native styling-composers 
who were willing to use any sources that seemed to 
promise something workable-probably outnumbers all 
the specialists put together. Despite all evidence to the 
contrary, opera remains the possible big jackpot for many 
composers, plus being a kind of status symbol even more 
potent than the symphony. And it is true that an operatic 
hit secures a composer's fame and fortune more hand- 
somely than any other musical means. The catch is, of 
course, that almost everybody is called and few are 
operatically chosen. 

Considering the skills needed and the sheer labor in- 
volved, operatic failures seem to be especially poignant. 

Orville Harrold and France's Aida in Ilrrdleti's Cleopatra's Night. 
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Consider, for instance, the tough luck of Albert Milden- 
berg, born in Brooklyn, New York, in 1878. Mr. Milden- 
berg had, on the whole, a reasonably successful career 

in music until in 1910 he wrote a "fully developed" 
grand opera entitled Michael Angelo. The work was ex- 

travagantly praised in manuscript by Jules Massenet and 

accepted for performance at the Vienna Opera. The com- 

poser, attracted by the $10,000 prize offered by the 

Metropolitan in 1911 for a work by an American com- 

poser (the prize won by Horatio Parker's Mona), with- 
drew his opera from Vienna, breaking his contract to 

do so, in order to submit the work in this promisingly 
lucrative home competition. Unfortunately, the complete 
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sidetracked is not totally impossible, and half a loaf might 
be better than none. In the case of the operas based on 

Negro music (and depicting Negro people of an earlier 
day), much could militate against successful resurrection 

today, not the least of which might be feeble music, 

anachronistic plots, and-by modern standards-unac- 
ceptable characterizations.... But in every case? Could 

they all be bad? 

What if it is only the general style of the work that 

is considered out of date? The Indianist mos ement seems 

to be the greatest victim of this kind of thinking. It is 

not disputed that the American composers who dealt with 
this music denatured it and sugar-coated it with con- 

William F. Ilanson's The Sun Dance, written during the Indian -opera 

score in three languages never reached the Metropolitan 
judges, being apparently lost in the mail. Understandably 
crushed by the blow, Mildenberg undertook to rewrite 
the opera from memory. But the task was too much for 
him, his health broke, and on July 3, 1918, says Edward 
Ellsworth Hipsher, who tells the story in his American 
Opera and lis Composers, "he passed away w ith his 

beloved opera at his side." 

MUCH ink has been spilled over the "problem" of 
American opera. What is an "American" opera, anyway? 

Is it simply an opera that happens to have been composed 

by an American? Or must it be rooted in some area of the 
American vernacular to qualify? These questions have yet 
to be answered to everybody's satisfaction. One thing 
would seem to be necessary, whatever the inspirational 
sources, and that is indisputable quality. A really good 
opera with broad appeal by an American composer is 

still needed-one that not only has a successful season or 
two, but holds the boards and makes its way against the 
competition of all the rest. In these brief notes on for- 
gotten operas by forgotten Americans, I do not mean 

to raise any serious hopes that an opera of these major 
dimensions might have been overlooked. But the pos- 

sibility that something of considerable value has been 
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vogue. was a sympathetic treatment of authentic rituai. 

ventional harmonies-especially Charles Wakefield Cad- 

man. And, of course, in contemporary America the Red 

Man is scarcely a matter of concern even in a peripheral 
way, let alone a central preoccupation. Nevertheless, he 

was there, his culture was not a frivolous thing, and his 

story is hardly something to be left to the pulp magazines, 

TV, and Hollywood. The Indian music, even when 

smothered in mellifluous Italianate harmonies, remains 

distinctive, not quite like any other, often sad, noble, and 

lonely sounding. Of the many operas written by Amer- 
icans on other themes-"native" and otherwise-is it 
really true, as is generally supposed, that nothing, nothing 
at all, has jelled, come ofi, made a worthwhile evening in 

the theater? 
Perhaps these questions will never be satisfactorily 

answered. Meanwhile our national operatic fare is in- 

disputably meager. For Americans, of course, Porgy and 
Bess is a compensatingly good opera-at least it invar- 

iably works-and Virgil Thomson's The Mother of Us 

All is probably a better one. And perhaps one or two other 
operas, completed or in work, offer a measure of relief just 
over the horizon. But these are scarcely enough. Do you 

suppose there is any truth in that report about Charles 
Frederick Carlson and his Phelias, 'way out there in Salt 
Lake City, Utah, back in 1913 ? 
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By ROBERT 
OI'I'ERGEL1) 

Shown here in Cur,nen's portentous Card Scene. 

Minnie Hank (1851-1929) was not only America's 
first Carmen but for many rears teas a Trent 

European /a,orite in the role. Instead of 

considering the part a rehiede for vocal and 

personal display. she emphasized its dramatic 
and li lenity role rit y. 

T 
EAT 

EDICA 
CA E S 

THt: hot.E of Carmen was created by a French mezzo- 

soprano named Marie Célestine Laurence Galli- 
Marié, who world -premiered the Bizet work at 

the Opéra-Comique in March, 1875. In its first season 

the opera was something less than a success. It was not 

until eight years after Bizet's death (and with Galli-Marié 
still in the role), that Carmen conquered París ín íts 1883 

revival. And it was probably highly significant for later 

performance traditions that, in spite of heated official 

objections at the Comique, Galli-Marié obstinately con- 

tinued to stress the realistic aspects of the role in terms 

of acting. 
A year after its Paris success, the work was performed 

during the very first season of New York's Metropolitan 

Opera (on January 9, 1884) with Zelia Trebelli as Car- 

men. The New York Tribune's critic at once objected 

y r_ ti .ii 

to the stars conception of her part. -She throws a lurid 

light over its wickedness," wrote I lenry Krehbiel, ''but 

finds neither tones nor actions for those amiable qualities 

in which most of the artistic force of the character lies. 

Her aim seems to be to make Carmen a beautiful demon." 

But it was not until Emma Calvé took over the role 

(on December 20, 1893) that Krehbiel's usually firm 

pen was all but shaken from his numbed lingers: "Her 
Carmen is a creature of unbridled passion .. . careless 

of all consequences ... in the second act her impersona- 

tion approached the boundaries of the hazardous... . 

In some respects it is best to leave her performance to 

the imagination.... It has but one prototype and parallel 

in the annals of the opera, and of that impersonation 

it is related that the Prefect of Police took cognizance 

in Paris.'' 
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In view of the fact that the Calvé tradition at the 
Met certainly affected later performances there-includ- 
ing, of course, those by American singers-it is note- 
worthy that Calvé in fact perpetrated not one conception 
of the role but tu'o, her nightly choice depending on how 
she momentarily felt about it. One conception, now all 
but forgotten, was predominantly vocal, featuring her 
incredibly luscious soprano with its rich mezzo tones. 
In this case she was relatively restrained histrionically. 
But her other Carmen, in which both vocalism and dra- 
matic integrity ran second to undisciplined self -exploita- 
tion (and which consequently survived in the history 
books), brought forth what in time became a familiar 
rash of critical adjectives: "violent" . . . "spectacular" 

. "lurid" ... "capricious." 
However, if Calve s luridly personalized Carmen was 

Bound to be one of the most discussed Carmens in many a year. 
Maria Callas (b. 1923) has recorded the role in an album due 
for winter release. Advance reports describe it as a miracle 
of dramatic identification. Like Hauk and Callas, 
Zelie de Lussan (belou, 1863-1949) was born in New York. 
Her Met Carmen was rated an artistic and extremely 
interesting try, but she was unable to match the blistering 
public image of the role as played by Emma Calvé. 

Photographs hr Culver Service, Angel Records, and Opera News 
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prototypical at the Met, neither her impersonation nor 
Trebelli's earlier one was the first performance of the 
role in New York. That honor goes to one of the most 
extraordinary-and undeservedly obscured-singers in 

our history. At the Academy of Music on October 23, 
1878 (five years before the opera was successful in Paris 
and six before Trebelli appeared in it at the Met), New 
York -born Minnie Hauk gave the city its first Carmen 
and its first American Carmen simultaneously. At the 
close of the Civil War, Minnie Hauk had begun singing 
publicly in New Orleans at the age of twelve. Her bril- 
liance in florid Bellini and Rossini arias persuaded influ- 
ential persons there to return her to New York for train- 
ing. Wartime conditions still obtained in the South, 
and in an almost unique display of governmental interest 
in American music, Minnie's powerful patrons sent her 
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The stylistically formidable Olire Fremstad (right. 18114951) 
sang Carmen and Kundry in the same season, fallowing up these 

with Salome and Isolde. iler powerful dramatic intelligence 
made her an all -role favorite with Lath the critics and the public. 
Rut Geraldine Farrar (far right. b. 1882). although unquestion- 
ably the roost beautiful of all Carmens. had an unlucky critical 
reception with the role-as did. tu, an even greater degree. Rosa 

Ponselle (below left. b. 1894). Farrar's impersonation was 

thought alluring but not very profound: indeed. it appears to 

hare been the era's most luxurious rersian of an "international 
vamp in u'pani.sh getup." And the sumptuously raced PnnseIle. 

who was unapproachable in Rellini. Verdi. and'puntini. was 

bluntly told that her Carmen was chiefly memorable because its 
singer had lost excess weight. Gladys'warthout (below center. 
b. 1904) and liisr'terens (below right. b. 1913) hare been the 

Carmens popularly most celebrated in an era dominated 
by the special aesthetic needs of Hollywood. 

Photograph. by Opera Ne,ra. Niueteal Alterl'n. and üt'A Victor Record* - 
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1)usolina Giunnini (above. b. 1902) was one of n eery fete purely 
.soprano Carmen.c. and she won an enthusiastic popular remutian 

with a .contetliing-less-than-sultry portrait that was vocally ra- 
ther than dramatically oriented. Leantyne Price (right. b. 1928) 
is the most discussed Carmen (on records) in the current season. 

/ler highly personal conception of the role is at once fierce. 
sombre. bigger than life-size. and startlingly naturalistic. 
and her extraordinary mice is exploited to enhance this. 
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safely home on a Federal warship. Hauk made her Man- 

hattan debut (as Prascovia in L'E/ode du Nord, with 
Clara Louise Kellogg) before she was fourteen, and even 

then her acting won as much praise as her singing. In 
the course of an incident -packed career-she once, in 

Moscow and onstage, roundly slapped the face of a Don 
Giovanni who jerked her hand during "Lu ri darem," 
causing her to fault a high note-Hauk sang Carmen 

some Live hundred times in French, German, Italian, and 

English, and she in fact enjoyed a huge success in the 

role both in Brussels and London before bringing it to 

New York. 
Against the unrealistic dramatic conventions of the 

period, I had decided, like Galli-Marié before her, 

that Carmen was an arling role-rather as if this opera 
were, in tact, what today on Broadway we would call 
a serious "hook" musical. Preparing herself for it, Hauk 
studied Merimée's novel, polished her French pronuncia- 
tion, and took lessons in Spanish dancing, and her con- 
viction that the objective needs of this role called for 
an accomplished singing actress-with all the respect 

this implies for the part as literature and as theater-can 
serve us here as an illuminating contrast to Calve s the- 

atrically licentious and highly subjective notions about it. 

As is noted in these pages, a long line of celeDrated 

American Carmens have since oscillated between these 

two antagonistic conceptions. And on critical evidence 
already available, two major recorded versions of this 
opera in the current season are likely to inflame confirmed 
partisans of one or the other approach. If only because 

the Carmens of Leontyne Price (already issued) and 
Maria Callas (forthcoming) are bound to be among the 

most discussed operatic albums in many a season, it may 
be worthwhile here to discuss the two traditions in some- 
what greater detail. 

The first tradition, which I have traced to Galli-Marié 
and Minnie Hauk, is more formal and classic; it is always 
visually stylish and in general French -influenced. It de- 

rives its dramatic coherence from the traditions and arti- 
fice of the theater itself, rather than from any free -wheel- 
ing psychological exploration of the character by the 
singer. This Carmen is by turns-and on cue-pe:verse, 
flirtatious, tempestuous, mocking, and amorous, but in 

the wrong hands she easily becomes rather less a dark - 
sou led and ill-fated woman of the people than an inter- 
national vamp in a Spanish getup. Only a great artist 
can keep this particular Carmen from deteriorating at 

moments into a perfunctory and rather absurd cliché, 
but it is also a curious fact that unless some element of 
this formal and traditionally stage): concept remains in 
the role, it is almost impossible to play the part for its 

full emotional and musical range, or even-as Krehbiel 
noted about Trebelli-to awaken much compassion for 
Carmen herse f. 

The second Carmen is largely intuitive and naturalistic 
-not to say, on certain occasions, Hollywood -naturalistic 
-in origin, and this theatrically emancipated girl is apt 
to be a thoroughly had sort. She is earthy, inordinately 
sexy, and unmistakably provincial, and she also is often 
much meaner than is strictly necessary-which is where 

she, in turn, runs the risk of producing an effect of 
absurdity. In the hands of a second-rate artist, this Car- 

men becomes a sort of bumptious erotic clown-and yet 

it is also true that without a strong element of this 
naturalistic concept in the performance, we fail to under- 
stand the irrational forces that are the real motor of 
Merimée's story: man's ancient heritage of night, fate, 
superstition, blood, and death. 

It goes without saying that both Maria Callas and 

Leontyne Price as artists are far beyond the obvious 
traps offered by either of these alternatives. But it is 

nevertheless valid to examine, in terms of contrasting 
temperaments, the degree to .which each of them ap- 

proaches the extremes I have indicated. 
Our clue to the first kind of artist is that she identifies 

herself with the role, rather than vice versa. She has this 
in common with Minnie Hauk, that her interpretive 
purpose is not psychological novelty but a convincing 
total immersion of herself in the role's dramatic peculiar- 
ities. She leaves us with a new and provocative vision, 
not of her own originality, hut of the Merimée-Bizet 
character. It happens that two Carmen excerpts released 

by Maria Callas in 1962 were at once noted for this vivid 
sense of the star's dramatic immersion in the part. And it 
was also a strong sense of this process of identification 
that caused HIFI/STEREO REviEw's observer in Paris, at 

the recording sessions of the complete role, to report 
rapturously that "Callas is Carmen!" 

Meanwhile, the second artist appropriates the role to 
herself. Her interpretive purpose is to renovate it in terms 
of her own special gifts and personality, and this is 

the process that has produced, with Leontyne Price, what 
may well stand as the most powerful naturalistic Carmen 
on records or off them. It at any rate seems unlikely 
that anyone will surpass it for its searing personal in- 

sights into-not so much the Merimée-Bizet Carmen as 

into the primitive feminine nature without which a Car- 
men of any sort is unthinkable. However, we are seldom 
allowed to forget that ibis Carmen is Leontyne Price, 
and we are left, not with a new vision of the Merimée- 
Bizet character, but with a new aspect of Miss Price's 
magnificently tigerish personal force. 
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By WILLIAM. FLANAGAN 

Mezzo-soprano Jennie Tourel acknowledges the applause of a Town 
Hall audience at a 1949 song recital. Miss Tourel was one of 

the very few singers who regularly programmed songs by the late 
Francis Poulenc more than a decade ago. 



JN INTRODUCING the nonprofessional, everyday music - 

lover to the twentieth-century art song, a critic might 

make a number of persuasive points. But it occurs 

to me that the most surprising information of all might 

be the simple declaration that these riches and this genre 

do, in fact, exist. It of course is true that, since the com- 

poser's recent death, Francis Poulenc's unique contribu- 

tion to the song literature is beginning to be more gen- 

erally known. But even as recently as a decade ago, 

Poulenc's magnificent achievement in song was all but 

unknown to anyone except the professionally concerned 
insiders, and even today in New York City, the average 

song recital in Town Hall would lead the uninitiated 
to the conclusion that the art -song line pretty well ends 
with Richard Strauss, Gabriel Fauré, or Claude Debussy. 

Meanwhile, the incredible clap -trap that fills the tradi- 

tional Final -Group -in -English on many a recital program 
-"It's morning, it's morning IT'S 111000000RNING!''- 
is still performed with perfectly straight faces by depress- 
ingly unregurgitant singers who, at this late date, should 
at least know better. 

Of course, it is true that many of these singers could 

simply not negotiate the technical and musical demands 
of some contemporary songs, for they are no interpretive 
bagatelles. However, the fact of the matter is that, in the 

United States alone, the last twenty or thirty years have 

produced not only a substantial body of really first-rate 

(and stunningly performable) songs, but a surprisingly 
respectable number of composers who have achieved total 

excellence in the medium, pursuing its hard-won per- 

fections with the ardor, consistency, and dedication of a 

Schubert or a Hugo Wolf. The late Theodore Chanler, 
for example, spent a lifetime polishing to flawlessness 

a smallish catalog of exquisite songs, while an oppositely 
fecund younger composer like Ned Rorem has, at the 
age of forty, written over three hundred of them. Sam- 
uel Barber, David Diamond, and Virgil Thomson, also 

among Americans, have created prolifically and with im- 

pressive distinction toward an American song literature, 
while the collection of 114 Songs that Charles Ives pub- 
lished privately at his own expense, in 1921, has by now 
taken on the legendary quality of a national monument. 
But while the larger part of this modern repertoire re- 

mains pitifully and stupidly neglected by most of our 
concertizing singers. Manna-Zucca and Alfred Hay Ma- 
lotte continue to flourish. 

It is the purpose of the present survey to acquaint the 
interested record collector with those aspects of the con- 
temporary art -song repertoire that are available in pre- 
ferred recordings. \X'hile any such list must of necessity 
be spotty with regretted omissions, I am surprised to learn 
how much more reasonable a picture of contemporary 
achievement can be got from records than from what is 

characteristically available in the recital hall. 

BABBITT: Du (Song Cvcl-). Bethany Beardslee (soprano), 
Robert Helps (piano) POWELL: Ilaiku Settings. Bethany 
Beardslee (soprano), Robert Helps (piano); Electronic Setting; 
Filigree Selling. SON NOVA S 1 S5.98, 1 $5.98. 

Milton Babbitt (b. 1916), the unchallenged leader of 

the post-\\'ebern, twelve-tone movement in the United 
States, is so important a theorist that his achievements 
already constitute a significant page in the history of our 
century's music. iiis own work, however, is still relatively 

unknown, still the subject of a good deal of controversy 
within the profession. 

The 1951 song cycle Du, set to texts by the German 
poet August Stramm, represents a certain compromise in 

the more problematical aspects of Babbitt's style-due as 

much, one imagines, to the unavoidable limitations of the 
human voice and ear as to any other consideration. But 

this judgment aside, Du is an extraordinarily vii id and 

powerful musical encounter, and it is quite probably the 
best thing of its kind by an American composer. But the 

reader should be forewarned: This is difficult, hard- 

boiled, uncompromising music-difficult to listen to, diffi- 

cult to comprehend, and not in the least for sissies. Its 

rewards for the listener who approaches it with patience 
are considerable, however. 

BARBER: Hermit Songs. Leontyne Price (soprano), Samuel 
Barber (piano). 1-1 \1EFF: String Quartet No. 1. Juilliard String 
Quartet. CoLusIRiA ML 4988 $4.98. 

Like just about everything else he writes, Samuel Barber's 
Hermit Songs, completed in 1953, are composed with 

great elegance and fluency. The poems are short, direct 
observations on life written by anonymous monks during 
the eighth to thirteenth centuries. Touching, melancholy, 
and blisteringly sardonic by turns, the songs themselves 
are masterful reinvestitures of the traditional art song, and 
they are among the finest that America has to offer. As a 

matter of fact, it would be difficult to imagine an easier, 
more painless introduction to the American art song than 
through this cycle. 

CAGE: Aria with Fontana Mix. 8E1210: Circles. BUSSOTTI: 
Frannnento. Cathy Berberian (singer). TIME 8003 55.98, 58003 
$4.98. 

Although Cage's Aria may satisfy neither your definition 
of an aria nor my definition of an art song, there is no 
reason in the world why it can't be called either if we 
allow it to be designated as music in the first place. 

What it is, most certainly and seriously, is a demon- 
strated proof that the far-out, further -out, furthest -out 
avant-garde is not about to be caught napping where the 
instrument of the human voice is concerned. Its use here 
-not to speak of the "chance" material that has been so 

generously uncreated for it-is just full of surprises. If 
you take this sort of wild experiment seriously, you will 

be fascinated with what you hear here; if you think it's 
a lot of nonsense, you are nonetheless almost certain to 
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be amused. In either case, I do not see the slimmest 

chance that you will slip off to the Land of Nod with 

the boredom of it all. 

CHANLER: Nine Epitaphs. Phyllis Curtin (soprano), F. Ryan 

Edwards (piano). TRIMBLE: Four Fragments from Canter- 
bury Tales. Adele Addison (soprano), Robert Conant (harpsi- 
chord), Charles Russo (clarinet), Martin Orenstein (flute). 
COLUMBIA MS 6198 $5.98, ML 5598 $4.98. 

The late Theodore Chanler, who died in 1961 at the 

age of sixty-three, was that musical phenomenon so rare 

in American music, either as a concept or as an accom- 

plished fact: he was what the French call a Little Master- 
petit maitre. For Chanler wrote no symphonies and no 

piano concertos-just smaller chamber and vocal works 

and, above all else, songs. With regard to the latter, 

Chanler, even before his death, had become something 

of a legend in the annals of American music. Nine Epi- 

taphs. a cycle of almost unendurable poignancy and 

gravely lyrical beauty-it is set to poems by Walter de 

la Mare-is by common consent Chanler's peak achieve- 

ment. And if only time will tell us whether the work is 

the masterpiece its admirers claim it to be, its utter per- 

fection of form and detail is a matter of absolute fact here 

and now. Simple, retiring, even withdrawn, Chanler's 

Epitaphs is a key work in a survey of contemporary song. 

Lester Trimblé s Four Fragments from Canterbury 

Tales lies in form somewhere between the instrumental 

art song and the solo cantata. Whatever one's definition 

of it, it is a fascinating and beautiful work and, as the 

second side of the Chanler release, it is sheer bounty. 

COPLAND: Twelve Poems of Emily Dickinson. Martha Lip- 

ton (mezzo-soprano), Aaron Copland (piano). WEISGALL: 
The Stronger, Adelaide Bishop (soprano), Columbia Symphony 
Orchestra, Alfredo Antonini cond. COLUMBIA ML 5106 $4.98. 

Copland's Dickinson songs have been slow in taking their 

rightful place in either the hierarchy of Copland's own 

finest works-his "masterpieces," if you will-or in the 

general annals of twentieth-century American music. 

There are obvious reasons for this, I think: Completed 

in the early nineteen -fifties, the cycle all but ushered in 

its stylistic opposite-the quasi -revolutionary twelve-tone 

style that has since dominated American music, although 

it is not a style celebrated for its suitability to the art song, 

or to vocal music in general. Copland's songs, moreover, 

have never to my knowledge had a really significant 

public performance in New York City; and, even more 

surprisingly, I at least have never heard them sung by a 

correctly cast, first-class singer. 

The work nonetheless is an unqualifiedly unique 

achievement in the history of American song. Its stylistic 

gesture-usually thought to be a consolidation of Cop - 

land's "simple -popular" and "severe -hard" styles-is 
more accurately, I think, a deeply serious nonfolk usage 

of the manner and materials of his popular instrumental 
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Thanks to her phenomenal voice and musicianship. Bethany 
Beardslee may well figure in the history hooks us one of the chief 

current aids to public acceptance of Schoenberg and Webern. 

works. But whatever its stylistic category, no serious ob- 

server of twentieth-century vocal music can afford not 

to make its acquaintance. 

IVES: Songs. 1, 2, 3; Religion; An Election: The Cage; Three - 

Page Sonata; Irh grolle N'icht: General Ilium Booth Enters 

into Heaven: A Farewell to Land: Ann Street. Corrine Curry 
(soprano), Luise Vosgerchian (piano). Over the Paveurents; 
The Rainbow; Tone Roads No. I; The Indians; The Pond; 
Tone Roads No. 3; Hymn; Hallowe'en. Boston Chamber En- 

semble. Harold Farberman cond. CAMBRIDGE CRS 1804 $5.98. 
CRM 804 $4.98. 

IVES: Twenty -Four Songs. Helen Boatwright (soprano); John 
Kirkpatrick (piano). OVERTONE 7 S4.98. 

It has been said that a composer re\ eals more of himself- 
as a man and as an artist-in a two -page song than he 

does in a four -movement symphony. If this aphorism is 

true, then the sprawling panorama of genius and pure 

guff that is Charles Ives' collection of 114 songs is even 

more astonishing than any of its musical surprises. 

For as one plays through this musical Rorschach test, 

one quickly learns to expect the worst and to anticipate 

the best: the song on the next page may leave us agape 

with its daring or its power, or it may be an abomination 

in sentimentality that foreshadows with uncanny felicity 

the more soul -searing passions of Carrie Jacobs Bond or 

Ethelbert Nevin. 
Fortunately, both of the records listed above stay close 

to the best level of Ives selection. Unfortunately-but not 

hopelessly-the performances are more dedicated and 

musicianly than eloquent or communicative, more suitable 

to the listener who has already bought Ives as a composer 

than the man ' ho needs to be sold. 
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Still, they do not misrepresent the music, and until a 

record company is prepared to assign a major singer to 
an all -Ives vocal record, these recommended issues are 
far better than nothing. 

POULENC: An Eileen Farrell Song Recital. Ilotel; Voyage r¡ 

Paris; "C"; Reine des monenes; Fleurs. DEBUSSY: Beau soil; 
C'est l'extase; Fleur des blés; Noel des enfants qui n'ont plus de 
maisons; L'Ombre des arbres. Eileen Farrell (soprano), George 
Trovillo (piano). COLUMBIA MS 6151 $5.98, ML 5484 S4.98. 

POULENC: A Program of Song by Leontyne Price. Alain 
dominée par le Coeur; fe nommerai ton front; Tu vois le feu du 
soir; Ce doux petit visage. FAURE : Clair de lune; Notre Amour; 
Au cimetiére; Au bord de feat); Mandoline. STRAUSS: Aller- 
seelen: Schlagende Ilerzen; Freundliche Vision: N7ie sollten u'ir 
geheim sie halten. Leontyne Price (soprano), David Garvey (pi- 
ano). RCA VICTOR LSC 2279 $5.98, LM 2279 $4.98. 

It seems to me close to scandal that, in the rush of re- 
cording the Poulenc repertoire that has followed his re- 
cent death, no company-either major or minor-has 
either re eased or, so far as I can discover, even planned 
a release devoted wholly to the songs of a composer who 
is regarded, by uncontended common consent, to be the 
finest song composer since Claude Debussy. 

As it is, we must make do with what we have for 
the purposes of this survey-Poulenc recital "groups" 
from recorded vocal recitals by two of the ranking opera 
prima donnas of our day, plus another group that is in- 
cluded in an all -Poulenc program. 

A "most -in -demand" soloist with orchestra (she is equally at 
home in Puccini and Alban Berg). soprano Phyllis Curtin also 
features contemporary art song in her recitals and recordings. 

4 ,) 

i 

When 1 say "make do," I refer not only to inadequate 
representation of the composer, but to performance as 
well. For the Mesdames Price and Farrell, for all the 
beauty of vocal sound they bring to their song recitals, 
are characteristically prone to the disease that commonly 
afflicts American and Italian opera singers. This is an 
inability to reconcile the all-out technique of the opera 
house to the more intimate one of the recital hall. 

The two records I have recommended for Poulenc 
possess one strong compensation, however: in including, 
as they do, songs by Richard Strauss, Fauré and Debussy, 
they include composers whose song catalogs are indeed 
part of the twentieth century but who, for reasons pertain- 
ing to their widespread public acceptance and stability 
in the international song repertoire, I have excluded 
from formal status in this survey. And I must point out 
that although Jennie Tourel's Columbia recording (MS 
6518)-which is approximately the same Poulenc reper- 
toire that Farrell sings-is a clear preference to Farrell's 
on the interpretive level, it has been forced to share 
space with two of Poulenc's instrumental pieces in a 

memorial program recorded after the composer's death. 

NED ROREM: Songs. Charles Bressler (tenor), Phyllis Curtin 
(soprano), Gianna d'Angelo (soprano), Donald Gramm (bari- 
tone), Regina Sarfaty (mezzo-soprano). COLUMBIA MS 6561 
$5.98, ML 5961 $4.98. 

I know of nothing that better demonstrates the strange 
limbo in which the contemporary art song exists than the 
almost universal critical acceptance of this recent and 
brilliant release as the work of "America's finest song 
composer"-or, as this evaluation was extravagantly am- 
plified by a national newsmagazine, "the world's finest 
living song composer." 

Maybe. But anyone who is familiar with the difficulties 
of merely gaining access to the widely dispersed source 
materials that would make such an opinion honestly pos- 
sible-never mind the degree of familiarity-can be 
reasonably certain that at least some of the record re- 
viewers involved were not qualified to hold the opinion. 

This apart, the release of twenty-nine of Ned Rorem's 
songs is an absolutely appropriate-and endlessly praise- 
worthy and daring-tribute by a major recording com- 
pany to an unequivocably superb song composer who 
happens to be both an American and still young. The 
sheer range of Rorem's songs-their textual scope, their 
variety of musical moods, and their variety of modern 
tonal techniques-is evidence of the surprising degree to 
which this one -composer program holds up as a through - 
conceived musical experience. The originality of what 
Rorem has to say (as opposed to the way he says it) makes 
itself felt only with this sort of saturation in the com- 
poser's work. 

In sum: an absolutely essential essential of the present 
survey, performed and recorded with complete skill and 
authenticity. (Continued overleaf) 
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SCHOENBERG: The Book of the /lunging Gardens. Bethany 

Beardslee (soprano), Robert Helps (piano). SON NOVA S 2 

$5.98. 2 S5.98. 

This Schoenberg work, his most extended composition 

for voice and piano, "must," according to composer -critic 

Milton Babbitt, "be accorded a position with the song 

cycles of Beethoven, Schubert and Schumann as one of 
the source works of this medium. . . . It initiated and 

defined the compositional procedures of his 'second pe- 

riod' during which the structural role of functional tonal- 

ity is susperseded gradually by that of a more singularly 

internal, contextual means of obtaining musical continuity 

and design." 
In other words, The Book of the Hanging Gardens, 

Opus 15, is a pivotal work between Schoenberg's abolition 
of tonality and his development of the twelve-tone tech- 

nique. It is also a remarkably sustained, intensely lyrical 

work that can he understood as an extension of the great 
lieder cycles of the nineteenth century. 

If the music is "easier" than a lot of vocal music of the 

modern Viennese school, it is still more difficult by a 

long shot than most of the music in this survey. But 

particularly in Bethany Beardslee's phenomenally musical 

and musicianly performance, it repays repeated hearing. 

\VEBERN: Complete lVorl(s. Bethany Beardslee, Marni Nixon, 
Grace-I.ynne Martin (sopranos); Ensemble, Robert Craft cond. 

COLUMBIA K4L 232 four 12 -inch discs, $23.98. 

Robert Craft's "Complete Works of Anton Webern" is 

so shot through with song cycles that-quite apart from 

the fact that they are not elsewhere recorded in separate 
issue the listener will in no way be buying the arti- 

choke merely for the heart if he gets the whole album. 
And an extraordinary, compelling, even haunting series 

of vocal works these cycles comprise-tracing, as they 

do, Webern's development from the relatively normal 

post -Romanticism of opera 3 and 4, through to the special 

musical cosmos that this composer created to the utter 

bane of his imitators. 
Again with Miss Beardslee, and now also with Marni 

Nixon and Grace -Lynne Martin, we have the rare singers 
who can carry this music off. 

WEILL: Berlin Theater Songs. Lotte Lenya (singer). Orchestra, 
Roger Bean cond. COLUMBI4 KL 5056 $5.98. 

It can be argued that these Kurt Weill excerpts do not 

belong on a list such as this, due to their overtones of 

"popular music"-or, on the other hand, due to their 
functional family relationship to the operatic aria. 

But I do not feel the arguments to be successful. For 

in our century's popular lyric theater, the "operatic aria'' 
has beer at once conditioned by and replaced by the 

"popular song," and if the right concentrated and repre- 

sentative recorded package existed, for example, I would 

unhesitatingly include an album of American pop tunes 
on this list. Furthermore, the popular song, as an authen- 

tic formal manifestation, is far closer in substance and 
manner to the long -hair "art song" than it is to the 
primitive "fo k song." 

Let the chips fall where they may. Here is a stunning 
collection of songs by a serious composer for the popular 
theater-as vital and powerful as any music mentioned 
in this survey. And if the great Lenya is not a singer in 

the sense that 57th Street understands the word, she is 

as remarkable a singing actress as our theater can boast. 

WOLPE: Ten Songs from the Hebrew. HOVIIANESS: Suite 
for Violin, Piano and Percussion; Upon Enchanted Ground. 
Leon Líshner (baritone). COLUMBIA ML 5179 $4.98. 

Although Stefan Wolpe (b. 1902) is no enfant terrible, 
the essentially instrumental music on which he has built 
his recent reputation surely entitles him to the appellation 
"vieux terrible.' so fiercely far-out is its manner. 

But these almost cruelly beautiful and haunting He- 

brew songs-inspired, as I understand it, by Wolpe's 
first visit to Israel-are a journey into instant communica- 
tion and expressivity. For Wolpe's cult, they might stand 
as testimony to a doubting public of his validity as a com- 

poser. For the rest of us, they might make this point so 

convincing as to beget a quite sad sense of the loss we 

sustain as a result of his nonvocal preoccupation. 

SONGS BY AMERICAN COMPOSERS. Eleanor Steher (so- 
prano). Mildred Miller (mezzo-soprano). John McCollum 
(tenor), Donald Gramm (baritone). Edwin Biltcliffe and Rich- 

ard Cumming (piano). DESTo 411/412 two 12 -inch discs $7.96, 
7411/7412 $9.96. 

Taken simply as aesthetic experience, the impact of this 
record is somewhat mitigated by its perfectly candid 
modus nivendi-namely, its function as a sort of sampler - 
for -the -trade, an attempt to show the performer or the 
listener what is available in the remarkably broad and 
unknown marketplace of the American art song. 

Inevitably, it shows its limitations. In including Vir- 

tually every established American composer who has 

made serious claims as a song composer, the program 
is of widely varying duality and musical interest. Sim- 

ilarly, the works have been chosen for their qualitative 
place in a given composer's song catalog rather than their 
chronological effectiveness on the recorded program. 

Still, the record has much to recommend it if one is 

willing to pick and choose: David Diamond's powerful 
David Weeps for Absolam, one of the great American 

art songs; Copland's little-known Dirge in the IVoods; 

the marvelous (and all -too -minimal) samplings of Virgil 

Thomson, Paul Bowles, Douglas Moore, Daniel Pinkham, 

John Gruen, Ben \X'eber, Jack Beeson, John Edmunds, 

and Irving Fine-all established composers who have 
written first-class songs and whose songs are not to be 

found elsewhere on commercial recordings. The perform- 
ances are not always ideal, but they are always representa- 

tive of the music at hand. 
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HI FI/STEREO REVIEW'S SELECTION OF THE TOP RECORDINGS 

BEST OF THE MONTH 

CLASSICAL 

RICHARD STRAUSS' DIE FRAU OH.N'E SCHATTEN 
A sumptuous score receives a spectacular realization 

RCiiARD STRAUSS' most ambitious work for the stage, Die Frau ohne Schatten (The I 

Il oman without a Shadow), reveals the composer's mastery of the operatic 
medium at its peak. His orchestra soars and rages in tonal waves of stunning rich- 

ness and color. The vocal writing is equally sumptuous, being neither subservient to the sym- 

phonic element (as in Salome or Elektra), nor constantly 

r, 't.'a « striving for supremacy (as in Der Rosenkavalier). In terms 

~F `10 !, r., of technical achievement, this is an astonishing and awe- 

inspiring opera. u;, . A It is not, however, a fully satisfying work dramatically. 
~ Hofmannsthal's text, a pretentious mélange of Zauberfloete- 

q` 
4. like moralizing and echoes of the Wagnerian mystique, is 

M . 
awash with a murky symbolism that hopelessly thwarts all 

31«:'- the listener's attempts to identify with the obscure yearnings 

. 4;;;;"-":2-; blame of its characters. And yet the blame is not the librettist's 

_ " alone. Hofmannsthal and Strauss were collaborators in the 

11 R w. t truest sense of the word, and Die Frau ohne Schatten falls 
. 

'111: r=. 
.- victim, in a way, to their common addiction to dramatic 

1::_'s¿ _ grandiloquence. 
R""E" AM) JESS T"""'" This performance, taped by Deutsche Grammophon at 

An impressive imperial pair 
the reopening of Munich's National Theater on Yovember 

21, 1963, comes as close to coping with the enormous interpretive complexities of this opera 

as Ive have a right to expect. It is lavishly cast-even the supporting roles are filled by artists 

of international stature. As the composer himself once observed, entrusting this opera to a 

theater lacking such vocal resources would be inviting disaster. 

The singing is remarkably good. Jess Thomas outdoes himself in the Emperor's second -act 

monolog "Falke, Falke, du wiedergefundener," and, although signs of fatigue appear toward 

the end of the third act (this was, after all, a staged performance, not a stuclio effort com- 

posed of numerous takes), his singing seldom falters in firmness of tone or intelligence of pro- 

jection. Equally impressive is Ingrid Bjoner, whose brilliant tones (Continuer/ overleaf) 
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t a 1 

The Nurse (Martha Alüdl) promises the Dyer's Wife (Inge Borkh) 
¡revels and satins in exchange for her shadow- needed by the 
Empress (Ingrid Bloner). who is "the woman without a shadow." 

never lack warmth, and whose singing faithfully mir- 
rors the constant emotional tension horn of the Empress' 
desperate yearning for a human identity. 

The most spectacular achievement, however, is that 
scored by Inge Borkh, whose vocal resources amply 
meet even the most unreasonable musical demands. 
'I he two sopranos, incidentally, represent something of 
a triumph in casting: though Loth possess the voice of a 
"bolter drantatisclter Sopran," as specified by Strauss, 

Barak the Dyer 
(Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau), 

enraged by his wife's 
false confession of 

infidelity. threatens her 
with a sword of 

magical provenance. i 

J 

the earthy passion conveyed by Borkh is clearly con- 
trasted with the purity and other -worldliness suggested 
by Bjoner. 

The role of the guileless Barak suits the lyric gifts of 
Dietrich Fischer-I)ieskau far better than any of the 
other Strauss characters in his recorded repertoire. His 
is perhaps the most moving music in the score- -the 
opening scene of Act III with Borkh is radiantly beau- 
tiful-and lie invests every utterance with meaning and 
nobility. But the music really needs a somewhat weight- 
ier tone, and this is what Paul Sch&fller offered so mag- 
nificently in London's previous mono recording of this 
opera. 

Unfortunately', for all the forcefulness of her charac- 
terization, Martha \Ibdl can no longer do vocal justice 
to the crucial part of the Nurse. the Queen of the Night- 
Kundry figure who is the strange motivator of this con- 
voluted plot. The same is true, alas, of another great 
artist. Hans I loiter, whose part, however, is a minor 
one, and is thus less of a detriment to the over-all 
accomplishment. 

There are three cuts in .-1ct III, for which I am 
rather grateful, though less flexible Straussians may 
think otherwise. They cause no serious loss of continu- 
ity, though the cut involving pages 307-309 in the 
Fiirstner vocal score produces an abrupt effect, possibly 
owing to imperfect tape splicing. 

There is less awareness here of an actual stage per- 
formance than there is in DGG's Arabella recording, 
but of course Die Frau is considerably more static than 
that amiable Viennese pastiche. Considering that this 
production must have been a mammoth engineering 
task, the results are fine, particularly as regards the re- 
production of the solo singing. Praise is definitely in 
order, most particularly for conductor Joseph Keil- 
berth's unspectacular but always reassuring and well - 
controlled leadership. George ./ellinek 
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OO ® R ICI IARI) STR 1USS: Die Fran ohne Schatten. 
Jess Thom -is (tenor), Emperor; Ingrid Bjoner (soprano), 
Empress: Martha Mild' (mezzo-soprano), Nurse; Flans i -lot - 
ter (baritone), Spirit -Messenger; Dietrich Fischer-Uieskau 
(baritones, Ratak; Inge Borkh (soprano), Wife; Ingeborg 
ilallstrin (soprano), Keeper of the Gates; Georg Paskuda 
(tenor), Apparition of Youth; Gerda Sommerschuh (so- 
prano), Voice of the Falcon; Hertha Tupper mezzo-so- 
prano), Voice from Above. Chorus and Orchestra of the 
C-tvarian State Opera, Joseph Keilberth coral. i )ECTsc IlE 
G:i.\\I\IOiIION SLPM 138911/4 four 12 -inch discs $23.92, 
L P \ 118911/-1" $23.92. 

I.ONI)ON I N NIOSCOW : 

A SPLENDID NEW BORIS 

George London and the Bol.choi provide a vivid 
re-creation of Aloussorgsky's masterpiece 

TI I OUCH not held in high esteem by modern mu- AL 

sicologv, Rimsky-Korsakov's orchestration of MIo- 
deste Moussorgsk,'s Boris Godounov apparently con- 
tinues to hold sway over the Russian opera stage. it has 

been recorded in a 3olshoi production before, in a per- 
formance riddled with abrasive singing and rendered 
even less attractive by technically inferior sound (Pe- 
riod 1033) . But (:olutttbia has now given us a complete 
updating that not only offers a superior perfonuance, 
but also does handsomely by Rintsky-Korsakov s luxu- 
riant orchestral realization. Columbia is to he congrat- 
ulated on its coup-particularly for the imagination 
which placed an American singer in this thoroughly 
Russian setting. I might add that George London dom- 
inates the performance magnificently, as a properly 
authoritative Boris Godounov should. 

London's portrayal now has the strength of utter 
identification-it is imperial yet always human, sav- 
agely cruel vet ennobled by tenderness and suffering. 
'I'Ite declamatory passages are rendered with a passion 
that borders on raging abandon, but the artistic purpose 
behind the performance is firstly controlled. The role 
of Boris is not only a tetnendously effective acting part, 
it also happens to be ideally suited to London's vocal 
gifts. His voice always sounds best in the bass -baritone 
range, and its tonal richness and Clark, brooding quality 
are particularly appropriate to this music. Even his pro- 
nounced vibrato, which often detracts from London's 
singing in German or Italian opera. sloes not work to 
disadvantage here, especially since he is surrounded by 
singers for whom this kind of tone production seems to 
be normal. 

Although mezzo Irina \rkhipova alone attains, in 
the role of Marina, London's level of excellence, there 
are several colorful interpretations that richly compen- 

i 
y 

) 
GEmtGE Lo'uoN 

A Boris with the strength of utter identification 

sate for the short supply of purely vocal luxuriance. The 
Innkeeper, the Fool. and the Shuiski could hardly he 

bettered, and the Pimen and \ arlaam also make the 
needed impact. But Eugene Kihkalo, one of the smooth- 
est of singers, fails to impart the needed menacing aura 
to the role of Rangoni, and, despite a promising begin- 
ning, Vladimir I vanovskv fails to deliver in the big mo- 
ments of I)iutitri's music. However. the ensemble scenes 

are tremendously impressive. and the chorus performs 
sonorously throughout. The reading is tighter, more 
firmly contoured titan the Cluvtens-conducted perform- 
ance on Angel. and, in general, I find Melik-Pashaev's 
leadership the more effective of the two (although 
Cluytens points up the tension and romance of the Po- 

lish episode more tellingly). 
This performance includes the often -omitted scene 

at St. Basil's Cathedral, where Boris is confronted by 
the Fool. On the other hand. there are some rather sub- 
stantial cuts: sixty-one measures from the Pinten-Gri- 
gori dialogue in Act I, eighty-one measures from the 
Nursery scene. the entire Rangoni-i)imiti duet in \ct 
III. as well as i )intitri's garden monologue (sixty-six 
measures). In keeping with the Bolshoi tradition, the 
opera ends with the Kromy Forest scene. This. in my 
opinion, is the appropriate conclusion of the opera, 
since it focuses attention on the drama's real protag- 
onist-the Russian people. 

Technically. this is the best operatic recording that 
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has ever reached these ears from Russian sources, the 
sonics stressing sonority over brilliance. I should add 
that if Boris Christofi's portrayal of the Tsar is prob- 
ably unsurpassable (in this generation. at least), 
George London's is entirely comparable in stature, and 
I must concede superiority to the 3olshoi performance 
in the areas noted above. It is, therefore, an extremely 
worthwhile acquisition, as well as an authentic and 
vivid documentation of opera at the Bolshoi on one of 
that theater's better days. George Jellinek 

OO ® \IOUSSORGSI.Y: Boris Godottnov. George London 
'bats -baritone,. Boris Godounoy: \'Iasa \Iitukova í mezzo- 
soprano), Feodor; Elisaveta Shumskaya (soprano), Xenia; 
Georgi Shulpin (tenor), Prince Shitiski: \lark Reshetin 
(bass), Pimen; Vladimir ivanovsky tenor). Cri<gori (the 
False Dimitri); Irina .\rkhipoya (mezzo-soprano,, \farina; 
F.ueene Kibkalo baritone), Ran,goni: .\lexei Gueleva 
ba,sl, \'arlaam; Nikolai Zakharov ttenurl. \lissail; Veron- 

ika Borisenko (mezzo-soprno). Innkeeper; Anton Cri- 
goriev (tenor), the Fool. Chorus and Orchestra of the State 
Academic Bolshoi Theater USSR. Alexander \Ielik- 
Pa'haev cond. Col.t RIA NHS (396 fors- 12 -inch discs 
$23.92, \i4L 296 $19.92. 

LISA I)ELLA CASA 
IN A DISTINGUISHED RECITAL 

The Swiss soprano brings classical 
grace to a program of Strauss songs 

T11 coot., gracious, classical post -Romanticists of 
Richard Strauss' vocal style has met, in the sim- 

ilarly cool. gracious, and beautifully controlled singing 
of Swiss soprano Lisa Della Casa, an appropriate stylis- 
tic match: the resultant issue, handsomely recorded and 
produced by RC \ Victor. is an all -Strauss song recital 
of unconunon elegance and distinction. 

If the phrase "classical post -Romanticists'' seems at 

once a paradox and perhaps even a perverse way to de- 

scribe the superexpressivity of this composer's music; 
it should he borne in mind that the wide -spanned, in- 
tervallicaIly disjunct vocal style that characterizes 
Strauss at his most typical is the key to the extraordinary 
- -and, i think, generally underemphasized- -originality 
of his vocal writing. The song Der Stern, with which 
Miss Della Casa opens the second side of her record, is a 

perfect example of what I mean. The vocal line-par- 
ticularly for so short and concentrated a song-skips 
and weaves about quite inordinately. Any experienced 
singer will he only too delighted to tell you of the prob- 
lems of simply staying on pitch here. Yet Strauss asks 

his interpreter simply to throw the effect away, as a 

comedian would a wry joke, to sing it from beginning 

.¡y w 

x. 

LISA 1)EI.I.A CASA 

.9 singularly appropriate vocal style 

to end almost as if it were one uninterrupted, unetn- 
phasized, stepwise melody. 

Thus, although the sung line projects a sort of muted 
ecstasy through its lovely peregrinations, the effect is 

one of understatement. High notes are no longer really 
climactic --Strauss effects his climaxes by carefully con- 
sidered harmonic tension-and every musical detail is 

so perfectly in place. every effect so precisely calculated, 
that we sense something quite classical, even Mozartean, 
about the way in which an essentially Romantic gesture 
is carried off. 

That Lisa Della Casa has an all but flawless sense of 
how this effect is to he achieved, and an almost perfect 
sense of style, is evident front the way site sings not only 
this song, but the whole program. The singer spins out 
the curiously dark and somber Il'iegenlied, for example, 
as if it were a vocalise in a single, long phrase-indeed, 
site scarcely seems to breathe, and yet her diction is re- 

markably clean. This is sustained legato Strauss -singing 
of a high order indeed. 

If she fails in any way on this record, it is in the 

change -of -pace. contrasting song of "characterization" 
-like Fur fünfzehn Pfennige. To be sure, there is not 
a musical detail out of place. hut one senses a certain 
strain on both her technique and her interpretive com- 
patibility with songs of this post -Schubert ian style. Even 
in the great lyrical songs, Miss Della Casa runs counter 
to Lotte Lehmann's approach by putting maximum 
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emphasis on the musical line. as opposed to the te::t. 

Although many readers might disagree, I prerer Miss 

Della Casa's more purely musical, more contemporary 
approach. Arpad Sancta's piano accompaniments se :n 
to me to he exceptionally clean and well -articulated, 
and they are also very ,much present in the balance of 

things. As for Victor's clean, intimate recorded sound, 

it is hard to imagine how it could be better. 
William Flanagan 

Os OO RICHARD STRAUSS SONGS: Stiindelren. Op. 17, 

\'o. 2; Allerscclen, Op. /0, No. 8; rür fiinfzeltn /'fcnnige, 
Op. 36, No. 2: !eh trage ,reine Alinne, Op. 32, .Vo. l; 
\ ic/Ns. Op. /0, .Vo. 2; II'icgenlicr/, Op. 11, No. 1; I)rr Stern, 
Op. 69, .Vo. l; Nur Alut!, Op. 17, No. 5; Lob rlrs Leiden.t, 
Op. 15, .Vo. 3; "/.ucignung, Op. 10, No. 1; Aleirr 1/rrz ist 

shtnun, Op. 19. No. 6; Herr Len Op. 37, No. 5; itch Lich', 
nun muss relr scherden, Op. 21, No. 3; Das Cclrcirnrris, Op. 
17. No. 3; Rrr/rc, meine Seelc, Op. 27, No. I. Lisa Della 
Casa .opr:rno), Arpad Sandor .Piano). RCA \'u.rok LSC 
2719 $5.98, L\I 27194' $-1.98. 

-JAZZ 

CARMEN MC RAE: 
THE REST IN JAZZ TODAY 

intelligence and musicality are applied 
in an excellent program 

Iv"Bittersweet,'' Carmen McRae's new album for 
Focus (distributed by Atlantic Records), Miss Mc- 

Rae demonstrates store authoritatively titan ever before 
on records that she is the most moving-and the most 
creative-female singer in jazz today. Not since the hey - 
clay of Billie Iloliday has a set of ballads been ttans- 
nutted in so deeply personal and so utterly convincing 
a manner. 

Miss McRae, kvho \vas recorded at close to her best 

in "Live at Sugar Hill-- (Tinte 52104, 210-I) is even 
mar assured and more consistently, brilliant in this ses- 

sion. Der phrasing, for one thing. is a superb illustration 
of how to shape lyrics instrumentally without in the 
slightest distorting or confusing their meaning. Her 
time -sense is also extraordinary-her beat is so secure 

and so flowing that she can bend time with a daring that 
would mean disaster for many other performers. And 
there are also her remarkable diction and her precision 
in dynamics-an area in which she has no serious com- 
petition among contemporary jazz singers. 

Above all. however. the qualities that make \liss 
McRae so formidable a figure in jazz is the combination 
of intelligence and emotional directness she brings to 

the songs she sings. She can take such a song as flow 
Did Ile Look?, which other singers tend to treat ntawk- 

is'tls. and make the lyrics appear to have been written 
by a modern Joltn Donne. On such cutely contempo- 
rary ballads as Spring Can Really Ilang You Up the 
Most, Miss McRae is thoroughly and sensitively hip. 

The choice of material is excellent. Miss McRae re- 
vives If You Could See Ale \'ow and Ghost of Yester- 

day. She accepts the challenge of Duke Ellington's 
Come Sunday, and includes fresh new ballads-Nor- 
man Simmons' If You Could Love Ale and the i'revin- 
I.angdo Second Chance. 'The accompaniment is flaw- 
less, particular credit in this department going to 
guitarist Mundell Lowe. 

According to Ralph Gleason's notes-an interview 
with Miss McRae-she had sung only three of these 
thirteen songs before the album was made. Vet. without 
her disclosing the names, it would he impossible to tell 
which three those were, so completely absorbed and per- 
sonalized are the ten new ones. Miss \IcRae's work 
demonstrates clearly the difference between style and 
mannerism. To those for whom jazz is important; she 

has become one of our national assets. Nat IlentofJ 

OO ® (: R\iEN MC R 1E: Bittersweet. Carmen McRae 
(vocals), Norman Simmons (piano), Victor Sproles I bass), 
Curtis Boyd (drums), Mundell Lowe (guitar). II'hen Sunny 
Gets Blue; 7/ze Aleanin,' of the Blues; Here's that Rain)' 
Dal; I'm Lost; and nine others. Focus IS 33-I $5.98, F 

334 $ 1.98. 

CARMEN \IcRAE 
Sensitive. mminc. and thoroughly hip 
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0f-5414::1 1-""-- 
12.47,54.11eR4r- y.t:r* 

_ 
ML 60i17%MS 6607* 

E 

Croft 
Grand Canyon Suite 

Leonard Bernstein 
1\IewYork Philharmonic 

ML6018/MS 6618*/MQ639t 

Conductor, composer, pianist, author, lecturer, teacher- 
Leonard Bernstein's talents combine toward a single goal, 

to convey what he calls "the joy of music." 

No other musician has interpreted with such depth so great 

a diversity of styles, from baroque to jazz. Three new 

Columbia Masterworks albums reflect that variety. 

From the 18th century he selects two symphonies that epit- 

omize the grace and wit of I-aydn, "The Bear" (No. 82) and 

"The Hen" (No. 83). 

From the 19th century Berrstein chooses the Symphpnie 

Fantastique of Berlioz. His is a matchless reading that ex- 

presses the vast emotional range of the symphony. 

Equally exciting is his brilliant new version of Ferde Grofé's 

Grand Canyon Suite. The sweep and color of the recording 

bring to Grofé's majestic mJsical panorama all the fresh- 

ness of a first hearing. 

These albums reaffirm Bernstein's position as a man for all 

seasons of music. Hear them-for the joy of music. 

THE SOUND OF GENIUS ON COLUMBIA RECORDS It 

® «T2PJP-- 
To the NI* memo, dld.. F K.nrok__ 

U Symphony No. 3 

KADDISH 
Leonard Bernstein 

eadu, S In the Corn, ^a 
Felicia Montcalcgre ..A.. Jennie- 

Cimer.M sea.. AS h.. K.PW n..mv 
CM..mbu. Bm.m, D...M Br,..u.wb....n. 

New York Philharmonic 

KL 6005/ KS 6605* 

0 
0 Concert 

oáMusic 

for 

áBroe'II ndemith 
Music for 

P 
sErrn 

reunio 
and Celeste artok 

Bernstein 
New York 
Philharmonic 

ML 5979/MS 6579* 

1:7 
PRANZLL9ZT 

A F'AUNT9YMPIIONY 

; iis 
LEONARD BERNSTEIN 

NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC 
LISZT. LPN PRELUDES 

11.14 

ML57W/MS6091*/M 

SERKIN/BEIIYSTEIN 
BEETHOVEN 
THIRD PIANO CONCERTO 

CHORAL FAN-ASY 
NEW YORK PBI IJIAR.NONTC 
THE WESTMINSTEI íHDIR 
NARREN MARTIN DIREITDII 

ML 6016/MS6616yMQ 638t 

- 

INCLUDES LINCE BONUS tr I 

ML 5868/M3 6468* 

-' 
Time French Violin Fawn. 

lq RtANCFSGTiI Plays 
CII.ucM Poene R..ei T.yMM 

S...1 -Sant - 'u .I.dRmdo 
c......Etl' 

YORK PIIMMMONC 

IL 6017/MS 6617 

Schumann: Sonny STInpImT 
111.,,Y-~..Nf-'L. 

anm B Mom. 
Leonard Bernstein 

New TNt 
PMAxmpnic 

ML 5981/MS 6581* 

H'L Mpl- 

E Bernstein 
Copland 

El Salón i?féxieo 
Appalachian Spring 
ente, York 

Philharmonic 
ML5755/MS6355*/M0559t 

31=2:1 =EWE' NI 
Rhapsody in Blas 

aa American la Paris= 
ION 

b 

Yon Pn .rmoni 
Ano Do Co um0. S.m.nnn. 

M 99/ S .99* 
(A 2 -Record Set) 

*Stereo t4 -Track Stereo Tape O -COLUMNA :'reIMARCAS RFG PRINTED N 55A. 
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AND ANOTHER,.. 
ever felt confused about adding tape to 
your music system? 
It's really quite simple. Jaunt over to 
your Viking dealer. He'll cheerfully 
explain the virtues of tape recording. 
And he'll show you a Viking model de- 
signed to play tape, or to record and 

play, or to play forward and reverse - 
automatically. 
Then you pick the Viking model you like 
best with complete confidence because 
you know that each is MADE BY SKILLED 
AMERICAN CRAFTSMEN. 

RP83 Amplifier PA94 Amplifier 
88 Stereo Compact 87 Tape Transport Studio 96 
880 Portable Stereo Compact Retro-Matic 220 78 Tape Transport 
77 Stereo Compact 770 Portable Stereo Compact 
Auto -Tape 500 

Wing OF MINNEAPOLIS, INC. 

9600 Aldrich Avenue So. Minneapolis, Minn, 55420 
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HIFI/STEREO REVIE\V'S CHOICE OF THE LATEST RECORDINGS 

CLASSICAL 
Reviewed by WILLIAM hLA\AG.1\ DAVID HALL GLURGE JELLI\Eh 1GOIt KIPNIS 

OO © ALB(\IZ: Suite Espanola; Pauana- 
Capricho; Ca,uos de ESpaña. Alicia de 
Larrocha (piano). COLt'NSIA MS 6603 
S5.98. ML 6003 54.98. 

Performance: Straightforward 
Recording: Good 

Alicia de Larrocha, who is described in the 
jacket notes as one of the foremost pianists 
of the present generation" of Spanish musi- 
cians, is here presented in her second Co- 
lumbia album devoted exclusively to the 
works of Albéniz. The recording contains, 
unsurprisingly, some extremely beautiful 
playing. But. even more significantly per- 
haps. it stands as an object lesson for the 

American. British. or perhaps the French 
pianist who would undertake study and per- 
formance of this music. For, on immediate 
exposure. one is struck by the plainness of 
Miss de I-arrocha's playing. by its almost 
primitive straightforwardness-one is struck 
by it. even put off by it. until the realization 
dawns that this is Spanish music, not the 
high -colored. superrefined. Impressionistic 
Franco -Spanish music that we are so much 
more familiar with, and whose performance 
style is arbitrarily imposed on the perform- 
ances of Alhéniz that we are most likely to 

encounter. 
For better or for worse, Miss de Larrocha 

gives us the music in strong, primary colors 
-would black and white he an even more 
suitable metaphor?-and there is no mushy 

pedaling, no smearing, no mooning about. 
Indeed. an occasional wide ruhato in a lyrical 
passage conies as a jolt to the listener in so 

severe a context. 
The recorded sound seems generally good, 

although no amount of cleaning my needle or 

the surfaces of my retiew copy eliminated a 

slight periodic fuzziness and surface crackle. 
II". F. 

Qs ® BACH: Suites for Orchestra (com- 
plete). Vienna State Opera Orchestra. Her- 

mann Scherchen cond. WI'STSIINSTFR WST 
17058/59 two 12 -inch discs $4.98 each, 

X W V 19058/59 54.98 each. 

Performance: Unbelievably mannered 

Recording: Excellent 

The general effect of these two records is. to 

put it bluntly, unbearably tedious. Hermann 

Scherchen makes much of the dances in 

these suites. greatly emphasizing dynamic 

Explanation of symbols: 

Os = stereophonic recording 
_ monophonic recording 

C = mono or stereo r'er.ion 
not tereired for rerieto 

contrasts. exaggerating effects of articulation 
-soupy legatos followed by abrupt, mincing 
staccatos-and adhering to deliberate. often 
exasperatingly slow pacing. hut he only suc- 

ceeds in making this music. so al -ve in the 

hands of others. sound incredibly mannered 
and precious. 

As with his previous recordings of the 
four suites, made for Westminster about ten 

years ago. there is no double -dotting of the 
French -style overtures. although the con - 

1 

i ` , t. 

+ 

'j . 

ISAAC: A1.1161z 

His piano music in black and white 

doctor now does give some of the appog- 
giaturas a longer note value rather than 
clipping them short as he did earlier. !Hs 

use of harpsichord continuo here is fanciful 
and unhistorically capricious: in the first 
suite, for example. it is heard only in the 

final movement: elsewhere it comes and goes. 

depending evidently on the conductor's 
whim and misguided sense of color. The 
unnamed flutist of the second suite emerges 
with scarcely any personality at all. so 

hound is he to the mortally slow tempos 

chosen. 
But perhaps most astonishing of all. and 

apparent even to an inexperienced listener, 
are the many moments of genuinely poor 
ensemble work: the frequency of rhythmic 
inexactitude is so startling that one might 
well believe these are not recording sessions 
hut first -rehearsal run-throughs. Ilearing 
these eccentric. even musically perverse. per- 
formances. it is difficult indeed to under- 
stand how I lermann Scherchen has achieved 
his renown as a leading Baroque exponent. 
The only positive note I can strike is about 
the quality of the recording. which in both 
mono and stereo is really superb. /. K. 

© © BACI-I: Three Sonatas for Viola da 
Gamba and Harpsichord. Milton Thomas 
(viola); Georgia Akst (piano). CONCERT - 

DISC CS 242 55.98, 1242°` 55.98. 

Performance: Competent playing 
Recording: Adequate 

Though the bass viola da gamba is pref- 
erable historically. there is plenty of prece- 
dent for playing these sonatas on the viola. 
But the piano as a second instrument is too 
thick tonally to make a satisfactory sub- 

stitute for the harpsichord. Basically these 
performances are in the Romantic tradition. 
particularly with regard to rhythmic leeway 
in sloe movements and to dynamics. both 
of which are of a Brahmsian rather than 
Baroque cast. \or should I omit mentioning 
a few misinterpreted ornaments. 

The playing is at its hest in the vigorous 
fast movements, and Thomas makes the most 
of the music's vitality here: however, he 

sometimes attacks his instrument with more 
ferocity than is good for its tone. and one 
is occam.ionally aware of disquieting sounds 
in the upper register during rapid passaze- 
work. 1 he keyboard part is cleanly played, 
and the performers obviously see eye -to -eye 

'nterptetisely and on points of ensemble. 
The instruments. recorded close-up. are too 
widely separated to sound natural in stereo. 
and the piano tone is rather wooden. I. K. 

® BARTOK: Contrasts; Sonata for 
Two Pianos and Percussion. Edith Farnadi 
(piano(; André Gertler (violin); Alfred 
Prinz (clarinet); Istvan Antal (piano): P. 

Schwarz and O. Schwartz (percussion). 
WrSTMINSTItR WST 17064 $5.95, XWN 
19064°' S4.98. 

Performance: Superior 
Recording: Fine 

Bartók's Coutr.r.rts, unless i miss the point. 
is certainly among this composer's weaker 
scores. Its continuity is curiously jerky and 
faltering, its rhythmic momentum seems 

somehow cooked up, and even its better mu- 
sical points seem to fall short of their stark. 
The piece was commissioned by Benny 
Goodman and Joseph Szigeti several years 
ago and these were my impressions then. 
Alfred Prinz and André Gertler, on this 
new Westminster recording. have set don 
an evasa more commendable performance, 
but the work still seems unconvincing. 

Anyone who knows Bartók's A9uric for 
StriuRs Percussion and Celerta will observe 
without assistance that the Sonata for Two 
Pi.,aor .std Percussion seems almost to he 

a study for the longer piece-even though 
it was composed a little after the Music. 

(Continued on page 118) 
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di'ou know..... 

that any records and tapes reviewed in this issue 
can be purchased through the HIFI/STEREO REVIEW 
Record Service? 

To order, simply fill out the coupon below. Orders 
can be accepted only for recordings reviewed in this 
issue, and must be received no later than the date 
indicated at the bottom of the coupon. 

HIFI/STEREO REVIEW RECORD SERVICE DEPT. SC 
ONE PARK AVE. NEW YORK 16, N.Y. 

Please send the following records and/or tapes reviewed in this issue. 

Q Check or Money Order for $ is enclosed. Q C.O.D. 

ALL RECORDINGS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED 
PAGE NO. 
OF REVIEW TITLE 

RECORD (TAPE) 
NUMBER (SEE 

REVIEW) 
MANUFACTURER PRICE 

(SEE REVIEW) 

(N.Y.C. residents add 4% sales tax) 

Total 

Name (please print) 
Address 
City Zone State 

Orders must be received no later than November 2. 1964 1064 

It is a strongly contoured work, as full of 
rich detail and credible continuity as Con- 
trasts is not. The performance. as in Con- 
trasts, is on the highest level, and Westmin- 
ster's sound is fine. II". F. 

BARTOK: improvisations, Etudes (see 
LISZT) 

® BEETHOVEN: Choral Fantasia hi C 
Minor, Op. 80. Sviatoslav Richter (piano); 

State Academic Chorus; USSR State Sym- 
phony Orchestra, Kurt Sanderling cond. D. 
SCARLATTI: Sonatas: C Major (L. 104); 
13 Minor (L. 449); G Major (L. 487); E 
Major (L. 23); A Major (L. 345). Emil 
Gilels (piano). MONITOR MC 2060 $4.98. 

Performance: Fine pianism 
Recording: Foggy Beethoven, crisp Scarlatti 

Both of these recordings have been around 
in various guises for nearly a decade-the 
Beethoven on Colosseum/Bruno, the Scar- 
latti (in a somewhat different order of per- 
formance) on Westminster (now deleted) 
and Colosseum. The ne\ Monitor mastering 
can do little to relieve the foggy. distant. 
and unreverherant sound of what can he 
regarded as a preliminary essay in procedures 
Beethoven later used in the finale of the 
Ninth Symphony. though one can appreciate 
the lyrical splendor of Richter's pianism. 

The Gilels Scarlatti taping was one of 
the better Soviet recordings of its day, but 
a hit metallic in the upper register of the 
piano. However, the crackling vitality and 
the tension of the performances come 
through splendidly in this Monitor reissue. 

D. II. 

OO ® BEETHOVEN: Fidelio (excerpts). 
Christa Ludwig (mezzo-soprano). Leonora; 
Jon Vickers (tenor). Florestan; Walter 
Berry (baritone), Don Pizarro; Gottlob 
Frick (bass), Rocco; Ingeborg Ilallstein (so- 
prano), Marcel lina; Gerhard I'nger (tenor), 
Jaquino. The Philharmonia Orchestra and 
Chorus, Otto Klemperer cond. ANGEL S 

36168 $5.98. 36168 S4.98. 

Performance: Masterful 
Recording: Fine 

Fidelio easily lends itself to "highlight" treat- 
ment, and this disc of excerpts from Angel 
is intelligently assembled. Although the gen- 
erous, fifty -five -minute -long recording omits 
Rocco's and Pizarro's arias from Act One. it 
includes several ensemble passages in which 
Klemperer's masterly leadership reaches its 
most impressive heights. Klemperer is the 
real star in this performance. but all the 
principals contribute their best efforts. Short 
of acquiring the complete set (which I 

strongly recommend), purchase of these 
highlights should be very satisfying. G. J. 

O ® BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas: No. 
12. in A -flat, Op. 26 ('-Funeral March"); 
No. 18, in E -flat, Op. 31, .\-o. 3. Wilhelm 
Backhaus (piano). LONDON CS 6366 $5.98, 
CM 9366"` $4.98. 

Performance: Virile 
Recording: Good 

Melting lyricism has never been Backhaus' 
long suit as an interpreter, but the octoge- 
narian artist has lost none of his rhythmic 
vitality and flair for the sharply etched, full- 
bodied phrase, and where these apply best 

(Continued on page 122) 
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"Quite the 

most rewarding 

Beethoven 

playing 

ever heard 

on record... 
-The Manchester Guardian 

KEMPFF BEETHOVEN j 

T - or '1 f2G 

Cornpl to 
Piano 

YOnataS 

ii 

The prodigious playing of the 32 sonata cycle of Beethoven by Wilhelm 
Kempff has received extraordinary international acclaim. Now Deutsche 
Grammophon has meticulously re -mastered and re -pressed these fabu- 

lous performances as only they can do. For the first time you can pur- 
chase the complete 10 record Beethoven Piano Sonata Cycle in a deluxe 

boxed edition with accompanying notes... at an unusually attractive price. 

BEETHOVEN: THE COMPLETE PIANO SONATAS, Wilhelm Kempff. 
10 Long Play records, with Notes. KL 42/51 (Mono only) 

fro ;i 
s 

SPECIALLY PRICED SEE YOUR 

LATEST RELEASES BY 

Kempff plays Brahms 

BRAHMS PIANO WORKS (Vol. 1): 2 
Rhapsodies, Op. 79; 2 Capriccios, Op. 
76; Intermezzo Op. 76, No. 4; 7 Fanta- 

DEALER FOR DETAILS 

WILHELM KEMPFF 

Kerrpff plays Beethoven 
Newly recorded for his 1964 American debut 

BEETHOVEN PIANO SONATAS: No. 
29 in B Flat, Op. 106, "Hammerklavier" 

4. t. 

411; 

t 
'1. sias, Op. 116. and No. 30 in E Major, Op. 109. 

AimLPM 18 902 Stereo SLPM 138 902 LPM 18 944 Stereo SLPM 138 944 
,.,. 
,., 
,.,. 
,., 

BRAHMS PIANO WORKS (Vol. 2): 3 
Intermezzi, Op. 117; 6 Piano Pieces, Op. 
118; 4 Piano Pieces, Op. 119. 
LPM 18 903 Stereo SLPM 138 903 

BEETHOVEN PIANO SONATAS: No. 
31 in A Flat, Op. 119 and No. 32 in C 

Minor, Op. 111. 

LPM 18 945 Stereo SLPM 138 945 

t s. 

s 

OCTOBER 1964 

4. 
4. 
4. 

DIRECT IMPORT-FACTORY SEALED [ ]QAA$_AA1AAAA11 
FREE! ON REQUEST: The new 1964 DGG/ARCHIVE illustrated catalog. 

Write MGM Records, Classical Div., 1540 B'way, N.Y.C., N.Y. 10336 
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EXACTLY ONE YEAR AGO... 

i 

e 

...with the incomparable DUAL 1009 Auto /Professional 
closed the gap between the automatic changer 

As long as cartridges 
are used for record 

reproduction, the 
DUAL 1009 will re- 
main well ahead of 
their tracking require- 
ments. That's the way 
it was conceived...the 
way it was designed, 
engineered and pro- 

duced. A year ago, this was a promise. Today, a fact acknowledged 
throughout the world of music reproduction. 

Every leading audio authority has cited the DUAL 1009's superb 
performance. "Will function as well as any good separate tone - 

arm," reported HiFi/Stereo Review. "Fully capable of operating 
at 0.5 gram, as rated," confirmed Electronics World. "In a class 
by itself," concluded The American Record Guide, listing it alone 
among chosen components in its 30th Anniversary issue. 

AND NOW... 
Dual 

quality 
in:the 

medium 
price field! 

Cartridge manufacturers have given the DUAL 1009 unqualified 
approval for their most sensitive "manual only" models. Even 

the most die-hard of purists soon succumbed. Repeated evidence 
of this hard-won acceptance is in our files of DUAL 1009 warranty 
cards, listing as "former equipment" the most highly respected 
and costly manual equipment. 

DUAL's relentless quality control begins with the manufacture of 
every component part, from the smallest spring to the complete 
motor ... each motor individually "tuned" to its own chassis! 
Every unit is tested for a full hour throughout its assembly .. . 

then every tenth unit is again put through a complete testing 
cycle. Finally, an acoustic performance test in a component system. 

All this is your assurance that the DUAL 1009 Auto/Professional 
Turntable you purchase tomorrow will be the equal in every 
respect to the original laboratory standard ... now the standard of 
the entire world for record playing instruments. At $99.50, the 
DUAL 1009 is most certainly your most outstanding value. 

... with the precision engineering and many 
advanced features of the DUAL 1009, includ- 
ing the renowned Continuous -Pole motor. This 
new type induction motor matches the highly 
touted hysteresis at its own game...distinctly 
outperforms it in rumble, wow, flutter- and 
power. Newly designed tonearm tracks at low 
forces required by high compliance cartridges. 
Tracking force is applied simply and precisely 
with a finger-tip knob. Low over-all mass, rigid 

the new DUAL 1010 and 1011 
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i . 
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Turntable. The definitive record playing instrument that 
and the manual transcription -quality turntable. 

-1.` 

FRICTIONLESS BEARINGS, LOW 

MASS FOR LIGHTWEIGHT TRACKING 

Tonearm flawlessly tracks r/" Ilse 
and fall of warped record ... even 

tracks eccentric motion of 7" record 
placed off center ... dramatically 
demonstrating virtually frictionless 
movement in both planes. Anti - 
skating compensation for 1 gram 
tracking is neatly engineered within 
tonearm system. 

N 

6% VARIABLE SPEED RANGE 

FOR ALL FOUR SPEEDS 

Assures perfect pitch with old clas- 
sics, some foreign discs, when 
making tapes, when playing solo in- 
struments to recorded accompani- 
ment. Speed accuracy is maintained 
within 0.1% even when line voltage 
varies beyond ±-10%. 

tubular construction, 8" erective length and 
tracking error below .75°/inch ... all contrib- 
uting to their exceptional tracking performance. 
Automatic and manual single play, automatic 
changer operation with Elevator -Action changer 
spindle, feather touch slide switches, acousti- 
cally damped soft spring footings and heavy 
one-piece platter are still more examples of the 
Dual mark of quality and value. DUAL 1010 
at $69.50, DUAL 1011 with intermix at $72.50. 

Automatic Turntables 

STYLUS FOPoCE APPLIED AT PIVOT, 

READS CONVENIENTLY FROM ABOVE 

You simply dial the direct reading 
scale continuously from 0 grams up. 
Multiple -coiled mainspring at pivot 
maintains true dynamic balance in 

all planes. 

- -. 
oe. 

_ s del 
ELEVATOR -ACTION CONGER SPINDLE 
... ANOTHER DUAL EXCLUSIVE 

Lifts weight of entire stack off bot- 
tom record before it descends to 
play. No hard pusher action against 
center hole. Less than 0.2 gram 

stylus force increase, less than 6° 
angle change from first to tenth 
record ... far less than variations 
among cartridges! 

DUAL 1009 
AUTO/PROFESSIONAL TURNTABLE 

CIRCLE NO. 70 CN READER SERI, ICE CARD 

All Dual Automatic Turntables share the 
same engineering underneath . clean, 
rugged and uncluttered. Total disengage- 
ment of all automatic functions during play 
result in performance hitherto unobtainable 
with automatic equipment. 

UNITED AUDIO I (yam I DUAL 

a a 

12 West 18 Street, New York, N. Y. 10011 
DILL'S THE FI NEST...TIIF RE(..ORD PROVE. IT SINCE I°On 

In Canada: DUAL OF CANADA, 24 Milford Ave., Toronto 15, Ontario 



to the A -flat and E -flat sonatas-which is 

to say in the Funeral March of the former 
and the finale of the latter-these recorded 
performances will stand up to the best avail- 
able. However, those who prefer these so- 

natas interpreted with more subtlety of 
dynamics and phrasing would do well to 
turn to Richter's RCA version of Op. 26 
and to the Philips disc of Op. 31, No. 3 

by the late Clara Haskil. Otherwise, this disc 
is good Backhaus and solid Beethoven play- 
ing. Furthermore, it must he noted that this 
is a more than usually felicitous pairing of 
sonatas. D. 11. 

OO OM BEETHOVEN: Violi,l Sona/as: No. 
2, in A Major, Op. 12, No. 1; No. 6. in A 
Major, Op. 30, No. 1; No. 8, in G Major, 
Op. 30, No. 3. Zino Francescatti (violin); 

Robert Casadesus (piano). Cot.untsln MS 
6572 $5.98, MI. 5972 $4.98. 

Performance: Elegant 
Recording: Good 

These lighter items from the Beethoven 
violin -sonata repertoire find the Francescatti- 
Casadesus team very much in their own ele- 
ment. for they bring to the music just the 
right blend of elegance and brilliance. Both 
musicians are in top form, and the recorded 
sound is first-rate. This disc marks the next - 
to -last installment in their traversal in stereo 
of all ten Beethoven violin sonatas. There is 

no doubt that, for the seeker after a com- 
plete set, a choice between this team and the 
formidable Oistrakh-Oborin collaboration on 
Philips is going to he hard to make. I would 
likely divide my allegiance between Frances - 

Telex phones put individual Channel Control where it belongs... 

AT 
YOUR 

FINGERTIPS 

s ff 

PIMtn, 

`'--. 
:iir-z . " 
(AND ONLY TELEX HAS IT) 

Convenience ... Precision chan- 
nel control for perfect stereo 
balance ... Freedom from the 
extra cost and encumbrance of 
a separate headphone control 
center. 

That's what you get in the new 
Telex ST -20 stereo -phones. Smoothly 
styled control knobs on each earpiece 
provide separate sound level control for 
each channel. Exclusive with Telex, this 
superb fingertip convenience means you 
always listen at the ideal sound level ... 
the ideal stereo balance. 

Insist on seeing ... and hearing ... the 
amazing new Telex ST -20 with INTEGRAL 

I 

J 
dfr 

CHANNEL CONTROL. You'll thrill 
to the kind of pace setting per- 
formance you would expect from 

+ .1 26 years of Telex acoustic engi- 

-y neering leadership. Faithful, 
flawless sound provides breath - 

1. taking stereo realism for the 
most exacting. 16-15,000 cps. 4-16 
ohms. Super soft cushions for the ultimate 
in noise abatement and comfort. $29.15 

A Product of Sound Research ' TELEX/Acoustic Products 

3054 Excelsior Blvd. Minneapoilsl6, Minn. 
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catti-Casadesus for the light and brilliant 
pieces and Oistrakh-Oborin for the dramatic 
scores, in particular Op. 30, No. 2. D. 11. 

® CHOPIN; Voctorues (complete). In- 
grid Haebler (piano). Vox VUX 2007 two 
12 -inch discs S6.95. 

Performance: Unmannered 
Recording: Good 

Früulein Haebler's traversal of the Chopin 
Nocturnes is truly complete, including not 
only the nineteen published with opus num- 
bers, but two youthful essays composed prior 
to the initial Opus 9 set but published post- 
humously-that in C Minor not until 1938. 
Just as Pierre Monteux chose to perform 
Berlioz in a classic, almost Gluck -like man- 
ner, so Ingrid Haebler avoids " Chopinesque" 
mannerisms in her playing of the Nocturnes. 
relying for communicative effect on a com- 
bination of fine singing tone and a beautifully 
proportioned phrasing that could serve 

Schubert's or Mozart's more introspective 
moods equally well. It might he that either 
Rubinstein or Novaés brings a more personal 
touch to the Nocturnes, but there is much 
to he said for Haebler's unaffectedly simple 
yet warm approach. The recorded sound is 

most satisfying, and the set as a whole is a 

first-rate value. 1). II. 

COATES: Loudon Suite (see VAUGHAN 
WILLIAMS) 

EFFINGER: Little Slntphonl No. 1 (see 

IMBRIE) 

OS ® GILBERT ANI) SULLIVAN: Trial 
by fury: Utopia Ltd. (excerpl>). Ann 
Hood (soprano), the Plaintiff; Thomas 
Round (tenor). the Defendant; Kenneth 
Sandford (baritone), Counsel; John Reed 

(baritone), the fudge; Donald Adams 

(bass), Usher; Anthony Raffell (baritone). 
Foreman. D'Oyly Carte Opera Chorus and 

Orchestra of the Royal Opera House Covent 

Garden. Isidore Godfrey cond. LONDON 

OSA 1155 $5.98, A 4155* $4.98. 

Performance: Well -seasoned 

Recording: Rich, with big spread 

By way of a welcome bonus. this most re- 

cent D'Oyly Carte release combines the 
delightfully compact Trial b) Jury with five 

excerpts from the seldom -heard Utopia Lid. 
This latter was a late (1893) and not par- 

ticularly successful venture for the inimitable 
team. Both Gilbert and Sullivan show more 
expertise than fresh inspiration in these ex- 
cerpts, but nonetheless, on the strength of 
them, I think the score ought to he rewarding 
enough for a full-length treatment. 

In Trial by Jury we have a performance 
that is typical of today's D'Oyly Carte 
standard-spirited orchestral playing and 
good choral work under the authoritative 
Godfrey. and solo singing that is, though 
fairly undistinguished, partially redeemed by 

clear and meaningful enunciation. In over- 
all merit, the competing set (Angel S35966) 
offers a better -sung and more polished per- 
formance-without Utopia Ltd.. of course. 
I.ondon's sound is spacious and resonant, 
and the stage illusion is most effectively con- 
veyed. G.J. 

GL ZOUNOV: Violin Concerto, in A 
Minor (see MOZART) 
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GRIEG: Piano Concerto, in A Minor (see 
SCHUMANN) 

© ® HANI)EL: DeIriugen Te De,,,,,. 
Ruth -Margret Pütz (soprano); Emmy Lisken 
(contralto); Theo Altmeyer (tenor); Franz 
Crass (bass); South German Madrigal 
Choir; South-West German Chamber Or- 
chestra, Wolfgang Giinnenwein cond. AN- 
GEL S 36194 $5.98. 36194* S4.98. 

Performance: Very spirited 
Recording: Very good 

After the rather disastrous performance of 
this grandiose Te Deum released a few 
months ago on the Nonesuch label, it is en- 
couraging to see another recording of the 
work so soon. The present version is a good 
enough job, though not without its own 
shortcomings: many stylistic niceties such as 
cadential trills are not observed, and the 
performance is in German, rather than the 
original English. Among the performers, the 
instrumental soloists (including the continuo 
harpsichordist) are splendid. the chorus does 
its work well. and the vocal soloists are 
satisfactory if not outstanding. For some in- 
explicable reason, the alto solo near the 
opening of the work has been reassigned to 
the tenor. 

Mainly, this is a spirited rendition that 
should appeal to many listeners, though it 
should not be considered the last word on 
the performance of this work. The recording 
features good separation for both orchestra 
and soloists. but the chorus lacks trans- 
parency in the massed sections. Texts and 
translations are included. 1. K. 

® ® HAYDN: Te De/1111, i,, C Major. 
MOZART: Masonic Funeral Music, in C 
Minor (K. 477); Adagio and Fugue, in C 
Alinor (K. 546). RIAS Chamber Choir and 
North German Radio Choir; Berlin Radio 
Symphony Orchestra, Ferenc Fricsay cond. 
MOZART: Alissa breris, in C Major (K. 
259. "Organ Solo Mass"). Regensburg 
Cathedral Choir and Soloists; Bavarian Radio 
Symphony Orchestra. Theohald Schrems 
cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMttOPHON SLPEM 
136398 S5.98, LPEM 19398 55.98. 

Performance: Fricsay supreme 
Recording: Good 

Composed about 1800. Haydn's Te Deem is 
music of fiery brilliance, and is unusually 
compact in format. It is a stunning master- 
piece, on a par with the finest of the com- 
poser's Masses from the same period. The 
electrifying performance under the late 
Ferenc Fricsay's baton makes for a thrilling 
listening experience. 

The somber Mozart scores stand in stark 
contrast to the Haydn. and to these poign- 
antly moving works Fricsay brings a good 
hit of Magyar passion. This may raise eye- 
brows among the more classically minded. 
but it is not inapropos to the expressive con- 
text of the music. Fine ensemble playing and 
outstanding choral singing, plus superbly 
full-bodied sound, make this side of the disc 
a wholly distinguished offering. 

Not as distinguished, either as music or 
performance, is Mozart's C Major Mass, 
composed as part of his obligatory services 
as Kapellmeis,er to the Prince -Archbishop of 
Salzburg. The designation "Organ Solo" 
stems from the tout,rfa,ne episode for that 
instrument in the Benedictus. The recorded 
performance under Theohald Schrems is 

Angel invites you to the opera 

And he made it all possible 

Venice, 1642. Claudio Monteverdi writes L'Incoronazione di Poppea - an opera that focuses attention on characterizations, rather than 
situations - and the first modern grand opera is born. 

Now, Angel brings you the premiere recording of the Glyndebourne 
performance of this masterpiece. Called "an operatic revelation" by 
Thomas Heinitz of the Saturday Review, this long-awaited album 
features a distinguished cast, the Glyndebourne Festival Chorus, and 
the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by John Pritchard. 

And Angel brings you 7 other new albums featuring music and 
performances that reflect Monteverdi's influence on modern opera. 
The Christmas Oratorio, by Heinrich Schütz, a student of Monte- 
verdi, and the man who introduced personal expression in vocal music 
to Germany. Performed by Edith Mathis, and the Windsbach Boys' 
Choir conducted by Hans Thamm. Operatic Arias and Songs, sung 
by Luisa Tetrazzini, the legendary star of "The Golden Age of Colora- 
turas." (A Great Recordings of the Century album, in mono only.) 
The Four Overtures for rrFidelio," from the one priceless gift 
given to opera by Ludwig van Beethoven. Performed by the Phil- 
harmonia Orchestra conducted by Otto Klemperer. Highlights from 
"Samson and Delilah," by Camille Saint -Satins, brought "sumptuous 
color and evocative dramatic power" (High Fidelity Magazine) to 
this biblical tale. Performed by Rita Gorr and Jon Vickers, with 
the Paris Opera Orchestra, conducted by Georges Prétre. Franco 
Corelli Sings Great Religious Songs and Arias. "The greatest 
tenor now ... in Italian opera" (New York Post) in stunning per- 
formances of 12 beloved songs. Maria Callas Sings Verdi Arias. 
The world's most famous soprano sings arias by the master of Italian 
opera. Verdi Requiem. "The finest ... realization of 
Verdi's blazing masterpiece." (Saturday Review) Elisa- 
beth Schwarzkopf, Christa Ludwig, Nicolai Gedda, and 
Nicolai Ghiaurov, with the Philharmonia Chorus and 
Orchestra, conducted by Carlo Maria Giulini. 

Angel 
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able enough, though hardly in a class a ith 
Fricsay's work. But the Haydn Te Deum is 

by itself worth the price of the disc. D. /1. 

HAYI)N: Violin Concerto in C Major (see 

MOZART) 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

© I'.IBRIE: Concerto for Violin and 
Orchestra. EFFINGER: Li/lit Syrnphon) 
No. I. Carroll Glenn (violin); Columbia 
Symphony Orchestra. Zoltan Rozsnyai cond. 
COLUDIBIA MS 6597 S5.98, ML 5997 54.98. 

Performance: Communicative 
Recording: Excellent 

Serious attention must be paid to this ex- 
traordinarily impressive new violin concerto 

by the young (forty-three) American com- 
poser Andrew Imbrie. Having myself lis- 
tened to it in this vivid new recorded 
performance-listened to it several times, at 

that-I can do nothing less than pronounce 
it the work of a major compositional talent, 
and a piece that. taken simply on its own 
merit, might well he regarded as one of the 
major contemporary manifestations of the 
genre. And yes, I am even thinking of such 
works as the violin concertos by Berg, Bar- 
tók, and Stravinsky-among others-when I 

say this. 
It's a big piece-a serious one and a diffi- 

cult one to perform and listen to. Its chro- 
matic syntax is knotty and burred-one 
thinks of Imbrie's teacher. Roger Sessions, 
as a point of comparison-and its formal di- 
mensions are ambitious and complex. 

BEFORE YOU BUY ANY RE READ IS R 

C 

VII00YV pQ5ITiE the 
Superiority ° SyS1E 

° vov SPEAKER_-__ 

LEAK SAND 

----- ----- In test after test 
Audio Experts find the. revolutionary principle of the LEAK 
"SANDWICH" an achievement unmatched! 

EXPERT #1 

High Fidelity 
Magazine 

EXPERT #2 
Audio 

Magazine 

EXPERT #3 
Hirsch -Houk 

Labs 

IL IE a. IK 

.. the Leak Sandwich can be enjoyed fairly close up as would be 

required, say, in a small room ... study or den. Yet, because of 

its spread quality, plus its ability to handle fairly huge amounts of 

amplifier power lthe sound simply gets louder and 'bigger') the 

same speaker would be no slouch in oversize rooms, possible even 

auditoriums . . . the sandwich assumes a happy kind of inde- 

pendence of just where it is placed in a room." 

.. the new Leak speaker system is an excellent sounding unit 
and should go extremely well in the modern American home with 
its scarcity of high frequency absorbing materials.... That is what 
this foam sandwich on aluminum is supposed to do; the effective 
improvement in stiffness over a paper cone of the same mass is 

estimated at 200 times . many of the dips and peaks that we 

normally experience in the midrange have been eliminated." 

.. In any position the middles and highs are reproduced with 
superior definition, as good as we have heard from the finest and 

most expensive systems. The sound of the speaker is tight, well 
controlled, and thoroughly musical. There is no trace of harshness, 

which is not surprising in view of the exceptional smoothness of 

its frequency response." 

ERCONA CORPORATION 

432 PARK AVE. SO. 

NEW YORK 16, N.Y. 

*U.S. PATENT # 3,111,187 

BE YOUR OWN 

"EXPERT" 
Hear the Leak "Sandwich" at your 
nearest Leak Authorized Specialist. 
Get the complete technical "story" 
from your specialist or write to us. 
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But the composer strikes this full -scaled 
gesture with utter credibility. One has no 
inclination whatever to moan at his pre- 
tentiousness. The craft is so carefully gauged 
and the attention to detail is so concentrated 
that the piece exudes a curious and paradoxi- 
cal modesty. And, perhaps most impressive 
of all, the influence of Sessions on Imbrie is 

relieved of what I have always felt to he 

Sessions' fatal flaw as a composer: a lack of 
either the feeling or aptitude for imagining a 

vividly musical sense of sheer sound. There 
is a lack of graciousness, a lack of sensuous 
satisfaction to Sessions' music. 

His pupil, on the other hand, is a skillful, 
even colorful orchestrator-though his ap- 
proach to orchestration is, I would surmise, 
noncoloristic-and he is a lyricist of power 
and expressivity. The slow movement of this 
new violin concerto is almost pure song- 
long-lined, sinuous, and, on first hearing, 
perhaps even elusive. And for all the con- 
certo's intellectual density and sense of struc- 
tural purpose. imbrie is a world away from 
the radical academicism that certain stylistic 
aspects of his music are related to. He is a 

poet, a man who communicates with the 
stinging urgency of a blister. He stands near 

the head of the class of the composers of 
his generation. 

Carroll Glenn's performance of the piece 
seems to be both purposeful and highly 
direct-a technical achievement that is not 

to be overlooked because of the lack of 
emphasis she has put on it. And Columbia's 
orchestra plays cleanly and well, although. 
lacking a score. I should perhaps state this as 

an impression rather than a fact. 
The sent' coyness of the title of the Effinger 

work tells us. accurately. that the piece is 

separated from Imbrie's by light-years. Still, 
the work sounds pleasant enough, and al- 

though I realize that calling it "harmless'' is 

a left-handed compliment of the worst sort, 
it is the word that. chose all others, comes 

to mind in describing it. 
The recorded sound is excellent, and the 

stereo treatment on the lmbrie piece seems to 

me unusually effective and helpful. If'. F. 

Os ® LISZ.T: Don Juan Fantasy: Années 

de pélerinage: Sonnello No. 104 del 
Petrarca: Ilnngarian Rhapsody \o. 10. 

BARTOK : Improvisations, Op. 20; 
Chutes, Op. IS. Charles Rosen (piano). 
EPIC BC 1278 55.98, LC 3878 54.98. 

Performance: Virtuosic and original 
Recording: Good 

One of the more curious phenomena to be 

observed in the milieu of today's twelve- 
tone, post-\Vehern avant-garde is the Liszt 
revival that seems to hold so many of the 
new composers. musicologists. and (as in the 
case of Charles Rosen) performers enthralled. 
And to make this Liszt mystique even more 
mystifying to the outsider, these same in 

tellectuals turn more than occasionally to 
that part of I-iszt's work that has always 
seemed to the rest of us to he the most un- 
endurable: namely, the transcriptions. 

One of the best of the new critics, if 
memory does not deceive me, wrote recently 
that a Liszt transcription of Wagner was in 
fact superior to its original, even as Charles 
Rosen on the jacket of his most recent record 
tells us that the Don Juan Fantasy is "more 
than the finest of all opera transcriptions: it 
is the summing up of the whole Romantic 

(Continued on page !26) 
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Can you recognize these three great stars? 

The first two are obvious to movie goers: Rod< Hudson 
and Doris Day starring in Universal's new comedy, 
"Send Me No Flowers." The third is ours and it's on 
the table. It's the Incomparable Concertone 800. This 
unique stereo tape recorder plays a vital role in this 
hilarious new movie. When the script called for a tape 
recorder, Universal Pictures wanted the finest, most 
modern machine available. That's why they selected 
the Concertone 800 to appear. It's as modern and 
sophisticated as the live stars of the movie. O The 

Concertone 800 is the only stereo tape recorder with 
double Reverse-o-maticl and six heads-allowing you 
to record and play continuously without reel turnover. 
The 800 (portable or tape deck) is priced realistically 
and provides an exclusive combination of features. It 
starts as low as $379.95. Send for a free Concertone 
800 brochure and the name of your nearest dealer. 
Write to Concertone, Box 3227, South El Monte, Calif. 

C O N C E R T O N ED D 
ROCK HUDSON and DORIS DAY star in "SEND ME NO FLOWERS" 
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Very Clever, 
this Japanese 

Tape Recorder. 
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Model 555. Stereo Record and Playback, 
Less Than $370.00 
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A genius, really, this OKI Tape Recorder, in creating sound 
of magnificent dimensions, from the whisper of a flute to a 
salvo from massed drums. 

The OKI is solid state, with 27 transistors. But absolutely no 
tubes. It operates either vertically or horizontally with the 
simplest individual push button controls. It weighs less than 
any other instrument of its kind. And yet the OKI costs less 
than any comparable stereo tape recorder in the world. Much, 
much less! 

OKI Tape Recorders, one of the world's most complete lines 
of distinctive recording equipment, start at less than $130.00. 

It's an SKI 
Visit us in Room 431 
at the NY Hi Fi Show 

OKI 
CHANCELLOR 

ELECTRONICS. INC. 

Ir 
GUARANTEED FOR ONE FULL YEAR 

Now! You can listen to the OKI at your dealer! Know what a 

thrill it is! Send for more information about OKI Tape Recorders. 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip # 

CHANCELLOR ELECTRONICS INC., 451 Chancellor Ave., Newark, N. J. 
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period's image of Don Giovanni." Could 
Rosen's tongue have been in his cheek? 
Could he perhaps have heard. even as he 
penned these phrases, the revolving whir of 
Chopin's and Brahms'-not to speak of 
Mozart's-bodies as they spun, an ocean 
away, in their graves? 

Musical evaluation apart, it would be a 

biased man indeed who could not see the 
value of Rosen's Liszt performances on this 
record. Virtuosity and breadth are adequately 
present-but they are tempered by a cool- 
ness of intellect and a sense of musical shape 
that make even the most meretricious bar 
seem better than-in an instantaneous after- 
thought-one knows it to be. 

The Bartók pieces chosen here are, in 
most performances. elusive. even arcane. 
But, again, Rosen imposes shape on the mu- 
sic and seems in his playing to have analyzed 
the music to the bone. The result is alto- 
gether impressive. 

The recording is quite suitable, although 
the sonics are not sensational. 1V, F. 

0 OO LOE\X'E: Ballades. Archibald Doug- 
las; TOM der Reimer: Heinrich der Vog- 
ler; Graf Eberslein; Prinz Eugeu: Herr 
Olaf: Erlkónig; Die umndelnde G/ocke; 
llochzeitslied; Der gerrene Eckart. Her- 
mann Prey (baritone); Günter \X cissenhorn 
(piano). Vox SLDL 5510 $4.98, LDL 510'' 
S4.98. 

Performance: Excellent 
Recording: Good 

Johann Carl Gottfried Loewe was a con- 
temporary of Franz Schubert, whom he out- 
lived by forty years. He composed prolifically 
and with a skill and imagination that made 
him a minor master. The epic hallad was his 
specialty, and the supernatural clement that 
plays such an important part in many Ger- 
man and Scottish Romantic poems inspired 
some of his most memorable settings. 

Some of Loewe's hest -known songs are 
included in this most welcome recital. Of 
particular interest is Erlkünig (which, de- 
spite the superiority of Schubert's version. 
deserves to he far better known), the haunt- 
ing Tony der Reimer. and the somber Herr 
O/uf. very similar to Erlkóurg in matter and 
mood. Some famous ballads-Archibald 
Douglas and Der geureue Eck.rrt-suffer 
from excessive length. although the musical 
treatments are invariably colorful. On the 
other hand. Grail Eherstein. with its grim 
beginning and sly ending, is a little gem. 
and /loch:ritslied gives delightful proof of 
Loewe's gift for the comic touch. 

Recent recordings by Hermann Prey have 

led us to expect a high standard of excellence. 
and again he fulfills the highest expecta- 
tions with singing of warm and virile 
lyricism, sensitive expression. and a true 
romantic fervor without which these songs 

cannot be convincing. Full texts and very in- 

formative notes by Philip L. Miller arc en- 

closed with the record. G. J. 

MOI.ISSORGSKY: Boris Godounov (see 
Best of Month, page lit) 
0 Q MOZART: Horn Concertos (com- 
plete). Ernst Mühlbacher (French horn); 
Orchestra of the Vienna Volksoper, Franz 
Bauer-Theussl cond. Vox STPL 512630 
S4.98, PL 12630'' S4.98. 

(Continued on page 128) 
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Once upon a time, Jason Golden - 
ears was wandering through the 

city in search of a miracle. To be 
precise, he was looking for a mod- 
erately priced speaker system free of 
distortion, coloration, peaking and 
boom. 

Ile was not having an easy time 
of it. If his super -sensitive append- 
ages could not hear the bowing of 

the bull -fiddles, if brass did not bite, 
if drum -beats were heard as a blurred 
roll instead of well -separated beats, 

he sneered. He was an acoustic 
malcontent. 

Because of his limited budget, he 

had been listening to dozens of "bar- 
gain -priced" off -brand systems. Now, 
sadder but wiser he vowed: "I will 
no longer shop for price. If neces- 

sary, I will sell the children into white 
slavery." 

In the very last store he entered 
he was met with a sound to delight 
the ears. "You're listening to- the 
University Classic Mark II," said the 
dealer. It was magnificent, thought 
Mr. Goldenears, and looked it, too, 
in its new Provincial cabinet. Though 
only $325, it exceeded his modest 
budget. Nevertheless, had he felt 
that his small living -room could ac- 
commodate two Classics, our story 
would be over. "The devil take mid- 
dle -income housing!" thought Mr. 
Goldenears. 

OCTOBER 1964 

AND THE 

THREE SPEAKER SYSTEMS 

The dealer, apprised of his prob- 
lem, said, "I have exactly what you're 
looking for. Listen!" And he began 

to demonstrate the new University 
Medallion Monitor. 

"Yes," mumbled Mr. Goldenears 
as he listened to it. "No distortion, 
no coloration or peaking. Instru- 
ments clearly defined. And feel that 
bass." 

"25 to 40,000 cps," said the dealer 
with a smug little smile. "It can fit 
on a shelf and," he paused dramat- 
ically, "it's only $129!" This one was 

just right! 
"I'll take two, if you please," said 

Mr. Goldenears, and it was done. 
Almost, that is. On the way out, he 

heard the new University Mini -Flex 

II. Only 15" x 9" x 6", but it sounded 
so big! And no distortion. Perfect 

} I 
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Renowned Classic Mark 11,14' 
15" three-way speaker sys- 
tem in its new Provincial 
cabinet. Fruitwood, $325. 
Modern (oiled walnut), 
$295.00. 

, , 

for the bedroom! Certainly, it was 

st.perior to larger and costlier sys- 

tems he had heard. But could he 

afford it? 

As if he had read his mind, the 
dealer said: "It's only $49.50. And 
it carries University's exclusive five- 
year warranty, just like the Classic 

and the Medallion Monitor." 
And so Mr. Goldenears bought 

two Medallions, one Mini -Flex, and 

lived with them happily ever after. 

For the complete story on all the 
"Coldenears-qualified" speaker sys- 

tems, send for the new University 
catalog and the 1964 Component 
Stereo Guide. Write: Desk D-10 
LTV University, 9500 West Reno, 
Oklahoma City, Okla. 

New Mini -Flex II, ultra - 
compact three-way speaker 
system. Oiled walnut, 
$49.50. 

CIRCLE NO. 65 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

New Medallion Monitor, 
12" three-way professional 
monitor bookshelf speaker 
system. Oiled walnut, 
$129.00. 

LTV 
UNIVERSITY 
A DIVISION OF LING. TEMCO-VOUGHT. INC. 

9500 West Reno, Oklahoma City,Okla. 
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When you see the 
NEW SUPEREX PROFESSIONAL STEREOPHONES, 

take a second look ... 
Notice the kind of person who enjoys them. 

Then experience them for yourself. 
The stereophones you see here 

are unique in their class. 
Discover the increased listening pleasure. 
NEVER was sound so PURE, never was 

listening so PRIVATE and UNINTERRUPTED. 
NEVER was stereo so DYNAMIC. 

ONLY then will YOU know what makes 
SUPEREX STEREOPHONES AMERICA'S FINEST! 

$50.00 

Superes has the only stereophones with a 

separate woofer and tweeter for each ear 
for the full range of sound: 20.20,000 cps. 

Individual frequency response curve for each pair of headphones available. 

Send for NEW 16 page Headphone Catalog. 

SUPEREX ELECTRONICS CORP. 11 Radford Pl. Yonkers, N.Y. 

NG? 
IF YOU'RE A REGULAR SUBSCRIBER TO THIS 

MAGAZINE, BE SURE TO LET US KNOW YOUR 

NEW ADDRESS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. 

Httntm phvn 
geseUschaft 
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NOW DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 
SUPERB STEREO 
COSTS NO MORE THAN MONO!' 
You now save one dollar on the purchase of each 
famous, imported DGG stereo record. Mono and 
Stereo are the same price. This is Richard 
Strauss' year and you won't want to miss this 
sensational "on stage" recording of ARABELLA, 
complete on 3 records. LPM 18 883/5 ... Stereo 
SLPM 138 883/5. With Lisa Della Casa, Anna- 
liese Rothenberger, Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau and 
others. Bavarian State Opera Chorus & Orchestra, 
Joseph Keilberth, cond. 

'with participating dealers 

i~ MGM RECORDS, Classical Div.,1540 Sway, N.Y.C., N.Y. 10036 

Performance: Prosaic 

Recording: Good 

Ernst Mühlhacher. currently first horn player 
of the Vienna Symphony, negotiates the 
technical difficulties of Mozart's four con- 
certos with evident ease, and his tone, as 

might be expected, is properly mellifluous. 
Altogether. however, his performances are 

prosaic, monochromatic, lacking in dynamic 
subtleties, and in general not very gracious. 
The accompaniments are efficient and the 
wide -spread stereo recording is very good. 
but far more Mozartian elegance and sparkle 
may he heard in other recordings. notably 
those of Dennis Brain, Alan Civil. and Al- 
bert Linder. I. K. 

SIO/ART: Masonic Funeral Music, Alissa 
breris, in C Major (see HAYDN) 

OO ® MOZART: Sinfouia Co,,cerlanle 
(K. 364). HAYDN: Violin Concerto in 
C Major. Yehudi Menuhin (violin), Ru- 

dolf Uarshai (viola); Bath Festival Or- 
chestra. Yehudi Menuhin cond. ANGEL 
S36190 S5.98, 36190 S4.98. 

® MOZART: Sinfonia Cancel -tattle 
(K. 364). GLAZOUNOV: Violin Con- 
rerlo. in A Minor, Op. 82. Jascha Heifetz 
(violin); William Primrose (viola); or- 
chestras. Izler Solomon and Walter Ilendl 
cond. RCA Vicros I.SC 2734 $5.98, LM 
2734` S4.98. 

Performance: Both tops 

Recording: Richer sound on Angel 

Though their simultaneous appearance sug- 
gests a parallel review, these two recordings 
are not necessarily competitive. Mozart's re- 

markable and often -recorded K. 364, the 

prime attraction of the Angel disc, is more 
in the nature of a bountiful bonus on RCA 
Victor's. complementing Jascha Heifetz's 
new version of the Glazounov Concerto. 
(The Heifetz-Primrose collaboration here, 
incidentally. is not a nes'. recording but a 

reissue of LM 2149.) 
In their different ways, both Mozart per- 

formances are admirable. Menuhin and 

Barshai dig into the music with penetrating 
strength and romantic affection. Though 
well -matched and always precisely co- 

ordinated, these artists stress communicative 
warmth and vitality over the technical as- 

pects of ensemble playing. Heifetz and 

Primrose favor faster tempos (their reading 
is five minutes faster, and contained on one 

side of the disc), in a somewhat more aloof 
but by no means unfeeling or cool inter- 
pretation. Though admittedly I am partial 
to the warmer Menuhin view. I stand in awe 
of the Heifetz-Primrose accomplishment- 
their collaboration in the Presto is the last 
word in sympathetic exactitude. RCA Vic- 
tor's sound (1957) is entirely satisfying. 
but Angel's is richer, more resonant, and 
more impressively spread. On the other hand. 
the clarity of Angel's recording reveals the 
blurring of some orchestral textures caused. 
undoubtedly. by the absence of a "full-time" 
conductor. 

Menuhin plays the pleasant but insub- 
stantial Haydn concerto with a vigor and 
warmth that compensate for a certain lack 
of elegance. By contrast, the gaudy Glaz- 
ounov concerto receives a sauve and brilliant 
performance at the hands of Heifetz. the 
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man who first recorded it-some thirty years 
ago. Here again, we are treated to tempos 
that seem natural only to Heifetz; and only 
Heifetz can convince us that they are logical 
as well. Surely no other violinist could ne- 
gotiate the double -stopped passages in the 
final Allegro at such lightning speed. This 
is a dazzling interpretation. to he sure. but 
not really superior musically to Islilstein's 
accomplishment (Capitol 8382). The or- 
chestral support for Heifetz is very good, 
the sound alive and sharp, hut with an oc- 
casional touch of raucousness. G. J. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 
O MOZART: Symphony No. 36. in C 

Major (K. 425. '"Linz'): Serenade. iu G 
Major (k. 525, -Eire kleiue .\'achhuu- 
sik"): March. in C Major (K. 408. \'o. 1). 
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Ism an 
Kertesz cond. LONDON CS 6383 S5.98. CM 
9383' S4.98. 

Performance: Lively and precise 
Recording: Splendid 

The Mozart -Linz- Symphony can he inter- 
preted in a manner to emphasize elements 
that suggest Beethoven or late Haydn. or it 
can he treated as sheer Mozarrtian virtuosity. 
Either approach has substantial merits in the 
hands of a genuinely gifted conductor. 
Kertesz is most assuredly gifted, and he 
chooses the latter course of brilliance most 
effectively in this recording. His reading of 
the familiar and lovable "glue kleiue \achi- 
wurik'' is wonderfully just in pacing and 
superbly precise in execution and transpar- 
ency of texture. This is especially so in the 
final pages, where the string -bass writing so 
often emerges as muddle. Here, with Lon- 
don's superb recording and Kertesz' unerring 
sense of tonal balance. everything is crystal 
clear, and vital into the bargain. The festive 
March in C Major is a perfect gem of its 
kind. and makes a lovely bonus for a singu- 
larly satisfying disc. D. II. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

© ® PUCCINI: La Bohénie. Nicolai 
Gedda (tenor), Rodolfo: Mirella Freni 
(soprano), Mimi; Mario Sereni (baritone). 
Marcello: Mariella Adani (soprano), Mu- 
setta: Mario Basiola Jr. (baritone). Schau- 
nard: Ferruccio Mazzoli (bass). Colline; 
Paolo Montarsolo (bass). Alcindoro: Carlo 
Badioli (bass). Benoit: Vittorio Pandano 
(tenor). Parpignol. Chorus and Orchestra of 
the Rome Opera House. Thomas Schippers 
cond. ANGEL S 3643 two I2 -inch discs 
SI1.96, 3643' S9.96. 

Performance: Excellent singing 
Recording: Good to average 

Since two of the three previous stereo ver- 
sions of la Bohénie leave much to he desired 
-and since " prestereo' means "prehistoric" 
in terms of aural experience for many lis- 
teners-the appearance of a new set arouses 
more interest than a casual peruser of the 
Schwann catalog might at first think- It is a 

pleasure to report that Angel has now given 
us a performance enriched by attractions 
that far outweigh the few reservations I 

have. 
Highest on the list of credits is the ideally 

cast, infinitely touching Mimi of Mirella 
Freni, a young Italian artist who. within the 
last two seasons, has become one of the most 

sought-after lyric sopranos of Europe. It will 
require other and more varied roles to dis- 
play Miss Freni as a spectacular soctlist, but 
her interpretation of Mimi is so right in its 
details. so finely thought out- and so sensi- 
tively localized, in a deceptively artless sort 
of way. that it admits of no criticism what- 
ever. I look forward to hearing her in roles 
that will display the wider dimensions of her 
art; as the relatively uncomplicated Mimi 
she is just about perfect. 

Matching Freni's intelligent and sympa- 
thetic portrayal, Gedda is in excellent form. 
He may not be the most exciting or emotional 
of Rodolfos. but he is eminently appropriate 
in style and exemplary in musicianship. 
Similar praise befits the exceptionally fine 
Marcell°. Musetta. Colline, and Benoit. 
Young Mario Basiola is a shade heavy for 

the mercurial Schaunard, but still the worthy 
son of an eminent baritone father. 

The cast. then, is excellent. Technically. 
the recording is satisfactory, geared to a high 
listening level and, at times, very closely 
miked. Except for a rather static first act. the 
action is vividly staged for stereo. And this 
leaves only one area open to some criticism: 
the stork of conductor Thomas Schippers. 

There is no denying Schippers' thorough 
knowledge of the score. nor his ability to 
carry out his ideas with firmness and preci- 
sion. But these ideas do not suggest an affec- 
tionate reading: lyric flow and tenderness 
often fall victims to misapplied vigor. The 
tender scene between Rodolfo and Mimi. 
following their first meeting, need not be so 
matter-of-fact when such singers as Gedda 
and Freni are at the conductor's disposal. 

for the critical recordist... 
ANOTHER "FIRST" FROM UNIVERSITY 

l THE 8000 t 
E 

u 
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It's shock -mounted! it's a dynamic! 
It's a cardioid! And it's only $29.95 

(It's also guaranteed for 5 years!) 
Today ... from the Iaborateries of University ... an advanced technology 
has produced a great new microphone for the critical home recordist. It 
represents a clean and dramatic break with tradition-with outmoded 
notions. Considering its moderate price, you would expect it to be an ordi- 
nary crystal, carbon-or at the most, dynamic omni-directional. It isn't. The 
8000 is a cardioid dynamic typical of the finest professional recording 
microphones. With its superb directional characteristics, it virtually elimi- 
nates background noise. You can work close or far-you will achieve a 
degree of clarity and definition you never thought possible before. Re- 
sponse: 70-13,000 cps. Sensitivity: -156 db (EIA). Output Level: -59 db/ 
1mw/10 dynes/cm? Includes 15 ft. cable with choice of high or low im- 
pedance at the Cannon plug and receptacle! Includes desk stand adaptor. 

Model 8000: $29.95-Model 8100 with on/off switch: $31.50. 
For complete specifications, write Desk D -10A, LTV/University, 
9500 West Reno, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 

LTV 
UNIVERSITY 
A DIVISION OF LING-TEMCO-VOUGHT, INC. 
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HAVE YOU HEARD WHAT THE 

EXPERTS SAY ABOUT KOSS STEREOPHONES? 

"It was only yesterday 
that I purchased my set of 
Pro 4 Stereophones. 

A whole new world of 
musical entertainment 
has been opened up for me. 
Listening to the harmony, 
instrumentation, shading 
etc. of my recordings is the 
most exciting thing that 
has happened to me for 
a long time. 

Thank you so much 
for a perfect job of 
engineering." 
J. S. Gardner 
Troy, New York 

/"I'm so enthusiastic about 
the Koss Stereophones 
I recently purchased 
that I felt I had to let you 
know how much pleasure 
I am receiving from them. 

Since I live in a thin - 
walled apartment house, 
with early -to -bed neighbors, 
I just wasn't able to play 
my rig as often as I would 
have liked-the funeral 
march from the Eroica 
booming away at 1:00 a.m. 
is not exactly a lullabye. 
Now, at last I am finally 
getting full enjoyment from 
my hi-fi-in fact, I have just 
ordered a second set of 
Stereophones for guests. 

Joan Shumway 
New York, New York 

ti 

t 

(I -received a set of 
Koss Stereo headphones for 
Christmas and immediately 
realized they are the answer 
to a dream I've had for 
over 30 years. They 
fulfilled a need that has 
been gnawing at me since 
I first played my grand- 
mother's Victrola and sat 
with my head inside 
the horn. 

They so delighted my wife 
(who doesn't particularly 
care for music) that I had 
to buy her a pair or go 
without mine. A musician 
friend of mine bought 
two pair as soon as 
he heard mine. 

Thanks again for 
developing Koss 
Stereophones they're great 
and my landlord is pretty 
glad I have them too." 
Fred J. Dehler 
Brooklyn, New York 

KOSS PRO -4 STEREOPHONES $45.00 

also manufacturers of famous Rek-O-Kut turntables 

KOSS REK-O-KUT 
2227 NORTH 31st STREET 
MILWAUKEE 8, WISCONSIN 
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nor should the opening duet in Act Four be 
guided with such a get -on -with -it briskness. 
Poor Gedda is even prevented from breathing 
at a crucial point, just before "Aspetti 
signorina" in his first -act aria! Fortunately, 
the propulsive energy and overriding preci- 
sion of Schippers' reading are not without 
positive results. But it is the uniformly high 
standard of singing that makes this one of 
the best La Bohémes in the catalog, second 
only to London OSA 1208 among the stereo 
versions. G. J. 

OO OO PUCCINI: Tosca. Zinka Milanov 
(soprano), Floria Tosca; Jussi Bjoerling 
(tenor), Mario Cavaradossi; Leonard War- 
ren (baritone), Baron Scarpia; Leonardo 
Monreale (bass), Angelotti; Fernando 
Corena (bass), Sacristan; Mario Carlin 
(tenor), Spoletta; Nestore Catalani (bass). 
Sciarronc; others; Rome Opera House Or- 
chestra and Chorus. Erich Leinsdorf cond. 
RCA VICTOR V ICS/V IC 6000 two 12 -inch 
discs $6.00, VIC 6000 55.00. 

Performance: Competent but unexciting 
Recording: Clear and spacious 

The demotion of this once highly touted set 

to low -price status need not cause much 
regret. Despite its stellar protagonists, this 
was not really a first-rate Tosc.I. Flashes of 
one-time grandeur still illuminate Milanov's 
portrayal, but her voice is seldom under full 
control and her dramatic projection is un- 
even. Warren-for whom Scarpia was still 
a new role when he recorded it in 1957- 
is his sturdy, commanding self, but time 
would have ripened and enriched his char- 
acterization. And this leaves Jussi Bjoerling. 
the most artistic and vocally the most satis- 
fying among the available recorded Cavara- 
dossis, the only plausible reason-apart from 
the attractive price-one might have for 
acquiring this album. G. J. 

® O RAVEL: Daphnis et Chloe Suite No. 
2: Pavane pour fine infante défu,Ne: Al- 
borado del Gracioso: Rapsodie espagnole. 
Concertgebouw Orchestra, Bernard Haitink 
cond. PHILIPS 900015 $5.98, 500015 $4.98. 

Performance: Able 
Recording: Fine 

These are smooth- detailed, and surprisingly 
lean -line performances of Ravel that sound. 
in spite of their source, more French of 
manner than performances by many of to- 
day's more celebrated Frenchmen. The sec- 

ond Daphnis el Chloe Suite is. to be sure, 
smaller and more delicately scaled than the 
big, opulent, plushy performances of the 
piece that we get in this country. But it is 

a pleasure to hear a fresh approach to the 
work - particularly this elegant one of 
Haitink's - and the carefully planned 
rhythmic incisiveness and clean detail of 
Ravel's Franco -Spanish pieces are, in their 
way, just as refreshing. 

The recorded sound is lucid and appro- 
priate, quite suitable to the rather delicate 
performing style of the musicians involved. 

II". F. 

SCARLATTI: Sonatas, Emil Gilels (see 
BEETHOVEN) 

O SCHUBERT: Die Schürre Alüllerin- 
Song Cycle (D. 795). I.otte Lehmann 
(soprano); Paul Ulanowsky and Erno 
Balogh (piano). Cot.l'ntntn 5996 $4.98. 

HIFI/SIERF.O REVIEW 



Performance: Unique 
Recording: Small -studio circa 1942 

Schubert's poignant Miller Maid cycle de- 

mands a male singer, preferably a tenor. and 
in the LP era, the interpretations of Aksel 
Schietz and Peter Pears have set the standard. 

Lotte Lehmann was one of the great lieder 
interpreters of the 1930's. as well as a mem- 
orable operatic artist. Since her retirement. 
she has achieved just renown as a teacher. 
Students of lieder will find Mme. Lehmann's 
1942 recording of Die Schóne AI/Merin of 
special interest for the way she stresses ut- 
most communication of the words. But they 
will he less happy about her then -current 
socal estate. which was somewhat past its 

prime. 'I his is most es ident when one hears 

I'ngeduld. recorded originally for RCA 
Victor in 1936 with Erna Balogh at the 

piano, for Lehmann's voice was much more 
iresh and brilliant then. There are some 
beautiful things in this periormance. most 
notably Lehmann's singing of P.uue. bur I 

cannot disown the stubborn feeling that the 
disc is of nwre value as a documentary than 
it is for musical interest. especially when set 

beside those of Schiotz and Pears. 

Columbia's transfer from -8-rpm masters 
has been remarkably well done-the original 
recording was not very good, being of the 

dead -studio- closed -mitred type that unfortu- 
nately relegates Paul I'lanosssky's tine pian- 

ism decidedly to a background status. D. II. 

0 OO SCIIt;BERT: Symphonies: \-o, 4. 

in C Minor ("-Tragic'`): No. 5. in B -fiat. 
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Karl Alün- 
chinger cond. LONDON CS 63-8 S5.98. CAI 

9378 S4.98. 

Performance: Brisk 

Recording: Good enough 

Alünchinger deals with these youthful Schu- 
bert symphonies in terms of the modest 
orchestral sonorities that the composer had 

.,t his disposal at the time of their writing. 
lie also tends toward brisk. no-nonsense 
tempos and phrasing, thus- in my opinion. 
depriving the music of necessary contrast in 
color and dynamics. There is an element of 
high drama in the C IsIinor Symphony which 
is beautifully realized by Lorin \laazel in 
his Deutsche Grammophon recording. and 
despite a bit of fussiness. I still enjoy lis ing 
with Beecham's reading of the caretree. 
chamber -like 13 -flat Symphony. The London 
sound reflects faithfully the solid honesty 
of Münchinger's readings. D. II. 

0 (3 SCIIL\IANN: Piano Concerto. in 
A Alinor, Op. 5-i. GRIEG: Piano Concerto. 
in A Minor. Op. 16. Géra Anda (piano): 
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra. Rafael Kuhe- 
lik cond. DatUTSCHr GRAM nlOPI-toN SLPM 
138888 S5.98. LPM 13888'' 55.98. 

Performance: Good Schumann, overrefined 
Grieg 

Recording: Good 

To have two first-rate recorded pertormanses 
of the heretofore interpretively elusive 
Schumann Piano Concerto come to hand 
within a sixty-day period is indeed some- 
thing to he grateful for! Anda and Kuhelik 
stress fluidity of phrasing and effortless mo- 
mentum, as opposed to the virile and ro- 
mantic dash of the Tanis-Skrowaczewski 
reading issued recently by Mercury. But 
the two interpretations are equally salid and 

HAVE YOU HEARD WHAT 

THE EXPERTS SAY ABOUT REK-O-KUT? 
"Wow and flutter were "In stereo operation all 

turntables produce some 
audible rumble at high 
levels. Not the R-34 
however. I found 
turntable rumble at 
normal music -listening 
levels so low that it was 
an effort to distinguish 
table rumble from that 
on the disc itself. This 
was an unprecedented 
experience for me ... 
the finest rumble figures 
I have measured in 
any turntable." 
AMERICAN RECORD 
GUIDE (Sound Ideas) 
April, 1964 

0.07 and 0.03 percent 
at 33 rpm and 0.06 and 
0.025 percent at 45 
rpm bettering the rated 
0.08 percent. The speeds 
were exact and were 
unaffected by line 
voltage variations from 
70 to 135 volts... 
motor torque was 
sufficient to bring 
the turntable to full 
speed in about one 
second...the Rek-O-Kut 
R-34 was very easy to 
set up and use." 

HI Fl STEREO REVIEW 
(Julian D. Hirsch) 
May, 1964 

1.1 

"Excellent performance 
Measurements made at 
United States Testing 
Co., Inc. further indicate 
very high levels of 
performance. Speed 
error was insignificant ... 
Wow and flutter were 
of no consequence... 
The tone arm had no 
significant resonance 
above 10 cps, which 
is excellent ... The R-34 
in sum is a fine 
example of conscientious 
craftsmanship." 
HIGH FIDELITY 
(U. S. Testing Labs) 
May, 1964 

Complete reviews sent 
on request. 

REK-O-KUT R-34 (WITH ARM AND BASE) $89.95 

also manufacturers of famous Koss Stereophones 

KOSS REK-O-KUT 
2227 NORTH 31st STREET 
MILWAUKEE 3, WISCONSIN 
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convincing. And:a's version enjoys the added 
advantage of being complete on one side. 
without the annoying and unnecessary break 
imposed by Mercury between the slow move- 
ment and finale. and the recorded sound is 

both richer and better balanced in orchestral 
sonority. This is for me the Schumann Piano 
Concerto recording to have for the present- 
and perhaps for a long time to come. 

If Anda and Kuhelik had done as well 
by the Grieg Concerto, this disc would be 

magnificent, but unhappily, the refinements 
of phrasing. dynamics. and attacks that are 
apt for Schumann do not necessarily befit 
Grieg's more rugged muse, despite the ob- 
vious surface similarities between the two 
scores. A single hearing of the Solomon 
reading on Capitol (which is coupled too 
with the Schumann) or Rubinstein's on RCA 

should he sufficient to illustrate the point. 
DGG's sound is excellent throughout both 
sides of the disc. D. II. 

OO OO RICHARD STRAUSS: Arabella. 
Karl Christian Kohn (bass), Graf Waldner; 
Ira Malaniuk (mezzo-soprano). Adelaide; 
Lisa della Casa (soprano). Ar.thella: Anne- 
liese Rothenberger (soprano). Zdenka; 
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (baritone), Man- 
dryka; Georg P.askuda (tenor). Matted: 
Fritz Uhl (tenor). Elemer: Carl Hoppe 
(tenor), Dominik; Horst Günter (baritone), 
Inmoral; Eva Maria Rogner (soprano), 
Fiakermilli: Bavarian State Opera Chorus 
and Orchestra, Joseph Keilherth cond. DEUT- 
SCHE GRAMMOI'HON SI.PM 138883/4/5 
three I2 -inch discs S17.98, LPM 18883/4/5 
S17.98. 

C-11 
C FOR THE FIRST TIME IN RECORD HISTORY 

`;\"1 NOW ONE PRICE- 
1 FOR MONO AND STEREO! 5198 

(0) EVERYMAN CLASSICS 
and ,a11 Vanguard Demonstration Discs 

Distinguished recordings meeting .the highest standards of engineering excellence: 
Wide-ranging repertory of masterpieces from the Baroque to the 20th century. 

"Everyman Classics... stereo recordings that are low-priced and superb." Cleveland Plain Dealer 
Three of the first five Everyman Classics releases were cited as the best available -recordings of these 
works at any price, by Martin Bookspan in HiFi/Stereo, June, 1964. 
"Looking for bargains, Vanguard's Demonstration Disc series has it all over everything else in the 
book. The engineering is the highest of high fidelity...The performances and the sound make them 
worth even the most jaded listener's attention." San Francisco Chronicle 

EVERYMAN CLASSICS 
New Releases 

SIBELIUS: Symphony No. 5 & Pohjola's Daughter 
Barbirolli cond.) SRV-137 & SRV-137 SD 
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto No. 5, "Emperor" 
(Mindru Katz, piano; Barbirolli. cond.) 

SRV-128 & SRV-128 SD 
TCHAIKOWSKY: Symphony No. 5 & Marche Slave 
(Barbirolli cond.) SRV-t39 & SRV-139 SD 
MOZART: Piano Concertos No. 20 in D minor, K. 466 
& No. 24 in C minor, K. 491 (Denis Matthews, piano: 
Swarowsky, cond.) SRV-142 & SRV-142 SD 
VIVALDI: L'Estro Armonico, Op. 3-Complete (To- 
masow & Boskowsky, violins; Rossi, cond.) 3 discs 
boxed. SRV-143/5 & SRV-143/5 SD 

Recent Releases 
HAYDN: Symphonies Nos. 99 in E fiat & No. 102 in 
B fiat (Wbldikc cond.) SRV-129 & SRV-129 SD 
HAYDN: The Creation (WSldike cond.) 2 discs 

SRV-130/1 
SIBELIUS: Symphony No. I (Barbirolli cond.) 

SRV-132 & SRV-132 SD 
DVORAK: Symphony No. 4 & Scherzo Capriccioso 
(Barbirolli cond.) SRV-133 & SRV-133 SD 
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: London Symphony (Barbi- 
rolli cond.) SRV-134 & SRV-l34 SD 
TCHAIKOWSKY: Symphony No. 4 (Barbirolli cond.) 

SRV-135 & "SRV-135 SD 
BRAHMS: Double Concerto & Academic Festival Over- 
ture (Campoli, violin; Navarra, cello: Barbirolli, cond.) 

SRV-136 & SRV-136 SD 

Forthcoming soon 
BACH: Cantata No. 4. "Christ lag in Todesbanden" & 
No. 140, "Wachet auf" (Prohaska cond.) SRV-152 
HAYDN: Mass In Time of War (WSldike cond.) 

SRV-153 & SRV-153 SD 
BACH Easter Oratorio (Prohaska cond.) SRV-156 
A BOUQUET OF TARTINI ' ND NARDINI CON- 
CERTOS (Tomasow, violin) SRV-154 & SRV-154 SD 
PURCELL: Four Suites-Abdelazer, The Gordian Knot 
Untied, The Married Beau, The Virtuous Wife (Mahler 
cond.) SRV-155 & SRV-i55 SD 
VIVALDI: Four Violin Concertos from "La Cetra" 
(Makanowitzky, violin; Golschmann, cond.) 

SRV-159 & SRV-159 SD 
MADRIGALS OF MORLEY AND WILBYE (Dealer 
Consort) SRV-t57 & SRV-157 SD 
ALBUM OF BELOVED SONGS (Oehler Consort) 
Stereo SRV-l41 & SRV-141 SD 

EVERYMAN CLASSICS A Division of Vanguard Recording Society, 
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Vanguard 
Demonstration Discs 

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Scheher- 
azade (Rossi cond.) 

SRV-103 & SRV-103 SD 
LISZT: Hungarian Rhapsodies 
Nos. 1-4 (Fistoulari cond.) 

SRV-108 & SRV-108 SD 
LISZT: Hungarian Rhapsodies 
Nos. 5. 6 & ENESCO: Rumanian 
Rhapsodies Nos. 1, 2 (Fistoulari 
& Golschmann cond.) 

SRV-119 & SRV-I 19 SD 
HAYDN: Symphony No: 100. 
"Military" & No. 101, "Clock" 
(Wdldike cond.) 

SRV-109 & SRV-109 SD 
-IAYDN: Symphony No. 103, 
"Drum Roll" & No. 104, "Lon- 
don" (Wiildike cond.) 

SRV-126 & SRV-126 SD 
KHACHATURIAN: Gayne Suite 
& KABALEVSKY: The Comedi- 
ans (Golschmann cond.) 

SRV-113 & SRV-113 SD 
MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an 
Exhibition (Ravel orchestration) 
and A Night On Bald Mountain 
(Golschmann cond.) 

SRV-117 & SRV-117 SD 
BERLIOZ: Symphonic Fantas- 
tique, Golschmann cond.) 

SRV-I20 & SRV-120 SD 
MENDELSSOHN: Italian Sym- 
phony & Midsummer Nights 
Dream Music (Golschmann cond.) 

SRV-122 & SRV-122 SD 
DVORAK: Slavonic. Dances Op, 
46 & 72 (Rossi cond.) 

SRV-121 & SRV-12I SD 
TCHAIKOWSKY: Nutcracker 
Ballet - Complete (Abravanel 
cond.) 2 discs. 

SRV-123/4 & SRV-123/4 SD 
THE SOUNJ3 OF FOLK MUSIC 

SRV-125 
BEETHOVEN Symphony No. 3, 
"Eroica" (Boult cond.) 

SRV-127 & SRV-127 SD 
BACH: Great Choruses and Ar- 
ias from the "St. Matthew Pas- 
sion" (Wbldike cond.) 

SRV-128 & SRV-128 SD 

Inc.. New York 

Performance: First-rate 
Recording: Stage realism 

Munich is the Bayreuth of Richard Strauss- 
it honors him lavishly and with a proud 
sense of ownership year :titer year. The cast 
of this Ar.rhedl.t. in a stage performance 
captured during the 1963 operatic season, 
typifies the festive excellence that is Strauss' 
due in his natise city. As for the recording 
itself, it will considerably ads ance the cause 
of perpetuating live performances. It has 
been accomplished with great skill, and the 
sense of an actual performance is vividly 
preserved. The stereo serves as a faithful 
mirror of staging elasticity, and the audible 
marks of the performance-background mur- 
murs. rushing feet. clinking and breaking of 
glasses-are presented in a realistic perspec- 
tive seldom equaled by studio simulation. 

With so much going for this project. I 

suppose it borders on ingratitude to point out 
that the end result falls short of an earlier 
studio recording (London OSA 1404). For- 
tunately. the two sets share the same Arahella 
-I.isa della Casa-whose portrayal is again 
distinguished by elegance. poignancy, and 
innate nobility. Occasional traces of effort 
and a tendency to waver from tonal center 
disclose that her command of vocal resources 
is no longer what it was, but she can still 
float tones of rare loveliness and limpidity. 
Her cherishable interpretation is brilliantly 
paired with the radiant Zdenka of Anneliese 
Rothenherger. who offers :as much character- 
ization as her absurd role permits and as 

much tonal beauty as we have a right to 
expect. 

Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau attacks Man- 
dryka's frequently awkward and unyielding 
music with :all the enormous art at his com- 
mand. hut with only intermittent success. He 
is too great :tn artist ever to he less than 
adequate. but George London in the com- 
petitive set offers a weightier sound and 
darker tone quality that are more appropriate 
to the role, and London can deal more effec- 
tively with the part's unreasonable vocal 
demands. Similarly. DGG's Christian Kohn, 
certainly competent as Graf Waldner, cannot 
match Otto Edelm:ann's inventive and flavor- 
ful characterization, which is one of the 
London set's most impressive assets. Ira 
NLtlaniuk appears as the Countess in both 
performances, hut the signs of vocal deterior- 
ation are clearly evident in the newer set. 

DGG's supporting singers are acceptable. 
though the Matte() (another vocally ungrate- 
ful role) is disappointing. 

There are several cuts in the Munich per- 
formance. and the Prelude to Act Ill is given 
as an interlude between acts. I do not find 
these cuts particularly damaging in this gen- 
erously padded opera, and I even welcome 
the ahhres i:()ion of Fiakermilli's silly music. 
particularly since what has not been left out 
is sung so unattractively by Miss Rogner. On 
the other hand. Arahel l:t's tender "Zde nkevl. 
du birt die Berr're z on liar _wet, n" toward 
the end of the opera should have been re- 

tained. The London set is uncut- but it 
requires four discs against DGG's three. 

London also offers sharper and more bril- 
liant sound, :and Georg Solti's conducting 
is distinctly more incisive and illuminating. 
ioseph Keilberth demonstrates a relaxed 
mastery of the score. hut lacks Solti's propul- 
sive energy and keen ear for telling orchestral 
detail. The DGG album is elegantly pack- 
aged, and it includes the complete libretto 

(Coununed on p.i e 135) 
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PAVEAR LESS AT ALLIED 

STEREO HI-FI & RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

see the world's largest selection 
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490 
Value -Packed 

Pages 

send card today for your 

FREE 
MAIL 
NOW 

money -saving 

411/ED 
1965 CATALOG 

including the complete 
knight -kit CATALOG 

see special products and 
exclusive values available 
only from Allied... 

Choose from the world's largest selection of 

famous -make components and systems 4 r 
at lowest prices anywhere is s> a See latest solid-state Stereo 
Hi -Fi. Get our unbeatable low price on a complete hi-fi system. 
Build your own KNIGHT -KIT ^> hi-fi ,71C, it's easy and the say- 
ings are big. See famous KNIGHTS 

r components ba 

equal to the very best in performance, yet far lower in cost. Enjoy the 
largest selection of complete tape recorders`10101 tape decks, 

preamplifiers, and recording tape Get the most for your 
money in beautiful hi-fi cabinetry. For everything in Hi -Fi, for every- 
thing in Electronics, SEE THE 1965 ALLIED CATALOG-SEND CARD TODAY. 

satisfaction guaranteed or your money back 
EASY TERMS: Use the convenient Allied Credit Fund Plan 

SEE 
OTHER 

SIDE 

For your FREE 1965 ALLIED Cata- 
log, fill in card, detach and mail 
now. (Please give other card to an 
interested friend.) 

SEND 
CARD 
TODAY 

MAIL 
NOW 

Name 
PLEASE PRINT 

Address 
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State 

10-K 
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your FREE 
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send card today 
MAIL 

I' 
,SILL/ED for your 490 -page 

CARD ELECTRONICS 
NOW 0 FOR EVERYONE 1986 money -saving 

.. ` , kn.úk AfK LLIEll 
`IEO RADIO HI-FI-ELECTRONICS 

1965 CATALOG 
WORLD'S LARGEST BIGGEST SELECTION BIGGEST SAVINGS! 

AMERICA'S STEREO HI-FI HEADQUARTERS 

SEE THE BIG BUYS SEE WHAT'S NEW 

new knight -kit® build -your -own hi-fi 
NEW KG -854 
SolidState 54 -Watt 

L C Stereo Hi -Fi 
Amplifier-at 
amazing low cost 

See many other outstanding do-it-yourself 
kits: Hi -Fi, Hobby, Citizens Band, Ama- 
teur; Intercom, Test Instrument-wonder- 
fully easy to build-savings up to 50%. 

UMINEITh 

NEW KG -765 Solid -State FM -AM 
Stereo Tuner-easy to build, a 

money -saving top performer 

money -saving knight® stereo hi-fi 

.e 

99® 9 ® ® 17 

NEW KN-330 Stereo Hi NEW KN-990A Deluxe Hi - 
Fi Receiver-top perform- Fi Record Changer-best 
ance at big savings buy anywhere 

NEW KN-2350 Speaker 
System-acoustic sus- 
pension type at lowest 
price ever 

tape recording values 
Top buys in all 
makes of recording 
tape-big savings 
on our own Knight 
quality tape 

NEW KN-4000A Stereo Tape 
Deck -3 -motor unit with push- 
button controls 

MAIL 
NOW 

more for your money in hi-fi cabinetry: wide selection of period 
styles-including money -saving, easy -to -assemble furniture 

PLUS EVERYTHING IN ELECTRONICS FOR EVERYONE 
FM -AM & AM Radios 
Phonographs & Accessories 
Citizens Band 2 -Way Radios 

Hi -Fi & Electronics Books 
TV Tubes & Antennas 
PA Systems & Intercoms 

Amateur Equipment Automotive Electronics Equipment 
Test & Lab Instruments Tools and Hardware 

Largest Selection of Electronic Parts, Tubes, Transistors 

satisfaction guaranteed or your money back 
EASY TERMS: Use the convenient Allied Credit Fund Plan 

ALLIED RADIO 
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60680 

AMERICA'S STEREO HI-FI HEADQUARTERS 

FREE 
SEND CARD TODAY FOR YOUR 
1965 ALLIED CATALOG 

and give one card to an interested friend 



(with John Gutman's English text) used by 
the Metropolitan. G. J. 

STRAUSS: Die Frail oboe Schaller, (see 
Best of Month, page 109) 

STRAUSS: Songs, Lisa Della Casa (see 
Best of Month, page 112) 

Qs ® VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Fantasia 
on Greensleeres: Fantasia on a Theme of 
Thomas Tallis; English Folk Song Suite. 
CO \TES: Loudon Suite. Morton Gould 
and his Orchestra. RCA VICTOR LSC 2719 
55.9R, LM 2719 54.95. 

Performance: Lacks taste 

Recording: All-out 

This is souped -up Vaughan Williams. and 
it is unfortunate. One does not probe the 
Thomas Tallir Fauna) for Tristanesque cli- 
maxes and lard its textures; one understates 
this music. Or, to put it more accurately. 
if one leaves it alone it will do its own 
understating. thank you. Gould is a good 
musician; he should know better. 

The sound is good -a little hoked up, 
perhaps -but it suits the performance style 
that it is reproducing. Ir. F. 

COLLECTIONS 

l) ANTONIO CORTIS: Operatic Recital. 
Donizetti: La Farorita: Una rergine. Verdi: 
Rigoletto: Questa o quella: Ella rni fir capita 

. Parini veder: La donna a mobile: Un 
Ballo in Alaschera: Di to se fedele. Otel/o: 
Si, pel tie!. Massenet: Vet -titer: O natura: 

Ah o mi ridesfar. Alanon: Ah dispar, vi- 
sion. Puccini: La Fanciulla del Il"es,: Or 
son sei mesi. Gianni Schicchi: Avete ¡orlo. 
Tarando!: N piaugere, Lin; Nassau 
dorma. Giordano: Andrea Chénier: to non 
ho amalo an,or. La Cena delle Beffe: Ah! 
Che tormento; Ali sresfii. Antonio Cortis 
(tenor); Enrico di Franceschi (baritone); 
orchestral accompaniment. Rococo 5212 
$4.98. 

Performance: Fervent, often exciting 
Retorting: Good for its age 

Antonio T.ortis (1891-1952) h:td a notable 
career inEurope. centered primarily in Italy 
and his naive Spain. He also sang with the 
Chicago Opera Company in every season 
from 19:4 to 1932. Collectors in the pre -LP 
era valud his recordings, and will no doubt 
welcome this microgroove representation, 
particula v since it contains several rarities. 

Cortis vas an exciting performer, one of 
distinct idividuality. His voice had a vi- 
brant stragth, a dark timbre, and it was 
colored with passion. He could belt out a 
trumpetytigh C when required, but he was 
able to rig in many shades -the opening 
passage Ire of "Ah, dispar rision." for in- 
stance. dcloses beautiful piano singing. On 
the otheftand, Cortis had few equals as an 
interpret of the music of verisio. as his 
vigorous. compellingly dramatic perform- 
ance of e Fanciulla and Cena delle Belle 
excerpts ¡early testifies. 

There re many felicities here, as well 
as some iperfections. The B:///o and Ottllo 
excerpts ffer from dragging tempos -who- 
ever the xtductor was for this reading, it 

could not have been the excellent Carlo 
Sabajno, the veteran maestro who presided 
over most of Cortis' sessions. At times (in 
"Una rergine," for example, the sin:er 
cannot quite sustain the impeccably steady 
tone the music demands. There are also 
minor pitch problems and occasional in- 
stances of rhythmic unsteadiness. Neverthe- 
less, this is a very satisfying recital by an 
artist who deserves to he better known. 
Technically, the reproduction ranges from 
surprisingly poor (Gianni Schicchi) to amaz- 
ingly full-bodied (Cena delle Befge). G. J. 

C ® FRENCH ORGAN MASTER- 
PIECES OF THE SEVENTEENTH ANI) 
EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES. Píroye: 
Di.,loguc. Marchand: Dialogue sur le.r 
grand.r jenx: Réci, el plein ¿e,, en ré. F. 
Couperin: Récit de tierce en faille. L. Cou- 
perin: Chas oat' iu D Alinor: Chacone in G 
Ali,tor. Clerambault: Pleia jet,. duo el rcci, 
de hazard du deu.virme ton: Plein jete of 
fugue du premier ton. Grigny: Récit do 
P-,nge Lingu., en faille. Pierre Froidebise 
(organ of the Church of Saint-Laurent, Alk- 
maar. Holland). NONESUCH H 71020 $2.50, 
H 1020°= 52.50. 

Performance: Superior 
Recording: Mostly fine 

This splendid selection of French Baroque 
organ works is highlighted, for me at any 
rate, by the three Louis Marchand pieces. 
Marchand (1669-1732) is best known today 
as the subject of an anecdote in which the 
Frenchman was scheduled to compete pub- 
licly with J. S. Bach, but at the last minute 

WHERE CAN- YOU- BUY 1»0' 

SOUND QUALITY .FEATUIES? 
1. Módulár-construction featuring complete plug-in recoramplifier, 

reproduce amplifier, and bias oscillator 2. Fully solid-statee,ctron cs 

3. Hysteresis synchronus metering capstan drive 4. Solenooperaled 
tape gate, brakes and pressure roller 5 .SEpir ree motors 
6. Safely handles all tape, -including half nil 7. Front par microphone 

jacks 8. Mixing inputs for high level lip/ S. Front par' mode' switch 
with tally lightsi 10. Monitoring" henbane or souréef 1. 

Separate channel monitor and. outpu'wítches 12.JiI.r-' 
able, easily cleaned, easy -on -the -eje )rofessioi 'vinyl 
finish 13. Standard readily available Aerican trasistors - 

and components 14. Superior- tape ,dllf"o. 15. -Military 

type fail-safe differential band brake 16 Sb!II4 die-cast, 

main plate 111 Signal switching availahle,t. remote 

socket 18.. Position for optional,tourth head ..,Remote 

".start -stop" 20'. Local -remote 'front panel; LI 21. 

Pushbutton. transport controls 2.241.1.° And 
23. New "cue'i transport contról Y4, °, rugged 

hardened stainless steel capstan 25. Ball bg inertial 

stabilizer flywheel 26. Payoutcompliancrlm and tape 

break shut-off 121. Automati capstapaotor stop for 

tape run-oót 28. Take-up coPliAce tin 29. Regillated 

power supply 30. Emitter 311q-er dtputs 31. Stereo - 

mono front panel earphonelwiju1. Simultaneous record and play- 

back 33. Double flywheelfapin drive 34. Switchable equalizatión 

35: Auxiliary emitter-follnerptputs 36. Auxiliary high' impedance 

inputs 37. Standard "hji" hnectors .38.. Large "operator" type 

knobs 39. Earphone moor k on front panel 40. V. U. meter 'or 
each channel. ' 

For professional sound, design simplicity, moder- 
ate price, engineered performance and quality 
throughout - BUY the most versatile of them all 

... BUY the NEW 1024! 
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for further information write 

MAGNECORD SALES DEPARTMENT 
MIDWESTERN INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
P. O. BOX 7509 TULSA 35, OKLAHOMA 
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THE MOST EXPENSIVE COMPACT MUSIC RE-CF:ATION 
SYSTEM ON THE MARKET... AND WELL WOTH IT ! 

Those who want their high fidelity in a small, 
compact package, and whose standards compel 
them to seek out the very finest-regardless of 

price-are urged to hear the incredible new 

Shure 111100 maximum performance music re- 

creation system. It is especially designed for 

the music lover who wants the caliber of sound 

Features the renowned Shure Bi-Radial 
Elliptical stylus in the famed V -1S Stereo 
I)ynetic 15° cartridge. Provides incredible 
performance at record -saving ultra -light 
tracking forces of ut to 11/, grams 
All -solid-state Shure preamplifier/ampli- 
fier with greater useful music re-creation 
power than any other compact system 

LIMITED QUANTITIES 
Because o/ the detailed craftsmanship, 
large amount of hand labor. and rigid 
quality control and inspection tech- 

niques involved, the number of ól100 
systems manufactured will necessarily 
be few. They will be available only 
through the most experienced high 
fidelity consultants and dealers. De- 

tailed specifications and literature: 
Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Ilartrey Av- 

enue. Evanston, Illinois. 

MANUFACTURED UNDER ONE OR MORE OF THE 

FOLLOWING UNITED STATES PATENTS: 3,055,988: 
3,077.521: 3,077.522: D193,006: D193,934: OTHER 
PATENTS PENDING. 

available ONLY from componts, but who 

has neither the time nor inclinati to assemble 
a component system. The highly eative Shure 
engineering group spent over hryears devel- 

oping this remarkably compacxnd natural 
sounding high-fidelity/stereo sysn. The result 
will astound you. 

Matched (Shure -designed) to 
Prange,ultra-compact 

speaker systems 

I)ual's finest precision Model 100 auto- 
matic turntable 
Can he used with AM, FM, Muttil),tx 
tuners, or can be used as a public addrs 
system 

TWO SUPERB MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM 

THE D1100R' LIBRARY SYSTEM (Above). Imf 

sive solid walnut cabinetry. Takes far less spacelíy 
"consoles"-yet gives true, room -filling high F 

performance. $450.00. 

THE M1001. PORTA - 
TI\ E SYSTEM (Right ). 

In two instrument cases. 
1 

For serious listening é 554."2:-, 
among music lovers on 
the go: armed forces 
memhers, boat owners, 
college students, school 
music directors. anybody 
given to travel. Or cottage 
owners, of course $389.00. 

-- HVI=?E WOO 
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE COMPONENT STEREO MUSIC RE-CREATION SYSTEM 
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HRnxCOIs CorPERIN LE GRAND 
Giant of the French Baroque 

defaulted, because he had had the opportu- 
nity meanwhile of hearing the German's 
superior keyboard ability. The general reac- 
tion to this tale is to consider Marchand not 
only inferior as a performer but also as a 
composer, a supposition not at all supported 
by the quality of his music. It is, of course, 
not Bach. but it does have a grandeur that 
places him among the very greatest masters 
of the Baroque organ literature. The other 
selections included here are also fine works, 
though the two Chacones of Louis Couperin 
(uncle of Francois Le Grand) are, strictly 
speaking- harpsichord music. 

Pierre Froidehise performs this difficult 
repertoire with singular understanding of the 
French style. His registration on the excel- 
lent Dutch organ is geared for maximum con- 
trast of registers, and his playing is excep- 
tionally vital. All in all, the disc is one of 
the best of its type, though the recording. 
vhile spacious and atmospheric. is not al- 
vays free of distortion. The jacket notes by 
Elward Tatnall Canby include a fine corn- 
Ire,tary on the'aesthetic problems of the 
Fnrch style. I. K. 

(D1 AT THE IN PERIAL COURT OF 
MiUMILIAN 

I (Works from the Reper- t°irrof the Imperial Chapel). Isaac: Im- 
peril'rocere.r: Carmen in fa: Fortuna iu mi: 
4'1'4n: La mo1Ta: Innsbruck. ich muse dick 
¡a'rreo: 9 la batag/ia: J'ay pris amours; 
Stotti .r/,iritu.r astit ,,obis gratia. Brumel: 
71aderrrac: Noe aoe. Anonymous: Carmen 

íi:. En l'ontbre du bo.ronet: Naves 

(root: $i je perdu. Josquin des Prez: Content 
pe11lt, De la Rue: For.r .reulement. Senfl: 

Carnea ir.la: Gene,, iu re. \a.rri. /1.ut, 

nxny. Fest-. Qui.r dab it ortali.r nostri.r. Hof- 
ainw: Tadern.aken. Obrecht: I aril mein. 

LnerSan.rknaben and Chorus Viennen- 
sIS Uv- Mnd cond. Concentus Musicus, 
V Ie na, N-olaus Harnoncourt cond. 
DEUTS,E CAM ?OOP HON ARCHIVE ARC 
73223 98. ,RC 3223'' 5.98. 

Pe rftionco.Entertoining 
Recoing: Etert 

This weronce..d program of music assay 
dated w the 'erman court of Emperor 

ontin,d on page 1.10) 
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NOW! In 3 Astonishingly Brilliant New Albums! 

The astounding miracle of 3 speaker presence 

UNBELIEVABLE, INCREDIBLE 

. 
DIMENSION3PROCESS 

Without making a single change 
in your stereo equipment, these fan- 
tastic records enable you to hear 
three distinct "separate channels" of 
sound so clearly defined that music is 
reproduced with greater depth than 
ever seemed possible, with more 
magnificent grandeur and with a 
texture that is rich beyond belief. 

ENOCH LIGHT 

GREAT THEMES ...HIT FILMS 

COMMAND'S DIMENSION 3- PROCESS - 

Mil WM 111.1 wi.[c , IMIaw,wn,wi.aunw. 
1 cY0 WI urraC All +Rxl...,- 
rM 6 A aaall.MOO ar ia! 
+Y 1(011 111 r,n....- 
aa! ra Ire CYnraraln n... anrinaar.. - _- 

ENOCH LIGHT and His Orchestra 

GREAT THEMES FROM 
HIT FILMS 
RECORDED IN 

COMMAND'S DIMENSION 3 PROCESS 

Original "Master -Recorded" on 35 mm 
Magnetic Film 

"When you hear music on a movie 
sound track," Enoch Light has ob- 
served, "the orchestra is usually just 
a big melange. The arrangements 
are ordinarily designed to keep 
everybody in the orchestra busy 
playing all the time, subservient in 
dynamics to the "spoken word." As 
a result, when a sound track is trans- 
ferred to a record album, the music 
does not have the significance or defi- 
nition that it should have. What we 

have done is to play these great 
songs the way we feel they ought to 
sound - the way a movie sound 
track could sound if they took full 
advantage of all the possibilities 
available in modern arrangements 
and in modern sound reproduction. 

"One of the most important factors 
in making these songs sound "the 
way we believe they ought to sound" 
is the use of Command's Dimension 
3 Process, that utterly astonishing 
new recording technique that actu- 
ally creates a third "ghost" speaker 
in your regular two -speaker stereo 
system. 

"Command's Dimension 3 Process 
fills out the spectrum of sound repro- 
duction by giving you three "sepa- 
rate" sources of sound - the right 
and left separation that we have 
been accustomed to plus a third 
"separate" source in the center - 
even though there is actually no 
speaker there. The effect, as you can 
hear on these performances, is awe- 
some. 

"It adds a new sense of excitement 
to the pleasures of listening. 

"And these great new songs from 
the movies have the scope and the 
dimension and the vast, singing, 
melodious beauty to show off the 
true potential of this astounding 
new advance in sound reproduction 
-Command's Dimension 3 Process." 

SELECTIONS FROM 

GREAT THEMES FROM FILM HITS 
FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE A HARD DAY'S 
NIGHT CALL ME IRRESPONSIBLE TOM 
JONES FATE IS THE HUNTER I COULD 
HAVE DANCED ALL NIGHT MONDO CANE 
NO. 2 THE SEVENTH DAWN ALL THE 
WAY HOME IT HAD BETTER BE TONIGHT 
LOVE THEME FROM THE CARPETBAGGERS 

SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY. Command Album 
#871. 

THE ALBUM THAT SHOOK 
THE RECORDING INDUSTRY... 

Originated and Produced by 
ENOCH LIGHT 

DIMENSION 3 
FOR THE FIRST TIME! With this 

album suddenly you HEARD A PHANTOM 
SPEAKER where NO SPEAKER EXISTED! 
In addition to the left and right speakers, 
it was possible to definitely and actually 
hear a third phantom speaker IN THE 
MIDDLE ... so creating an entirely NEW 
dimension in sound reproduction -Com- 
mand's DIMENSION 3! 
SELECTIONS: 
ALL I DO IS DREAM OF YOU LIFE IS JUST 
A BOWL OF CHERRIES CARRIBE WAS 
SHE PRETTIER THAN I? MY OLD FLAME 
HEY THERE LOVE AND MARRIAGE ADIOS 

SWAMP -FIRE THE HAWAIIAN WEDDING 
SONG FOR ALL WE KNOW IT'S ONLY A 
PAPER MOON. Command Album #867. 

JUST RELEASED 
DANCE DISCOTHEQUE 

RECORDED IN 

COMMAND DIMENSION 3 PROCESS 

Enoch Light and his Orchestra 

The mad, mad dance craze that's the 
rage of the "In -Crowd" is brought out in 
all its sophisticated brilliance by Enoch 
Light and his orchestra. Command's scin- 
tillating album, DANCE DISCOTHEQUE, 
pulses with electric excitement with a 
potpourri of the latest dances including 
the FRUG, WOBBLE, SLOW ROCK, 
HULLY GULLY, WATUSI, SHAKE, SWIM, 
BOSSA NOVA, MASHED POTATO, ETC. 
SELECTIONS: 
DOWN BY THE RIVERSIDE IF I HAD A HAM- 
MER HELLO, DOLLY! NIGHT TRAIN I 

WANT TO HOLD YOUR HAND YA! YA! 
WATERMELON MAN AND I LOVE HER, PLUS 
OTHERS. Command Album #873. 

Write for FREE full -color brochure of all 
Command releases. 

All Command Recordings are also available 
in 4 Track Tape. 

World Leader 
in Recorded Sound . S 

records 
A subsidiary of ABC -Paramount Records, Inc. 

1501 Broadway, New York 36, New York 
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Here Are 51,099.50 Worth of 

H EATH KIT® Stereo Components... 

Comparable Factory -Built Brands Cost 52,579.90! 
It Doesn't Make Any Difference Whether You're Price 
Or Performance Conscious. Regardless of which Heathkit 
stereo unit you buy, you automatically get both-low 
price and fine performance. 

You enjoy a low price for 3 reasons: 1. because you 
buy direct from the Heath factory . . . no dealers, no 
distributors, no middleman expense. Reason #2: no 
elaborate, expensive packaging. Your kit is shipped direct 
to your door in sturdy, protective containers that keep 
the parts as safe and sound as they were when they left 
the factory. Reason #3: by quickly and easily building it 
yourself, labor costs are eliminated. No special skills or 
knowledge are needed ... you'll enjoy building your kit 
... it's like getting two hobbies for the price of one! These 
savings are passed on to you ... in the form of better 
parts and lower prices. 

And with Heath, you're assured of the best perform- 
ance. Name brand parts combined with experienced de- 
sign bring you electronic kits you can rely on for the 
finest, up-to-date performance and life-long depend- 
ability. The world's most experienced kit engineers, using 
the latest techniques in the art of electronics, develop, 
produce, and test each Heathkit component to insure 
published specification performance. Every Heathkit 
product is "specification guaranteed". 

To buy factory -built units with the same performance 
capabilities as these Heathkit components, you'd have 
to pay more than trice the Heath price. So why pay more 
when you can enjoy the best for less? Select your favor- 
ites from this wide array of Heathkit stereo. Then use 
the handy order form, and order now! 

All -Transistor Stereo Receiver 
L __ ---. . - . s - 

13.e 
All -Transistor, AM/FM/FM Stereo Receiver AR -13... 5195.00-43 transistor, 

I 18 diode circuitry for cool, fast, economical operation arid the quick, natural 
beauty of "transistor sound." Compact, yet houses two 20 -watt power ampli- 
fiers, 2 preamplifiers, and a wide band AM/FM/FM Stereo tuner. Attractive 
walnut cabinet in new low -silhouette styling. Just add 2 speakers for a complete 
stereo system. 30 lbs. 

Deluxe All Transistor Stereo "Separates" 
----. 

! ! i . . 
Cs 
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Deluxe All -Transistor, AM/FM/FM Stereo Tuner AJ-43 ... 5119.95-Up 
to the minute AM, beautifully quiet FM, thrilling natural FM Stereo ... all 
reproduced in the exciting new dimension of "transistor sound." Features 25 - 
transistor, 9 -diode circuitry, automatic switching to stereo, AFC, stereo phase 
control, filtered stereo outputs for beat -free recording and handsome tan 
vinyl -clad steel cabinet. 18 lbs. 

Matching Deluxe All -Transistor 70 -Watt Stereo Amplifier AA -21 ... 5139.95- 
Enjoy the quick, unmodified response of every musical instrument, each with 
its characteristic sound realistically reproduced, with no fading, no faltering! 
Enjoy 100 watts of music power at ± 1 db from 13 to 25,000 cps. Enjoy cooler, 
faster, "hum -free" operation from its 26 -transistor, 10 -diode circuitry. Easy 
to build. 29 lbs. 

Low -Cost All -Transistor Stereo "Separates" 
Low Cost All -Transistor AM/FM/FM Stereo Tuner AJ-33 . . . 599.95- 
Features 20 -transistor, 10 -diode circuitry for cool, "hum -free" operation and 
longer life, built-in stereo demodulator, AFC for drift -free reception, stereo 
broadcast indicator light, filtered stereo outputs, for beat -free recording, con- 
cealed secondary controls to prevent accidental system settings, and "low - 
silhouette" walnut cabinet. 17 lbs. 

as= 

M atching All -Transistor 40 -Watt Stereo Amplifier AA -22 ... 599.95-Produces 
a full 66 watts IHF music power at ±l db from 15 to 30,000 cps. Quick, clean, 
unmodified "transistor sound." 20 -transistor, 10 -diode circuitry for cool, fast, 
trouble -free operation and long life. 5 stereo inputs for versatile performance. 
Concealed secondary controls. Handsome "low -silhouette" walnut cabinet. 
23 lbs. 
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Deluxe Tube -Type Stereo "Separates" 
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Deluxe "Tube -Type" AM/FM/FM Stereo Tuner AJ-41 ... 5119.95-Deluxe 
features include built-in stereo circuitry, automatic stereo indicator light, 
adjustable AFC for drift -free reception, adjustable FM squelch, stereo phase 
control, individual tuning meters, filtered stereo tape recorder outputs, fly- 
wheel tuning, and handsome luggage -tan, vinyl -clad steel cabinet. Easy to 
build. 26 lbs. 

Matching "Tube -Type" 50 -Watt Stereo Amplifier AA -100 ... $84.95-Value 
leader in the industry! Features 5 stereo inputs, separate monophonic 
input, versatile controls, mixed channel center speaker output, and a power 
response of ± I db from 30 cps to 15 kc. Advanced circuit board construction 
for quick, easy assembly. Attractively styled in luggage -tan, vinyl -clad steel 
cabinet ... matches any decor! 36 lbs. 

Value -Line Tube -Type Stereo "Separates" 
_--- - - 
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Low -Cost "Tube -Type" AM/FMI/FM Stereo Tuner AJ-32 . , . 589.95- 
Boasts features and capabilities of tuners selling for 3 times its price! Built-in 
stereo circuit, stereo indicator light, variable squelch, stereo phase control, 
adjustable AFC, individual "bar" tuning meters, filtered stereo tape recorder 
outputs, and factory built & aligned "front-end." Tan vinyl -clad steel cabinet. 
21 lbs. 

Budget -Saver "Tube -Type" 28 -Watt Stereo Amplifier AA -151. , . 559.95- 
The AA -151 is ready to accept any stereo or mono program source, offers 
complete controls, and delivers plenty of hi-fi rated power. Features two hi-fi 
rated 14 -watt channels, preamps and power amplifiers, 4 stereo music sources, 
stereo or mono operation, and famous patented Heath Ultra-Linearg circuit. 
Matches the AJ-32 in styling. 29 lbs. 

Budget -Saver Tube -Type Stereo "Separates" 

I 
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ge- New FM/FM Stereo "Tube -Type" Tuner AJ-13 . .. Only $49.95-Easy to. 
own! Only 3 simple controls to operate. Features built-in FM stereo circuitry, 
stereo indicator light, automatic frequency control for drift -free reception, 
flywheel tuning, lighted slide -rule dial, external antenna terminals, pre - 
assembled, prealigned "front end", and new mocha brown, beige & black 
color styling. Matches the AA -32 Amplifier. 13 lbs. 

New 16 -Watt "Tube -Type" Stereo Amplifier AA -32 . . . $39.95-An inex- 
pensive way to start a modern stereo system in your home. Operates with 
magnetic as well as ceramic phono cartridges; delivers full power (20 watts 
IHF) within ±I db from 30 to 30,000 cps; has full -range controls, 4 stereo 
inputs, 2 four -stage preamplifiers, 2 push-pull power output stages; plus new 
mocha brown, beige, & black color styling. Matches the AJ-13 Tuner. 15 lbs. 

Buy Now -Use this Order Blank 

Note: All prices and 
specifications subject 
to change without no- 
tice. 

Enclosed lind check 
money order. 

Please ship C.O.D. 

On Express orders do 
not include transporta- 
tion charges-they will 
be collected by the ex- 
press agency at time of 
delivery. 

On Parcel Post orders 
include postage for 
weight shown. 

All prices are net 
F.O.B. Benton Harbor, 
Michigan and apply to 
Continental U. S. and 
Possessions only. 20% 
deposit Is required on 

FREE 1%5 CATALOG 
See these and over 250 other 
ending Hearhkns available in 
easy -lo -build kit lorm. Save 
5l% or more by doing the easy 
assembly yourselli Send for 
your tree catalog today) 

HEATH COMPANY Dept. 40-10-1 ORDER BLANK Benton Harbor, Michigan 49023 

Quantity Model Description Wt. Price Ea. Total 

Postage 

Please send tree Heathkit Catalog. SHIP VIA: Parcel Post Express Freight nest Way Total 

NAME 

ADDRESS 
lPle.,e Pr.nn 

all C.O.D. orders. CITY STATE 7IP NO 

HF-171 L 
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Maximilian I (1459-1519) contains four 
vocal works, the remainder being instru- 
mental versions of songs, dances, or descrip- 
tive pieces, such as Isaac's programmatic A 
la bataglia. Best known of the vocal selec- 

tions is the often -recorded Innsbruck, ich 
mars dich lassen by the same composer. Mov- 
ing as that is, most listeners will probably be 

more intrigued by the lively rhythms and 
typically Renaissance sound of the instru- 
mental works, such as the vivacious Tander- 
ac by Anton Brumes (e. 1460-c. 1525), all 
played on older instruments or reproduc- 
tions of them. and with marvelous élan. The 
performances as a whole are quite expert, 
except for extremely conservative applica- 
tions of ntusica fitter (the practise of adding 
accidentals to leading tones-without it, the 
music sounds modal) and embellishment. 
The recorded sound has well -gauged stereo 
placement and is generally excellent. The 
Quia dabit oca/ls nostril, attributed in the 
notes to Ludwig Senff, is actually by Costanzo 
Festa. Texts and translations are included. 

I.K. 

ste*`, 
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From "The Triumph of Maximilian," engraving by Hans Burgkmair (Metropolitan Museum) 

develop the basso continuo, as well as Gio- 
vanni Paolo Cima and his brother Andrea, 
who together published the first instrumental 
sonatas in 1610. Such a group, of course, 
smacks primarily of the historical. and some 
listeners may be put off by Archive's docu 
mentary emphasis. They need have no trepi- 
dation, at least on the vocal side, however, 
for the music itself is quite marvelously 
devoid of historical connotation. The re- 
ligious simplicity of the four spiritual con- 
certos, for instance, is extraordinarily mov- 
ing. Helmut Krebs, though he does not 
possess much variety in vocal color, is in 
fine voice, and his interpretations are very 
stylishly conceived (note the embellished 
verses in Caccini's Occh' immortali). Though 
the instrumental pieces are on the whole less 

immediately appealing, they are performed 
with conviction. The instrumentalists handle 
their assignments with great skill, and the 
ensemble is of very high quality. I must also 
mention the first-rate harpsichord continuo, 
played alternately by Mathias Siedel and 
Karl Grebe. The reproduction is extremely 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 
OO © THE ITALIAN SEICENTO. G. P. 

Cima: Two Spiritual Concertos: Nativiias 
tnu; Adiuro nos; Violin Sonata; iu D Alajor; 
Violin Sonata. in G Alajor, A. Cima: Ca- 
priccio a 2. A l legri: Slmphonia a 4. Caccini: 
Five Arias: Amarilli: lo patio amati lunii; lo 
panto occhi sereni; Alovetevi a pietá; Occh' 
immortali. V iadana: Two Spiritual Concerti: 
Domine Jesu; O dulcissima Maria. Helmut 
Krebs (tenor); Otto Schdrnack, Walter 
Kiigi, and Ilse Brix-Meinert (violins); Josef 
Ulsamer (treble, tenor, bass viols); Heinrich 
Haferland (bass viol); Walter Gerwig 
(lute) ; Mathias Siedel (organ, harpsichord) ; 

Karl Grebe (harpsichord). DEUTSCHE 
GRAMstOP11ON ARCHIVE ARC 73217 $5.98, 
ARC 3217' $5.98. 

Performance: Worthy 
Recording: Mostly fine 

Under the general heading of the "Italian 
seiceio ' (seventeenth century), Archive 
presents another one of its valuable collec- 
tions, this one devoted to two aspects of that 
period: monody and the vocal concerto, and 
the sonata. The disc is particularly interest- 
ing in demonstrating the beginnings and de- 
velopments of the various musical forms. 
'Elms, for example, we hear five arias by 
Giulio Caccini, who is credited with having 
originated the accompanied solo song. There 
is also Lodovico Viadana, who did much to 
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natural, though the second side is less clean 
than the smooth -sounding first side, which 
contains the vocal works. Texts and transla- 
tions are included. 1. K. 

OO MO MUSIC FROM TILE CHAPEL OF 
PHILIP II OF SPAIN. Morales: Magnificat 
Septinti Toni; Ave Maria; Alissus est Ga- 
briel; Lameutabatur Jacob. Cabezón: Di! er- 
encias; El Canto del caballero; Pavan; D'ou 
nieut cela. Mudarra: Triste estaba el rey 
David; Israel; Psalmo Il por el primo tono. 
Victoria: Psalm 121. Laetatu. sum. Roger 
Blanchard Vocal Ensemble; Mildred Clary 
(lute); Pierre Froidebise (organ of the 
Church of Saint-Laurent, Alkmaar, Hol- 
land). NONESUCH H 71016 S2.50, H 1016* 
S2.50. 

Performance: Extremely capable 
Recording: Very good 

This is an excellent collection of sixteenth - 

century Spanish music (contrary to the al- 
bum's title, the instrumental pieces are purely 
secular in character). The principal com- 
posers are Antonio Cabezón (1510-1566), 
three of whose impressive keyboard works 
are played here on the organ, and Cristóbal 
de Morales (c. 1500-1553), whose expres- 
sive polyphonic writing may be heard in four 
sacred pieces. Also included is a festive 
psalm by Tomás Luis de Victoria (1548- 
1611) and three spiritual songs by Alonso 
Mudarra (1510-1580), performed here by 

a tenor with guitar accompaniment. Pierre 
Froidebise performs the keyboard pieces ex- 
pertly, and the Roger Blanchard Ensemble 
presents the local works with commendable 
clarity and expressiveness. The women of 
this small choral group are, however. in- 
clined to spread their tone somewhat. and 
the singers in general are unable to re-create 
the highly emotional and intense style culti- 
vated by the Spanish of this period, a 

manner of singing that can be heard and 
appreciated best on recordings (mostly im- 
ports) made by the Benedictine Abbey 
Monks of Montserrat, or the recording of the 
Victoria Responsories for Tenebrae per- 
formed by George Malcolm and the West- 
minster Cathedral Choir (London Argo 
5149/149). The performances here are 
nevertheless very capable, and the recorded 
sound. though afflicted with a slight pre - 
echo, is very atmospheric and well defined 
in stereo. Excellent notes by Edward Tatnall 
Canby, but no texts or translations. I. K. 

META SEINEMEYER: Opera Recital. 
Verdi: Ur, Bailo in Alaschera: Ala dall' 
acido .ríelo. La Forza del Destino: Aladre, 
pietosa vergine. Don Carlo: Tu che la 
vanitá. Aida: Pur ti riveggio. Puccini: 
Alanon Lescaut: In quelle trine. La Bohéme: 
O soave fanciilla. Madama Butterfly: An- 
cora as passo; Un be! di vedremo; Tutti i 
flor. Tosca: Vissi d'arte. Meta Seinemeyer 
(soprano); Tino Pattiera (tenor) and Helen 
Jung (mezzo-soprano); orchestral accom- 
paniment. Rococo 5218 S4.98. 

Performance: First -rank artist 
Recording: Late -Twenties sound 

How would me ever know, were it not for 
the phonograph, how many great sopranos 
graced the operatic firmament in the late 
Twenties? Surely we would not gain that 
impression from contemporary reviews, but 
then critics are a notoriously grumpy lot, 
and seldom really appreciate their perform- 
ing coevals. Anyway, thanks to recordings, 
we know that artists of the stature of Pon - 
selle, Muzio, Bori, Rethherg, Lehmann, 
Spani, Jeritza, Arangi-Lombardi, Nemeth, 
Vallin, Belmas, and Sheridan simultaneously 
ruled the lyric -dramatic stage in 1929. Not 
as well known as these illustrious singers 
was the German soprano Meta Seinemeyer, 
and for a tragic reason-she died in that 
year, only thirty-four, and at the height of 
her powers. 

Perhaps this collection of Seinemeyer's 
recordings (dubbed from Parlophone orig- 
inals) will spread her fame beyond the circle 
of veteran collectors. The plush voice is 

glowingly captured in the Puccini excerpts 
-this is singing of sensitivity, poignancy, 
assurance, and unfailing musicality, marred 
only by faulty Italian enunciation. (Some 
selections are sung in German, incidentally.) 
Though equally attuned to the Verdi style, 
Seinemeyer's achievement in it. as heard on 
this disc, is less successful. The Forza and 
Don Carlo arias do not represent the artist 
at her best, and in the Aida duet her ex- 
quisite work is neutralized by Pattiera's 
lackluster contribution. Fortunately, this 
sturdy but singularly unpredictable tenor 
gives a much better account of himself in the 
Bohéme duet. 

Rococo has performed a noteworthy serv- 
ice in resurrecting the art of a singer who 
so well deserves to he remembered. G. J. 
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"1 that would 
you wow mend 
2i1 cl l4q1z quality 
console stem?" 

High quality 
components." 

Like those in the Maestro by Sylvania. 
200 -WATT EIA AMPLIFIER 
Solid-state circuitry 
Continuous R.M.S. power -65 watts with one 
channel just below clipping, 55 watts with 
both channels Just below clipping. 
Frequency response: 20 to 20,000 cps ± 1db 
Power bandwidth: 22 to 60,000 cps ± 3db 
(half power point) 
Harmonic distortion: less than .30/o for 
50 watts each channel at 1 KC 
Intermodulation distortion: less than .40/o for 
50 watts each channel at 1 KC 

DUAL 1009 AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE 
Pickering V-15 magnetic cartridge 
Diamond stylus 
Manual play setting 
Included as standard equipment with this 
world renowned automatic turntable: 
single -play studio -type spindle and 
45 rpm adapter. 

AIR -SUSPENSION SPEAKER SYSTEM 

Developed to Sylvania's own specifications. 
Each independent sealed speaker chamber 
is specially dampened. 

Each employs: 12" Bass woofer 
6" Matched mid -range speaker 
Wide -dispersion Jensen high -frequency 
exponential horn. 
Speaker cones are stable, of a highly complex 
special composition-coupled with a 

moulded ring of flexible, impregnated cloth 
which suspends the cone. 
The system is precisely matched; the overall 
response profile is carefully balanced. 
Overall useful response: 30 cps to 18,000 cps. 
Cross -over (woofer to mid -range): 1500 cps. 
Cross -over (mid -range to tweeter): 7500 cps. 

STEREO FM, FM/AM TUNER 

Solid-state circuitry 
FM quieting sensitivity: 1.5µv 
FM sensitivity (IHF): 2.5µv 
Capture ratio: 6db 
Signal to Noise ratio: 60db 
Full limiting: 4µv 
Tuned R.F. AM and FM stages 
FM Stereo Separation: 35db at 1 KC 
FM-IF Stages: 4 

Separate FM and AM tuning with heavy 
individual flywheels 

CONTROL CENTER 

10 Push-button functions: 
AM. FM. FM Stereo. Monaural phonograph. 
Stereo phonograph. Tape recorder. 
Television. Stereo reverse. Noise filter. AFC 

8 Velvet -Touch controls: 
Flywheel tuning (separate FM and AM) 
Dual element Loudness control (dual tap 
compensation) 
Dual element Boost -Cut Bass control 
Dual element Boost -Cut Treble control 
Dual element Balance control 
Custom Sound -Level control (concentric 
with Loudness control) 
Push -Pull manual AC Power control 
(at Treble control) 
FM/AM Tuning Meter 
Stereo FM Indicator Light 
Pilot Light 

SOLID-STATE ELEMENTS 

Transistors: 39, Diodes: 15 

Maestro Series model shown-SC818. For new 
booklet, "An Introduction To Sylvania 
Stereo," send 25e in coin to: Sylvania, 
P.O. Box 7, Station C, Buffalo, N. Y. 
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CHARLES IVES: 
a discography 

PART 1 

By DAVID HALL 

WnEN Charles Edward Ives died ten 
years ago-on May 19, 195-1-in his 

eightieth year, the extraordinary music 
he had written at white heat during the 
first quarter of this century (meanwhile 
working full time as senior partner of one 
of the largest life -insurance agencies in 
New York) had begun to achieve a first 
bloom of recognition and acclaim from 
a broad international listening public. 
Until after World \Var II, knowledge of 
and interest in the music of Ives was still 
restricted in large measure to connois- 
seurs and specialists. 

1 hanks to composer Henry Cowell 
and his wife Sidney, something like a 

full picture of Ives began to come to 
light in 1955, when their book Charles 
Ives and his Music was published by 
Oxford University Press. It was Cowell 
who in 1929 arranged for the first major 
commercial publication of Ives' music, 
and it was for Mr. and Mrs. Cowell that 
Ives first relaxed his insistence on com- 
plete privacy with respect to his personal 
life by supplying them with the auto- 
biographical notes interspersed so illu- 
minatingly throughout their book. 

A second and not generally known 
source of information about Ives and his 
music cante into being in 1960, when the 
years of research and sorting of all the 
known Ives musical manuscripts by the 
pianist and Ives scholar John Kirk- 
patrick finally resulted in 114 mim- 
eographed copies of A Tent/ ovary 
Mimeographed Catalogue of the .Music 
Manuscripts of Charles Edward Ives 
(1874-1951) given by Mrs. Ives to the 
Library of the Yale School of Music, 
September /955. More than nine hun- 
dred titles of works begun, projected, or 
completed are included here, as well as 

all of the decipherable manuscript mar- 
ginal notes in Ives' hand (to his copyist 
for the Fourth of July score: "Mr. Price: 
Please don't try to make things nice! All 
the wrong notes are right. Just copy as 

I have-I want it that way...."). \Ir. 
Kirkpatrick lists also some 130 of the 
musical quotes found in Ives' works, 
ranging from hymns and patriotic songs 
to college songs and popular tunes. The 
314 single-spaced pages of the catalog 
are crammed also with other informa- 
tion, mainly of musicological impor- 
tance, but the first thirty-five pages tell 
the fascinating history of the Ives manu- 
scripts and the last two take the form 
of a poignant envoi-a letter to Is es' old 
composer -friend Carl Ruggles and his 
wife, Charlotte, describing Ives' last clays 
and his funeral. 

A third treasure trove of Ivesiana be- 
came generally asailable in 1962 with 
the publication by \V. \V. Norton & Co. 
of Essays Before a Sonata and Other 
Writings by Charles Ives, the 258 pages 
of which cover not only all of Ives' sig- 
nificant writing on music and the philos- 
ophy of art, but the most interesting of 
his commentaries on the insurance busi- 
ness, economics, politics, and interna- 
tional relations. The whole is extensively 
and revealingly annotated by another 
topflight Ives scholar and musician, 
I loward Boatwright. 

I have chosen to present the following 
Ives discography in chronological order 
of composition-as indicated in the John 
Kirkpatrick Catalogue of Ives Mss. 

(1889) At Parting. Jacqueline Greissle (so- 
prano): Josef Wolman (piano). SPA 9. 
Devy Barnett (soprano); Mel Strauss (pi- 
ano). STEREO AGE C-3 two -track tape (out 
of print). Relatively inconsequential Ro- 
mantic sentiment from the fourteen -year -old 
Ives. though the modulatory freedom of the 
middle section is noteworthy. Barnett's so- 
prano is rather white and juvenile, and 
Greisslé s is none too secure in matters of 
intonation. 

(1890) Abide with Me. Helen Boatwright 
(soprano); John Kirkpatrick (piano). 
OVERTONE 7. The chromatic texture of the 
middle section presages more daring things 
to come. Fine singing. good sound. 
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(1891) Variations on "America." E. Power 
Biggs (organ). COLUMBIA MS 6161. ML 
5496. The teen-age Ives is by turns the sober 
church organist. then the spirited adolescent 
poking fun at his elders. A delightful jet 
d'esprit played for all it is worth by Mr. 
Higgs on a New England organ of lvesian 
vintage, noisy trackers and all. Good sound. 

(1891) Ineu Slats are in the Quiet Skies. 
Jacqueline Greissle (soprano), Josef Wol- 
man (piano). SPA 9. Devy Barnett (so- 
prano); Mel Strauss (piano). STEREO AGE 

C-3 two -track tape (out of print). A rather 
sentimental treatment of Bulwer-Lytton 
verse. Barnett is the more locally acceptable 
of the two singers. 

(1894) The Circus Band. Ernest McChes- 
ney (tenor); Otto Herz (piano). CONCERT 
HALL 78 -rpm C-7 (out of print). A piquant 
lvesian vignette in quickstep time, with ef- 
fective touches of syncopation and spicy 

dissonance by way of drum imitation. 
McChesney sings well. 

(1895) A Night Song. Ernest McChesney 
(tenor); Otto Herz (piano). CONCERT 
HALL 78 -rpm C-7 (out of print). A pleasant 
Thomas Moore love -song setting with an 
atmospheric trotting accompaniment. Good 
enough performance by McChesney. 

(1896) Quartet No. I ("A Recital Serv- 
ice"). Kohon String Quartet. Vox STDL 
501120, DL 1120. Built in the main from 
materials used during Ives' stint as organist 
at New Haven's Center Church, and replete 
with hymn -tune quotes and suggestions of 
country fiddle -tune montage, the First Quar- 
tet provides much the same pleasing sort of 
listening as the Second and Third Sym- 
phonies of somewhat later date. The opening 
fugue on From Greenland's ley Mountains 
was deleted by Ives from the initial finished 
version of the quartet, but he used it more 
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than a dozen years later as the third move- 
ment of his Fourth Symphony. The Kohon 
ensemble turns in a spirited performance. 

(1898) Psalm, 67. Hamline Singers, Robert 
Holliday cond. NEW RECORDS NRLP 305 
(out of print). Teachers' College Concert 
Choir, Harry R. Wilson cond. Mt'stc LI- 
BRARY MLR 7071. Lehman Engel Madrigal 
Singers, Lehman Engel cond. COI UAtBIA 
78 -rpm 17139 D (out of print). The un- 
asailahle Hamline Singers version is by far 
the most successful of the three recordings 
of this powerful hitonal proclamatory work. 
Poor balance mars the Music Library disc. 
A first-class stereo version that will display 
this score as the masterpiece it is is badly 
needed. 

(1898) Ich grolle nicht, Corinne Curry (so - 
piano); Luise Vosgerchian (piano). CAnt- 
BRIDGE CRS 1804, CRAP 804. Jacqueline 
Greissle (soprano); Josef Wolman (piano). 
SPA 9. The I leine text is the same as that 
of Schumann's famous song, and the result 
shows that first-rate Schumann is preferable 
to second-rate (albeit competent) Ives. Curry 
sings the original German, while Greissle 
uses an English text. The Curry perform- 
ance is better on all counts. 

(1898) A Christmas Carol. Jacqueline 
Greissle (soprano); Josef Wolman (piano). 
SPA 9. Sweet sentiment here. but not mem- 
orable Ives. The performance is okay. 

(1898) Tarrant Moss. Helen Boatwright 
(soprano); John Kirkpatrick (piano). 

OVERTONE 7. Ives intended this as a virile 
ballad setting of a Kipling text. but was 
unable to obtain permission for its use. Some 
years later he devised some new verses of 
his own under the title Slugging a Vampire. 
Thus Kipling's opening, "I closed and drew 
for my love's sake. . ." became "I closed 
and drew, but not a gun. . . ." In her re- 
corded performance. Afiss Boatwright uses 
all six verses of Kipling's text, and to excel- 
lent effect. 

(1899) Night of Frost in ;fat. Ernest 
McChesney (tenor); Otto Herz (piano). 
CONCERT HALL 78 -rpm C-7 (out of print). 
A ripely romantic treatment of George Mere- 
dith. Reasonably good performance from 
singer McChesney. 

(1900) Iu Summer Fields. Jacqueline 
Greissle (soprano); Josef Wolman (piano). 
SPA 9. The date of this German song -setting 
-the poem is also used by Brahms (hut 
Greissle sings here in English )-is probably 
several years earlier than the date given. 
The music sounds like a Brahms vocal line 
sung over Prelude No. 1 of Bach's Wei/ - 
tempered Clavier. The Greissle performance 
is better than her average. 

(1901) The Children's ¡lour. Helen Boat- 
wright (soprano); John Kirkpatrick (pi- 
ano). OvrRTONE 7. Ernest McChesney 
(tenor); Otto Herz (piano). CONCERT 
HALL- 78 -rpm C-7 (out of print). Devy Bar- 
nett (soprano); Mel Strauss (piano). 
STEREO AGE C-3 two -track tape (out of 
print). The Ives setting of Longfellow's 
popular poem counts as the first of many 
genuine masterpieces among his songs. For 
sensitise treatment of text and vocal line, 
and beautiful word- and mood -painting in 
the piano accompaniment, this tender song 
will stand up against any in the same 'ein 

(Continued orerleaf) 
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® ® BACII: Unaccompanied Cello 
Strives: No. 5. in C Minor: No. 6, in I) 
Major. Pierre Fournier (cello). DEUT- 
SCHE GRA.IsIOPHON ARCHIVE ARC 73188 
56.98, ARC 3t88, S5.98. 

The last two in a set of six, these per- 
formances by Fournier are full of vitality 
and are very impressive technically, even 
if rather Romantic in feeling. The sound 
quality is excellent. 1. K. 

® OO BRAHMS: Violin Sonaras: No. 1, 
in G Major; No. 3. in I) Minor. Isaac 
Stern (violin); Alexander Zakin (piano). 
COLUDIBtA MS 6522 $5.98, ML 5922 
S4.98. 

Szigeti and Zakin are about as close to a 
certain kind of perfection as one could ask 
in these sonatas. The glow of lyricism in 
Opus 78 carries me rapt from first note 
to last. The recording is uncommonly fine, 
with remarkable presence. II". F. 

® OO GLINKA: Songs. Boris Christoff 
(bass); Alexander Labinsky (piano); 
Gaston Marchesini (cello). ANGEL S 
36133 55.98, 36133 $4.98. 

Glinka's songs, though they retain traces of 
German and Italian models. are fine ex- 
amples of the budding Russian national 
style. Christoff's dark. richly expressive 
voice is used with virtuoso skill and inter- 
pretive power in this simple direct music. 
Both mono and stereo are well recorded, 
and full texts are supplied. G. J. 

® ® GREGORIAN CHANT: Missa in 
Festo Pentecostes (Whit -Sunday Mass). 
Nun's Choir of the Benedictine Abbey of 
Our Lady of Varensell, Pater Aurelian 
Weiss, OSB (celebrant). DEUTSCHE 
GRAMMOPHON ARCHIVE ARC 73203 
$6.98, ARC 3203 $5.98. 

All the sung portions of the Proper and the 
Ordinary of the Solemn high Mass for 
Pentecost are here performed with the 
joyous exaltation of the feast day, yet un- 
affectedly. The recorded sound is extremely 
realistic. especially in stereo, and complete 
texts and translations are included. 1. K. 

® ® LATIN AMERICAN FIESTA. 
Villa Lobos: Bachia,as Brasileiras No. 5. 
Guarnieri: Brazilian Dance. Revueltas: 
Sensemay,;. Fernandez: Batuque. Copland: 
Danzón Cubano. Chávez: Sinlonia India. 
Netania Davrath (soprano); New York 
Philharmonic. Leonard Bernstein cond. 
COLUMBIA MS 6514 S5.98, ML 5914 
$4.98. 

It is possible that some listeners will find 
the hopped -up rhythmic irtuosity that 
characterizes five out of the six works 
here-all hut the lyrical Villa Lobos- 
beg.ns to cancel itself out after a while. 
But all the pieces are effective. particularly 
the Revueltas, which is a sort of Rite of 
Spring cha-cha-cha, and Bernstein and the 
orchestra make it a hi-fi feast. IV. F. 

OO ® MONTEVERDI: AL,guifical a se; 
rod; Missa a qualtro voci. Choir of the 
Carmelite Priory London. George Malcolm 
cond. L'OtsE sr-LvRe SOL 263 $5.98, 01. 
263' 54.98. 

Both of these splendid works are mag- 
nificently interpreted by the Carmelite 
Choir-few Renaissance choral recordings 
can boast such style, drama, and refine- 
ment. Good sound. I. K. 

® ® MOZART: Cosi fan irate (ec- 
crrpts). Elisabeth Schwarzkopf (soprano), 
Fiordiligi; Christa Ludwig (mezzo-so- 
prano), Dorahella; Hanny Steffek (so- 
prano). Despina; Alfredo Kraus (tenor), 
Ferrando; Giuseppe Taddei (baritone), 
Guglielmo; Walter Berry (baritone). Don 
Alfonso. Philharmonia Orchestra and Cho- 
rus. Karl Bhhm cond. ANGEL S 36167 
S5.98, 36167 S4.98. 

Angel's disc of highlights can he whole- 
heartedly recommended, for it concentrates 
on the happiest moments of an excellent 
performance. There is, regrettably, very 
little singing here by Messrs. Berry and 
Taddei, but what is included is marked by 
ensemble precision, harmonious balance, 
and strongly individual contributions. The 
sound is rich, the stereo well defined and 
most effective. G. J. 

OO ® MOZART: Quartets: No. 16, in 
E -flat; No. 17, in B -flat ("Hun!' ). Juil- 
liard String Quartet. EPIC BC 1270 $5.98, 
LC 3870 54.98. 

The uninhibited vitality of the "Hunt" 
lends itself hest to the taut and trim styling 
of the Juilliard, hut both works are well 
played, in good clean sound. D.11. 
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by Hugo Wolf or Moussorgsky. Helen 
Boatwright and John Kirkpatrick interpret 
the music in a way that puts all other com- 

petition out of the running. 

(1902) Symphony No. 2. New York Phil- 
harmonic. Leonard Bernstein cond. COLUM- 

BIA KS 6155, KL 5489. Vienna Orchestra, 
F. Charles Adler cond. SPA 39. The Second 

Symphony of Ives is a spirited and often 
moving essay on "remembrance of things 
past"-organ preludes played at New 
Haven's Center Church and boyhood larks 

in Danbury when it was just a small country 
town. Though there are five movements, the 

score falls naturally into three large sections 

-a beautiful Adagio slow movement 
flanked on one side by an organ -style An- 
dante and Allegro and on the other by a 

spirited Allegro hose slow introduction 
draws on the opening thematic material of 
the Symphony. The Bringing in the Sheaves 

hymn tune and fragments from the Brahms 
First and Third Symphonies play a signifi- 
cant role in the first and third movements. 

The final pages comprise a delectable quodli- 
bet montage of patriotic march music, con- 

cluding with a chord that connotes a spirit 
of irresistible high ¡inks. The Bernstein per- 
formance is masterly and full-blooded, the 

recording magnificently spacious. and the 
record jacket is decked out with fine early 
photos of Ives and his milieu. The Adler 
performance is labored and ill -recorded in 

comparison. 

(1902) Three Harvest Home Chorales. 
Robert Shaw Chorale with brass and organ, 
Robert Shaw cond. RCA VICTOR LSC/LM 
2676; FTC 2143 four -track tape. Number 
One only: Teachers' College Concert Choir 
with organ. I larry R. Wilson cond. MUSIC 
LIBRARY MLR 7071. The elemental gran- 
deur implicit in the Ives treatment of Psalm 

67 achieves an almost blinding splendor 
here in settings (for chorus. brass. organ, 
and string bass) of three harvest -hymn texts. 
Contrasting moods of somber meditation and 
fierce jubilation mark the first chorale. The 
second begins in solemn unison and leads 

to an overwhelming climax in the paean of 
praise at the end. The finale is an impressive. 
freely dissonant polyphonic setting of "Come 
ye thankful people come, raise a song of 
harvest home." This is not music for those 
who insist on traditionalism in the praise 
of God. But for those who take a more 
liberal view in styles of worship, the Robert 
Shaw recording is a thrilling experience both 
for the music and the performance. The 
Teachers' College Concert Choir disc of the 
first chorale is not in the same class. 

(1902) Lugo for Violin, Clarinet, and 
Piano. Elliott Magaziner (violin); David 
Weber (clarinet); Frank Glazer (piano). 
POLYMUSIC PRLP 1001 (out of print). As 
with such ear -stretching and mind -stretching 
previous works as Psalm 67 and the Harvest 
Home Chorales. this Largo furnishes no 

hymn- or popular -tune quotes as a take -off 
point for the listener. It is pure musical idea: 
a hell -like sequence (frequent in Ives' mu- 
sical language) serves as the underpinning 
for a violin (antigen. There is a more dra- 
matic theme assigned to the clarinet; then 
both clarinet and violin join in the colloquy. 
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which reaches a climactic point of tension, 
after which a coda restates the opening epi- 
sode in abbreviated form. Good perform- 
ance, acceptable sound; a piece worthy of 
updated recording. 

(1902) Harpalus. Helen Boatwright (so- 
prano); John Kirkpatrick (piano). OVER- 

TONE 7. Ernest McChesney (tenor); Otto 
Herz (piano). CONCERT HALL 78 -rpm C-7 
(out of print). Devy Barnett (soprano); 
Mel Strauss (piano). STEREO AGE. C-3 two - 
track tape (out of print). A somewhat 
tongue-in-cheek treatment of a lovelorn tale 
out of Percy's Reliques: "We are all sorry 
for Harpalus-notwithstanding the music." 
notes Ives. Helen Boatwright is again the 
pick of the interpreters, for she-together 
with Mr. Kirkpatrick-lends the piece a 

piquancy that would not be amiss in Brahms' 
Vergebliches Stündche,. 

. 4 ' 

' 
- 

IIEI.EN BOATwRIGIIT 
For Ives songs, a notable interpreter 

(1902) IValking. Helen Boatwright (so- 
prano); John Kirkpatrick (piano). OVER- 

TONE 7. Words by Ives himself, and a 

moving masterpiece of a song about the joys 
of life here and now, even in the face of 
death. Moussorgsky or Wolf could not have 
done it better. I find it hard to imagine a 

finer performance than this one by Boat- 
wright and Kirkpatrick. 

(1902) Rough Wind. Ernest McChesney 
(tenor); Otto Herz (piano). CONCERT 
HALL 78 -rpm C-7 (out of print). A storm- 
ily chromatic treatment of a poem by Shel- 
ley. McChesney does it reasonable justice. 

(1902) Mirage. Ernest McChesney (tenor); 
Otto Herz (piano). CONCERT HALL 78 -rpm 
C-7 (out of print). The Christina Rossetti 
text does not bring out the best in Ives. 

Adequate performance. 

(1903) A Night Thought. Jacqueline 
Greissle (soprano); Josef Wolman (piano). 
SPA 9. A relatively innocuous setting of 
Thomas Moore with some fairly free modu- 
latory treatment en route. The performance 
is adequate. 

(1903) Berreuce. Helen Boatwright (so- 
prano); John Kirkpatrick (piano). OVER- 
TONE 7. The Ives text offers a nice op- 
portunity for atmospheric "distant -bells" 
treatment (with a salute to the last move- 
ment of the Brahms First Symphony) in 

the piano accompaniment. Recorded per- 
formance is first-rate. 

(1904) Largo Cantabile. Boston Chamber 
Ensemble, Harold Farherman cond. CAM- 
BRIDGE CRS 1804, CRM 804. Just as the 
lyrical final movement with voice (a setting 
of Stefan George's "1 feel the breath of 
other planets blowing") of Arnold Schoen - 
berg's Second String Quartet (1907-1908) 
breaks away from the bonds of tonality, so 

too does this 1904 "song without words" by 
Ives. More than fifteen years later he matched 
the words of Shutter's Thou Hidden Love 
of God to the music in an arrangement for 
voice and piano under the title llymn. This 
recording of the earliest instrumental ver- 
sion is played with devotion. and is beau- 
tifully recorded. 

(1904) Thanksgiving and/or Forefathers' 
Day (No. 4 of New England Holidays). 
Iceland Symphony Orchestra; Iceland State 
Radio Chorus, William Strickland cond. 
COMPOSERS RECORDINGS CRI 177. What 
later became the finale of Ives' New England 
Holidays Symphony grew out of music writ- 
ten for a Thanksgiving service played at 

New Haven's Center Church in 1897. The 
end result is a mighty hymn -tune fantasia 
based on such noble tunes as Federal Street. 
Laban. Nettleton, and Shining Shore. with 
a final apotheosis with unison choir on Duke 
Street-the famous Thanksgiving hymn to 
the words "God, beneath Thy guiding hand, 
our exiled fathers crossed the strand.. 
The middle section becomes a wonderful 
revival -style episode that tapers off into a 

supremely poetic improvisation on Shining 
Shore, anticipating much done thirty and 
forty years later by Aaron Copland and Vir- 
gil Thomson. The recorded performance by 
Strickland and his Icelandic forces is en- 

dowed with a fittingly raw vigor and ele- 
mental power. 

(1904) Symphony No, 3. Eastman -Roch- 
ester Symphony Orchestra, Howard Hanson 
cond. MERCURY SR 90149, MG 50149. Na- 
tional Gallery Orchestra. Richard Bales 
cond. WCFM I (out of print). Baltimore 
Little Symphony, Reginald Stewart cond. 
VANGUARD VRS 468. Whereas the Second 
Symphony is scored for full orchestra, the 
Third is an intimate piece for single winds, 
two horns, a trombone, and bells in the 
closing measures. As its subtitle The Camp 
Meeting indicates, it evokes memories of 
the revival meetings in and around Danbury 
when Ives was a child. and is based on 
earlier Ives organ pieces. In much the same 

manner as Copland's Appalachian Spring 
ballet score, there is vigor combined with 
tenderness throughout the whole of the 
work, written three years before its first 
performance in 1947 won Ives an unwanted 
Pulitzer Prize. By virtue of superior re- 

corded sound-in stereo to hoot-Howard 
Hanson and his Eastman -Rochester players 
have the field pretty much to themselves, 
though I find that the 1950 Bales perform- 
ance, even with its antiquated conics, con- 
veys even more poetic atmosphere. 

(1905) Three -Page Sonata. Luise Vos- 
gerchian (piano), undesignated second pi- 
ano and hells -celesta. CAMBRIDGE CRS 1804, 

CR11 804. James Sykes (piano). FoLxXAYs 
FM 3348. Occupying in its original manu- 
script form just three pages (hence the 
title), this piece is another tough nut to 

(Continued on page 146) 
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the spea. ter 

" ... a threshold beyond which advance 
for some time may be so dificult as to ap- 
pear impossible. In the light of known tech- 
nology, nothing f -ir er san be done to 
improve this perfo-nancs without sharply 
increased costs." 

that will nri . c us eat our words 

KLH 

Model 

Seventeen 

69.95* 

,t 

That's what «e said in -1961 when we 
-ntroduced the Model Ter-, oar first speaker 
under $100. 

Now we are preparing br an extended 
diet of our own words. We ar: intrnducir;g a 
new speaker, the nLH Model Seventeen, 
which delivers a qual:t; of performance we 
believed unattainable at a price «e con_id- 
rred impossible just _bree years ago. 

You're going tz aear a lot of comment 
about this astoniskirg new speaker. and 

ou will undoubtedly bear the Model Seven- 
for yourself. So all we'll tell you 

Bow is - 
It's a handsome 3pea {er. 

It costs $69.95* 

It represents a tLr=shold bevc nd wh-ch 
advance for some tire may be so diffiailt 
as to appear impo- itle. In the light of 
known technology, notbirg further can be 
cone to improve th s perlcrmance without 
Eharply increased cats. 

It's at your KLH dealers now. 

Bon appetit. 

KLH RESEARCH AIN:C CI'VF7.OFAtENT C)RPORATL)N 
30 CROSS STRICT. ,^,A13R17GE P9, AUSACHUSETPA 

OCTOBER 1964 

*Suggested retail; slightly higher ou the west coast. 
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ANSERMET 
ZOXDOX honors this 
great conductor with &thrill - 
"Mg releaseof his new recórd-- 
ings-all with L'Orchestre de 
la Suisse Romande _ 

Sibelius: 
SYMPHONY No. 2 (Op. 43) 
Stereo CS -6391. Mono CM -9391 

' Sibelius: 
SYMPHONY No.4 IN A (Op. 63) 
TAPIOLA (Op. 112) 
Stereo CS -6387 Mono CM -9387 

Martin: IN TERRA PAX 
(with soloists and chorus) 
Stereo OS -25847 Mono 5847 

Ravel: BOLERO; LA VALSE 
Honegger: PACIFIC 231 
Dukas: 
THE SORCERER'S APPRENTICE 
Stereo CS -6367 ' . Mono CM -9367 

Mussorgsky: 
NIGHT ON THE BARE MOUNTAIN 
KHOVANSHCHINA-Prelude & Dance 

of the Persian Slaves 
Glinka: 
RUSSLAN AND LUDMILLA Overture 
WALTZ FANTASY 
JOTA ARAGONESA 
Stereo CS -6405 Mono CM -9405 

The record everyone 
is talking about! 

ANSERMET 
CONDUCTS WAGNER 

Lohengrin-Prelude to Act I; 
Gátterdemmerung - Sieg- . 

fried's Funeral March; Die 
Meistersinger - Overture; 
Parsifal-Prelude and Good 
Friday Spell 
Stereo CS -6386 Mono CM -938& 

T.odofno.Y, Reg. U. S. ro, O. 

/Z000r rr9 
FULL FREQUENCY RANGE RECORD/NG 

Ir 

U 
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crack-no quoted tunes to hang onto. 
Though nominally for piano solo, full real- 

ization of the music demands the extra play- 
ers used in the Cambridge recording. The 
first section is a boldly pantonal take -off on 

standard sonata form. There follows what 
might he called a study in bell sonority, then 
a march with a tritone ostirtato interrupted 
by ragtime episodes. The Cambridge per- 
formance of the Three -Page Sonata is both 
better recorded and more full and vital in 
its realization than the conscientious but 
somewhat heavy-handed effort of James 

Sykes on Folkways, which also takes a full 
minute more in performance (as against the 
7' 10" of the Cambridge artists). 

(1906) The Pond. Corinne Curry (so- 
prano); Boston Chamber Ensemble. Harold 
Farberman cond. CAMBRIDGE CRS 1804. 

CRM 804. Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra 
Members, William Strickland cond. Cont- 
POSERS RECORDINGS CRI 183. A twelve -bar 
masterpiece of nostalgic evocation. in which 
Ives gives performers the option of voice or 
trumpet for the solo line. The words, pre- 
sumably by Ives himself, together with a 

quotation from Taps at the very end, lead 

one to assume that this is a musical In 

Memoriam for Ives' father ("A sound of a 

distant horn O'er the shadow'd lake is 

borne; -my father's song"). Ives made a 

voice -and -piano arrangement in 1921 with 
the title Remembrance, minus the four bars 

of atmospheric introduction. The Cambridge 
performance with voice and the CRI with 
trumpet bring out different aspects of the 
piece-atmosphere on the one hand and 
polyphonic line on the other. Both versions 
are musically excellent, but the Cambridge 
recorded sound is richer and finer -grained. 

(1906) The Cage. Corinne Curry (so- 
prano): Luise Vosgerchian (piano). CAM- 
BRIDGE CRS 1804, CRM 804. Ernest McChes- 
ney (tenor); Otto Herz (piano). CONCERT 
HALL 78 -rpm C-7 (out of print). A harshly 
aphoristic bit of philosophical speculation 
on the lot of captive beast and captive man- 
kind that Wolf or Moussorgsky would have 
applauded. Ives included an instrumental 
version of the piece as the first movement 
of his 1911 Set for Theatre Orchestra. but 
I find it most effective as a song. Both re- 

corded performances are first-rate. 

(1906) Violin Sonata No. 4 ("Children's 
Day at the Camp Meeting"). Rafael Druian 
(violin); John Simms (piano). MERCURY 

MG 50097 (out of print). Anahid Ajemian 
(violin); Maro Ajemian (piano). MGM E 

3454 (out of print). Joseph Szigeti (vio- 
lin); Andor Foldes (piano). NEw Music 
78 -rpm 1612 (out of print). Despite this 
sonata's number, John Kirkpatrick marshals 
convincing evidence in his Ives manuscript 
catalog to show that Children's Dad at the 
Camp Meeting preceded the violin sonatas 
numbered I, 2, and 3 in date of composition. 
It is the shortest and most accessible of the 
Ives violin sonatas, being in large measure 
an elaboration on hymn -tune materials. such 

as ll"ork for the Night is Coming. Jesus 

Loves Me. and Beautiful River. The proces- 
sional atmosphere is very much in evidence 
throughout the end movements-sometimes 
solemn. sometimes enthusiastically hasty. 

The very beautiful slow movement gets a 

rude Ivesian interruption midway in its 
course with an episode marked-character- 
istically-Allegro con slag.rrocko. The so- 

nata originally had a fourth movement, 
which Ives deleted and used in revised form 
as the finale (titled The Revival) of the 
Violin Sonata No. 2. Ives also arranged the 
Beautiful River melody that concludes the 
sonata in its present form for voice and piano 
in 1916. Though neither of the long-playing 
versions is listed in the current Schwann 
catalog, they can still be obtained in con- 
noisseur record shops, and Mercury promises 
eventual reissue of the Druian-Simms discs 
of all four sonatas. The Ajemians seem a 

bit stiff in their reading, an impression that 
may also derive some reinforcement from 
the somewhat close and wiry recorded sound. 
The Druian-Simms performance is beauti- 
fully fluent and superbly recorded. 

(19(16) Where the Eagle Cannot See. 
Helen Boatwright (soprano); John Kirk- 
patrick (piano). OVERTONE 7. A brief song 
with mystical overtones and impressionist 
harmonic texture in its accompaniment. The 
music seems to have been written about 
1900, with the present words being added 
in 1906. The performance is flawless. 

(1907) Hallowe'en. Oslo Philharmonic Or- 
chestra Members, William Strickland cond. 
COMPOSERS RECORDINGS CRI 163. Boston 
Chamber Ensemble, Harold Farberman cond. 
CAMBRIDGE CRS 1804, CRM 804. Polymusic 
Chamber Orchestra, Vladimir Cherniaysky 
cond. POI.YNMUSIC PRLP 1001 (out of 
print). An extremely funny and original 
piece. an outlandish "round -dance moto per- 
petuo." which Ives styles "a kind of April 
Fool piece for a Hallowe'en party." The 
scoring is for strings and piano with bass 

drum ad lib., and the "round" is meant to 
he played three or four times. with the 
playing "getting faster and louder each 

time, keeping up with the bonfire." "This 
piece," Ives observes. "was written for a 

hallowe'en party and not for a nice con- 

cert. . .:' Little did he know that aleatory 
music would one day become fashionable 
in the concert hall! The Polymusic collector's 
item does the best job in terms of verve and 

accuracy. but Strickland really conveys the 

satanic quality of the music, minor inac- 

curacies (chiefly of intonation near the be- 

ginning) notwithstanding. Farberman seems 

a bit sluggish, if very polished, and his bass 

drum becomes too overpowering too soon. 

(1907) Central Park in the Dark. Oslo 
Philharmonic Orchestra Members. William 
Strickland cond. CoM POSERS RECORDINGS 

CRI 163. Polymusic Chamber Orchestra, 
Vladimir Cherniaysky cond. POLY NIUSIc 

PRLP 1001 (out of print). A Contemplation 
of Nothing Serious. or Central P irk in the 
Dark in the Good Old Steamer Time was 

one of the titles that Ives gate this music. 
which anticipates in sound (multiple letels 
of awareness) what James Joyce was to do in 

prose a decade later. The Strickland perform- 
ance is more spirited and better recorded 
than the 1950 Cherniaysky effort, but there 
is reason to believe that both of these will 
be superseded when Columbia releases a 

stereo version with Leonard Bernstein and 

the New York Philharmonic. 

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH 
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No other solid state stereo 
tuner/amplifier kit has EICO's 
$oo-$600 quality... 
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and looks it. only $22995) 
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Introducing the new 3566 all transistor F.M. M PX Stereo 
Tuner /Amplifier. Designed throughout to the quality level 
of the costliest Tuner /Amplifiers on the market. 
SUPERIOR TRANSISTOR SOUND: Perfect deep bass fidelity, the clarity 
and detail of exactly reproduced transients... the sweet, airy quality 
achieved with extremely low distortion and extended frequency response. 
Plus plentiful reserve power for orchestral crescendos (even with ineffi- 
cient speaker systems)-all against a velvet quiet background: This is the 
new transistor sound that is taking over in high fidelity ...This is the 
sound of the superior new EICO 3566. 

UNSURPASSED FM STEREO TUNER PERFORMANCE: Entirely new FM 
"Front End" and 4 -Stage IF Strip with wideband ratio detector, developed 
only after the practical requirements of optimum FM Stereo performance 
were established by experience with earlier transistor designs in the field 
... Achieves Minimum Bandwidth Variation with signal level for consist- 
ently high quality reception regardless of signal strength.... Handles even 
abnormally strong signals without overloading (a strong local signal won't 
"blanket" the dial)... Unsurpassed usable sensitivity with only slightly 
more signal required for full 40db quieting. Time -switching transistor 
multiplex circuitry, incorporating separation and balance adjusts, achieves 
outstanding 38db channel separation ...completely effective filtering of all 
types of interference. Noiseless, purely electronic Automatic Switching 
between FM Stereo and FM Mono (controlled by the pilot frequency in 
stereo broadcast signal), with defeat. Stereo Indicator Light gives instantly 
visible indication of stereo broadcasts... D'Arsonval tuning meter gives 
exact center -of -channel tuning indication...Adjustable-threshold inter - 
station noise muting gives you silence between stations while tuning, and 
infallible stereo program indication. Convenient Muting -Off Switch for 
weak station reception...Exactly right AFC pull -in range permits you to 
tune in stereo stations accurately with ease. Convenient AFC -Off switch for 
tuning in weak stations. 

UNSURPASSED STEREO AMPLIFIER/PREAMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE: En- 
tirely new amplifier/preamplifier circuitry, designed with the highest per- 
formance objectives. Phenomenally low noise, low distortion RIAA phono 
preamplifiers with maximum overload resistance. Low distortion, variable 
inflection feedback tone controls permit boost or cut at the extremes of 
the range without affecting mid -range response or the volume level. Iso- 
lated from power amplifier by buffer stages to eliminate loading distortion. 
Unique, very low distortion drive of power amplifier output stages, plus 
36db of overall feedback to reduce distortion to an inaudible level. No out- 
put transformers-giving unrestricted bass response and eliminating tran- 
sient distortions normally occurring due to output transformer characteris- 
tics. 

SIMPLIFIED KIT ASSEMBLY: You wire only non -critical audio and power 
supply circuits, mostly on military -style terminal boards for easy check- 

out... FM "Front End," 4 -stage FM IF strip, and entire multiplex circuit 
pre -wired and pre-aligned...Transistor Sockets eliminate risk of transistor 
heat damage...This kit can be recommended to beginners! 
CONTROLS: Input Selector, Mode (incorporates FM stereo defeat), Volume, 
Balance, Bass, Treble, Loudness Compensation, Muting -off, AFC -off, Power 
on -off. INPUTS: Mag. Phono, tape, auxiliary, 300 12 antenna. OUTPUTS: 
left and right speakers, tape, headphones. INDICATORS: Illuminated 
tuning dial, tuning meter, stereo program indicator light. FUSES: Line, 
Left Speaker, Right Speaker, SIZE (HWD): 5 x 161/2 x 131/4 inches. 

AMPLIFIER/PREAMPLIFIER SPECIFICATIONS: POWER: 66 watts total IHF 
music power output. IM DISTORTION: 2% at 30 wpc (watts per channel); 
1% at 2.5 wpc; 0.3% at normal listening level. IHF POWER BANDWIDTH: 
20-20,000 at 25 wpc, 0.5% harmonic distortion. HARMONIC DISTORTION: 
0.16% at normal listening level. FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 1 1db 10-60,000 
cps. HUM & NOISE: 70db below 10mV on mag. phono; 70db below rated 
power on other inputs. SENSITIVITY: 3mV on mag. phono, 180mV on other 
inputs. SPEAKER CONNECTIONS: 8-16 ohms.' 

FM MPX STEREO TUNER SPECIFICATIONS: SENSITIVITY: 2 microvolts for 
30db quieting (IHF Standard), 2.7 microvolts for 40db quieting. IHF HAR- 
MONIC DISTORTION: 0.5%. CHANNEL SEPARATION: 38db. FREQUENCY 
RESPONSE: ± 1db 20-15,000 cps. IHF SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO: 60db. IHF 
CAPTURE RATIO: 4.5db. IMAGE REJECTION: 50db. IF & SPURIOUS RE- 
JECTION: 80db. SCA REJECTION: 40db. 38 KC SUPRESSION: 55 db. 19 KC 
SUPRESSION: 45db. 
EICO 3566 also available factory wired (includes oiled walnut cabinet) 
$349.95 ...optional oiled walnut cabinet for kit $9.95. 

Visit the EICO exhibit in the Pavilion of American Interiors at the World's Fair. 

HFS-10 1 
EICO EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc. 

131-01 39th Avenue, Flushing, N.Y. 11352 

Please send 1964 Catalog 
f:14 r1 - __.. 

Name 

Address -- 

City 7one State 

I J 
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Do you know the difference 

between genuine Altec 

ti 

VIA_ 11 
equipment and ordiñary"Hi Fi"Components 

(besides quality)? 
ALTEC PLAYBACK EQUIPMENT IS USED UNIVERSALLY 

BY THE FINEST RECORDING AND 

BROADCAST STUDIOS IN PRODUCING THE BEST IN SOUND 

You can't help hut notice that many manu- 
facturers who design hi fi components spe- 
cifically for the home try desperately to tie 
the term `professional" to their products. 
Why they do this is obvious: The word 
"professional" implies wide acceptance and 
use by professionals in the sound industry 
(such as recording and broadcast studios). 
Such acceptance by people who are most 
qualified to know good sound from had, 
reflects favorably on their products. (After 
all, if you're in doubt, the safest way is to 
follow the example set by experts.) How- 
ever, there's a wide difference between 
implied professional acceptance and tan- 
gible proof of its universal existence. 

That's why we've filled this page with 
various sample photos s/towing Altec 
'CUM CK equipment in actual use by 
famed recording and broadcast studios. 
The photos speak for themselves, and make 
it unnecessary for us to use the word "pro- 
fessional" loosely. Not with so many Altec 
PLAI'ZACKtuners, amplifiers, speakers, and 
speaker systems being used by the profes- 
sionals in sound-the record- 
ing stars, musical conductors, 
and recording or broadcast 
engineers. (In fact, that's how 
we originally started selling .G 

.. 

Zr 
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ALTE[° CORPORdAT1ON 
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II \ 
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Pt.Av9AC: at Capitol Records - ÁItec 6055 "Duplex"® 
Loudspeakers verify the fine performance that has just 
been recorded. 

our VIMISACK components for home use: 
so many soured professionals were carting 
the equipment home with them, we knew 
we had a good thing. That was nearly 20 
years ago.) 

IS IT WISE TO PAY LESS 
-AND GET LESS? 

You've no doubt considered the fact that 
your home VIMISACK center will be one of 
the largest single equipment investments 
you will ever make. As a wise investment 
policy, we urge you to visit your Altec 
Distributor and listen to the same Altec 
Pt,ANYACK equipment most probably used 
by the artist, director, and recording engi- 
neer to compare and judge the final record- 
ing with original performance. We suspect 
you'll find Altec P%X' %KCK solid-state 
stereo amplifiers and full-size speaker sys- 
tems are the best "value on the market in 
terms of continued listening pleasure. 

Be sure to ask for your courtesy copy of 
Altec catalog, PLAI9AC'. and Speech Input 
Equipment for Recording and Broadcast 
Studios. Or, write Dept. SRIO 

ALTEC LANSING 

LANSING CORPORATION 177 v Ling-Temco Nought, Inc. 
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA 

y .. . . r J-1 ...,. - -d- --- 
Pair of Altec 8365 "Lido" Speaker Systems are shelf - 
mounted for stereo Ptx s',.t . monitoring at Walton 
Recording Studio in Chicago. 

,C:. z' 

t.! 
L-1 , - :' 

Altec 838A "Carmel" ?IAN U M Speaker Sys- 
tem is suspended from ceiling at Century 
Recording Co. Rack at left shows Altec power 
and compressor amplifiers used for recording. 
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Perfect partners! Rack -mounted solid-state 
Altec 360A VI. $01 kCK Amplifier works with 
Altec 3145 FM Multiplex Tuner at Sim -O -Rana 
Sound Recording Studio. 

L 
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The film production service at Virginia State 
Department of Education relies on the all. 
transistor 360A for power in conjunction with 
other Altec etIMACti amplifiers and controls 
in producing educational sound films. 

United Recording Studios (Hollywood) uses 
Altec A-7 "Voice of the Theatre"® Speaker 
Systems for 3 -Channel P1.AVBACK. monitorlrg. 

I 

Interior o Columbia Records Studio (Holly- 
wood) and Altec 605A "Duplex"® Loudspeak- 
ers used for PIAYRACK . 
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Full-size Altec speaker system, the 838A 
"Carmel", is used for monitoring the famous 
Steve Allen Show by originating station, 
KTLA, Channel 5, in Los Angeles. 
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HIFI/STEREO REVIE\V'S 
CHOICE 

OF THE LATEST 
RECORDINGS 

Reviewed by JOE GOLDBERG NAT IIENTOIT 

O ® NAT ADDERLEY: Little Big flora. 
Nat Adderley (cornet), Kenny Burrell and 
Jiro Hall (guitar). Junior Mance (piano), 
Bob Cranshaw (bass), Mickey Roker 
(drums). El Chico; Foo Foo; Loneliness; 
Bro.,du'ay Lad): and four others. RIVERSIDE 
9474° 55.98, 474 S4.98. 

Performance: Skillful and spirited 
Recording: Good 

Although many trumpeters, in emulation of 
Miles Davis, are turning to the fluegel- 
horn, Nat Adderley has long preferred the 
cornet. But this is not to say that Adderley 
is not a follower of Davis. His treatment of 
the ballad Loneliness, built on two chords, 
resembles Miles' style in Elevator to the Scaf- 
fold. and the title track here, Little Big horn, 
might as well he Davis playing I Could 
Write a Book. 

This group consists of the Junior Mance 
Trio and two alternating guitarists, Jim Hall 
and Kenny Burrell. Most of the ballads are 
given to Hall. who is the more lyrical 
musician, and Burrell gets the blues. On one 
of the latter, Foo Foo. Mance admirably cap- 
tures the feeling of old-time piano. The 
most enjoyable track is a romp called Half - 
Time. which takes off from Our Bo)s W'ill 
Shine Tonight. There is a wonderful cornet - 
and -drum marching -band open and close 
here. but it is spoiled by an unnecessary fade- 
out ending. Although derivative, Adderley is 
a fine musician. and this is one of his better 
efforts. It is also one more example of the 
current trend-viz. Rollins and Getz-to- 
ward using a guitar rather than a second 
horn. J. G. 

RECORDING OF' SPECIAL MERIT 

OO ® MOSE ALLISON: The Word from 
Mose. Muse Allison (piano and vocals), 
Ben Tucker (bass), Ron Lundberg (drums). 
Foolkiller: Your Red II"ago: Rollin' Stone: 
Lost Mind: and seven others. ATLANTIC SD 

1 424 55.98, 1424° 54.98. 

Performance: One of Mose's best 
Recording: Very good 

Muse Allison is one of the few white jazz 
musicians to have come from the Mississippi 
Delta. Although a competent modern jazz 
pianist. Allison is most distinctive when he 
is singing the blues and other songs with 

L.rplunation of symbols: 
Os = stereophonic recording 
® - monophonic recording 
° = mono or stereo version 

not received for reriero 

folk -like roots and concerns. Fortunately, in 
this, one of his most consistently intriguing 
albums, Allison sings on all eleven tracks. 
Seven of the songs are his own, and they 
reflect his skill at utilizing idiomatic speech 
rhythms and metaphors in songs. The lyrics 
also tend toward a wry piquancy ("there's 
something bad happening in the zodiac/I 
gave money to a wino/And he gave it 
back"). Allison receives alert support from 
Ben Tucker and Ron Lundberg. N. 1f. 

3 

t 

w 

ling Ciimt1.rs 
The repertoire is autobiography 

Can't Get Started on a nicely controlled 
muted trumpet. and sings One for My Baby 
in a pleasant Jack Teagarden voice. He falls 
into the same "classical" trap as most pian- 
ists on It's All Right with Ale, but on /'re 
Got a Crush on You, his segue from the ad- 
lib to the in -tempo portion shows just how 
fine a musician he is. It must have been a 

light, charming evening at Town Hall, and, 
when you are in the proper mood. you may 
he glad it was made permanent. J. G. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

® RAY CH RLES: The Great !fits of Ray 
Charles. Ray Charles (vocals, piano); uni- 
dentified accompaniment. Carrying That 
Load: II'hat'd I Say; Pm Morin' On; You 
Be Al y Baby: and nine others. ATLANTIC SD 
7101 55.98. 

® ® JOE BUSIIKIN: Joe Bushkin iu 
Concert-Tour, Hall. Joe Bushkin (piano. 
trumpet, vocals). Chuck Wayne (guitar), 
Milt Hinton (bass). Ed Shaughnessy 
(drums). Just One of Those Things: The 
Song Is Ended: Cole Porter Medley: Porgy 
and Bess Aledley: and five others. REPRISE 
RS 6119 54.98. R 6119°" S3.98. 

Performance: Charming 
Recording: Good 

In this concert Joe Bushkin gave in New 
York's Town Hall not long ago. the pianist 
shows himself to he an absolute master of 
the kind of half -jazz. half -cocktail style that 
stems from Art Tatum and is now heard 
mostly in intimate little night clubs. Bushkin 
himself. now in semiretirement, is a throw- 
back to more graceful, elegant days, and one 
wonders whethers music or nostalgia is up- 
permost in his mind when he plays. The 
remarks he makes sound like those of a less 
mordant Eddie Condon, and the audience 
seems to he primarily a gathering of friends. 
Besides playing piano, Bushkin essays / 

Performance: Superb 
Recording: Excellent 

Atlantic continues to reassemble and re- 
package its Ray Charles recordings. This 
time, the common denominator is that all the 
bands have been reprocessed in "eight -track 
stereo (the album is not available mono- 
phonically), and the sound is indeed excel- 
lent-sharp and clear. Most of the thirteen 
tracks included here are from Charles' earlier 
days, and the repertoire, as Leonard Feather 
points out in his notes, "brings us closer to 
his autobiography than any of those inspira- 
tional ballads he was later to borrow from 
Judy Garland." 

The songs are almost exclusively in the 
gospel -and -blues tradition that gave Charles 
his first great reputation. Seven of the thir- 
teen are among my favorite Charles record- 
ings. which to my mind makes this disc a 

very good deal for anyone who does not 
already have the following selections: / Had 
a Dream, Tell All the II"orld About You. / 
Believe to Al) Soul, The Right Time, Yes 
Indeed. Tell the Truth. and My Bonnie. 

Tell the Truth is interesting in that the 
tenor saxophonist. probably David Newman, 
plays almost exactly the same solo that he 
uses in another version, recorded in perform- 
ance. My Bonnie, having been transformed 
into a gospel song, is one of the most 
hilarious tracks you will ever hear. Charles 
is a master, so if you don't have those seven 
tracks, purchase of this album should be 
considered a must. J. G. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

OO ® HANK CRAWFORD: True Blue. 
Hank Crawford (alto saxophone, piano); 

(Continued on page 153) /' OCTOBER 1964 
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SAVE UP TO 5449... 

Kit GD-983 

$84900 

(Includes Bench) 

) 
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On This NEW Heathkit®Version Of The 
Thomas "Coronado" All -Transistor Organ! 

A Professional Organist's Dream With A Be- 
ginner's Simplicity! 
That's the new Heathkit/Thomas "Coronado" 
All -Transistor Organ with every deluxe organ 
feature you've ever dreamed of for complete 
versatility! And it's all wrapped up in a luxurious 
piece of walnut furniture that will be the show- 
piece of any home. It's all yours to enjoy at a 
savings that can't be found anywhere else ... 
up to $449! It's like getting '/ off! 
Simple To Build, Simple To Play! 
You don't have to be an electronics wizard to 
build it, nor a professional organist to play it. 
Famous Heath "Engi-nuity" has reduced as- 
sembly of this magnificient instrument to simple - 
to -perform steps that require no special talents, 
knowledge or tools. Makes a fascinating, en- 
joyable project for the entire family! And the 
famous Thomas "Musical Fun Book" is in- 
cluded to start you easily playing many favorite 
tunes immediately. A special, recorded, 48 -lesson 
course is also available at a $30 savings to pro- 
vide you with a firm and lasting knowledge of 
music ... lets you learn at your leisure! Before 
you know it, you'll be creating the sounds of an 
entire orchestra! 
Each and every component in the GD-983 is a 
genuine Thomas factory -fabricated part. And 
its advanced all -transistor circuitry means less 
heat, better tone, longer life, and virtually 
trouble -free performance. 

Save $150 On The 

Heathkit/Thomas 

"Largo" Organ! 

150 

You even tune the organ yourself with the aid of 
a prealigned tone generator and a special count- 
ing method ... requires no special "musical ear"! 
What's It Like To Own This Beautiful Organ? 
Playing this luxurious Heathkit/Thomas "Coro- 
nado" is truly a rewarding activity that becomes 
more exciting, more fascinating each day! Just 
think of its many advantages! 
I. A Hobby For The Whole Family ... every 
one from Mom to Junior call share the fun and 
ease of building and playing it. Provides a 
creative common family interest. 
2. Develops Musical Interest & Expression . 

less complicated than other instruments, the 
organ is ideal for teaching children as well as 
grown-ups a priceless knowledge and appre- 
ciation of music. 
3. Parties Come Alive... you're a one-man band 
when friends gather for an evening of fun. And 
teens love the rhythm and bounce of its wealth 
of musical effects. 
4. Provides A Wholesome Creative Outlet . . 

helps you unwind, forget your problems, and 
case tensions. 
Check the features, then send for the demon- 
stration record and hear it for yourself. You'll 
agree that there's not a better organ buy on the 
market today than the Heathkit/Thomas 
"Coronado"! 
Kit GD-983, Organ & marching walnut bench, 

290 lbs. $849.00 

10 true organ voices Variable Repeat 
Percussion for additional effects Two 
37 -note keyboards I3 -note heel & toe 
bass pedals 20 -watt peak power ampli- 
fier Walnut cabinet Transistorized 
plug-in tone generators ... warranted for 
five full years Expressidn pedal. 

Kit GD-232A, organ only, 158 lbs. 
$349.95 
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Compare These Features With Organs Costing 
Twice As Much! 

17 true organ voices Two full-size 44 -note 
keyboards Built-in 2 -speed Leslie speaker 
plus 2 -unit Main speaker system 28 notes of 
melodious chimes for hundreds of chime var- 
iations 13 -note heel & toe pedal board, 
range C thru C New stereo chorus for excit- 
ing "stereo" effects Color -tone Attack, Re- 
peat & Sustain Percussion ... the only organ 
to give you all 3 Treble accent Reverb 
Manual Balance Pedal Volume Control 
Expression Pedal Headset outlet for private 
playing 5 -year warranty on transistor tone 
generators 75 -watt peak power transistor am- 
plifier Hand-crafted, full-bodied, walnut - 
finished cabinet, completely assembled 
Matching bench included. 

HEAR IT YOURSELF! 
Convince yourself by sending for a 7", 
33'// demonstration record! Order 
No. GDA-983-2 for Deluxe GD-983 
organ, GDA-232.5 for low-cost GD- 
232A organ. Each record 50c. Do it 
cowl 

L 

- - 
HEATH COMPANY, Sept. 40-10-2 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49023 
O Please reserve GD-983 

Organ for Nov. delivery. 

O Enclosed is S 

Please send model 

Please send Free 1965 Heathkit Catalog. 

J 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
r.K.,a ,,.a o:mo,,, ,,or<.. CL -192 
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Wilbur Brown and James Clay (tenor saxo- 
phones); Alexander Nelson and Leroy 
Cooper (baritone saxophones); Charlie Pat- 

terson, John Hunt, Julius Brooks. Phil Guil- u 
beau (trumpets); Lewis Worrell. Charlie 1 

Green, and Edgar Willis (bass); Carl Lott, 
É 

Milt Turner. and Bruno Carr (drums); 
Sonny Forriest (guitar). Mellow Down; 
Read 'Em and 11' rep: Skunky Green: Got 
You on My Mind: and six others. ATLANTIC 
SD 1423 $4.98, 1423'` S4.98. 

Performance: Rhythm-and-blues jazz 
Recording: Excellent 

"True Blue" is clearly Hank Crawford's 
most impressive album so far. Long a fea- 
tured soloist and a strong influence in Ray 

Charles' hand. Crawford here goes directly 
to the foundation of his own jazz preoccupa- 
tions. The material and the approach are 
based on the bedrock Negro rhythm-and- 
blues tradition-as expanded by modern - 
jazz harmonies and phrasing. The songs in- 
clude Crawford originals along with a num- 
ber of evocative rhythm-and-blues pieces- 
Merry Christmas, Baby; Two Years of Tor- 
ture: and the sinuous Blues in Bloom. 

Crawford's alto saxophone is in the bris- 
tling, story -telling vein of rhythm-and-blues. 
As an instance, he brings a degree of emo- 
tional urgency to Save Your Love for Ale 
which makes that song much more than a 

wistful plaint. There are also stinging solos 
by baritone saxophonist Leroy Cooper and 
trumpeters John Hunt and Phil Guilheau. 
My only reservation about the album is that 
there might have been a wider and more 
frequent distribution of solo cork among 

h r . 

9 
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1-1A\Ic CRAR'FORI 
Bristling. story -telling rhythm-and-blues 

the sidemen, but this aside, "True Blue" is 

a superb illustration of the influential and 
productive lineage of rhythm-and-blues in the 
mainstream of modern jazz. And it's also fine 
for dancing. N. II. 

O O THE DUKES OF DIXIELAND: 
Struttin' at the Vorld's Fair. Frank As- 
sunto (trumpet), Fred Assunto (trombone), 
Jerry Fuller (clarinet), Gene Schroeder 
(piano), Barrett Deems and Nick Fatool 
(drums), unidentified bass. The Big Parade; 
Sweetheart; on Parade; Caravan; Louisiana; 

and six others. Cot.urtstA CS 8994 $4.98, 
CL 2194* S3.98. 

Performance: Spirit without substance 
Recording: Very live and clear 

The Dukes of Dixieland cannot be faulted 
for lack of zest, but this quality is not enough 
to guarantee superior jazz performances. This 
recording of the Dukes does not include a 

single major soloist. The Assunto brothers 
and Jerry Fuller are adequate, but never 
more than that. A supple rhythm team is 
required to make ordinary jazz soloists ap- 
pear more resourceful than they actually are, 
and suppleness is not a characteristic of the 
Dukes-in the front line or in the back- 
ground. The program might well be effec- 
tive as part of the sonic background at the 
World's Fair Louisiana Pavilion, where the 
Dukes performed. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

® DUKE ELLINGTON/BILLY STRAY- 
11ORN: Great Times! Duke Ellington 
(piano), Billy Strayhorn (piano, celeste), 
Wendell Marshall and Joe Shulman (bass), 
Oscar Pettiford (cello), Lloyd Trotman 
(bass), Jo Jones (drums). Cottontail; 
Johnny Come Lite!;; Perdido: Oscalypso; 
and eight others. RIVERSIDE 475 $4.98. 

Performance: Informal Duke 
Recording: Rather thin 

The first eight of the twelve selections here 
are piano duets by Duke Ellington and Billy 
Strayhorn with bass and drums. Originally 
issued more than ten years ago on a 10 - 

THE GREAT ISHAM JONES 
Ir You first discovered jazz (as I did) in 

the early 1940's, the name Isham Jones 
may have the sound of something quaint 
and dusty from the past. Anyway, he was 
the guy who wrote some of those old 
Woody Herman tunes, like Blue Prelude 
and There Is No Greater Lore, and he also 
had a hand-a big band. 

RCA Victor has just reissued sixteen 
sides (78's) by that hand as one of its 
Vintage Series LP's, and the disc has, in the 
vernacular of the jazzman, messed up my 
mind. It punches some large holes in jazz 
dogma and the current version of the 
music's history, most particularly the article 
of faith that no white hand ever contributed 
anything. This record shows not only that 
the Isham Jones hand was an extraordi- 
narily musical one, but that it is the source 
of material that turns up in big -hand jazz 
and in pop music right up to the present. 

On many tracks of this disc the hand is 
functioning well within the jazz idiom, 
though other tracks-particularly the bal- 
lads-are strictly for slow dancing. In a 

seeming anticipation of the reaction of cer- 
tain critics, the disc's liner notes point out 
that "It is important to remember that 
Isham's aim was to lead a dance hand and 
not a show orchestra or a jazz hand." But 
who claimed to lead a jazz hand in those 
days anyway. except Paul Whiteman, who 
didn't? All the hands then played for danc- 
ing; the idea of jazz as purely a listening 
music came later. 

Woody Herman's first hand owed a debt 
to Jones, which is not surprising: Herman 
played with Jones, and when the latter 
retired in 1936, a group of his musicians 
decided to build a new band around 
Herman as leader. When I told Woody 
about this new Victor LP, he said, "I want 
to hear that. That hand used to do a thing 
with triplet figures in the saxes-you know, 
floating behind the heat. We've been doing 
it a little with the current hand. It's a pretty 
effect." There were some superb musicians 
in the Jones hand. "The old man used to 
get good men." Woody said, adding with 
a grin, "He never paid much, but he got 
them." 

According to Herman, the band had 
eighteen men, including a five -man rhythm 
section in which Joe Iiishop played tuba. 
There were five saxes. including a baritone. 
Thus one doesn't encounter that emptiness 
of sound common to other hands of the 
early 1930's: the tuba and baritone add 
bottom. There were three trumpets, prob- 
ably two trombones, and three violins. (The 
violins were apparently used only on bal- 
lads, if the record is fully representative of 
the band's work. Where they occur, they 
sound pretty thin.) The rhythm section 
strikes me as wooden-but then all rhythm 
sections from that period do, and this one is 

perhaps less lump -footed than most I've 
heard from the era. 

The ensemble work of the Jones hand is 

astonishing. Sometimes it swings hard, as 

by Gene Lees 
in China Boy. Herman tells me that Jiggs 
Noble and Gordon Jenkins wrote for 
the band, and, once in a while, Fletcher 
Henderson. China Boy sounds like one of 
his charts. You will find little that is ricky- 
tick in the Isham Jones band. The man 
obviously had unerring taste. "He really 
wasn't much of a musician," Herman said, 
"but he had very big ears." 

The record's sound is dated but good. 
Victor had the best sound of any label in 
the early 1930's, and these sides were made 
between 1932 and 1934. In addition, Jones 
was meticulously careful about how his 
hand was recorded-as he apparently was 
about most things, including money. The 
result is a trueness of instrumental sound 
that is most unusual for records this old. 
A healthy amount of treble boost makes 
it sound even better. 

RCA Victor's Brad McCuen, who pro- 
duced this reissue, is to he commended for 
an excellent job. But the liner notes are off - 
target in evaluating Jones as "an outstand- 
ing arranger ... fine musician." These he 
apparently wasn't. But, on the evidence of 
these recordings, he sure had one he 1 of 
a good band. 

® ISHAM JONES: The Great Isham 
Jones and His Orchestra. Blue Prelude; 
Dallas Blues: Louisville Lady: You've Got 
Ate Crying Again: Ridin' Around in the 
Rain. Georgia Jubilee: and ten others. RCA 
VICTOR LPV 504 S4.98. 
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ELLING HI-FI 

jOR'LD WIDE 

__..'f:NCE 1948 
COMPONENTS RECORDERS 

KITS SPEAKER SYSTEMS TAPE 

LOWEST PRICES 

TIME PAYMENT PLAN 
ALL BRAND NEW 
FACTORY SEALED 

MFRS. GUARANTEES 
UP TO 5 YEARS 

FAST, INSURED 
SHIPMENTS 
GET 'QUOTES' on 
PACKAGE DEALS AND 
SAVE MORE 

SAME DAY REPLY TO 
YOUR HI-FI INQUIRY 
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This Superb Recording 
of BAROQUE MUSIC 

is yours for ONLY 4100 

SEND NO MONEY NOW 

GEORG PHILIPP TELEMANN (1681.1761) 

Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra in D -Major 
Concerto for Flute and Orchestra in D -Major 
Concerto for Oboe and Orchestra in E -Minor 
Concerto for Viola and Orchestra in G -Major 

The Pro Arte Chamber Orchestra of Munich 
Kurt REDEL, Conductor 

Winner of the Grand Prix du Disque 
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MHS 518-Available in MONO or 
STEREO, please specify 

The Musical Heritage Society issues 
about 30 recordings each year of 17th 
and 18th Century music. All recordings 
are only $2.50 each plus a small shipping 

1. charge. Complete details about our So - 

Iciety and its endeavors will be sent to 

you along with the trial record. 

THE MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY, INC. 
Carnegie Nall, New York, N. Y. 10019 

Please send me the 12" Long Playing Record 
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mit $1.00 as payment in full or return the 
record. It is understood there is absolutely no 
obligation on my part otherwise. 
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inch long-playing disc by the now -defunct 
Mercer label, the recordings have been hard 
to obtain in recent years. They are of con- 
siderable value both for the insight they pro- 
vide into the exceptionally close musical 
partnership of the two men and for the sheer 
exuberance of the performances themselves. 

The Ellington-Strayhorn musical relation- 
ship is usually a writing one. Strayhorn often 
arranges Ellington pieces or finishes an 
orchestration Ellington has begun. As the 
men in Duke's band point out. Strayhorn un- 
derstands Ellington's approach so well that 
it is often difficult to tell ss here Ellington 
left off and Strayhorn began on a score. 
Similarly, in these duets, it is hard to distin- 
guish between the two-although it is prob- 
ably safe to say that the more percussive 
passages are Ellington's. 

Their material here includes Ellington and 
Strayhorn standards (Cottontail, C Jam 
Blues. Johnn) Conte Lately), gently impres- 
sionistic pieces (I,, a Blue Summer Garden), 
and highly informal blues and celebrations 
of the urban scene (Took). The playing of 
both pianists is rhythmically incisive. often 
playful. and infectiously buoyant. 

The last four numbers, also from the 
Mercer catalog, utilize Ellington and Stray - 
horn plus rhythm to complement pizzicato 
cello improvisations by the late Oscar Petti- 
ford. Pettiford played the cello in much the 
same manner as he did the bass, hut he 
achieved considerable skill on the former, 
and its richer colors are particularly effective 
in Blues for Blanton-a tribute to the late 
Jimmy Blanton. Ellington's most influential 
bassist. The recorded sound is rather pinched. 
but the performances more than compensate 
for the middle -fidelity. .\'. 11. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

05 ® BILL EVANS: Trio 64. Bill Evans 
(piano), Gary Peacock (bass), Paul Motian 
(drums). Always; I'll See You Again; 
Dancing in the Dark; Everything Happens 
to Me: and four others. VERVE V6 8578 
55.98. V 8578 54.98. 

Performance: Superior jazz piano 
Recording: First-rate 

Bill Evans, firmly established as one of the 
most inventive of all jazz pianists, has been 
set a formidable challenge by this date. All 
the tunes are pop standards. Some, to be 
sure, are superior ballads (Dancing in the 
D o -k. A Sleeping Bee), but others are slight 
novelties (Little Lulu, Santa Claus Is Com- 
iug to Torun) or songs which do not at first 
appear to lend themselves especially to jazz 
interpretations (Always, I'll See You Again). 

Nonetheless, Evans brilliantly reshapes 
each tune into absorbingly personal state- 
ments. As usual, his command of the instru- 
ment is impressive, and he plays with a 

crisp articulation and has an unusually broad 
harmonic imagination. Of Evans' associates. 
bassist Gary Peacock is almost on a level 
with the leader in his inventiveness and in 
mastery of his instrument. The record is 
worth playing a number of times just to focus 
your attention on Peacock-his accompani- 
ment patterns as well as his solos. Drummer 
Paul Motian is unfailingly tasteful. N. ii. 

© ® MILT JACKSON: Vibrations. Milt 
Jackson (vibraharp), Henry Boozier (trum- 
pet), Tommy McIntosh (trombone), Jimmy 

Heath (tenor saxophone). Tate Houston 
(baritone saxophone), Tommy Flanagan 
(piano). Kenny Burrell (guitar), Alvin 
Jackson and George Duvivier (bass). Connie 
Kay (drums), five unidentified voices. Vi- 
hr.ttio,s: Alallets,otv.n-d None: Blue Jubilee; 
D.rrbiu fr the Redd Fo.vx: and four others. 
ATI ANTIC SD 1417 S5.98, 1417' S4.98. 

Performance: Good by Jackson and 
Flanagan 

Recording: Excellent 

Milt Jackson is the greatest jazz vibraharpist 
we have, perhaps the greatest we have ever 
had. When he plays with the Modern Jazz 
Quartet, or with another excellent rhythm 
section and perhaps one other added instru- 
ment, he can be superb. But too many of his 
own albums have featured small bands with 
uninteresting arrangements sloppily re- 
hearsed. and this is one of them. Five of the 
eight tracks feature personnel that might as 
well he the Riverside Records house band 

.1s 
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B I LI. F VANS 

A most inrentire jazz pianist 

doing clogged arrangements by Tommy Mc- 
Intosh-and they sound as though they were 
recorded before the band knew them very 
well. Tenor saxophonist Jimmy Heath is. 
after Jackson. the principal soloist, but the 
shining light here is pianist Tommy Flana- 
gan, who seems imperturbably able to con- 
tribute excellent work under any circum- 
stances. The Dizzy Gillespie song here called 
Algo Bueno is also known as Woody 'o You. 
Jackson's Let Alt Hear the Blues sounds as 
though Ray Charles load written it, and his 
Melancholy Blues is one more variant on 
Bags' Groove. On the latter and on Vibra- 
tions there is added an out -of -place five -voice 
choir. Only on Sweet Georgia Brow,/ is 

there a brilliant demonstration of the melodic 
and rhythmic qualities that make Jackson a 

master. J. G. 

Os ® I-IERBIE MANN: Latin Fever. 
Herbie Mann (flutes), -arious accompani- 
ments. /larlem l\octurne: Fever; Not Now- 
Later On; lnsensatez: Groot) Samba; and 
five others. ATLANTIC SD 1422 S5.98, 1422°' 

S4.98. 

Performance: Varied 
Recording: Good 

Herhie Mann, who is far from being my 
(Continued on page 158) 
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"Believe it or not, 
I make over 90% =o f 
my broadcast tapes 
on the same Norelco 
model designed for 

your home," 
says Skip Weshner 
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"My tapes have to meet the broadcast standards 
of the leading FM stations around the country, whose 
other taped programs are normally recorded and 
played back on professional broadcast -console 
equipment. My Norelco '401' gives me professional 
quality tapes that not only meet or exceed these 
standards, but on playback on the '401' I defy any 
listener to tell the difference between my live broad- 
casts and my taped ones! 

"As to reliability, my Norelco has been on the 

1.0,o. 11101 i 

"try. 

rrár 

firing line five nights a week. year after year, and has 
required less maintenance than any other recorder 
I've ever used. It handles tape more gently, too: it 
doesn't break tape, it doesn't spill tape, it doesn't 
stretch tape-not even the half -mil stuff I'm forced 
to use to get an hour's broadcast on a 7" reel. 

"Although the '401' was designed for the operating 
convenience and for the pocketbook of the home 
user, in my book it has proved itself as a thoroughly 
professional instrument." 

The Norelco Continental '401' 100% transistorized 4 -speed 4 -track stereo/ 
mono, record/playback completely self-contained with dual preamps, dual amplifiers, 
two wide -range stereo -matched speakers and a stereo dynamic microphone. (Two 
broadcast quality microphones can be used with simple adapter.) ... At your hi-fi 
dealer's-or write to Dept.N-10,North American Philips Company, Inc., High Fidelity 
Products Division, 100 East 42nd Street, New York, New York 10017 

óre%o° 
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Take semiconductors 
as used by the world's only 
high fidelity manufacturer 
with 10 years of experience 
in solid state design. 

Add music. 
Expect the inevitable. 



Bogen solid state outperforms 
costlier vacuum tube components 
...costs less than comparable 
solid state components. 

BOOEN 
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Bogen AT600 all -transistor 60 watt stereo amplifier. $224.95 

ev. 

88 90 92 94 96 118 I00 102 1(4 l06 108 "" I 

HOOen. 
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Bogen FT60 all -transistor broadcast monitor FM stereo tuner. $234.95 

It started some ten years ago. 
That's when Bogen began manufacturing solid state public 

address amplifiers for professional use. 
That's why today-Bogen solid state stereo high fidelity 

components represent the most advanced form of the art. 
There are no expensive crash programs in Bogen price tags; 

no costly solid state design problems crying for overnight 
solution. Bogen has done it all-over the past ten years. 

Consider the new Bogen AT600 stereo amplifier and the 
FT60 FBI Stereo tuner. 

Both components offer all the full potential of solid state 
technology: the virtual absence of heat, hum, distortion and 
the effects of aging. PLUS: tight. cleanly defined bass; bril- 
liant, silky highs ; and a midrange sound as intimate as the 
sound in your favorite bistro. 

BOGEN 
COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION 

The AT600 is a 60 watt stereo amplifier designed to drive 
any speaker on the market. It has a frequency response of 25 
to 50,000 cps. II\I and harmonic distortion are negligible. 
Reproduction of sound is totally transparent. There's a con- 
venient front panel receptacle for headphone listening. 

The FT60 Stereo FM tuner is the perfect mate for the 
AT600. When stereo is broadcast, the FT60 automatically 
turns on the stereo circuit. It features four wide -hand IF 
stages plus wide -band ratio detector. Distortion is negligible 
in this highly sensitive FM tuner. 

Both instruments are finished in a luxurious brushed gold 
front panel. Optional enclosures come in walnut-$27.95 ; or 
walnut metal-$14.95. 

Write for catalog of Bogen High Fidelity Components: 
Bogen Communications Division, Dept.B-IO,Paramus, N.J. 

LEAR SIEGLER, INC. 
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MODEL SS724 

NEW SOLID STATE 
Crown RECORDER - THAT'S PRICED 
AT ONLY $895 
COMPARE PERFORMANCE 

Quarter -Track Record/Play Data 

ips db cps s/n 

71/2 ± 2 50 - 25,000 54db 

33/4 ± 2 50 - 15,000 45db 

17/e 1-3 30 - 10,000 45db 

COMPARE VERSATILITY 

Incorporates the Crown use -tested 
solid state control center, featuring 
plug-in circuitry modules for quick 
adaptation to a variety of specific 
uses in home, commercial and labo- 
ratory recording. Audio circuitry, -a-t/ 
db from 10-100,000 cps. Third head 
permits playback while recording. 
Complete pushbutton control. And, 
many other features. 

INVEST 
IN CROWN 

QUALITY 

THE HALLMARK 

OF CROWN- 
SUPERLATIVE 

CRAFTSMANSHIP 

THROUGHOUT! 

INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE 
RECORD SUPPLIED 
WITH EACH CROWN 

WRITE DEPT. HI -1O 

INTERNATIONAL 
1718 Mishawaka Rd. Elkhaait, Ind. 
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favorite jazz musician. has been making con- 
sistently better recordings lately. Many of his 
earlier Afro -Latin excursions left much to 
he desired, but he has started to surround 
himself with better musicians, and now pro- 

duces light but exciting jazz. Five of these 
ten tracks were recorded in Rio de Janeiro 
with Brazilian musicians. and the other live 
employ larger groups and more formal ar- 
rangements than is customary with Mann. 
The band tracks are tricky, using cross - 
rhythms and thrill techniques. Not Now, for 
instance. is a cross between Latin style and 
Ray Charles, and John Lewis' Golden Striker 
has been harnessed to the rhythm of an 

earlier Mann success, Conlin' Home Bab}. 
The delight of the album. though. is a quartet 
piece, Nana. on which the composer, Baden 
Powell, plays guitar. It is a lovely. gentle 
near -blues. and if you are willing to excuse 
the debt to Henry Mancini, you may find 
it, as I did, the best single track of Mann's 
you have ever heard. J. G. 

Os OQ HANK MOBLEY: No Room for 
Squares. Hank Mobley (tenor saxophone), 
Lee Morgan and Donald Byrd (trumpet), 
Andrew Hill and Herhie Hancock (piano), 
John Ore and Butch Warren (bass), Philly 
Jo Jones (drums). Three Ira) Split: Caro- 
lyn: Up a Step: Old II"orld. New Imports. 
and two others. BLUE NOTE ST 84149 
$5.98, 4149 S4.98. 

Performance: Accomplished 
Recording: Live and clear 

Hank Mobley has never been a fashionably 
popular tenor saxophonist, but he has been 
steadily developing his skills through the 
years. By no means a major creator, Mobley 
is, however. a capable improviser whose 
ideas are well constructed and well inte- 
grated. With a comparatively light tone and 
a fluent technique, Mobley can often he 
subtly effective, particularly when his asso- 

ciates are as stimulating as those in the two 
units here. 

Philly Jo Jones anchors the rhythm 
section for both combos. and the styles of the 
alternate trumpet soloists-Lee Morgan and 
Donald Byrd-fuse easily with Mobley's 
lyrical bent. Several tracks are above the 
usual run of jazz originals, most notably Lee 
Morgan's floating ballad Carol)u. and the 
same composer's witty Latin blues Alc 'u 
You. N. Il. 

0 OM JIMMY RANEY: Two fins old 
Loot. Jimmy Raney and Jim Hall (guitars). 
Zoot Sims (tenor saxophone). Steve Swal- 
low (bass). Osie Johnson (drums). /told 
Ale: Bet.rntinur: More It: linty About You: 
and six others. NIAINSTREsai S 6013 S4.98, 
56013' S3.98. 

Performance: Casually intricate 
Recording: Good 

Two of the hest guitarists in the business, 
Jimmy Raney and Jim Hall. have teamed up 
with tenor saxophonist Zoot Sims and a 

rhythm section for a relaxed album that 
consists one-half of standards and the other 
of songs by the outstanding bossa nova 
composer Antonio Carlos Jobim. The feeling 
of the set goes hack several years. Sims 
sounds like a stronger, more muscular Stan 
Getz, and the work on A Primera 1'e; 
sounds remarkably like a wonderful. little- 
known Prestige disc that Raney made with a 

pseudonymous Getz several years ago. Else- 
where, there is a suggestion of the guitar - 
saxophone duets that used to he a feature 
of Lennie Tristano groups. 

Sims seems to he getting better all the 
time, his only concession to the "new 
thing" being a few Rollins -Coltrane flutters. 
Both guitarists are in excellent form, Raney 
employing a single -string approach and I lall 
a more chordal one. Young bassist Steve 
Swallow adapts himself well to the main - 
streamers. Hall contributes an affecting 
composition in All Across the City. Perhaps 
the album is not quite as good as its per- 
sonnel would lead one to expect, but it is a 

quiet and pleasantly intricate set. J. G. 

OS OM ART VAN DAaMMME: Stplel, Art 
Van Damme (accordion). Johnny Howell 
and Warren Kime (fluegelhorns), Brad 
Smith (trombone), Mike Simpson (baritone 

I 

Zoor Sias 
Getting better all the time 

saxophone). Herb Knapp and Mel Schmidt 
(bass). Marty Clausen (drums). Blmsette: 
I Ilear Music: Plauaria: Alit I'luege.1: and 
eight others. CourenuA CS 8992 $4.98. CL 
2192° S3.98. 

Performance: Professional 
Recording: Good 

"The New Sound of Art Damme" pro- 
claimed in this album's subtitle is not really a 
new sound at all, but a very old one. It is the 
sound of the studio combos who work early - 
morning radio shows such as Arthur God- 
frey's. The sound in this case is not surpris- 
ing. since most of the men here are members 
of the excellent CBS house hand in Chicago. 
The tracks. most of them under three min- 
utes. are far too short to give any of these ex- 
cellent musicians a chance to show what they 
can do-all that is offered is a tight little 
ensemble sound, made somewhat unusual by 
the inclusion of two fluegelhorns. Van 
Damme is an excellent accordionist, but he 
doesn't get to do much either. He only goes 
astray once here, in my opinion: in his at- 
tempt to sound like a gypsy fiddler on Cry 
Ale a River. For the rest of this neat, unex- 
citing ,album, there are the minor pleasures 
of the participants' craftsmanship. J. G. 
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...SAME CABINET $151. 

All you need is a screwdriver to house your equipment 
in fine cabinetry at superb savings. Furn-a-Kit know-how 
gives you the custom built look in hi-fi cabinets, break- 
fronts, bedroom and dining room pieces, wall furniture, 
many others ... even if you've never done anything more 
ambitious than hang a picture. Dozens of styles to choose 
from. Results are guaranteed or money back. For a com- 
plete catalog of Contemporary, Traditional and Period 
designs send 25G. 

FURNeasKIT 8 

Dept. H-10 151 East 53rd Street, N. Y. 10022 
1308 Edward L. Grant Highway, Bronx, N. Y. 10452 
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434 S. Wabash Ave. Chicago 5, III. 

11 UNIVERSAL 
P, ! Record Service 
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\YORno.J....i^rArCe.w».y.r \., GOES 

ALL RECORDS 
. ,. ALL TAPES 

'een,ur ) ALL LABELS 
Unlimited Selection- ' 4, Choose Only What You Want 

¡r](PG Here at last is a record service that offers 
e(J 'you every record on every label. As a 

ou tcoucl subs 
will enjoy oy the privilege of 

Service,er to Universal Recorselecting 
any 

record In print (not just one label or a 
few labels, but all labels) and purchasing 

it at savings up to one half of 
manufacturer's list price. What is more 
important, you will not have to obligate 

yourself to buy a certain number of 
1,9y1cToRd.records per year, nor to 

choose from a limited list. 
Write for our price list that saves you up 

to 50% and more on all 33-1/3 mono 
and stereo L. P. records. 

Due to our huge purchasing power, we are 
able to offer super SPECIAL Bonuses 

THROUGHOUT THE YEAR. 
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EPIC NNUK 

ROULETTE 

a.d yo,. 
Thousands of Satisfied Customers! 

ALL RECORDS GUARANTEED FACTORY -FRESH 

ACT NOW! 
FILL OUT AND MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR YOUR FREE BONUS p -s- --- ----- - -.-- --r- - - ---.-- 

UNIVERSAL RECORD SERVICE Box 1111S, Mountainside, N. J. 

Gentlemen: 
Enroll me now in the Universal Record Service. Enclosed. is my 
o check m.o. for $3.00 covering lifetime record fee or 

$4.00 to cover both record and tape fee. I understand this , 
entitles me to buy all records and tapes at cost (savings up to 
50% off manufacturer's list prices) plus a few cents postage , 
without obligation to purchase any certain amount, that I can 
choose any records in print and that, further I will receive abso- 
lutely free by return mail, the newest, complete Schwann Catalog 
as my bonus for acting immediately. Harrison Catalog sent free 
to tape service subscribers. 

Name 

Lifetime Entrance Fee only $3.00.* 
You can make this back in savings on 
your first purchase. PLUS - we send 

you, absolutely free, by return mail, the 
newest unabridged world famous 
Schwann Catalog containing over 

25,000 listings and over 400 
labels, and information and 

manufacturers list prices. 
This is your bonus for 

acting Immediately. 

1110j11001. 'Stereo Tape Fee -$1.00 odd!. 

Address 

City State Zip Code 
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JBL PRESENTS THE 
SOLID STATE STEREO 

GRAPHIC CONTROLLER 
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A TOUR DE FORCE OF CREATIVE ENGINEERING 

Straightline controls. Pushbutton selectors. Inputs in front as well as 
back. Take a look and wonder...Isn't this the way it should have been 
done in the first place? The JBL design staff started fresh. Clean slate. 
No restrictions, prejudices or preconceptions. With cold objectivity 
they regarded the functions of a preamplifier/control center, re-evalu- 
ated its relationship to a human operator, weighed every conceivable 
feature. Straightline controls give immediate visual indication of set- 
ting. Even from a distance. Direction of movement seems intuitive. 
Up to increase. down to attenuate. Slide to one side or the other to 
balance channels. Pushbutton selectors permit instant comparison, 
switching from one source (top bank) or mode (lower bank) to another 
without passing through intermediate positions. Pushed button lights 
up. Controls are so arranged that those most frequently used are most 
accessible. Human engineering. Frontpanel inputs permit sampling 
and comparing components, connection of portable units without dis- 
rupting permanent rear -chassis connections. Front jacks are behind a 

DmI: 1 1II-I 

:L1» 174» 

flipdown door which also conceals occasionally used facilities such 
as a headphone jack, fuse, filters, system gain, levél and balancing 
controls. The Graphic Controller includes a 1,000 cycle test tone gener- 
ator to be used for speaker balancing, placement and orientation. An 
Aural Null Stereo Balancer accessory provides a very precise means 
for balancing speakers, and also the two signals from your stereo 
pickup. Performance-wise-in terms of response, distortion, hum-the 
JBL solid state Graphic Controller is the finest instrument of its kind 
you can buy. As has been said of other JBL products, "It's the result 
of doing everything right." In fact the Graphic Controller is so right 
in every respect, so well built, so well engineered that yours might 
very well become a family heirloom. There's much more to be said 
about the SG520. You'll find a complete description in Bulletin SL801-2. 
Write for your free copy and the name of the Authorized JBL Audio 
Specialist in your community. 
The Graphic Controller is designed, engineered and manufactured by: 

YAMS B. LANSING SOUND, INC., LOS ANGELES 39, CALIFORNIA 
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ENTERTAINMENT 
POPS HUMOR FILMS THEATER FOLK SPOKEN WORD 

OO ® ANAMARI: Asaruuri. Anamari 
(vocals); various accompaniments. Blue 
Cit.: Alone Together: Don't Explain: Lore 
Loot Array: and six others. ATLANTIC SD 
8092 55.98. 8092' 33.98. 

Performance: Heavy-handed 
Recording: Good 

Anamari. a young lady who apparently wants 
us to know only one (or two) of her names. 
has a heavy voice and uses it in a manner that 
is almost intimidating. She is what is usually 
called a supperclub singer, which nowadays 
may mean only that she has appropriated 
parts of Mabel Mercer's repertoire. But she 
sings with a pseudo -profundity that is 

matched perfectly by one of her selections 
here. the Wolf-Landesman B.rllad of the Sad 
Young Alen. She can take an excellent. neg- 
lected song like the Rodgers and Hart Ile 
II'",rs Too Good to Ale. and so drown it in a 
portentous solemnity that it loses most of its 
meaning. Her manner alters only for Blame 
It on Al) Youth. on which she becomes 
breathily seductive. On this and two other 
tracks, she is acwinpanied by the Art Farmer 
Quartet, in which drummer Pete LaRoca 
sec -ms to bane replaced Walter Perkins. 
Farmer is an excellent accompanist. I wish he 
had a better singer to work with. J. G. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

Os ® THE BEATLES: A /lard Day's 
Night. John Lennon, Paul McCartney; 
George Harrison, and Ringo Starr (vocals 
and instrumentals). A (lard Day's Night: l 

Should /late known Better: Can't Buy Ale 
lote: and eight others. UNITED ARTISTS 

UAS 6366 54.98. UA 6366 53.98. 

© © THE BEATLES: Something New. 
John Lennon. Paul McCartney. George Har- 
rison. and Ringo Starr (vocals and instru- 
mentals). Things Ire Said Today: Slow 
Dotrn: I'm Ilappl Just to Dance with You: 
and nine others. CAPITOL ST 2108 54.98. 
T 2108 53.98. 

Performance: Characteristic 
Recording: Okay 

When I reviewed the Beatles' first record. 
in the May issue. I couldn't bring myself to 
take them too seriously. Since then. I have 
heard the group many more times-who 

E.rplanntion of symbols: 
OO = stereophonic recording 
® = monophonic recording 
* = mono or stereo version 

not ,ere'ired for review 

Reviewed by NAT HENTOPP PAUL I:RESI-I GENE LEES 

hasn't?-and I admit to something of a 

change of heart. To be sure, high-powered 
publicity put the Beatles on the map. But a 

crucial factor in their popularity-one any 
teen-ager will be happy to explain to you- 
is that the Beatles are the best thing to come 
out of rock-and-roll. They are not to be con- 
fused with moronic groups like the Rolling 
Stones, which have been stamped out in imi- 
tation of them. 

The Beatles are loaded with talent, and the 
more I listen to them. the more I can hear it. 
I heard pianist Bill Evans playing some of 
their tunes at home. They were beautiful. 
Cotnposer-arranger-vibraharpist Gary McFar- 
land recently recorded / II"ant to Hold Your 
Hand as a bossa nova instrumental, with 
Antonio Carlos Jobim on guitar. Both of 
them love the tune-and neither can be con- 
sidered an amateur at, or student of, melodic 
construction. One of our greatest opera 
singers, now retired, digs the Beatles. Only 
critics. columnists. and psychologists con- 
tinue to miss the point. 

Just recently I was in England. and I 

heard two significant things about the 
Beatles. Public -relations statistics to the con- 
trary, Chief Beatle John Lennon is no young- 
ster. but a seasoned. thirty -three -year -old 
show -business pro. And furthermore. English 
publishers, record men, and even musicians 
all told me that Lennon and Paul McCartney 
are the best song -writing team England has 
produced in years. This could be faint praise. 

since the English have little gift for light 
composition. but as it happens it isn't. I am 
convinced that a lot of the Beatles' material 
will become standard in the popular reper- 
toire, something that cannot he said of any 
rock-and-roll singer or group before them. 

There are two new Beatles records on the 

BEATIE 

market-"A Hard Day's Night" on United 
Artists and "Something New" on Capitol. 
Far and away the more interesting is "A 
Hard Day's Night," which is the sound track 
of the new Beatles film. It brings a number 
of factors in the Beatles' success into focus. 

The Beatles do not sing very Hell. Mostly 
they sing in drab unison, and the solo vocal 
work is thin and colorless. And though I 

suspect they all play their instruments well- 
there are signs of this throughout the disc 
-they are so busy producing the rock-and- 
roll sound that it is hard to be sure. 

The opening track, A Ilard D.: 'r Night. 
is a vocal. With all those drums pounding. 
it': hard to tell how good the tune is. But 
it is done again at the end of the disc as an 
instrumental-a jazz -waltz alto solo over 
strings, brass, and a good rhythm section. 
You immediately hear the character of the 
melody. Then, if you go back and listen to 
the first track. you get the point. 

On the second side is another instru- 
mental, composed by Lennon, called Ringo'r 
Theme. In it the group throws out all its 
gimmickry (except for triplet patterns on 
closed high -hat cymbals), and the tune is 

stated by trombones. It is a lovely melody. 
fresh and haunting. Once you get your ears 
tuned to the Beatles, you begin to hear just 
how good some of their other songs are. 
I particularly like /f I Fell and And I Lote 
ller. 

The Beatles have pulled off a coup. By dis- 
guising their music as rock-and-roll-which 
it assuredly is not-they have slipped into 
the repertoire a great deal of good new ma- 
terial. Anyone who can do that in a business 
that has an almost psychopathic dedication to 
trash deserves congratulations. As far as I'm 

(Continued on page 162) 
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concerned, the Beatles are the best thing to 
happen to pop music in years. G. L. 

O O ELLA FITZGERALD: Early Ella. 
Ella Fitzgerald (vocals); orchestras, Sy 

Oliver, Sonny Burke, Leroy Kirkland, Gor- 
don Jenkins cond. Baby Do/l; Alelancholy 
Ale; So Long; Er en as You and I; and eight 
others. DECCA DL 74447 $4.98, 4447'' 
$3.98. 

Performance: Attractive pop singing 
Recording: Generally good 

Ella Fitzgerald's virtues as a jazz singer 
are debatable ones. There is no questioning 
her sense of swing or her phrasing, but there 
are those, this reviewer included, who find 
her emotionally shallow in contrast with 
jazz vocalists such as Billie Holiday and 
(currently) Carmen McRae. As a pop singer, 
however, Miss Fitzgerald is a superior artist. 

This set ranges from 1940 to 1953 and 
through a variety of backgrounds, some 
squarely commercial and others oriented 
in the direction of jazz. Miss Fitzgerald's 
intonation is flawless throughout and her 
voice is characterized by what annotator 
Stanley Dance calls a "warm tenderness." 
She floats over the most mundane arrange- 
ments, and even though she seldom probes 
deeply into her own emotions or those of 
her listeners, her musicianship is so impres- 
sive that these transient pop tunes are lent 
durability by her interpretations. Decca's 
artificial stereo reworking of the original re- 
cordings is rather gratuitous. N. H. 

OO ® NEAL HEFTI: Li'! Darlin'. Orches- 
tra, Neal Hefti cond. Li'! Darlin'; Scoot; 
Rose Bud; and eight others. TWENTIETH 
CENTURY Fox TFS 3139 $4.98, TFM 
3139 $3.98. 

Performance: Professional 
Recording: Good 

Neal Hefti, who first came to prominence 
as a trumpeter -arranger for Woody Herman, 
has become in recent years one of the best 
writers of light music in the country. In this 
role he is perhaps best known for Li'/ Dar- 
lin', written for the Count Basie hand, but 
the scope of his talent is much broader. He is 
basically the same sort as Henry Mancini, 

NEAL HEFTI 
A superior composing talent 
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but his style is different, and he does not yet 
have Mancini's reputation. 

This disc presents eleven Hefti composi- 
tions in pleasant commercialized settings. 
The orchestrations lean heavily on strings 
and woodwinds, with a harpsichord to add 
color to some ensemble passages and at 
times to carry melody statements. The album 
toys with gimmickry in its bid to build Hefti 
a bigger audience. but Hefti's taste keeps this 
element in restraint. He is a very gifted man. 
Pay attention to him. G. L. 

CARMEN MC RAE: Bittersweet (see Best 
of Month, page 113) 

® ® ANTHONY NEWLEY: In My Soli- 
tude. Anthony Newley (vocals); orchestra, 
Ray Ellis cond. For All Ire Know; The 
Party's Over; Rain, Rain; and nine others. 
RCA VICTOR LSP 2925 $4.98, LPM 2925 
$3.98. 

Performance: Exaggerated 
Recording: Satisfactory 

I rather liked Anthony Newley's singing un- 
til now, particularly in his own song IlVhat 
Kind of Fool Am I? But this disc shows him 
to be just an imitation, or Cockneyfied, Tony 
Bennett. He sings well, but the Bennett 
derivation is distracting at times, particularly 
in the title track. And Newley exaggerates 
his readings, like Barbra Streisand. This is 

apparently the new groove. Unlike French 
song material, American popular music rarely 
has the dramatic content to support these 
intense and affected readings. The arrange- 
ments arc in good taste, and the selection of 
tunes is good. Included is a brilliant Alec 
Wilder tune I'd never heard before: The 
Winter of My Discontent. It's Shakespeare 
season everywhere. G. L. 

O OO NORRIE PARAMOR: In London 
. . . In Love Again. Orchestra, Norrie 
Paramor cond. When I Fall in Lore; All the 
'Fay; Al) Heart Stood Still; and nine others. 
CAPITOL ST 2071 $4.98, T 2071' $3.98. 

Performance: Sugary 
Recording: Excellent 

The standard for mood -music albums was 
set more than ten years ago by Robert Far - 
non, a Canadian -born arranger and composer 
who lives in England. Farnon made a re- 

markable series of albums for British Decca, 
released here by London and now impossible 
to obtain. Last year Philips rerecorded some 
of the tracks and, when the album didn't 
take off and sell a hundred thousand copies, 
promptly dropped it from the catalog. Far - 
non's influence on contemporary light -music 
orchestration is beyond estimation. Iron- 
ically, those who buy this sort of thing have 
honored his discs with a vast indifference. 
They buy instead the albums of Mantovani, 
Frank Chacksfield-and Norrie Paramor. 

Paramor has obviously listened to the 
Farnon albums-even his choice of material 
(Isn't It Romantic and Moonlight Becomes 
You) reflects it. But his writing pales beside 
Farnon's. He has this consolation, however: 
so does the mood -music scoring of everyone 
else. Paramor's albums reach a much higher 
level of taste than those caramel -marsh- 
mallow sundaes whipped up by Mantovani, 
to be sure. There is a simplicity about some 
of his writing here that lends the disc 
some charm. But the best moments are pro- 
vided by vocalist Patricia Clark, who sings 

F' . 

GLENN Y-AItBROUGII 

A clear and well -controlled tenor 

fragments of the lyrics in a high, sweet, 
flexible soprano. She has the kind of voice 
you'd like to elope with. As a matter of 
fact, somebody should record this girl at 
length. 

There is nothing wrong with mood music 
albums as such-they can provide extremely 
pleasant listening. But this one falls short 
of the mark-Robert Farnon. G. L. 

OO ® QUARTETTE TRES BIEN: Boss 
Tres Bien. Jeter Thompson (piano). Rich- 
ard Simmons (bass). Percy James (honga, 
conga), Albert St. James (drums). Lore 
Letters; I Lore Paris; Rhodesian Chant; and 
seven others. DECCA DL 74547 $4.98, DL 
4547 $3.98. 

Performance: Empty 
Recording: Good 

The jazz critics are drumming the Quartette 
Tres Bien out of the ranks of jazz, shoving 
them over into the pop field. Hell, we don't 
want 'em. This is tinkly-winkly cocktail 
music, and frankly, I've heard better groups 
in small-town bars all over the country. 
Where does Decca get off calling this jazz? 

G. L. 

® ® DAKOTA STATON: With Strings. 
Dakota Staton (vocals); unidentified or- 
chestra. I Thought about You; All My Life; 
When the Sun Comes Out; l Apologize; 
and eight others. UNITED ARTISTS UAS 
6355 $4.98, UAL 3355* $3.98. 

Performance: Unimpressive 
Recording: Good 

Dakota Staton's style has become somewhat 
more sophisticated in the past couple of 
years. Formerly, everything she sang used to 
sound as if it were in italics. Now, her dy- 
namic range is wider and there is less 

melodrama in her performances. But Miss 
Staton still has a long way to go. Her 
phrasing is mannered, and she continues to 
substitute coyness for intimacy and increas- 
ing volume for growing intensity. In this 
collection, she sings three numbers long 
associated with Billie Holiday-Trareliu' 
Light, God Bless the Child, and Any Old 
Time. Hearing these interpretations, and 
then remembering how Miss Holiday per - 
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formed the songs, is particularly revealing 
of Miss Seaton's weaknesses. N. II. 

Qs ® GLENN YARBROUGFI: One More 
Round. Glenn Yarbrough (vocals); orches- 
tra and chorus. Perry Botkin cond. I U'on- 
der; Her Loter: Ide in the lr'aier: and nine 
others. RCA VICTOR LSP 2905 54.98, I -PM 
S3.98. 

Performance: Assured 
Recording: Good 

Now that so many of those idealistic folk 
singers who hated pop music are trying to 
muscle into the held. we can expect more 
recordings like this one-a hid to switch 
markets. Yarbrough. however, always tended 
in this direction. Until recently a member of 
the Limeliters, he has always been too good 
for the cramping musical provinciality of 
the folk field. 

This is a scatter -shot album. Some of it 
is out of the folk hag. some is very close to 
quality pops. and one track (The ll'ay the 
it "orld rill Bel is done in a style that 
crosses folk and pops with rock-and-roll. 
Yarbrough. whose Irish -type tenor voice is 
clear and very well controlled, is one of the 
few men to come up via folk music who can 
actually sing. He handles all the tunes of the 
album a ell. but I particularly liked Lure's 
Been Good to Ala. which. had its lyricist 
been a little longer on craftsmanship. would 
have been first-rate. Rod McKuen's The 
Loter.r is another nearly excellent piece that 
suffers from lack of discipline in craft. Right 
now McKuen is a sort of quack poet, but he 
has real talent. If he ever learns to control 
rhyme, instead of letting rhyme control him, 
he a ill he a major writer of light material. 

I have always liked Yarbrough's work, 
and I like this album. I hope that he makes 
it in his new career as a loner. G. L. 

FOLK 

05 OO GLEN CAMPBELL: The Astound- 
ing Twelre-String Guitar of Glen Camp- 
bell. Glen Campbell (guitar); Carl Tand- 
burg and Chip Douglas (bass): Danny Cot- 
ton, Hal Blaine. and Earl Palmer (drums); 
Roy Clark (banjo). The Ballad of fed 
Cl.rmpett: 500 Miles: II'imouch: This Land 

IAN AND SYLVIA 
Intelligent and emotionally penetrating 

Is Your Land. CAPITOL. ST 2023 $4.98, T 
2023' $3.98. 

Performance: Blond pop -folk 
Recording: Good 

The twelve -string guitar is potentially an 
instrument of sweeping expressive power 
(as Leadbelly demonstrated with particular 
thrust). When played by Glen Campbell, 
however, the instrument loses most of its 
impact. Campbell lacks imaginative depth. 
has an exceedingly narrow range of dynam- 
ics, and pays with a plodding beat. Much of 
Campbell's material consists of folk and 
quasi -folk songs. But since he fails to particu- 
larize the mood and shape of each song. the 
performance as a whole becomes a repetitive 
blur. Bob Dylan's Blowiu' in the rind. for 
instance. loses all its bite here. Banjoist Ray 
Clark does enliven the session during the 
three numbers in which he appears. but this 
is not enough to rescue the album from 
tedium. J\". II. 

OO ® IAN CAMPBELL: The Ian Camp- 
bell Folk Group. Ian Campbell, Lorna 
Campbell. and Brian Clark (vocals, guitar); 
Dave Swarhrick (fiddle. mandolin); John 
Dunkerley (banjo. melodica); Dave Phillips 
and Brian Brocklehurst (bass). Rockin' the 
Cradle: Biorr, Bois. Blow: II'"ee Cooper o' 
Fife: Drover' r Dream: and twelve others. 
EI.I'RTRA EKS 7268 55.95, EKI. 268" $4.98. 

Performance: Spirited 
Recording: Good 

The Ian Campbell Folk Group might he 
described quite accurately as an English 
counterpart to the Weavers. They sing vari- 
ous kinds of British songs with considerable 
verve and easy charm. and the analogy to 
the Weavers is made even more apt by the 
great similarity between Brian Clark's voice 
and Pete Seeger's, particularly on Appren- 
tice's Song. When the group sings together. 
as on the street song Johnnl Lad. the Folk 
Group can he delightful. and on the Pete 
Seeger song Bells of Rh)rnne). their choral 
work has a kind of solemn power. 

There is great variety in this package. 
ranging from a rollicking Drorcr's Dream 
to a gentle Curtail Mother's Lnll.rhl. which 
features the lovely voice of Lorna Campbell. 
There is no great depth to any of these 
selections. but you will have to listen long 
before you find a more entertaining folk disc. 

J. G. 

O O IAN & SYLVIA: Northern Journey. 
Ian and Sylvia (vocals. guitars. autoharp). 
John Herald (guitar). Monte Dunn (mando- 
lin, guitar). Eric Weissberg, Russ Savakus 
(bass). You II -ere oil Al) Alind: Four Rode 
B)': Some Day Soo,,: Green I'.rlle'): and nine 
others. VANGUARD VSD 79154 $5.95, VRS 
9154" S4.98. 

Performance: Uneven 
Recording: Excellent 

Ian and Sylvia Tyson have been working as 
a folk duo in their native Canada and increas- 
ingly in America since 1960. In this, their 
third album, the songs they have selected 
are generally much more interesting than the 
manner in which they are interpreted. 
Among the less familiar numbers are a mari- 
time murder ballad. the tale of a British 
Columbia oatlaw, a \tova Scotia chanty, and 
Canadian adaptations of Child ballads. 

For most of the album, Ian and Sylvia are 
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is hereby given to Ladies & Gentlemen of our 
Fresh Stocks of newly prepared wheels for 
Musical Engines that go of themselves. play- 
ing the Musick of Great & Ancient Masters 
as though in the Flesh performing in your 
Private Flail or Chamber. whether Organs. 
Violins, Hautboys or Harpsichords reproduc- 
ing every Affect with the Loftiest Verisimilitude. 

by J. D. Zelenka late of Prague: 
i Sonata, for 2 01 , B.,r,ou,, and 
Cu nnn,.o. First rrorrdmg of 
rounding pieces written for the c 

nation of Karl VI in 1723. Ray 
Taubman, \Vrlfrrd Buckle. uM.es: 
John Miller. bassoon: others. CRM 
814. CRS 1811. 

by Ileinrieh Biber late of Salzburg: 
first recordings of Bohemian virtu 
oso violin pieces excitingly interpre- 
ted by Sonya blonosod. S Sonata, 
for Solo Violin and Continuo 11.4) 
CRM 812. CRS 1812: (5.8) CRM 
813. CRS 1813. 15 Sonata, for 
Scordalnr Violin (3 -record set) 
CRM 811, CRS 1811. 

by Gustav Leonhardt presently of 
Amsterdam: Brilliant performances 
of organ and harpsichord works by 
/. /. Frobergrr CRM 509, CRS 1509; 
I. P. Suvdinck CRM 508. CRS 1508. 
(Schnitger organs at Zwolle. Alk- 
maar; antique French harpsichord.) 

N.B. For Extra Money can be had Discs 
engraved in an even more Ingenious Manner 
lately Perfected ro cause Sounds to emerge 
from Several Places at Once so that a Blind - 
Man were certain of Live Musicians Ranged 
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stylistically diffuse and are also rather stiff 
in their phrasing. There are exceptions. Both 
are lyrically affecting in the long vintage 
hallad, Brave Ir/o/fe, concerning the 1759 
siege of Quebec by the British. And their 
unaccompanied Texas Rangers is a dra- 
matically effective, spare statement of the 
Rangers' side of the nineteenth-century wars 
against the Indians. In both these instances, 
and in a few others. the singers have identi- 
fied so thoroughly with their material that 
they sing from inside the songs. In most of 
the other pieces. however, they are too ob- 
viously self-conscious. Since neither has an 
immediately arresting vocal quality, they 
must depend on intelligence, emotional pene- 
tration, and stylistic cohesiveness to sustain 
attention. At this point in their development, 
their musical goals appear to be uncertain- 
whether to take an art -song, idiomatic 
"ethnic," or a more popular approach-so 
they are insufficiently authoritative to he con- 
vincing throughout an entire album of folk 
pieces. N. II. 

Os OM MIKE SEEGER: Mike Seeger. Mike 
Seeger (vocals, guitar, banjo, dulcimer, fid- 
dle, autoharp, French harp, Marge Seeger 
(occasional accompaniment). Ir/aterbourrd: 
hello Stranger: Leather Breeches: Old 
Rachel: II"ild Bill Jones: and ten others. 
VANGUARD VSD 79150 S5.98. VRS 9150 
54.98. 

Performance: Citybilly 
Recording: Excellent 

Mike Seeger, normally a member of the fine 
citybilly group which calls itself the New 
Lost City Ramblers, has made his debut 
album as a soloist. Annotator D. K. Wilgus 
calls him "one of the outstanding non -folk 
singers in the traditional idiom." which is 

as good a description as any. With the aid of 
the proper instruments, Seeger attempts an 

authentic re-creation of Southern mountain 
songs and styles. His voice is slightly reminis- 
cent of Woody Guthrie's, but with more 
presence, and he does manage to sound as 

though he grew up with these songs. They 
are of all kinds-funny, sad, grim, and brutal 
-and it is interesting to hear how much 
some sound like more familiar folk -repertoire 
numbers. Seeger does them well in a record- 
ing of considerable interest. J. G. 

OO ® PETE SEEGER/ WOODY GUTH- 
RIE/LEE HAYS/PETER IIA\X'ES: The 
Soil and The Sea. Pete Seeger, Woody 
Guthrie, Lee Hays, Peter Hawes (vocals, 
banjo, guitar, harmonica). Alva) Rio: 
Ground Ilog: Dodger Song; Haul Auay 
Joe: and eight others. MAINSTREAM S 6005' 
54.98. 56005 S3.98. 

Performance: Intense but careless 
Recording: Fair 

This collection of recordings by Pete Seeger, 
Woody Guthrie, Lee Hays, and Peter Hawks, 
originally issued on the Commodore Label 

several years ago, may well he, in terms of 
the influence it has had, one of the most 
important of folk recordings. The perform- 
ances are casual, almost sloppy, but there 
is an instantly communicated zest and com- 
mitment that makes them completely de- 
lightful. Two of these men, Seeger and I lays, 
helped form the Weavers, the most influ- 
ential of all folk groups, and the present 
performances contributed greatly to the 
shaping of the u'e;ivers' style. 

Half the songs are sea chanties, charm- 
ingly done despite the fact that they are not 
the best material for these men. The rest 
are the kind of working and love songs most 
closely associated with Guthrie. Perhaps 
most interesting of all is Guthrie's weary 
version of /louse of the Rising Sun, sung to 
a melody I have not heard before. If you 
are at all interested to know where the 
Kingston Trio, Peter, Paul and Mary, and 
their cohorts came from, get this record. 

J. G. 

THEATER -FILMS 

OO OM TO BROADWAY WITH LOVE. 
Original -cast album. Don Liherto. Carmen 
Alvarez. others (vocals); chorus and orches- 
tra. )ánkee Doodle Dandy: Carousel Il"alte: 
Speak Lou.; and twenty-two others. RCA 
VICTOR OS 2630 $5.98, 0 2630 $4.98. 

Performance: Sumptuous 
Recording: Good 

This show, presented at the New York 
World's Fair, is a survey of Broadway musi- 
cal material from George M. Cohan to the 
present. As such, it offers nothing original- 
except a few new things at the opening and 
closing by Jerry Bock and Sheldon Harnick- 
hut it is an acceptable etude in nostalgia. 
Countless voices and strings. G. L. 

OO ® FADE OUT -FADE IN (Jule Styne- 
Betty Comden-Adolph Green). Original - 

cast album. Carol Burnett, lack Cassidy. 
others; orchestra and chorus. Colin Romoff 
cond. Fear: I'm with You: Fade Out -Fade 
In: and fourteen others. ABC PARAMOUNT 
ABCS OC 3 $5.98, ABC OC 3 $4.98. 

Performance: Bright 
Recording: Good 

To spoof the clichés of old movies is begin- 
ning to he itself a cliché. This makes the 
second major musical to try it this year; the 
other is What Makes Sammy Run? In addi 
tion. a dreadful attempt was made in an off- 
Broadway musical some months ago (the 
name of the show I have mercifully forgot- 
ten). And this is without counting the 
movies that are attempting it-I/ hat a ray 

(Continued on page 166) 
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Get your own copy! It's only $1... 
When your 1965 STEREO/HI-FI DIRECTORY 
arrives, and you see how valuable it is-even 

your best friend won't be able to wrest it away! 
In 180 all-inclusive pages, you have authoritative 
prices and performance data-plus actual photos-of 
over 2,000 hi-fi components, from 170 different man- 
ufacturers! 
The most comprehensive Buyer's Guide to date, this 
all -new Directory gives you all the vital statistics on 
speakers, tuners, receivers, changers, turntables, car- 
tridges, tape recorders-on every hi-fi component 
manufactured today! Use this handy shop -at-home 
directory to compare similar items, dollar -for -dollar, 
feature -for -feature before you buy, and avoid exces- 
sive prices, disappointment, costly mistakes! 
Would you like to have an up-to-the-minute listing 
of every hi-fi dealer in the country? And a complete 
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erating in the U.S. and Canada! You get both in the 
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every hi-fi component you buy during the next twelve 
months, then... 

SEND JUST $1 NOW FOR YOUR COPY OF 
THE 1965 STEREO/HI-FI DIRECTORY 

...and we'll rush this indispensable "Buyer's Guide" 
to your home-at once! (Tip! If you want to keep 
your copy, find a good hiding place, or learn these 
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r ---FILL IN AND MAIL THIS COUPON RIGHT NOW! ---- 

Ziff-Davis Service Division, Dept. SD 
589 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10012 
Please send me a copy of the 1965 STEREO! HI-FI 
DIRECTORY. My dollar, plus 15C for shipping and 
handling, (25C outside U.S.) is enclosed. 
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to Go. for one; Robin and the Seven Hoods. 
which pokes fun in a musical context at old 
gangster movies; and the French import That 
Al.,,t from Rio. which does the same thing 
without music. Enough. already! Sid Caesar 
did it better on television. 

As it happens, this is perhaps the best 

show score I've heard this year, despite the 
shopworn theme. Jule Styne's music seems 

to me better than what he wrote for Funny 
Girl. though the latter too has its fine mo- 
ments. The Comden and Green lyrics are 
good, occasionally brilliant. Ralph Burns and 

Ray Ellis have contributed first-rate orchestra- 
tions. Indeed, with continued use of people 
like Burns for orchestrations, one begins to 
see hope that Broadway musicals will some 
day .round musical. 

Carol Burnett's talents have never knocked 
me out. Still, given the right vehicle-and 
this one is obviously it-Miss Burnett can 

be effective. She sings well and she is amus- 
ing. though I am happy I don't have to watch 
her face while she is doing these tunes. A 
number she does with Tiger Haynes, which 
ridicules those ghastly little outbursts of 
wide-eyed optimism Shirley Temple used to 
do with Bill Robinson. is to my taste the 
funniest number in the show. It is too bad 

Haynes' talents were not used more. He is 

one of the most outrageously funny men I 

have ever encountered, and it is to be hoped 
that Broadway will accelerate its belated dis- 
covery of him. G. L. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

OO ® LILIES OF THE FIELD (Jerry 
Goldsmith). Sound -track recording. Or- 
chestra, Jerry Goldsmith cond. EPIC BN 
26094 S4.98. LN 24094' 53.98. 

Performance: Moving 
Recording: Good 

There was a time when one could sneer with 
reasonable safety at just about any movie - 
score music. But the days of neo-Tchaikovsky 
are gone. A few gifted composers (Hugo 
Friedhofer, Alex North, André Previn, 
Leith Stevens, Henry Mancini) have raised 
the standard of movie -score writing enor- 
mously of late. 

The composer whose work I've been 

noticing more and more lately is Jerry Gold- 
smith. I first became aware of him through 
the TV show Thriller, for which he wrote 
the striking string score. Later he did scores 

for the films Freud and The List of Adrian 
Messenger. This is the first Goldsmith score 
I've heard on records. It is a fine one, an 

achievement to be proud of. Using harmon- 
ica, banjo. guitar-and even what sounds 
like a harmonium-against a full string 
section, it conjures up an arresting image of 
the American earth. 

Goldsmith writes with consummate skill, 
his scoring for strings being particularly 
adept. But the less "legitimate" instruments, 
of course, set the tone of this score, and he 
writes for them with equal insight. 

This score from the award -winning film 
Lilies of the Field is strong enough to make 
rewarding record listening but discreet 
enough to fit into the film-a neat trick to 
pull off, but the best film writers seem to 
have the knack. G. L. 

O ® ROBIN AND THE SEVEN 
HOODS (James Van Heusen-Sammy 
Cahn). Sound -track recording. Frank Sinatra. 
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Dean Martin. Bing Crosby, Sammy Davis, 
Jr.; chorus and orchestra. Nelson Riddle 
cond. Mister Booze: Bang! Bang'; Style; and 
seven others. REPRISE FS 2021 55.98, F 2021 
54.98. 

Performance: Clever 
Recording: Fine 

The Sinatra Clan in ensemble is always so 

much less than the sum of its parts. Two 
previous films weren't half as funny as the 
concentration of talent seemed to promise. 
So it is with this record-and, from the re- 
views I've read, with the film from which it 
comes. 

The fun is too self-conscious. And, where- 
as some of the tunes no doubt work well in 
the film-I'd love to -see Dean Martin do 
Any Alan ll'ho Loves His Mother (Is Man 
Enough for Ale)-on the record they inspire 
in the listener a feeling of so -what? 

But along with some slickly clever tunes, 
Sammy Cahn and James Van Heusen have 
written two really great songs for the film. 
One is Bang! Bang!, in which Sammy Davis 
describes the thrill of using a gun. The other, 
sung by Sinatra, is I Like to Lead II"hen I 
Dance, which will surely become a standard. 
A witty protest on behalf of every man who 
is fed up to the teeth with the overemanci- 
pated American female. Sammy Cahn's lyrics 
are as well put together as a Swiss watch. 
Everyone is in pretty good voice, and Nelson 
Riddle's orchestrations are superb. Sound is 

very good. G. L. 

© KURT WEILL: Lady in the Dark (ex- 
cerpts). Down in the Valley (excerpts). 
Gertrude Lawrence, others. RCA VICTOR 

LPV 503 54.98. 

Performance: Good 
Recording: Of two eras 

The first side of this disc, part of the RCA 
Victor Vintage series of reissues, presents 
the late Gertrude Lawrence singing songs 
from Lady in the Dark. These tracks were 
recorded in 1941. The second side is taken 
from the NBC telecast of Weill's folk opera 
Doren in the Valley done in January of 
1950. Since the first was recorded on lacquer 
discs and the latter on tape, there is no com- 
parison in sound quality. 

Those who remember Miss Lawrence in 
Lady in the Dark will perhaps find particu- 
lar pleasure in the disc. I was twelve at the 
time, and not having been influenced by her 
legend. I can only react to the singing here. 
which I find quavery and uncertain. There 
was a famous Danny Kaye number in this 
show, but it is not included. Only Miss 
Lawrence sings. 

I am not an admirer of Kurt Weill. A few 
of his songs move me, but I find most of 
them synthetic, including those in this show. 
I am not mad even about My Ship-as most 
people seem to be-though I find it pretty 
enough. Ira Gershwin's lyrics for the show 
were sloppy. (In fact, no one but his brother 
ever seems to have obtained the best this 
man is capable of.) There are solecisms and 
awkward phrasings, including that wretched 
out -of -shape line in My Ship. ". . . they 
won't mean much if there's missing just 
one thing." Wrenching English sentences 
out of normal word order for the sake of 
rhyme is not good lyric writing, no matter 
how many people have done it. 

Down in the Valley is better music-pos 
(Continued on page 171) 
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IT'S HERE NOW... 
THE ' SKIIN ! 

THE FIRST TRULY NEW PUBLICATION FOR 

SERIOUS SKIERS IN OVER A GENERATION 

and this is your first opportunity 
to enjoy the first exciting issues at an 

extraordinary "INTRODUCTORY RATE" 
2 years (12 issues) only $3.50 

(regular year -by -year price, $6) 

4 years (24 issues) only $6.00 
(regular year -by -year price, $12) 

YOU START FROM THE VERY BEGINNING -AS A 

"CHARTER SUBSCRIBER -WITH THE VERY FIRST ISSUE 

OF A MOST EXCITING VENTURE IN SKIING ENJOYMENT! 

Taking over where the old "Skiing" left off, the new 
SKIING will be new from cover to cover-new publisher, 
new editors, new ideas, new size, new layouts, artists and 
writers (and a budget to make it all come true)! 

In each fast-moving issue experts like Doug Pfeiffer, 
Stein Eriksen and Miki Hutter will talk about new ideas 
in technique that will help YOU ski better. SKIING's 
editors will turn the spotlight on which skis, boots and 
acces ories are worth your money-and which are not. 

World coverage-West, East, the Rockies, Scandina- 
via, the Alps-will be breathtakingly complete. Locally 
based editors will tell you what's going on in your favor- 
ite skiing areas-amateur and pro competitions, club 
notes, fashions, ski -mountaineering, where the new lifts 
and trails are, which resorts you'd most enjoy visiting. 

Yes, wherever there's skiing...you'll find SKIING! 
And find it in a glorious sunburst of color! On lush, 

glossy stock that brings each subject to vibrant life, cata- 
pults it right off the page! 

Yes, more color, more pages, more fact, fun and excite- 
ment make the new SKIING a magazine serious skiers 
will want to save. Definitely a "first" you won't want to 
miss. And we intend to see that you don't. 

The Charter Issue of the new SKIING is certain to be 
a complete sell-out, a collector's item to boot. Copies 
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will be scarce; those of the general public who must take 
their chances at the newsstand may not get one. 

BUT YOU WON'T HAVE TO SCRAMBLE FOR A 
COPY AT THE NEWSSTAND. YOU won't risk miss- 
ing the first lavish issue of this eagerly awaited new 
magazine when you take advantage of this unprece- 
dented Introductory Offer. 

The order card at right entitles you to special Charter 
Subscriber Rates. Detach and mail it today. Or, if there 
is no card, clip and mail the coupon below. And, if it is 

convenient, please enclose payment with your order. It 
saves us expensive billing costs. Thank you. 

YES, enroll me as a CHARTER SUBSCRIBER to the 
new SKIING at the special rate checked below. 

2 years only $3.50 (save $2.50) 
4 years only $6.00 (save $6.00) 

Payment enclosed Please bill me 

NAME 
4011 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

I Clip and mail to SKIING. Portland PI., Boulder,_ Colo. 80301_ 
L 
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sibly because it isn't \Veill's. The tunes are 
American folk melodies, and the music's 
over-all texture is quite pleasing. It is ex- 
tremely well sung here. G. L. 

SPOKEN WORD 

OO AN ALBUM OF MODERN POETRY. 
Various poets reading their own work. 
Oscar Williams. editor. GRYPHON GR 
902/3/4 three 12 -inch discs $17.85. 

Performance: Varied 
Recording: Uneven 

Gryphon is to he congratulated for taking 
this recorded anthology of classic British and 
American verse read by the poets. once avail- 
able only by mail order from the Library of 
Congress. and putting it within easy mone- 
tary reach of the record -store customer. The 
producers have dropped a few poems and 
poets, replaced these with others, cleaned up 
the sound, and added band separations. 
There are now forty-five eminent poets in 
place of the original forty-six. James Wright 
has been substituted for Delmore Schwartz 
(difficulty over permissions. apparently). 
several of Robert Frost's poems have been 
dropped, and Edna St. Vincent Millay has 
been edited out entirely-a real loss, for her 
vibrant readings, though muffled in sound, 
were unforgettable. 

The order of readings remains loosely 
chronological, allowing the listener to enjoy 
a cavalcade of much of the best English 
verse created on both sides of the Atlantic 
in our time. with the rhythms and emphases 
as their authors wished them. This is in- 
structive and at times entertaining. Yet, al- 
though the sound has had something of a 

face-lifting, the recordings were made over 
a long span of years, so striking and even 
disturbing variations still remain. And while 
it is enlightening and historically most 
valuable to have the voices of fine poets 
interpreting their work. on hearing them I 
was struck once again by the fact that few 
of them use their voices effectively. Eliot is 
masterly, and (among others) Auden, Cum- 
mings, Spender, MacLeish, Graves, and 
Henry Reed do not attempt to disarm us by 
that reticent tone of false modesty that Dylan 
Thomas used to ridicule in his lectures. They 
recite like unabashed professionals. and the 
results are notable. The craggy voice of the 
late Robinson Jeffers is the perfect instru- 
ment for warning that "violence is the sire 
of all the world's values." Muriel Rukeyser's 
level but haunting voice weaves a real spell 
with her Eyes of Nighttime. one of her many 
and insufficiently celebrated poetic achieve- 
ments. Louise Bogan reads her perfectly 
wrought Nightmare luminously. Ogden 
Nash lends just the proper casual charm to 
three of his minor classics-Portrait of the 
Artist as a Prematurely Old Alan. The Sea- 
gull. and 1 .Never Even Suggested It-pro- 
viding a welcome oasis of light verse amid 
the solemnities of the Waste Land genera- 
tion. On the other hand, Edgar Lee Masters 
is to he heard racing through two selections 
from Spoon River as if he were calling out 
last-minute instructions at train -time, Oscar 
Williams displays a typical modern versi- 
fier's world-weary chant, and George Bark- 
er's is a dry teacher's voice-though it fails 
to cancel the power of his trenchant trio of 
poems called \en's of the lV'orld. Roy Fuller 
whines. jean Garrigue is straight out of the 
classroom, Edwin Denby is timid to the 
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point of inaudibility. Others. although 
passably eloquent, do far from real justice 
to their own work. In its contents (Ransom. 
Empson. Wallace Stevens- Marianne Moore. 
N.V. C. Williams. Edwin Muir, Robert Low- 
ell. Theodore Roethke, Richard Wilbur, and 
Ted Hughes are among those also repre- 
sented), the collection does our century 
proud, even though recent trends and 
reputations are, alas, not represented. But it 
is a tribute to the conscientious Mr. Wil- 
liams that so many of the selections he has 
made known through anthologies over the 
years are now familiar classics. The album. 
despite its inherent weaknesses. is a gold 
mine of poetic treasure. The handsome 
printed text also has been reissued, with ap- 
propriate changes, and is included here. 

P. K. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 
® OO LE\\'IS CARROLL: Alice in IVou- 
derlanal. Jane Asher, Vivienne Chatterton, 
Tony Church. Frank Duncan. Leslie French. 
Deryck Guyler, Carleton Hobbs, Margaret 
Rawlings. Norman Shelley. Ian Wallace, 
Marjorie \X esthury (players); Margaretta 
Scott (narrator). Douglas Cleverdon. di- 
rector. ARGO 5145/6 two I2 -inch discs 
511.96. 145/6' 59.96. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 
O O LEWIS CARROLL: Through the 
Looking Glass. Jane Asher, Vivienne Chat- 
terton, Frank Duncan, Deryck Guyler, Carle- 
ton Hobbs, Mary O'Farrell, Janette Richer, 
Toby Robertson, Norman Shelley, Charles 
Stidwell, Marjorie Westbury (players). 
Margaretta Scott (narrator). Douglas Clever - 
don, director. ARGO 5180/1 two I2 -inch 
discs S 11.96, 180/1* $9.96. 

Performance: Supreme 
Recording: Incomparable 

Argo deserves warmest thanks for rereleasing 
these incomparable dramatizations, first is- 
sued in 1960, for they are likely to hold up as 
timeless, like the remarkable books that in- 
spired them. There have been other "adapta- 
tions" of the Alice hooks. Cyril Ritchard 
recorded the complete texts (interspersed 
with songs) entertainingly for Riverside. and 
Joan Greenwood is a sultry and mischievous 
adult's Alice in well -performed abridgements 
on the Caedmon label. But these albums by 
Douglas Cleerdon are supreme. In Jane 
Asher he has found the incarnation of the 
level-headed, logical, and rather stuffy-yet 
appealing-Victorian child whom all of 
Wonderland cannot confound, and who 
crosses the chessboard of I.00king Glass 
country with every brain cell intact in this 
wise and tidy fantasy. By omitting just about 
nothing. and employing a skilled cast of 
superb character actors, Mr. Cleverdon has 
preserved the most precious ingredient in 
Lewis Carroll's masterpiece: the quality of 
slashing wit, which turns logic on its head 
and shakes it a ith unremitting vigor until all 
the coins of wisdom come clattering out. The 
pace is appropriate to the unfolding of magi- 
cal adventures. but does not scant the op- 
portunities afforded in every scene for fully 
realized characterizations. Alice. who should 
he as believable and satisfactory to young 
listeners as to old, meets in Deryck Guyler 
the perfect vocal embodiment of a Cheshire 
cat-even when nothing remains but the 

(Continued on page 174) 
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And it's the most sparkling, most sensational 
rendition ever of the score from the soon -to -be - 
released film. No gimmicks, no tricks-just the 
pure pleasure of their instrumental magic and 
some of the loveliest music ever written. If you're 
an F&T fan, you have to add this to your collec- 
tion. If not, get it. It will make you understand 
why Ferrante & Teicher are on their way to be- 
coming a living legend. 
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TWO GUYS NAMED RODGERS AND HART 

WHEN Lorenz Hart died in 1942. I 

was fourteen years old and I'd 
never heard of him-or of his collabora- 
tor, Richard Rodgers. Yet I'd known 
some of their songs for years. Where or 
Il/hen was, I think. the first popular song 
lyric I ever learned by heart. The show 
it came from, Babes in Arms, was pre- 
sented in 1937, when I was nine. 

As I grew older, I found that a sur- 
prising number of the songs I liked best 
were by these two guys Rodgers and Hart. 

by GENE LEES 

best in the English language. Though 
this country has produced some excellent 
lyricists. no one has matched Hart's range 
(from pointed social satire through 
bawdy broad humor to an exquisite 
gentleness), and no one else has had his 
mastery of craft. his feeling for the very 
taste of words in the mouth. illy Funny 
Valentine is probably the best love lyric 
ever to come out of Broadway-which is 

precisely why it has been recorded almost 
to death. 

;-- 
NORM' 

LORENZ HART AND RICHARD RODGERS 

Theirs is still the mark to shoot for 

Rodgers, of course, was by now collabo- 
rating with Oscar Hammerstein II. But 
the new songs didn't have that same thing, 
that rightness. Hammerstein's lyrics, it 
seemed to me, had the flavor of greeting - 
card verse, and their Edgar Guest quality 
spilled over into Rodgers' music. Time 
has reinforced that opinion. 

As I learned more of Hart's lyrics, I 

found them full of genuine and at times 
extraordinarily tender feeling. And some 
quality of cynicism or wit or skepticism 
always kept Hart from stepping over the 
line into bad taste. His sensitivity seemed 
unfailing. All his love lyrics worked, 
something that could be said of no other 
Broadway lyricist except Cole Porter. 

Not until the advent of long-playing 
discs and full -score recordings did I get 
a chance to hear some of the remarkable 
patter songs Hart and Rodgers wrote. 
I soon came to believe-and still do- 
that Lorenz Hart was the finest lyricist 
America Itas yet produced. And since the 
English today can't write popular -song 
lyrics for beans, that means he was the 

Hart had his shortcomings. Sometimes 
his satiric work reaches a level of scream- 
ing cleverness that is a bit much-but 
never for long. And I have (to my aston- 
ishment) found occasional, though few, 
instances of technical carelessness in his 
work. Nonetheless, his was an astonish- 
ingly consistent talent: "It's got to be 
love./It couldn't be tonsilitis,/It feels 
like neuritis,/But nevertheless it's love," 
Or: Whistler's Mother is a classic,/ 
Mother's whistler was not." Or: "Mother 
warned me./Don't drink with any guy,/ 
So 1 was made on lemonade-/The heart 
is quicker than the eye." Pick your o'.'n 
favorites-there are hundreds to choose 
from. 

1 go into these paroxysms over Hart's 
work every so often. The last but one 
was triggered by seeing the off-Broadway 
revival of The Boys front Syracuse. And 
the current flush of enthusiasm was 
turned on by Columbia's reissue of three 
complete -score Rodgers and Hart discs: 
The Buys from Syracuse, On Your Toes, 
and Babes in Arms. These are not orig- 

inal -cast productions, but re -creations 
produced a few years ago by Goddard 
Lieberson, for which we all owe him 
much thanks. They had been out of the 
Columbia catalog for a while; they should 
not he allowed to slip from it again. 

Mary Martin, Mardi Bayne, and Jack 
Cassidy are the principal singers in Babes 
in Arms; Portia Nelson, Cassidy, and 
Laurel Shelby do On Your Toes; Cassidy, 
Miss Nelson, and Bibi Osterwald do The 
Boys from Syracuse. Lehman Engel con- 
ducted all three scores, and although the 
orchestrations are somewhat dated in 
spots, everyone handled Hart's lyrics and 
Rodgers' melodies with loving care. The 
discs are available in mono or, as they 
say down at the shop, "electronically re - 
channelled for stereo." 

Out of these three scores-and there 
are, I believe, six others in the current 
batch of rereleases-came a surprisingly 
large part of America's best light music. 
There are the ballads Glad to Be Un- 
happy, There's a Small Hotel, Where or 
When, illy Funny Valentine, Falling in 
Lote with Love, This Can't Be Love. and 
the seldom -done You Mare Cast Your 
Shadow On the Sea and Quiet Night. 
There are such light swingers as I Wish 
I Were in Love Again, Johnny One -Note, 
The Lady Is a Tramp, and Sing for Your 
Supper. There are classics of sardonic 
comment such as The Heart Is Quicker 
than the Eye, Too Good for the Azerage 
Man, and Way Out West. There is even, 
if you care for it (and I don't partic- 
ularly), the ballet Slaughter on Tenth 
Avenue. All this from only three shows. 

Rodgers and Hart have been called the 
Gilbert and Sullivan of America. Non- 
sense. They were the Rodgers and Hart 
of America. As these three records attest, 
that is the mark to shoot for. No one has 
hit it yet, for while we have produced 
other composers to match Rodgers, we 
haven't yet had another Hart. 

OO ® RODGERS AND HART: On 
Your Toes. Portia Nelson, Jack Cassidy 
(vocals); orchestra, Lehman Engel cond. 
It's Gotta Be Lore; Two a Day for 
Keith; There's a Small hotel; and eight 
others. COLUMBIA OS 2590 $5.98, OL 
7090 $4.98. 

OO © RODGERS ANI) HART: The 
Boys from Syracuse. Portia Nelson, Jack 
Cassidy (vocals); orchestra, Lehman 
Engel cond. Ladies of the Evening; Come 
with Ale; Falling in Love with Lore: and 
ten others. COLUMBIA OS 2580 $5.98; 
OL 7080 $4.98. 

OO OO RODGERS AND HART: Babes 
in Arms. Mary Martin, Jack Cassidy, 
Mardi Bayne (vocals); orchestra, Leh- 
man Engel cond. Where or When; II"ay 
Out rest; illy Funny Valentine: and 
seven others. COLUMBIA OS 2570 $5.98, 
OL 7070 S4.98. 
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Know-it-all. 
It's easy to be an authority on tape when you have 
a copy of HiFi/Stereo R?view's 1965 TAPE RE- 
CORDER ANNUAL handy. 

Look at the photo above. The special articles listed 
on the cover of this 132 -page factbook are just a 

few of the 23 complete features! You get expert tips 
by the dozens, on equipment-making better tapes - editing - copying - sound - on everything you 
need to know about tape recording. Plus... 
...a complete directory of stereo tape recorders! 
Over 100 photos - complete data on 230 models 
from thirty-three different manufacturers! All the 
model numbers, specifications, dimensions and 
prices! All the important information you need to 
compare the latest tape recorders, and select the 
finest one in your price range. 
Published for the first time (by the editors of HiFi/ 
Stereo Review), the 1965 TAPE RECORDER AN- 
NUAL is an indispensable guide for everyone who 
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wants better performance and greater versatility 
from his tape recorder. If yDu fit this description ... 

SEND JUST $1 NOW FOR YOUR COPY 

of the 1965 TAPE RECORDER ANNUAL 

r--- FILL IN AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY! 

I Ziff -Davis Service Division Dept. TR 
589 Broadway New York. N.Y. 10012 

Please send me a copy of the 1965 TAPE RECORDER 
ANNUAL. My dollar (plus 150 for shipping and han- 
dling; 250 outside U.S.A.) is enclosed. 

name please print HF104 

address 

City state zip code 

173 



NOW ...PERFECT FM 
ELIMINATE 

FM 
INTERFERENCE! 

With the Sensational 

Mei»' FINCÓ 
FM BAND PASS FILTER 

ENGINEERED TO 
MOUNT ANYWHERE 

Get only pure FM signals. Use a 
Finco FM Band Pass Filter to stop 
interference arid block out un- 
wanted signals from T.V:, Citizens 
Band and Amateur transmitters, 
motors, . autós and flúorescent 
lamps. Size: 414" x 2" x 11/2 

'Available at your Finco Hi -Fi 
dealer. Satisfaction guaranteed! 

Model 3007 Only ;6.95 List 

THE FINNEY COMPANY 
34 W. Interstate St. Bedford, Ohio 
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PURCHASING 
A HI-FI 

SYSTEM? 
TRADE-INS O.K, TIME PAYMENTS 

Up to 2 years to pay! 

Send Us 

Your List Of 

Components 
For A 

Package 
Quotation 

AIREX 
WON'T BE 

UNDERSOLD 

All merchandise is 
brand new. factory 
fresh & guaranteed. 

Visit our showroom 
Free cabinet brochure 

d Hi Fi Catalog 
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smile. Vivienne Ch:uterton's talking insects 
buzz deliciously in both albums. Marjorie 
Westbury, Margaret Rawlings, and Mary 
O'Farrell are formidable queens. And Nor- 
man Shelley as the White Knight has all the 
pathetic charm the storytelling mathemati- 
cian must himself have had when, as com- 
panion to the fortunate real Alice. he first 
told these wonderful stories. There is no 
instrumental music. hut a lavish and re- 
sourceful use of sound effects and stereo- 
the echoing animal voices amid the splash of 
the swimmers in the Pool of Tears. the hub - 
hub of the trial scene. the chugging of the 
railway crossing from one square to the next 
in Through the Looking Glass-makes these 
albums a thorough delight to the ear as well 
as to the mind and heart. P. K. 

OM EUROPE SINCE TI -IF WAR. Lord 
Boothby. K.B.E. (narrator). Voices of Win- 
ston Churchill. Paul -Henri Spaak. Robert 
Schuman, Konrad Adenauer. Carlo Sforza. 
Ernest Bev in. General George Marshall. 
others. ARGO RG 198 S4.97. 

Performance: Intelligent 
Recording: Good 

In a curious conjunction, Lord Boothby, who 
worked for twenty years to establish harmony 
and solidarity among the nations of the 
Council of Europe. is narrator on this re- 

cording of speeches by twenty European 
statesmen (with English texts supplied on 
the jacket), reflecting the ups and downs of 
the struggle for unity through 1960. when 
the record was put together. A singularly 
intelligent job of editing and narration makes 
the album a helpful historical aid today. But 
it is also saddening to reflect that, when the 
European Common Market became a reality, 
England was excluded-despite the contribu- 
tions such Englishmen as Boothby made 
toward bringing it into being. P. K. 

OO JAMES JONES: From llene to Eter- 
nity (excerpt). James Jones (reader). CAL- 
LIOPE CAL 15 S1.25. 

OO PETER USTINOV: The Loser (ex- 
cerpt). Peter Ustinov (reader). CALLIOPE 
CAL 16 $1.25. 

MO JOHN UPDIKE: Lifeguard (front the 
short -story collection Pigeon Feathers). 
John Updike (reader). CALLIOPE CAL 17 

:!;1.25. 

CD JAMES BALDWIN: Another Country 
(excerpt). James Baldwin (reader). CALI.I- 
oPE CAL IR S1.25. 

Performance: Mostly brilliant 
Recording: Fine 

This second group of seven-inch lons- 
playing discs in the Calliope series-quarter- 
hour readings very satisfying for their se- 

lectivity-presents four respected young au- 
thors reading for the microphone. Usti- 
nov, an actor as well as an author, reads 
impeccably a passage from his novel The 
Loser, which deals with an Italian latter-day 
"Renaissance man" named Val di Sarat who 
is by turns lumberjack, gangster's body- 
guard, successful photographer, painter. and 
adventurer in the Orient. The character is 

drawn with charm and subtle irony, and 
the prose is commendably literate. Jones' 
pseudo -Hemingway vernacular is a sorry con- 
trast. In the famous Frmn I/ere to Eternity 

passage about soldier Prewitt's bugle per- 
formance, Jones describes taps as "the re- 
quiem for the common soldier" and weights 
a trivial incident with more symbolism than 
it can sustain. The bleak writing and banal 
dialog are not well served by the author's 
rather colorless voice. John Updike reads, 
with appropriate urbanity and obvious affec- 
tion for his own skill at metaphor. his chill- 
ing story in which a divinity student, work- 
ing for the summer as a lifeguard. surveys 
his charges on the beach superciliously (an 
attitude not entirely repudiated by the au- 

thor). Baldwin lifts two effective scenes 

from Another Conrrtrl, making his novel 
sound better than it is. With measured un- 
derstatement he reads of Rufus' suicide. and 
then, with impassioned eloquence. delivers 
the funeral sermon of Reverend Mr. Foster 
for Rufus. Baldwin is hands -down the best 

reader of the lot. P. K. 

jor",` l 

.loll x Clel.cru 
Limitless virtuosity 

OO DOUGLAS MAC ARTHUR: Speeches. 
Duty. Honor. Counts): Address to the Con- 
gress. RCA Vtcrott SPC 100 two 12 -inch 
discs 54.96. 

Performance: Impressive 
Recording: Good 

Thanks to Mr. Edison's invention, the late 
general has not completely "faded away" as 

he predicted. but can still he heard in these 
two complete speeches, which are remark- 
able for their oratorical force. The power 
of his voice almost succeeds, in an address 
to West Point cadets made when he was 

eighty-three. in giving new currency to the 
worn coinage "duty, honor, and country." 
MacArthur is better able, however. to re- 

mind his listeners of the horrors of war 
("the foxholes . . . filth . . . slime . . . 

broiling suns ... torrential rains") than to 
persuade this war -weary generation that the 
"stainless" officer is as he so earnestly be- 
lieved. the noblest ambition of man. The 
historic address to Congress on April 19, 

1951, after President Truman's dispute with 
him over strategy in the Korean War, has 

some remarkably eloquent passages, but is 

slowed down, for today's listener, by tedious 
details of military exposition. At times, too. 
the general's tone is so arrogant that 1, 
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for one, got confused-was Truman firing 
MacArthur, or was it the other way around? 

P. K. 

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT 

® ® HOMAGE TO SHAKESPEARE. 
Dame Edith Evans. Sir John Gielgud, Mar- 
garet Leighton (performers). COLUMBIA OS 
2520 55.98, OL 7020 $4.98. 

Performance: Virtuoso 
Recording: Spectacular 

As the four hundredth anniversary of 
Shakespeare's birth draws toward a garrulous 
close, one is hard put to guess what the rec- 
ord companies are going to do next. I doubt 
if any of them will be able to top this coup 
by Columbia. Here are three of the world's 
greatest actors in a fireworks display of ap- 
parently limitless virtuosity. The Gielgud 
who with elegant restraint and infinite under- 
standing performs three sonnets is scarcely 
to he recognized when he comes back later 
as the bluff Falstaff, then as the crushed. de- 
feated Richard II imprisoned in Pomfret 
Castle, again as a lofty Cardinal Wolsey 
pronouncing the farewell speech from llenrj 
I'lll. and still later as the heartbroken Lear 
confronting his daughter Cordelia in their 
reunion. Margaret Leighton also displays 
breathtaking range-bloodcurdling as Lady 
Macbeth; gushing with giddy wit as Mistress 
Page, one of the Merry II"'ive.r of II"ind.ror: 
gentle and noble as Cordelia; and a woman 
of vast dignity as the Katherine whom Henry 
VIII is about to discard for Anne Boleyn. 
As for Dame Edith Evans to say that she 
"plays" the nurse in Romeo and Juliet or 
"performs" the epilogue from Ar You Like 
It. among other things. is to put it far too 
mildly. She offers a standard of insight into 
and relish for each role that will likely ex- 
asperate her emulators. 

The stereo version is distinguished for 
ingenuity of voice placement, heightening the 
impression that one has been listening not 
just to three actors performing scenes and 
speeches, but to an entire company assembled 
for an hour's spectacular and impeccable 
entertainment. P. K. 

Os ® THE SMOTHERS BROTHERS: rfl 
Must Have Been Something I Said!" MER- 
CURY SR 60904 54.98, MG 20904' 53.98. 

Performance: Too serious 
Recording: Superior 

This in -performance recording documents 
an off -night for the Smothers Brothers, per- 
haps because it was made in the rather 
sleepy town of Pasadena. or-more likely- 
because the brothers increasingly seem un- 
able to make up their minds whether they 
want to he funny or serious. Here. Tom 
and Dick do quite a hit of straightforward 
singing-and as singers, they are less than 
remarkable. As kidders of folk songs. sloppy 
standards, and pompous patter, they are in- 
comparable. But the program is tipped too 
far in a serious direction to come up to 
their par. P. K. 

® JONATHAN SWIFT: Treasury- 
Gulliuer's Travels. Denis Johnston (read- 
er). SPOKEN ARTS 856 55.95. 

Performance: Appropriate 
Recording: Fine 

Gulliver's Travels, although it earned for its 

author only £200 in his lifetime, remains 
among the most masterful tales in the Eng- 
lish language. As a political satire it strikes 
unerringly at every variety of hyprocrisy and 
pretense manifested by men and nations- 
even though the specific targets of its shafts 
in eighteenth -century England are long for- 
gotten. Purely as an adventure story, it has 
lost not a whit of its freshness and excitement 
through the centuries. Even the most familiar 
of its chapters, dealing with the petty empires 
of Lilliput and Blefuscu. where six-inch 
humans stand on their dignity and give 
themselves tremendous airs, retains the 
power to enthrall. Denis Johnston, an actor 
and educator who was born in Dublin. the 
city that cradled Swift's genius, was a happy 
choice for this reading. In a voice as tart and 
graceful as Swift's celebrated prose, he 

guides us through all of Chapter One, in 
which the "Man -Mountain" Gulliver is cast 
ashore in Lilliput after a shipwreck; Chapter 
Three, wherein ''the author diverts the 
Emperor and his nobility of both sexes in a 

very uncommon manner" by standing like 
a colossus while the country armies parade 
between his legs, and Chapter Five, in which 
Gulliver puts out a fire in the Empress' 
apartment by unorthodox means, and incurs 
banishment for his gallantry. It is good to 
be able to report that the sections read, except 
for a revision of a few archaic words here 
and there, are neither cut nor censored. In- 
deed, the passages seem to have been chosen 
for the earthiness of their content. This is 

not a version for children. For adults, the 
only conceivable disappointment is that there 
is not more. P. K. 

ecords at Discount 
through our Special Membership Plan 

BUILD YOUR RECORD LIBRARY INEXPENSIVELY, QUICKLY, CONVENIENTLY 
NO "AGREE TO PURCHASE" OBLIGATION - CHOOSE RECORDS YOU WANT 

THE CITADEL RECORD CLUB is a unique kind of membership club that entitles its members to 
purchase si,gles, hi-fi and stereo albums at discount prices; all categories of music are available 
including classical, popular, jazz hits, folk, children's records etc. Prices never vary from 
our published price list. There are never any "list price" purchases through Citadel. 

CITADEL MEMBERSHIP -A cent - 
plate reseed service. Whether your 
uaLLIIe interests are classical, pop i 

(llar, jazz, show hits folk-wheth- ' cr11: 
or you prefer sae label or a varl- ¡rfc, t 

are available athrough Citadel.l 'I 
l- 51: Pr 
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CITADEL MEMBERSHIP - THE PROVEN METHCD 
OF RECORD BUYING USED BY THOUSANDS OF 

SATISFIED CLUB MEMBERS BECAUSE ... 
YOU DEC IDE ON YOUR PURCHASES - You are not 
obligated to purchase any particular quantity of 
records. 

YOU HAVE COMPLETE FREEDOM OF SELECTION - 
Virtually any record or album by any artist on any 
label is available including Angel, Atlantic, Capitol, 
Columbia, Command, Decca, DGG, Folkways, London. 
RCA, Vanguard. Verve, and hundreds of others as 
well as most imports. We do not limit your choice 
in any way. 

PROMPT SERVICE - Many orders are shipped the 
same day received, rarely later than the next sev- 
eral days. 

PERIODIC SPECIALS - Periodically you receive a 
list of hit albums from all categories of music at 
prices up to 55% off list. Again, you are under no 
obligation to purchase any of these selections. 
FREE! SCHWANN RECORD CATALOG - With your 
membership you receive this quick reference to 
over 25.000 albums. This easy -to -use catalog con- 
tains separate sections for classical, popular, bal- 
let, opera, musical shows, folk music, 
jazz, etc., and lists a separate section 
for all new releases. 
100% GUARANTEE 
supplies to memb 
factory fresh and 
damages of any sort. 
btY.StStSnbtbi 51 s,. 

Y.SATISFACTIONI 
st.GUARANTEED - Tryfe 
%membership in the to 
st Citadel Record Club e 
Y. for 30 days. If at e 
stthe end of thate 
st time you are not e 
St completely sans -e 
stfied, simply re -e 
11 quest your meme 
st bership dues back !Z 
stand it will bee 
st immediately ree 
?.funded. 
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- All records Citadel 
ers are guaranteed 
free of defects or 
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FREE 

Retold 

Cleaning 

Cloth) 

Fill out coupon en- 
close dues and we 
will include a free 
quality record clean- 
ing cloth as a gift. 

spcialI Bonus benefits make your Citadel 
Membership the most valu- 
able club you ever joined. 

DIAMOND NEEDLES SIfT GERTII IC ATE OPTIONAL 
PRERELDRDED TAPE 
DIVISION 
MEMBEIISNIP 

;JLsí 

Membership dues is 53.00 a year ($1.00 more 
for tape division membership) . . a nominal 
amount if you reflect for a moment on the 
record and tape purchases you have made 
within the past year and the prices you have 
paid. AS A CITADEL MEMBER BUYING RECORDS 
ANO TAPES AT DISCOUNT PRICES, YOUR DUES 
WILL BE PAID FOR WITH VIRTUALLY THE FIRST 
PURCHASE YOU MAKE THROUGH THE CLUB. 
Additional savings quickly mount up, permit- 
tinT you to buy many more LP'S and tapes. 
May we suggest that you give Citadel an op- 
portunity of proving its value to you. You 
enter no obligations, take no risks ... simply 
complete the coupon below, enclose your 
yearly membership dues and upon receipt we 
shall immediately forward all club member- 
ship material to you. We cordially invite you 
to join thousands of other satisfied Citadel 
members who are purchasing their records 
and tapes at discount price through their 
Citadel Club membership. 

CITADEL RECORD CLUB. 
545 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017 S-tu4 

Enroll me for one year. I am under no obligation to 
purchase any particular quantity of records or tapes, 
but those that I do purchase will be at discount price. 

I am to receive a current Schwann catalog immediately 
and subsequent periodic lists of specially priced hit 
albums. If after trying membership for 30 days I am not 
completely satisfied, I can get my full membership 
dues back Immediately. Also. include the free quality 
record cleaning cloth as a gift. 

$3.00 enclosed. Record membership only. 
O 54.00 enclosed. Both record and tape membership. 

(Complete Harrison tape catalog as well as the 
Schwann catalog sent) 

FULL NAME 

STREET 

CITY STATE 
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LOOK WHAT ROBERTS HAS NOW: 

Designer Portables & Tape Decks! 

Ever hear a portable tape recorder so good it's com- 
patible with a fine hi fi sound system? Roberts' new 
Designer Portable model 1650 is that good. You 
can install it in your console and use it as your 
4 -track stereo tape component, flip a switch and 
have it perform as the center channel for 3-D stereo. 
And when you want to tape something away from 
home, you just lift the 1650 out of the console. It's 
a handsome portable, every ounce a Roberts. Costs 
S299.95. 

Ever see a portable tape recorder so beautiful it 
fits in the category of fine furniture? Roberts new 
Decorator Portable model 1670 is that beautiful. 
It's a big -studio -sound 4 -track stereo tape recorder 
encased in an elegant console of rich walnut. Ulti- 
mately sophisticated both as a superb tape record- 
ing instrument and as a home entertainment center. 
The Decorator 1670 costs $359.95. Other Roberts 
Designer Portables from $ 169.95. 

Ever run across a tape transport system more 
reliable than a Roberts? There aren't any. Which is 

why perfectionists regard the news of Roberts' com- 
ponent tape decks as good news indeed! Take a look 

at the new Model I660 -D. a 2 -speed. 4 -track stereo 
deck. complete with record and playback pre -amps, 
for S299.95. The 1660-1) has a frequency response 
of 30 to 18.000 cps; signal-to-noise ratio of -45 dB; 
0.2% wow & flutter: hum adjust control: channel 
transfer switch and many other sophisticated 
recording/playback features. 

Roberts' revolutionary Cross Field concept and 

the amazing Reversatile tape system are also avail- 
able in our complete new line of component tape 

decks. If your reasons for wanting a tape recorder 
are sound, get the best there is-get a Roberts! See 

the complete selection on display now at your 
nearby Roberts Dealer. Or write for further infor- 
mation. Roberts Electronics. Division of Rheem 
Mfg. Co., 5922 13owcroft St., L.A., Calif. 90016. 
Dept. IIFSR P0. 

In Canada: J. A1. Nelson Electronics. Ltd., 2149 Commercial Drive, 

\:mcous-cr 12. B.C. I prices slightly higher in Canada) 

ROBERTS® 
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HIFI/STEREO REVIEW'S CHOICE OF THE L:TEST RECORDINGS 

STEREO TAPE 
Reviewed by CIIRISTIE BARTER 

OPERA ON TAPE 
HARDLY a month now passes without a 

new opera recording on tape. and this 
month we sit in the pretty position of 

having no fewer than seven new releases to 
consider. But before we do. it might he ell 
to attempt to gain some perspective of opera 
on tape. 

Mozart and Puccini got off to early stereo 
tape starts. with vocally inadequate record- 
ings of The Abduction from the Seraglio and 
La Boheme issued by Concert Hall in the late 
1950's and soon thereafter withdrawn. But 
aside from lackluster performances, they 

failed, even more conspicuously, to take ad- 

vantage of the two -channel medium, putting 
it to no imaginative use. It comes as a shock 
today to find. in that German -made Seraglio, 
just how primitive the approach was-posi- 
tioning all the solo singers on the left chan- 
nel. flanking them on the right with the 
chorus. The only concession to stereo "move- 
ment" uas made by some apparently strong- 
willed recording director who decided that 
the spoken recitatives should be delivered on 
the right. meaning that a character might be 

speaking his lines at one moment and singing 
an instant later on the opposite side of the 
stage. 

Such confusions persisted, even in some of 
the first major operatic productions to reach 
the market in 1959-1960. when London 
signed up with United Stereo Tapes. then a 

leading source of four -track prerecorded 
tape. Occasionally a singer might he whizzed 
through vast spaces (depending on the lis- 
tener's speaker placement) from one line to 
the next, or even on a single phrase. But 
London's first stereo operas benefited from 
the pioneering efforts of some British engi- 
neers who were exploring the theatrical uses 

of the medium as early as 1954. Among 
those first releases was the Siepi-Krips Don 
Giovanni (LOV 90007), an outgrowth of 
those experimental sessions that remains to 
this day the only recording of that opera on 

tape. (Why has Victor never transferred to 
tape its equally well sung and generally 
more dynamic Siepi-Leinsdorf recording. or 
Angel its lithe 'Wiichter-Giulini version?) 

In that early Don. however, we hear the 
results of tasteful, imaginative stereo engi- 

Explanation of symbols: 
O = stereophonic recording 
® = monophonic recording 

x 
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neering as applied for the first time to re- 

corded opera-the careful placement of the 
soloists across a broad stage area, the sparing 
but appropriate use of movement during 
the performance (listen to "L.'r ci darent 1,t 

mano," in which the Don is rooted on the 
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CESARE SlENt 
Still the only Don Gioranni on tape 

left while Zerlina moves coyly to the right 
and back again), and the clear delination of 
instrumental forces (notably in the separa- 
tion of the three orchestras in the ballroom 
scene). 

A companion release at about this time 
was the excellent Noce di Figaro conducted 
by Erich Kleiber (LOV 90008). which 
stems from those same sessions. Along with 
it came London's outstanding Dar Rhcingold 
(LOR 90006), the Tebaldi-von Karajan 
Aida (LOR 90015), the leisurely Madama 
Bullet -lb sung by Renata Tebaldi under 
Tull io Serafin's direction (LOR 90010) . and, 
after some delay, the superb Tebaldi-Serafin 

Bohénre (LOR 90014) . Here were newly 
conceived recordings, recordings that made 
use of sophisticated stereo techniques. And 
they sounded it. conveying an illusion of 
theatrical space beyond any previously estab- 
lished norms. 

Opera on tape had arrived and was to be 
given a tremendous boost a year later when 
RCA Victor brought out the glorious Birgit 
Nilsson -Erich Leinsdorf Tarando; (FTC 
8001) and an 11 Troratore (FTC 8000) 
with a regal Leonora sung by Leontyne Price. 
The latter release- by the way. made possible 
the first direct comparison of two four -track 
editions of the same opera, for London had 
in thr meantime released its Troratore with 
Tebaldi (LOR 90005). recorded back in 
1956. And comparison revealed that Victor 

had a hit of refining to do with regard to 
stereo, practices. Although its Turandot was 
an unqualified success vocally and as a sonic 
spectacular-it was almost certain of being 
that, thanks to Puccini-its treatment of 
the Verdi opera had some faults. London's 
sound was (and still, of course, is) spacious 
and full-bodied, while Victor's tended to he 
harsh and rather flat in perspective. On the 
other hand, Victor did take advantage of 
highly directional staging devices, establish- 
ing-not for the first time perhaps, but with 
greater success than ever before-a natural 
flow of stage movement and a desirable give- 
and-take between the two stereo channels. 

As both the London and Victor catalogs of 
opera on tape grew month by month. a few 
minor setbacks were noted: where tapes were 
poorly processed, or where orchestral sound - 
for -sound's -sake was allowed, during the 
actual sessions, to take precedence over the 
singers. But generally a record of steady 
technical progress was perceptible. Proof 
positive was provided initially by two Wag- 
ner releases, the imposing Birgit Nilsson - 
Fritz Uhl Tristan and Isolde, conducted by 
Georg Solti (London LOY 90034). and the 
exciting account of The Fling Dutchman by 
George London and Leonie Rysanek under 
Antal Dorati's direction (Victor FTC 8003). 
Only a little later we had the stunning 
Nilsson-Solti Salome (LOS 90042), a new 
Bohénre with Anna Moffo and Richard 
Tucker miraculously fitted onto a single reel 
(Vim!. FTC 70112), the remarkable Die 
I'alküre conducted by Erich Leinsdorf oc- 

cupying three (FTC 8005), and the com- 
pelling Aida with Leontyne Price (FTC 
8005). These half -dozen recordings, as of 
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A/OW-- 
A hand made, hand 
turned pipe for only 

Hold it. Lift it. Try the 
bit. It's unique. It's a 
Heritage pipe. Examine 
the aged, imported briar. 
Notice the careful atten- 
tion to detail. Only the 
craftsmanship of gifted 
artisans could have 
imparted this rich 
rugged looking finish. 
Now smoke it and dis- 
cover Heritage-one of 
the world's great pipes. 
Available in smooth 
Heirloom ($13.50), and 
rugged Antique ($10.50) 
finishes. Send for Free 
Brochure! 
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the spring of 1963. represented the indus- 
try's finest efforts to date and still stand as 

monuments of reproduced sound. They alto 
introduced portrayals by several artists, many 
of them unknown to American audiences a 

few years before, that obviously might he 

equalled in time, but not readily surpassed. 
Meanwhile. another singer new to opera - 

goers here and abroad in the early Sixties 
was getting star billing and beginning to 
appear with astonishing regularity on new- 
rc lease sheets. This, of course. was soprano 
Joan Sutherland. who made her debut on 

tape singing highlights from Lucid di L.rNi- 

,nermoor ( I.OL 90051). She subsequently 
introduced the complete opera (LOR 90036) 
in 1962. and has been building up an urn- 

pressi\e repertoire ever since. ranging from 
Handel's Alciu.r ( I.OR 90050) to a Rigolerto 
with Cornell MacNeil and Cesare Siepi 
(LOG 90014) and a L.r Tr.rt i.u.r with Carlo 
Bergonzi and Robert Merrill (LOG 90069). 
In all four of these operas. however, the 
awesome beauty of Miss Sutherland's tone 
and her impeccable technique are too often 
overshadowed by a distressing rhythmic lax- 
ity and an over-all droopiness that serves to 

heighten the listener's awareness of her emo- 
tional detachment. This is truer of her Gilda 
than it is of her Alcina. Yet in La Sonn.ten- 
hul.r (I_OR 90057) and I Puritani (I.OR 
900-'4). the two Bellini operas she has re- 
corded under her husband's baton, her sing- 
ing has more pluck and discloses a far greater 
sense of involvement. Both are exceedingly 
fine recordings. and though they both leave 

room for improvement in some of the lesser 

roles. Miss Sutherland's Amina and her 

Elvira are wholly unchallengeable. 
What, then, of her Lucia? Well, it is the 

only one on tape. and despite the abiding 
melancholy she imparts to it (along with a 

kind of self-conscious artiness), it is beau- 

tifully sung. The rest of the production. 
introducing Renato Cioni as Edgardo, is 

outstanding. 
Likewise unrivalled in this medium is the 

Ri,goletto. but it may not he for long. Miss 
Sutherland's mannered Gilda is served up 

with MacNeill's vocally robust but rather 
bland portrayal of the title role, and an 

intelligent but fairly second-rate Duke by 

Cioni. A new stereo version of this opera is 

urgently needed. 
As for La Trariat,r. the uncut Sutherland 

recording runs into some strong competition. 
Anna Moffo's Violetta for Victor (FTC 
8002) has a softer vocal timbre and is cer- 
tainly more convincing. Richard Tucker is. 

in the end, a more secure Alfredo than 
Bergonzi, and Merrill turns in a slightly 
better Germont in this performance. 

But now to the earlier -mentioned seven 

new operatic releases on tape. (Detailed 
casting information on these will he found 
at the end of this discussion.) It is not often 
that the tape collector has three recordings 
of an opera to choose from, but such is the 

case with the current release by Angel of the 
Trariata originally issued by Capitol back in 
1960. It still sounds remarkably good and 
benefits greatly from the revised format twat 

tape allows. Acts I and Ill and the two 
scenes of Act II each fill a single sequence. 
And there is much to admire in the Violetta 
of Victoria de los Angeles, a depth and 
imagination that in spite of the soprano's 
naturally sunny disposition almost put it in 
a class by itself. Carlo del Monte's Alfredo 

and Mario Sereni's Germont, however, are 
pretty plodding affairs, and Tullio Serafin's 
hold on the music might have been tighter. 

A role that has always belonged in some 
measure to Miss de los Angeles is Cio-Cio- 
San, which was sampled a few months ago 
in an Angel collection of Butterfly high- 
lights (ZS 35821) drawn from the Capitol 
recording of 1961. now available in its en- 
tirety. Her singing here is neither as forceful 
as Price's is in the superb performance re- 

cently recorded by Victor in Rome (FTC 
8006) nor as effulgent as Tehaldi's for Lon- 
don, but it is undoubtedly closer to the char- 
acter-that is. to its purity and sweetness 
and fifteen-year-oldness-than either of the 
others. Within its justifiably limited emo- 
tional range. this is one of the most satis- 
fying Butterflys on record, and the combina- 
tion of classic purity and human warmth 
that Miss de los Angeles brings to it. vocally. 
can only he marvelled at. 'I he Pinkerton sung 
by the late Jussi Bjoerling just before his 

ll 
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death is likewise unequalled anywhere. and 
Gabriele Saantini's direction, if a little stodgy, 
is at all times sympathetic. Fortunately, the 
new tape transfer eliminates a good many of 
the distortions that marred the original LP 
release. Having Acts I and II complete on 
the first reel constitutes an added bonus. but 
the decision to break the third act across the 
two sequences of the second reel, just before 
Pinkerton's "Addio. Fiorito ass!." is unpar- 
donable, especially since the sixth side of 
the three -record set is all it takes. 

The five acts of Gounod's Faust. on the 

other hand, are conveniently accommodated 
on the two reels of yet another Angel release 
in which Miss de los Angeles is prominently 
cast. She sings a beguiling Marguerite to 

Nicolai Gedda's workaday Faust and Boris 
Christoff's rather tiresome and unidiomatic 
Mephistopheles. Yet these shortcomings are 

easily overlooked-this Faust is the first on 
tape. the processing has been handled with 
care, and the performance itself, including 
the oft -omitted Walpurgis Night scene. is 

virtually complete. 
The fourth and final Angel package to con- 

sider this month is the relatively new S.rntsart 
et Dalila sung by Jon Vickers and Rita Gorr 
under the vital direction of Georges Prétre. 
Vickers, to he sure, seems to have a little 
trouble with his French, but he sings glori- 
ously. His Samson is truly a heroic figure of 

(Continued on page 180) 
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Until another stereo tape recorder matches all the 
following features, the Ampex 2000 will set the standard 
ín stereo tape recorders. Ask anyone who knows. 

rnr I 
Automatic threading. Merely lay tape in 
slot and that's it. Thread tape in the time 
it took to read this paragraph. 

Zrallt` r. 10111illj , rir --- 

Double Capstans. Provide constant tape 
tension resulting in fidelity at 33/4 crowd- 
ing that of 71/2 ips! Plus-eliminates the 
need of pressure pads. Benefit: no excess 
wear of the heads! 

I 

..I 

Diecast aluminum frame (and rigid block 
head suspension). Built like a truck (try 
banging other units with plastic frames!). 
Keeps wow and flutter at an all-time 
low, low. 

.1210 t5 PLAY 
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Automatic reverse. Subsonic signal can 
be added (by you) at any point on the 
tape. Result: continuous music with no 
fuss, no foil. 

Styling. Note how form has followed 
function. No frills-just good looks that 
blend with any decor. And anyone can 
learn how to operate it in but minutes. 
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Quality control. Guaranteed by Ampex 
with their fill year service on all parts 
and labor. Need we say more? 

Fre. ruency response .I 7'/c /OS 
average 1prodt.c:ton run: =2db, 30-18.000 cp. 

guaranteed m, nnlum: x3d1-/, 50-15.000 cps 
Signal-to-nol.e at 7V, ips: 

average rproducnon run): 52 db 
guaranteed minimum: 49 db 

Wow & I fitter at 71/, ips: 
average (production run): 1 /13 of Vio (.0007) 
guaranteed minimum: 1/8 of 1°/o (.0012) 

Guaranteed specifications. And only 
Ampex can dare do it. Reasons: only the 
best engineering, quality control, and ma- 
terials (plus the Ampex name) go into 
every Ampex tape recorder. 

(.,tsr. --r 1 
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Ampex heads. The heart of the Ampex 
tape recorder; micro -calibrated, they're 
produced to professional standards and 
are the finest heads to be found on any 
amateur or semi-professional equipment. 

Professional heritage. Over 20 years of 
experience in every area of tape elec- 
tronics for industry and the military. 
There's a reason why most recording 
studios use Ampex recording equipment. 

Have we piqued your interest? We hope so ... for we've got a 
most engaging and complete story to tell you about the Arnpe. 
2000 stereo tape recorders. \Vrite. r 

Ampex Corporation 
Consumer Products Division 
2201 Landmeier Road 

Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007 

In Canada, write: 
Ampex of Canada, Rexdale, Ontario. 

Ask anyeno who knows. 

AMPEX 
Please send me all available literature. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
HF 10 
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CHE 
The brilliant American pian- 
ist, honored the world over, 
returns to the United States 
this month. 

New Releases: 
Beethoven: PIANO CONCERTO No. 5 
IN E FLAT MAJOR ("Emperor") 
with The London Symphony Orchestra- 
Pierino Gamba 
Stereo CS -6397 Mono CM -9397 

Brahms: THE COMPLETE 
PIANO WORKS-Vol. 1 

3 Intermezzi (Op, 117); Piano Pieces 
(Op. 119); Piano Pieces (Op. 118) 
Stereo CS -6396 Mono CM -9396 

Brahms: THE COMPLETE 
PIANO WORKS-Vol. 2 
Piano Pieces (Op. 76); Fantasias (Op. 
116) 
Stereo CS -6404 Mono CM -9404 
(The beginning of a unique series o1 the 
complete piano works of Brahms. Watch 
for future releases.) 

Some recent memorable 
releases: 
Beethoven: PIANO CONCERTO No. 2 
IN B FLAT MAJOR; 
PIANO CONCERTO No. 4 
IN G MAJOR 
Stereo CS -6374 Mono CM -9374 

Grieg: 
PIANO CONCERTO IN A MINOR 
Schumann: 
PIANO CONCERTO IN A MINOR 
Stereo CS -6336 Mono CM -9336 

Rachmaninov: RHAPSODY ON 
A THEME OF PAGANINI 
Dohnanyi: 
VARIATIONS ON A NURSERY TUNE 
Stereo CS -6153 Mono CM -9262 

Beethoven: 33 VARIATIONS ON 
A WALTZ BY DIABELLI 
Stereo CS -6203 Mono CM -9272 

Trodmorks Reo. U.S. Pot. Off. 

FULL FREQUENCY RANGE RECORDING 

.t man. while Gorr's Delilah is vocally opu- 
lent and somewhat restrained dramatically. 
The recorded sound is first-rate. Though the 
solo voices are occasionally out of focus, they 
never wander far, and the big scenes involv- 
ing the René Duclos Chorus are highly effec- 
tive. Acts 1 and II occupy the first reel. while 
Act III finds an appropriate break on the 
second, just before the Bacchanale. 

Another current entry is Victor's Falstaff 
with Geraint Evans. Every year, it seems, 

by virtue of some mystical meeting of the 
minds at taste -maker levels, some one opera 
is singled out for attention above all others. 
This year (or last season, however you look 
at it) that opera was Falstaff, revived in a 

new production at the Metropolitan in New 
York. recorded in London and in Rome, and 
widely discussed. Coincidentally, two artists, 
supremely equipped vocally and in terms of 
experience, were hustled up to step into the 

title role-Fernando Corena. who sings it 
for London in a charming if topsy-turvy 
sequence of highlights (LOL 90075), and 
Evans, who sings it in this complete record- 
ing. Like Corena, the Welsh baritone ap- 

peared in the Met revival, but before that 
was seen in a San Francisco production and 

in numerous ones abroad, the first being at 

Glyndehourne in 1957. His characterization 
of the Verdian anti-hero, thus matured, is 

something to behold. It combines nobility 
and wit, abundant flair, and, above all, a deep 

sense of man's wisdom and man's folly. On 
tape these qualities are suggested, but the 

voice alone is not enough to convey them 
with the compelling force they have in the 

theater. And this, to me, is the only real 

failing of an otherwise prodigious under- 
taking. Solti's direction may often he un- 
necessarily strenuous or overly tense, but the 

all-star cast acquits itself splendidly. Evans 

rises effectively to the "honor" and "vile 
world" monologs and generally makes a 

strong case for Falstaff qua baritone. Ilva 
Ligabue is perhaps somewhat less relaxed 

than she is in the London excerpts, but 

her Alice Ford is, as before, finely drawn. 
Rosalind Elias is an adequate Meg Page, 

Giulietta Simionato a warmly amusing Mis- 
tress Quickly. Robert Merrill as Ford and 

Alfredo Kraus as Fenton are both in top 
vocal form, and Mirella Freni. but for a 

curiously uninspiring Fairy Song in the last 

scene, is every hit the ingenue as Nannetta. 
The stereo engineering cannot be faulted; 
stage movement and individual voices in the 

ensembles are beautifully defined. The first 
reel, devoted to the ts; o short scenes of Act I, 

rather skimps on tape, but the second and 

third acts each run an uninterrupted course 

on reel two. 
Infectious high spirits, exhilarating vocal- 

ism, and technical skill similarly inform a 

marvelously spontaneous performance of 
Rossini's L'ltaliana in Algeri conducted for 
London by Silvio Varviso. Teresa Berganza, 

who sounds less inhibited in recordings than 

she has on the few occasions she has ap- 

peared in New l ork, makes a charming 
Isabella in what I think is her first starring 
role (discounting the Ruggiero she sings to 

Sutherland's Alcina). Corena, cavalierly by- 

passing much of the bass coloratura he is 

given to sing, nevertheless creates a disarm- 
ingly fatuous Mustafa. while Luigi Alva, as 

the misplaced but eventually triumphant 
lover Lindoro, handles the florid passages he 

(Continued on page 182) 
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SAVE over 4O°'°hI 
COMPONENTS 8 TAPE RECORDERS 

WRITE FOR OUR PRICE. 

YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DID. 

Easy pay plan. Up to 24 Mos. to pay. 

15 -day money -back guarantee. 
Full 2-yr. Warranty-Parts and Labor. 
Factory Franchised all lines. We ship from 
stock. 

Trade-ins highest allowance-Send your list. 
19th year of reliable service-world-wide. 
we guarantee "WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD." 

BEST BUY_HIFI 
Reg. Spec. 

Scott 350C-FM-MX Tuner Disc. 224.95 134.95 
Scott LT -110 FM -Ms Tuner Kit Disc. 164.95 112.50 
Scott LK72 

80W Stereo Amp. Kit Disc. 164.95 117.50 
Concertone S505-4 (D) 550.00 329.90 
Dynaco 4 -band Port. Radio (D) 149.95 79.50 
Dual 1009-Auto-Pro Changer (0) 99.95 54.95 
Garrard "A" MK II Changer (D) 89.95 49.95 
Sony 464-0 Tape Deck 149.95 119.95 

(Dl Demo mdse-Others brand new. All carry full 
2 yr. warranty including parts and labor. 

Write for return moil quote on your hi fi compo- 
nent requirements. 

We own the sharpest pencils in town. 

BEST BUY HI-FI LIST FREE 

HI -FIDELITY 
CENTER 

-The House of Low Low Prices" 

1797-A 1st. Ave. 
New York, N. Y. 10028 
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STEREO. TEST RECORD FOR HOME AND LABORATORY USE EXTRA: As, DEllál,MMIN OF THE HIGHEST PoelE 'Mort. n. WC" .ICILUE , ~GRAM o WPC aEcamFa owEcttE On TIE uA,En,n, w.0E~40 TAPE PROCESS 
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Why We Make the Model 211 

Available Now 
Although there are many stereo test records on the mar- 
ket today, most critical checks on existing test records 
have to be made with expensive test equipment. 
Realizing this, HiFi/STEREO REVIEW decided to produce 
a record that allows you to check your stereo rig, ac- 
curately and completely, just by listening! A record that 
would be precise enough for technicians to use in the 
laboratory-and versatile enough for you to use in your 
home. 

The result: the HiFi,'STEREO REVIEW Model 211 Stereo 
Test Record! 

NOW...GET THE FINEST 

STEREO TEST 
RECORD ever produced 

for just...$4.98 
Featuring The Most Spectacular Music 

Demonstration On Disc Today 

UNIQUE FEATURES OF HiFi/STEREO REVIEW'S 

MODEL. 211 STEREO TEST RECORD 

Warble tones to minimize the distorting effects of room acoustics 
when making frequency -response checks. 

White -noise signals to allow the stereo channels to be matched in 
level and in tonal characteristics. 

Four specially designed tests to check distortion in stereo cartridges. 
Open-air recording of moving snare drums to minimize reverberation 

when checking stereo spread. 

Stereo Checks That Can Be 
All Tests Can Be Made ByEar Made With the Model 211 

1 

1 

I 

I 

Frequency response-a direct check of eighteen 
sections of the frequency spectrum, from 20 to 
20,000 cps. 

Pickup tracking-the most sensitive tests ever 
available to the amateur for checking cartridge, 
stylus, and tone arm. 

Hum and rumble-foolproof tests that help you 
evaluate the actual audible levels of rumble and 
hum in your system. 

Flutter-a test to check whether your turntable's 
flutter is low, moderate, or high. 
Channel balance - two white -noise signals that 
allow you to match your system's stereo channels 
for level and tonal characteristics. 
Separation-an ingenious means of checking the 
stereo separation at seven different parts of the 
musical spectrum-from mid -bass to high treble. 

Stereo Spread 

ALSO: Speaker Phasing 

Channel Identification 

PLUS SUPER FIDELITY MUSIC! 
The non -test side of this record consists of music re-" 
corded directly on the master disc, without going through 
the usual tape process. It's a superb demonstration of 
flawless recording technique. A demonstration that will 
amaze and entertain you and your friends. 

HiFi/STEREO REVIEW's Model 211 Stereo Test Record will give you immediate answers 
to all of the questions you have about your stereo system. It's the most complete test 
record of its kind-contaiis the widest range of check -points ever included on one test disc! And you need no expensive test equipment. All checks can be made by ear! 
Note to professionals: The Model 211 can be used os a highly efficient design and 
measurement tool. Recorded levels, frequencies, etc. have been controlled to very close tolerances-a Hording accurate numerical evaluation when used with test instruments. 

DON'T MISS OUT-ORDER NOW 
The Model 211 Stereo Test Record is a disc that has set the new standard for stereo test recording. There is an overwhelming demand for this record and orders will be filled by Hifi/STEREO REVIEW on a first come, first served basis. At the low price of $4.98, this is a value you won't want to miss. Make sure you fill in and mail the coupon together with your check ($4.98 per record) today. 

FILL IN AND MAIL TODAY! 

Stereo Test Record N 
HiFi/STEREO REVIEW-Dept. SD 
One Park Ave., New York 16, N.Y. 

Please send me test records at $4.98 each. My check (or 
money order) for is enclosed. I understand that you will pay 
the postage. (Add 5(k to partially defray postage costs outside U.S.A.) 

Name 
(Please Print) 

Address 

City Zone State 
SORRY-No charges cr C.O.D. orders! 
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COMBINED SAVINGS OF 

40% 
ON ALL 4 -TRACK 

STEREO TAPES 
AS A MEMBER OF THE 

TAPE -MATES 
CLUB 

You will receive a FREE TAPE - 
MATES STEREO CATALOG listing 
ALL 4 -Track Stereo Tapes currently 
manufactured-the most complete 
Stereo Library available anywhere 
-at TREMENDOUS DISCOUNTS- 
PLUS cash dividends and BONUS 
TAPES! 

25% DISCOUNT on ALL record 
albums. 
TAPE -MATES CLUB - DEPT. HFSR1O 
5280 W. PICO BLVD. 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90019 

without obligation, send me complete in- 
formation about the TAPE -MATES CLUB. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY S. STATE 
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Why? 
DO THOUSANDS OF HI-FI 

ENTHUSIASTS BUY FROM 

AUDIO UNLIMITED 
It's Obvious! 

LOWEST PRICES 

FAST SERVICE 

FACTORY SEALED UNITS 
FULLY INSURED SHIPMENTS 

UP TO 2 YEAR MANUFACTURERS' 

WARRANTY 
PACKAGE DEALS-SAVE MORE 

FRANCHISED DISTRIBUTORS 

Your opportunity to win a 

VESPA SCOOTER 
-except where prohibited by state 
or local law. Write today 

Write for FREE Catalog Today 

SEND US YOUR LIST 
FOR OUR AIR MAIL 
QUOTE TODAY 

Visit Our Showroom and Warehouse 

®AUDIO unlimited, inc. 

115-S Second Ave.,(Nr. 38)New York 16, N.Y. 
3 blocks from the U.N. 
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is assigned with consummate ease. Ensembles 
abound and alternately call upon the services 
of Rolando Panerai. Giuliana Tavolaccini 
and the others in supporting roles. They arc - 

breathtakingly precise and at times. particu 
larly at the close of the first act, very funny. 

A second London entry this month is 

the vintage Alanou Lesc.,u, sung by Renata 

Tehaldi and excerpted on tape a year ago 
this month (LOL 90061), further com- 
mended for the des Grieux of Mario del 

Monaco. the unfailingly incisive direction of 
Francesco Molinari-Prtdelli. and the extraor- 
dinary achievement of those same British 
engineers who a decade ago, put stereo on 
the operatic map. 

And this brings us back to where we 

started. In recent years. since Price's Aid.: 
and Sutherland's Lucia. one's memory is 

stirred by del Monaco's Otel/o (London LOR 
90038), Tebaldi's Fanciull,, del In (LOG 
90041), the near -perfect realization of Wag- 
ner's Siegfried by Solti (LOY 90062), and 
the superlative Price -di Stefano 7oat'., under 
Herbert von Karajan (Victor FTC 8007). 

13y no means second to these is the Fide Le 
conducted by Hans Knappertshusch for 
Westminster (WTZ 154) with Jan Peercc 

and Sena lurinac, or any of the several re- 

cordings Angel has brought forth since 

its harrowingly late entry -in -earnest into 
the four -track sweepstakes, including the 
de los Angeles Carmen (ZC 3613 ), the 

Glyndehourne production of The Barber of 
Seville in which the same soprano is fea- 

tured (ZC 3638), Boris Christoff's Boris 
Godouuor (ZD 3633), and the Cori f.n, 

tune in which Elisabeth Schwarzkopf and 

Christa Ludwig are joined by Alfredo Kraus 
and Giuseppe Taddei under Karl Biihm's 
experienced Mozartian hand (ZD 3631). 
Champagne chasers, if needed. are ready and 
waiting with Angel's exuberant Alerrt 
II"idou' led by Lovro von Matacic (ZB 
3630) with Schwarzkopf and Gedda. and 
with London's "gala" recording of Johann 

Strauss' Die Flederntaus conducted by von 
Karajan (LOR 90030) with everybody 
under the sun. 

And what about Strauss? Well, what 

about the operas of Richard Strauss? 
Nilsson's Salome. as noted, is fine. But 
shouldn't we have on tape a Ro.renkaralier. 
an Arabella, an Ariadue. or an Elektra? And 
shouldn't Deutsche Grammophon, a com- 
pany that has a special interest in these 

operas, he persuaded to help out? 
Producers of prerecorded tape have done 

much to improve their product over the 

years. The ness low -noise mastering tape in 

use for the past ten months or so has effec- 

tively reduced the hiss that plagued so many 

early releases. One major producer even 

foresees the day, in the not so distant future. 
when an entire opera may he wound onto .+ 

single reel playing at the speed of 33/4 ips 

without compromising high-fidelity stand- 

ards. (This he foresees at an earlier date than 
the use of the thin, stretchable, but longer - 
playing 0.6 -mil tape.) 

Finally, a word about librettos. They are 

an absolute trust and should he furnished 
with every opera sold, at the point of sale 

and not by return mail. I think I am correct 
in assuming that most tape buyers would put 
up with almost any amount of small print to 
have a libretto immediately at hand. C. B. 

(Concluded on next page) 

WIN A NEW 
SOLID STATE 
Professional Series 

FISHER 
600 Transistorized FM -MX Receiver 

:s.lq¢g.ataMs. 

1 s_ Is 

r, 
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100 Watts $499.50 I -s - 

As Always RABSONS offers Only the Best. Check 
these fabulous FISHER features: . Cool - trou- 
ble free operation . Fisher Solid State means 
Longer Life . 100 watts Total Power Output 

1.8uV FM Sensitivity . Compact Size for Cus- 
tom Installations only 117/s" Deep . Direct Tape 
Monitor , Exclusive Fisher Nuvistor . Golden 
Synchrode FM Front End AND much more. Write 
Direct to Rabsons For Complete Free "Specs" 

Nothing to buy - to win a Fisher 600 
ffle- just write to Rabsons for a "Dollar 
Saving" quote on any Hi Fi compo- 
nent. This alone makes you eligible. 

Drawing will be held January 29th, 1965. 

YOU ALWAYS GET SOMETHING EXTRA FROM RABSONS 

"SENSAVABLE PRICES" 
"Sky High" inventory Quick Persona Serv- 

ice 59 Years of Reliability Easy Payment 
Plan Up to 24 months to Pay New Factory 
Sealed Equipment New - Free Mail Order 
Hi Fi Clinic Service Free Double Packing of all 
Shipments Francised Protection - PLUS! - 
Rabsons own unique guaranty, 
FREE RECORD CLOTH (SI.OD Value) WITH EVERY QUOTE 

RABSONS 'S1 ST. INC 

119 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y. 10019 
Tel. Area Code 212 Circle 7-0070 

This drawing is not open to residents in any 
locality chose laws prohibit Such a drawing. 
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ATTACH 
LABEL 
HERE 

If you've recently changed your address or 

plan to in the near future, be sure to notify 

us of once. Place magazine address label 

here and print your ,new address below. 

NEW ADDRESS: 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

PLEASE PRINT 

ZONE STATE 

Please fill in moving date below: 

... v, . 

If you have any other questions about your 

subscription be sure to include your mega.'' 

zine address label when writing us. 

Mail to: HiFi/STEREO REVIEW, 434 So. 

Wabash Avenue, Chicago 5, Illinois 
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O VERDI: Li Traviata. Victoria de los 
Angeles (soprano), Violetta; Silvia Bertona 
(soprano), Annina; Santa Chissari (mezzo- 
soprano), Flora Bervoix; Carlo del Monte 
(tenor), Alfredo; Sergio Tedesco (tenor). 
Gastone; Renato Ercolani (tenor). Giu- 
seppe; Mario Sereni (baritone), Germont; 
Vico Polotto (baritone), Douphol: Silvio 
Maionica (bass), D'Obigny; Bonaldo 
Giaiotti (bass), Grenvil. Chorus and Or- 
chestra of the Opera House. Rome, Tullio 
Serafin cond. ANGEL ZC 3623 $21.98. 

OO PUCCINI: Madama Butier/fy. Victoria 
de los Angeles (soprano), Cio-Cio-San; 
Miriam Pirazzini (mezzo-soprano), Suzuki; 
Silvia Bertona (mezzo-soprano), Kate Pink- 
erton; Jussi Bjoerling (tenor). Lt. Pinker- 
ton; Piero de Palma (tenor), Goro; Mario 
Sereni (baritone), Sharpless; Arturo La 
Porta (baritone). Yamadori; Paolo Montar - 
solo (bass), the Bonze. Chorus and Or- 
chestra of the Opera House, Rome, Gabriele 
Santini cond. ANGEL ZC 3604 $21.98. 

OO GOUNOD: Faust. Victoria de los 
Angeles (soprano). Marguerite; Liliane 
Berton (soprano), Siehel; Rita Gorr (mezzo- 
soprano), Martha; Nicolai Gedda (tenor), 
Faust; Ernest Blanc (baritone), Valentine; 
Victor Autran (baritone), Wagner; Boris 
Christoff (bass), Mephistopheles. Chorus 
and Orchestra of the Théátre National de 
Paris, André Cluytens cond. ANGEL ZD 3622 
521.98. 

OO SAINT-SA>'NS: Samson et Dalila. Rita 
Gorr (mezzo-soprano), Dalila; Jon Vickers 
(tenor), Samson; Rémy Corazza (tenor), 
Philistine messenger; Jacques Potier (tenor), 
first Philistine; Ernest Blanc (baritone), high 
priest; Anton Diakov (bass), Abimelech 
and old Hebrew; Jean-Pierre Hurteau 
(bass), second Philistine. Orchestra of the 
Théátre National de Paris and René Duclos 
Chorus, Georges Prétre cond. ANGEL ZC 
3639 521.98. 

OO VERDI: Falstaff. Ilva Ligabue (so- 
prano), Alice; Mirella Freni (soprano), 
Nannetta; Rosalind Elias (mezzo-soprano), 
Meg; Giulietta Simionato (mezzo-soprano), 
Mistress Quickly; Alfredo Kraus (tenor). 
Fenton; John Lanigan (tenor), Dr. Caius; 
Piero de Palma (tenor), Bardolfo; Geraint 
Evans (bass), Falstaff; Robert Merrill (bari- 
tone), Ford; Giovanni Foiani (bass), Pis- 
tola. RCA Italiana Chorus and Orchestra, 
Georg Solti cond. RCA VICTOR FTC 8008 
S21.95. 

C) ROSSINI: L'Italiana in Algeri. Giu- 
liana Tavolaccini (soprano), Elvira; Teresa 
Berganza (mezzo-soprano), Isabella; Miti 
Truccato Pace (contralto), Zulma; Luigi 
Alva (tenor), Lindoro; Rolando Panerai 
(baritone), Taddeo; Paolo Montarsolo (bar- 
itone), Haly; Fernando Corena (bass). 
Mustafa. Chorus and Orchestra of the Mag- 
gio Musicale Fiorentino, Silvio Varviso 
cond. LONDON LOG 90079 519.95. 

OS PUCCINI: Manon Lescaut. Renata Te- 
baldi (soprano), Manon Lescaut; Mario del 
Monaco (tenor), des Grieux; Piero de Palma 
(tenor), Edmondo; Mario Boriello (bari- 
tone), Lescaut; Fernando Corena (bass), 
Geronte. Chorus and Orchestra of the Ac- 
cademia di Santa Cecilia, Rome. Francesco 
Molinari-Pradelli cond. LONDON LOS 90080 
S 16.95. 

'D-eulsche NOW DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON GitaIl,,Wp/wn SUPERB STEREO 
9esellschaft COSTS NO MORE THAN MONO!' 

Yes, it's true. Imported DGG Stereo albums - 
among the finest ever produced-cost you no 
more than mono. You save one dollar per record 
with every purchase. Start saving now with this 
brilliant "live" recording of Richard Strauss' DIE 
FRAU OHNE SCHATTEN (4 records). LPM 18 911/ 
14... Stereo SLPM 138 911/14. With Dietrich 
Fischer- Dieskau, Inge Borkh, Ingrid Bjoner, Jess 
Thomas, Martha Moedl, Hans Hotter, others. 
Chorus and Orchestra of the Bavarian State 
Opera, Joseph Keilberth, cond. 

'with participating dealers 

MGM RECORDS, Classical Div., 1540 B'way, N.Y.C., N.Y. 10036 

CIRCLE NO. 28 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

BRITISH NI -FI 
COSTS LESS 
IF YOU BUY DIRECT 

FROM 
THE U.K. HI-FI 

MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS! 

You will be highly delighted with 
our money saving prices! 

Individual leaflets free or send 
$1 bill for illustrated catalogue 
(refundable on first purchase) 
and details of HI-FI Equipment 
required. 

All equipment carefully packed, 
insured and shipped promptly at 
minimum cost. 

C. C. GOODWIN (SALES) LTD. (Dept. HFS) 
7, THE BROADWAY, WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N. 22. ENGLAND 

*Keep a note of our address for future reference. 

CIRCLE NO. 39 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

THE 

ANNOUNCING 
A NEW, BASICALLY NEW, SPEAKER SYSTEM - 

ERED 

9 

Vertical Speaker System. 

The Vereo, a remarkable new approach tohigh quality speaker system design, 
is now available to you. This beautiful sound instrument fills a living room 
with sound more fully and with more accurately detailed reproduction than you 
have ever heard before. 

Inwardly the Vereo incorporates basically new and unique methods of using 
several specially made 5 inch speakers that give an overall continuity and 
definition of sound throughout the audio spectrum never before achieved. 

Outwardly, the Vereo design is stately and beautiful. It will blend and enhance 
your living room decor. The Vereo occupies only an 8 inch square of floor 
space. Thus, one, two, or more Vereos can be freely placed anywhere you may 
desire, in any size living room. 

The Vereo connects easily to any type of Hi-Fi/Stereo system and gives a 
much larger improvement in sound than you would ever think possible. 

We invite you to obtain more complete details on the high quality Vereo 
by writing to - 
THE YYL J / !T a/V CO. p UBINSTRUMENTSox 

0D 3DIVISIONPooUII 
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HI FI/STEREO REVIEW CLASSIFIED 
COMMERCIAL RATE: For firms or individuals offering commercial products or services. 506 per word (including name and address). Minimum order $5.00. Payment must 
accompany copy except when ads are placed by accredited advertising agencies. Frequency discount: 5% for 6 months; 10% for 12 months paid in advance. 

READER RATE: For individuals with a personal item to buy or sell. 306 per word (including name and address). No Minimum! Payment must accompany copy. 

GENERAL INFORMATION: First word in all ads set in bold caps at no extra charge. Additional words may be set in bold caps at 106 extra per word. All copy subject to pub- 

lisher's approval. Closing Date: 5th of the 2nd preceding month (for example, March issue closes January 5th). Send order and remittance to: Martin Lincoln, HIFI/STEREO 

REVIEW, One Park Avenue. New York, New York 10016. 

EQUIPMENT 

LOW, Low quotes: all components and recorders. HiFi, 
Roslyn 9, Penna. 

WRITE for quotation on any Hi Fi components: Sound 
Reproduction Inc., 34 New St., Newark, N.J. Mitchell 
2-6816. 

BEFORE You Buy Receiving Tubes, Test Equipment, 
Hifi Components, Kits, Parts. etc.... send for your 
Giant Free Zalytron Current Catalog, featuring Stand- 
ard Brand Tubes: RCA, GE. Etc. -all Brand New Pre- 
mium Quality Individually Boxed, One Year Guarantee 
-all at Biggest Discounts in America! We serve pro- 
fessional servicemen, hobbyists, experimenters, engi- 
neers, technicians. Why Pay More? Zalytron Tube 
Corp.. 469-11 Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, N.Y. 

TRANSISTORIZED Products importers catalog, $1.00 
Intercontinental. CPO 1717, Tokyo, Japan. 

TAPE recorders. Hi -Fi components. Sleep Learning 
Equipment, tapes. Unusual values. Free catalog. Dress- 
ner, 152311F Jericho Turnpike. New Hyde Park 9, N.Y. 

THE Price is Right! Hi -Fi Components. J. Wright Co., 
65-B Jensen St.. East Brunswick, N.J. 

KIT Experts-Dynaco Specialists -Kits at reasonable 
prices are our specialty. Also custom wired kits guar- 
anteed to exceed factory standards at substantial 
savings. Beautiful handcrafted Walnut cases for com- 
plete Dynaco line, plus everything in audio. Kitcraft, 
Dept. HS10-64, 738 Washington Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
11238, MA 2-5230. 

HI-FI Components, Tape Recorders, at guaranteed "We 
Will Not Be Undersold" prices. 15 -day money -back 
guarantee. Two-year warranty. No Catalog. Quotations 
Free. HiFidelity Center, 1797 (HC) 1st Ave., New York, 
N.Y. 10028. 

7" TV test tube -$6.99. Tubes -6146-$2.95; 6211 
(12AU7 equiv.) 396, 3 for $1.00. Germanium diodes, 
tested, equiv. 1N34, 1N60 etc., 30 for $1.00. Tophat 
silicon rectifiers. 750 MA -1000 piv 756. Transistors, 
tubes, resistors, condensers etc., bargain priced. Free 
catalog. Arcturus Electronics. Dept. ZD, 502 -22nd St., 
Union City, N.J. 07087. 

COMPONENT quotations -tapes Mylar 1800' postpaid 
minimum ten $1.59 each. Concertone 605-4RK 40%. 
Bayla, Box 131r Wantagh, N.Y. 

FREE! Send for money saving stereo catalog _ H1OR 

and lowest quotations on your individual component, 
tape recorder or system requirements. Electronic 
Values, Inc. 200 West 20th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10011. 

TAPE RECORDER & TELEVISION SALE. Latest models, 
$10.00 above cost. Arkay Sales, 22-01 Riverside Ave., 
Medford, Mass. 02155. 

CANADIANS -Giant Surplus Bargain Packed Catalogs. 
Electronics, HiFi, Shortwave, Amateur, Citizens Radio. 
Rush $1.00 (refunded). ETCO, Dept. Z, Box 741, Mon- 
treal, CANADA. 

TUBES 

BRAND New Tubes. World's lowest prices on Radio, 
TV -industrial -special purpose tubes. Write for free 
parts catalog. United Radio, Newark, N.J. 

RADIO & T.V. Tubes -33c each. Send for free list. 
Cornell, 4215-H University, San Diego, Calif. 92105. 

FOR SALE 

COMPONENTS & Furniture at big discounts. Write for 
discount catalog. Mendota Furniture Company, Men- 
dota, Minnesota. 
COMPLETE KNIFE catalog 256. Hunting, Pocket, Util- 
ity. Heartstone, Dept. ZD, Seneca Falls, New York 

$100.00 WEEKLY Spare Time Selling Banshee TS -30 
Transistor Ignition Systems and Coils. Big Demand. 
Free money making Brochure. Step Electronics, 
Drawer 1782DHF Ellenton, Fla. 33532. 

RESISTORS, newest type metal -oxide film, Ve, 1/4, Vg, 

1 watt $.07-$.12 each, 18-470,000 ohms Resistor Kits, 
Copper Circuit Board, Capacitors, Battery Motors, High 
Barrier Terminal Blocks, etc. Write: Farnsworth Elec- 
tronic Components, 88 Berkeley St., Rochester 7, New 

York. 

COMPLETE Stereo Component System. 50 -watt Harman- 
Kardon Amp-Preamp, matching wide band FM tuner, 
pair of matched Jensen speaker systems in walnut 
cabinets (three speakers in each), turntable, Pickering 
cartridge, walnut base, extras! Located NYC area. Cost 

$800. new -Sacrifice, Best Offer. Box 115, HiFiStereo 
Review, 1 Park Ave., New York, NY 10016. 

TAPE AND RECORDERS 

RENT Stereo Tapes -over 2,500 different -all major 
labels -free brochure. Stereo Parti, 1616-G Terrace 
Way, Santa Rosa, California. 

SAVE 30-60% Stereo music on tape. Free bargain cata- 
log/blank tape/recorders/Norelco speakers. Saxitone, 
1776 Columbia Road, Washington, D.C. 

TAPEMATES MAKES AVAILABLE TO YOU -ALL 4 -TRACK 
STEREO TAPES -ALL LABELS -POSTPAID TO YOUR 
DOOR -AT 40% COMBINED SAVINGS. FOR FREE BRO- 

CHURE WRITE TAPEMATES CLUB, 5280-H W. PICO 

BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90019. 

WINDSOR Tape Club members HEAR BEFORE THEY 

BUY. Free "samplers" of new releases. Save on tape 
purchases -all major labels. Free brochure. Windsor 
Tape Club, Dept. D, Windsor, Calif. 

RENT 4 -TRACK STEREO TAPES -When you narrow it 
down it has to be TRIMOR-Goodbye to partial satis- 
faction -Service and Dependability our keynote -ALL 
LABELS and TITLES -No Deposit -Postpaid both ways 
-Write for FREE BROCHURE and TAPE CATALOG. 
TRIM OR Company, P. 0. Box 748, Flushing, N.Y. 11352. 

AMPEX tape at discount. Write Collegetown Audio, 
Box 342, Columbia, Missouri 65201. 

YOUR Records To Tape: stereo, monaural; sample 2T 

$3.00, 41 $2.70; inquire Tapes; 509 East Wells Street, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202. 

BEFORE renting Stereo Tapes try us. Postpaid both 
ways -no deposit -immediate delivery. Quality -De- 
pendability -Service -Satisfaction -prevail here. If 
you've been dissatisfied in the past, your initial order 
will prove this is no idle boast. Free catalog. Cold 
Coast Tape Library, Box 2262, Palm Village Station, 
Hialeah, Fla. 33012. 

3M POLYESTER Tapes. 1200' $1.29; 1800' $1.99. 
Towers, Lafayette Hill, Penna. 19444. 

MYLAR, Sarkes Tarzian Galaxie 1800'/1.69. Free com- 
ponents, tape catalog. Pofe, 1716-D Northfield, Muncie, 
Indiana. 
FOR SALE: -Stereo tapes from rental stocks. 50% to 
75% off list prices. Full guarantee. Free catalog. 
Stereophonic Rental Library, 3592 Milwaukee Ave., 
Chicago, Ill. 60641. 

$7.95 STEREO Tapes for $4.98. Ron's Stereo Tape 
Club, 449 E. 7th, Red Wing, Minn. 55066. 

FIRST time ever offered on 4 -track stereo tape. Bee- 
thoven Nine Symphonies complete, Josef Krips and 
London Symphony Orchestra on 4 reels produced by 
Everest. Special price $19.99. Concertapes, 1313 N. 

Vine, Hollywood, Calif. 

MUSIC 

SUB CARRIER ADAPTERS for reception of background 
music programs (continuous music without commer- 
cials) now being transmitted as hidden programs on 
the FM broadcast band. Use with any FM tuner. Stand- 
ard parts. Text, schematics $3.00. Kits $45.00. Self - 
powered adapters $75.00. Music Associated, 65 Glen- 
wood Road, Upper Montclair, New Jersey. Telephone 
744-3387 area code 201. 

RECORDS 

RARE 78's. State Category. Write Record -Lists, P.O. 
Box 2122, Riverside, California. 

"HARD To Get" records -all speeds. Record Exchange, 
812 Seventh Avenue. New York, N.Y. 

THE Record Collector Journal -comprehensive, valu- 
able data, varied record mart. Introductory six issues 
-$1.50. Record Research, 131 Hart, Brooklyn 6, N.Y. 

COLLECTOR'S ALBUM! "That's All" by Herman 
Chittison. A definitive LP destined to become the 
most important piano record of our time. Stereo $5.98, 
mono $4.98, postpaid. L'ELEGANT, Suite 600D, 110 
West 47th, N.Y.C. 10036. 

LP's LIKE New Top Labels Only. Send $1.00 List. Re- 
funded First Order. Records, Hillburn P.O., Hillburn, 
New York. 

CASH for Unwanted LP's. Reder, 81 Forshay Rd., 
Monsey, New York. 

DISCOUNT Records -All Labels -Free Details, write 
Cliff House, Box 42-H, Utica, N.Y. 

DISC RECORDING 

RECORDS CUT FROM YOUR TAPES on variable pitch 
mastering equipment. 12"-7.00; 10"-5.00; 7"-4.50. 
Send check and tape to Audio Service, 4 New Hyde 
Park Road, Franklin Square, New York 11010. 

REPAIRS AND SERVICES 

ALL Makes of Hi -Fi Speakers Repaired. Amprite, 168 
W. 23 St., N.Y.C. 10011. CH 3-4812. 

HIFI Problems solved by "The Hi -Fl Doctor" on the 
spot. Audio, Acoustic, Radio Engineer, Professional 
visits, day, evening. New York area. William Bohn, 
Plaza 7-8569. 

TV TUNERS Rebuilt and Aligned per manufacturers 
specification Only $9.50. Any Make UHF or VHF. We 
ship COD Ninety day written guarantee. Ship complete 
with tubes or write for free mailing kit and dealer 
brochure. JW Electronics, Box 51F, Bloomington, Ind. 

TELEVISION Tuners -Rebuilt, Air Tested $9.00 Plus 
Shipping. Guaranteed. Texas Tuners, Box 222, Robert 
Lee, Texas 76945. 

BOOKS 

AUTHORS' Learn how to have your book published, 
promoted, distributed. Free booklet "ZD," Vantage, 
120 West 31 St., New York 1. 

FREE Catalogue, Paperbacks, etc. Substantial Savings. 
New York Book and Record Club, 4M West 43 Street, 
N.Y.C. 10036. 

FREE Bargain Book List. All categories. Box 22-HF, 
Hewlett, New York 11557. 

PUBLISH your book! Join our successful authors: pub- 
licity advertising promotion, beautiful books. All sub- 
jects invited. Send for free appraisal and detailed 
booklet. Carlton Press, Dept. ZDJ, 84 Fifth Ave., 
N.Y.C. 11. 

PATENTS 

INVENTIONS; Ideas developed for Cash/Royalty sales. 
Raymond Lee, 21040 Bush Building, New York City 36. 

PLANS AND KITS 

WEBBER labs. Transistorized converter Kit $5.00. Two 
models using car radio 30-50Mc or 100.200Mc, one Mc 
spread. Easily constructed. Webber, 40 Morris, Lynn, 
Mass. 
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES WANTED EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION 

INVESTIGATE Accidents-Earn $750 to $1,000 monthly. 
Men urgently needed. Car furnished. Business ex- 
penses paid. No selling. No college education neces 
nary. Pick own job location. Investigate full time. Or 
earn $6.44 hour spare time. Write for Free Literature. 
No obligation. Universal, CZ -10, 6801 Hillcrest, Dallas 
5, Texas. 

I MADE $40,000.00 Year by Mailorder! Helped others 
make money! Start with $10.00-Free Proof. Torrey, 
Box 3566-N, Oklahoma City 6, Oklahoma. 

HOW And Where to Raise Capital. Details Free. Fi- 
nancial, Box 785-H, Springfield, Mo. 65801. 

AMAZING Mail Order Profits using proven methods. 
Research, 3207-H Southern Hills. Springfield, Mo. 

HIGH Weekly Earnings! Address -mail letters featuring 
real merchandise. Get $10 with every order-keep $8 
profit. Supplies furnished. Free particulars. Modern 
Merchandising, Box 357, Oceanside, New York. 
FREE REPORT: "609 Unusual, Successful Businesses." 
Box 122-ZDA, Wheeling, III. 

EARN Money at home being one of our clients: Ready 
made Fishing Flies supplied. Write: Ready Made Fly, 
Long Beach 16, Mississippi. 
FREE Book "990 Successful, Little -Known Businesses." 
Work home! Plymouth -717M, Brooklyn 4, N.Y. 

PHOTOGRAPHY-FILM 
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES 

SCIENCE Bargains-Request Free Giant Catalog "CJ" 
-148 pages-Astronomical Telescopes, Microscopes, 
Lenses, Binoculars, Kits, Parts. War surplus bargains. 
Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, New Jersey. 

MEDICAL FILM-Adults only-"Childbirth" one reel, 
8mm $7.50; 16mm $14.95. International H, Greenvale, 
long Island, New York. 

HELP WANTED 

EARN Extra money selling advertising book matches. 
Free samples furnished. Matchcorp., Dept. MD -104, 
Chicago 32, Illinois. 

PERSONALS 

ONLY $35.92 Monthly repays $800.00 (thirty pay- 
ments). Borrow $100-$1,000 entirely by airmail. Write 
today. Bankers Investment Co., 92-A, Hutchinson, 
Kansas 67501. 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM 
Please refer to heading on first page of this section for complete data concerning terms, 
frequency discounts, closing dates, etc. 

I_ 

1 2 3 

6 7 8 

11 12 13 

16 17 18 

21 22 23 

26 27 28 

31 32 33 

4 5 

9 10 

14 15 

19 20 

24 25 

29 30 

34 35 

Words @ .30 Reader Rate 
@ .50 Commercial Rate 

Insert time(s) Total Enclosed $ 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE STATE 

SIGNATURE 

WORD COUNT: Include name and address. Name of city (Des Moines) or of state (New York) counts as one 
word each. Zone or Zip Code numbers not counted. (Publisher reserves right to omit Zip Code if space does 
not permit.) Count each abbreviation, initial, single figure or group of figures or letters as a word. Symbols 
such as 35mm, COD, PO, AC, etc., count as one word. Hyphenated words count as two words. HF-1064 

QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver, Gold. Ores Analyzed. 
Free Circular. Mercury Terminal. Norwood, Mass. 

CASH for Nazi -Italian daggers, banners. Bayliss, 140- 
25 Ash, Flushing, New York. 

PHOTO FINISHING 

ULTRA Miniature Finishing. Free Offer. Northwest 
Custom, Box 16, University Station. Seattle, Wash. 

EDUCATIONAL 
OPPORTUNITIES 

LEARN While Asleep, hypnotize with your recorder, 
phonograph. Astonishing details, sensational catalog 
free! Sleep -Learning Association, Box 24-ZD, Olympia, 
Washington. 

LEARN While Asleep. Remarkable, Scientific. 92% Ef- 
fective. Details Free, ASR Foundation, Box 7021, Dept. 
e g.. Lexington, Kentucky. 

HIGHLY -EFFECTIVE Home study review for FCC com- 
mercial phone exams. Free Literature! Cook's School 
of Electronics, Box 10682, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15235 (Es- 
tablished 1945, Jackson, Miss.) 

NOW Amateur Radio license correspondence classes! 
Free details, wri:e Valley Schools, Dept. Al2, Box 608, 
Aurora, III. 60507. 

DRAFTING, Blueprint reading, schematics. Send $2.00 
first lesson. Complete home course $25.00. Prior Inc., 
23-09 169 St., Whitestone 57, N.Y. 

HYPNOTISM 

FREE Hypnotism, Self -Hypnosis, Sleep Learning Cata 
log! Drawer 14400, Ruidoso, New Mexico 88345. 

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS 

GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, Snoop- 
erscopes. Parabolic Reflectors, Picture Catalog 100. 
Meshna, Nahant, Mass. 

JEEPS $64.50, boats $6.18, typewriters $4.15, air- 
planes, electronics equipment, thousands more, in 
your area typically at up to 98% savings. Complete 
directory plus sample Surplus Marketletter $1.00. Sur- 
plus Service, Box 820.1, Holland. Michigan. 

J 

FOREIGN Employment. Construction, other work proj- 
ects. Good paying overseas jobs with extras, travel 
expenses. Write only: Foreign Service Bureau, Dept. 
D, Bradenton Beach, Fla. 

FOREICN-U.S.A. Hot listings. All -year lobs now hiring. 
Transportation. Family relocation. Stamped returnable 
envelope. Global, Box 286-W, Oroville, Calif. 

PRINTING 

1000 BUSINESS Cards $3.90. Samples. MTL Printing, 
Box 947, Chicago 90. 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

PHOTOGRAPHS and Transparencies wanted-To $500.00 
each. Valuable information. Free, Write Intraphoto-HF, 
Box 74507, Hollywood 90004. 

COINS 

TWENTY page =27 Retail price list of USA and Ca- 
nadian coins 100. Our retail selling prices on thou- 
sands of coins and coin collectors supplies. Bryson 
Incorporated, 612-Z White, Toledo 5, Ohio. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

SPANKEE! New Fashioned Shingle! With old Fashion 
Results! 51.00 Postpaid. Spankee!, Box 466, Salem, 
Mass. 

MEN Only!-Surprise Package $1.00. Enterprises, Box 
266-ZD Spring Valley, N.Y. 10977. 

JUST RELEASED! 50,000 words of inspiration and truth 
projected upon a backdrop of Universal Laws and 
Principles. Fourteen issues of Lemurian Viewpoint In 
binder. $2.50 postpaid. Lemurian Viewpoint, Dept. 6, 
Ramona, Cal. 92065. 

GOLD, Treasure, Coin Locator $2.00 Complete. Guaran- 
teed. Treasures -I4, Ashland, Oregon. 

Back Issues 
Available 

Use this coupon to order hack 
issues of HIFI/STEREO REVIEW 

We have a limited supply of back issues that can 
be ordered on a first come, first served basis. 
lust fill in the coupon below, enclose your remit- 
tance in the amount of 650 each and mail. 

1 HF 

ZIFF-DAVIS SERVICE DIVISION 
Dept. BCHF, 589 Broadway 
New York 12, New York 

Please send the following back issues of 
HIFIISTEREO REVIEW. 

I am enclosing to cover cost of 
the magazine, shipping and handling. 

Month Year 

Month Year 

Month Year 

Name 

Address 

City Zone-_ State 
No charge or C.O.D. orders please. 
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This 

is 

a new stereo turntable 
which you can own 

for only 
S5905! 

_^ 4...4417'. ,..-- dF"' +=rs= --- 
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Y ̂ 

Write to Weathers foe free literature 
about this new stereo turntable or better yet. 
go to your nearest hi-fi dealer for a demorstration. 

WEATHERs. 
Division of TelePro Industries, Inc., 

Cherry Hill Induszrial Center, Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08034. 

4 

That's all y» will pa» hr 
this new top perfor>rence 
turntable by Weathers, a. 

compani whose tt.rntro es 
have won design 3w31ds 
and have been ex-iaited 
at the Louvre and-B./Enos 
Aires museums. 

If you're graduatiig frcm 
a 'changer or looking for- 
ward to móre discrimiiat- 
ing mu;ic -eprodiction 
with a gt_ality ttarrUble, 
the To-vn;end will g ve 
You the incomparatle 
sound teal Dnly Weathers 
can produce ... the 
price is inder sixty thI as! 
This turntable ccufa rot 
have teen built 10 sears 
ago, despite lower a1 or 
and mater -al cost al t`at 
time. It :oc k Weathers ex- 
perience in the creationot 
Prize win-ting bur -tables 
and a constant searet for 
new and be ter techniques 
and materials to ptcduce 
the Townsend - indud_ng 
solid -Calnut, oil ii-i;hed 
base and tone a mf - at 
this uaegaalled low price 
of $59.95.. 

Specs? Here are a =ew: 
speed - 331/3 rpm- com- 
bined -wow '8( curter - 
.065%; rubble - rrus50 

a db. Theuni'ersaI -cream 
will. accept any s*.aadard 
cartridge. 

With Weathers :cp rated 
LDM Stereo Cartridge - 
$69.95.. 

WEATHERS IIVISION OF TELEPIO INOUS-IIt:. NC.. 

IHERRY 1111 IN3USTIIi 1 CEITIR. CHERRY MR. MOH 

Please send me your free literature or the TovrIerd - 
the World's Greatest Turn -able Value at 559_95. 

NAMF 

STREET 

CITY STATE SIP CODE 
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reo Review 

June, 1964 

"...the designers of the 
E -V TWO were aiming 
for a smooth, uncolored 
sound, and they have 
succeeded very well. 
Overall the E -V TWO is 

a very smooth and musi- 
cal reproducer." 

T 

Radio -Electronics 
"In brief, the E -V TWO's produce a quite spectacular sound 
with a big, low-down bass...that is the best, to my ears, that 
Electro -Voice has yet produced." 

February, 1964 

POPLTLAR 
SCIENCE 

June, 1964 

"They effortlessly fill my 
large listening room with 
clean, well-balanced sound." 

©1964. Popular Science Publishing Co.. Inc. 

"Reproducing test tones, 
the Model SIX was found 
to have a remarkably smooth, 
clean and uniform response 
across the audio range!... 

But whatever one's personal listening tastes are, it would 
seem there is an E -V model to suit them." 

high fideli 
April, 1964 

AUDIO 
April, 1964 

"...the Electro -Voice Model 
SIX is as close in sound to 

a Patrician as one can come 
without being a Patrician. 
You listen." 

1 "(I) have found them to 

r` be smooth and easy-to- 
e Guide listen -to... I found the 

i top end very smooth and 
silky, not overbright, and 
also it extended well be - 

you! the 15-kc. claim of the manufacturer." 

December, 1963 
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If Speakers Could Blush, Ours Woula! ,ol' 

°, 

\. . 

i,. 

1 

t, 
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E -V TWO 
$120.00 

' 
. p r-Q. 

r --I 

Read what the critics say about the new E -V TWO, E -V FOUR and E -V SIX acoustic suspension 
speaker systems. Then conduct your own impartial listening test. For a complete set of 

review reprints, plus the name of your nearest franchised E -V hi-fi showroom, write us today. 

i 

, 

1, ,1 I, J 
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E -V FOUR 
$151.87 

cc® 
ELECTRO -VOICE, INC., Dept. 1044F, Buchanan, Michigan 49107 

CIRCLE NO. 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

SETTING NEW' STANDARDS IN SOUND 


